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Summary 

Part One of this study considers the general framework 

for the description of intonation. After a brief survey (Chapter 

1) of the development of the subject, Chapter 2 discusses the 

phonological characteristics of intonation and adopts a hierarchical 

prosodic structure based on that of Halliday but extended to 

include a higher-ranking unit, the paratone-group. The meaning 

of intonation is considered in Chapter 3, where it is concluded 

that this meaning is textual rather than grammatical, and is more 

general than existing treatments suggest. In Part Two this general 

framework is applied to English and German. Chapter 4 discusses 

methodological questions and describes the techniques used. 

Chapters 5 and 6 give a detailed analysis of the phonetic and 

phonological features of the tones and pretonics respectively. 

The systems are established on an auditory basis, but detailed 

phonetic specification is given in acoustic terms and experimental 

evidence is adduced from synthetic speech. Chapter 7 considers 

phonological characteristics of the peratone-group and establishes 

different kinds of structural relationship between tone-groups. The 

remaining three chapters are concerned with the meaning of intonation 

in the two languages: Chapter 8 with the role of the division into 

tone-groups and par©tone-groups, Chapter 9 with the role of tonic 

placement and its analogue within the peratone-group, and Chapter 10 

with the röle of the tonal features themselves. In all cases the 

t 
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Intonational variables are shown to be independent of syntactic 

factors, though they interact with these factors in various ways, 

to some extent differently in the two languages because of dirfcrences 

of syntactic structure. It is also claimed that it is possible 

to give e more general characterisation of the meaning of tonal 

features than is found in the literature, and that, contrary to 

some opinions, there is no consistent relationship between English 

intonation and German modal particles. 

f 



PART ONE: -THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

Chapter 1: The of Intonation 

1.1 Introduction 

Intonation occupies a peculiar position in linguistic theory 

and research. All linguists would presumably concur with the view 

that intonation is a 'fact' of language, an obligatory, indispensable 

component of any utterance. Many, perhaps even most, linguists 

nevertheless assign it to the periphery of the subject; it is not 

infrequently left out of account altogether in discussions of general 

theory and in descriptions of particular languages. Other areas of 

linguistics are, of course, treated in a similar Way, their peripheral 

status usually being justified by an appeal to various theoretical 

considerations: we might thus invoke the dichotomy 'synchrony' v. 

'diachrony' in order to exclude historical linguistics; or the 

dichotomy 'form' v. 'substance' in order to exclude phonetics (in 

the narrow sense); or the dichotomy 'competence' v. 'performance' 

in order to exclude language use, including sociolinguistics and 

'pragmatics'. The legitimacy of such exclusions is itself a 

theoretical and controversial issue, of course, but one which will 

not be further discussed here. 

The relegation of intonation to the periphery of linguistics 

is rather a different matter. There does not seem to be any serious 

theoretical principle, other than that of convenience, which could 

be invoked in order to justify its peripheral status. Intonation 
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cuts across all those dichotomies: it has both synchronic and 

diachronic aspects, both form and substance, and may be considered 

in terms of both competence and performance, and so on. Thus, 

however much we choose to exclude from linguistics by an appeal to 

theoretical considerations, intonation will still be left with at 

least one foot in the 'linguistics' that remains. 

Linguists have, however, consistently neglected intonation, 

and continue to do so. It is often given only scant attention in 

works an linguistic theory and is generally mentioned, if at all, 

only in the final pages of monographs on the phonology of particular 

languages. In view of this it is hardly surprising that knowledge 

in this field has advanced rather more slowly than in most other 

areas of linguistic research. 

But there is more to this lack of progress than mere want-of 

attention. Serious attempts to describe intonation and its meaning 

have been made Tor some considerable time, and a wide variety of 

techniques have been applied, ranging from electronic computers to 

algebraic models. Furthermore, many of those who have 'neglected' 

intonation have evidently been acutely aware that it is neither 

peripheral nor insignificant. 

It seems clear, then, that the slow rate at which knowledge 7 

of intonation has been acquired is to be attributed not to neglect 

as such but to inherent difficulties within the subject itself which 

have caused this neglect by impeding for so' long the establishment 
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of adequate theoretical frameworks for intonation, and the 

incorporation of intonation into existing models, Just what 

these difficulties are will become clearer from the discussion in 

subsequent chapters of the present study, where differing views on 

intonation are presented and analysed. It is worth noting at this 

point, however, that the difficulties are not just of historical 

interest. Though there has been a considerable expansion not only 

of research but also of knowledge in this field, intonation can 

still be accommodated only with difficulty in most linguistic frameworks, 

" the inadequate treatment given to it in generative grammars being 

a characteristic example. 

The purpose of this brief chapter is to give an introductory 

survey of the development of the subject. No attempt will be made to 

give detailed expositions of analyses or theories; the aim will 

be to pick out the salient points of the development, critical 

analysis and evaluation being reserved for later chapters. Many 

different strands of this development can be followed, but in the 

present survey contributions will be considered under three headings. 

Firstly we shall consider an approach which may be loosely termed 

'impressionistic'. The orientation here has been towards establishing 

the actually occurring pitch features of utterances in specific 

languages, with only minimal regard to how these features are to be 

interpreted, either phonologically or semantically. Secondly the 

'pedagogical' approach will be considered, in which intonational 

features of languages have been described for the benefit of foreign 

learners. And thirdly wo may considar explicitly 'theoretical' accounts 
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of intonation. 

These are, of course, not the only orientations in intonation 

research that may be discerned, but, taken together, they provide 

a convenient framework within which to consider the major contributions 

to the subject. A further dimension which cuts across these 

categories is the 'comparative' or 'contrastive' approach. This 

is, of course, of importance in the present study, but since 

comparative work in this field is very heterogeneous and of little 

independent value a separate section will not be devoted to it. 

Instead, each of the three sections will conclude with a brief mention 

of comparative application of the approach in question. 

1.2 Impressionistic studies 

Intonation studies did not really become systematic until the 

present century, but there were naturally earlier attempts to describe 

the pitch patterns of utterances. Zwirner (1952) draws attention 

to descriptions of pitch even in classical times, and writers in 

England had discussed the subject as early as the 16th century 

(e. g. John Hart, 1569). one of the most remarkable discussions is 

that of Joshua Steele (1775), who in some respects anticipates 

certain modern analyses, and we should not underestimate the important 

contribution of the 'English School' of phoneticians, culminating 

in the work of Bell and Sweet. 

What is remarkable, however, is that the long phonetic tradition 

in this country and elsewhere had, by the later 19th century, produced 

a serviceable theory on which modern articulatory phonetics could 

0 
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largely be based, but this theory found little or no place for 

intonation. This is not to say that attempts were not made to 

classify pitch phenomena, but the classifications remained superficial, 

and hence wo are justified in treating them as impressionistic'. 

There were also, admittedly, attempts to go further, for example 

by labelling the patterns in terms of general meanings, but there 

could be little to justify Bell's optimism that he had described 

intonation satisfactorily: "The mechanical varieties of tones 

being so few in number". he writes, "the student of speech will 

easily fix their expressiveness in his mind" (Bell, 1886, p. 55). 

Bell had, in fact, devised a quite complex system of tone- 

markings. He classifies 'inflexions' into five basic types: fall, 

rise, fall-rise, rise-fall, and the 'double compound inflexions 

rise-fall-rise. To these we may add the 'preparatory tone', and 

With variations in range we have considerable tonal possibilities. 

But what is lacking is any clear conception of the structure of 

intonation patterns. Although there is reference to the "unity of 

inflexion throughout every accentual pt so" (1886, p. 44), no 

criteria are given for establishing such phrases. The tonal units 

thus remain undefined. In many cases the unit of tone was apparently 

taken to be the word. Sweet discusses tones in similar terms 

(e. g. 1894,1906), but with the addition of a level tone and with 

more attention to function. He recognises that pitch is not a 
I 

characteristic of the word as such, but he associates it with syntactic 
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units: in declarative sentences the subject is rising, the 

predicate falling, etc. 

Another contributor was Sievers. In the first edition of his 

Lautphysiologie (1876), he admits that the field of intonation is 

"noch fast gar nicht bearbeitet"; in the second edition (1881) 

he adopts Sweet's system of tone-marking. In his later work (1912). 

Sievers turned away from 'tonal' analyses to the study of 'Klang- 

struktur, i. e. the subjective impression of rise and fall produced 

by an utterance. His idea, based on the. study of poetry, is that 

the 'intonation' of a lins of verse is a combination of the 'natural' 

pitch of the words and the 'ideal' sentence melody intended by the 

poet. This notion of intonation can hardly be defined; it 

involves rhythm and qualitative features as well as pitch. Sievers's 

theory was taken up again much later by von Essen (1952), but 

with as little success. It may be that modern acoustic techniques 

will be able to throw some light on the features of Klangstruktur 

examined by Sievers and von Essen, but the theory has proved 

unproductive for the description of intonation. 

The 'tonal' analyses of Bell and Sweet do not appear to have 

had any direct successors. In the early years of this century, 

perhaps under the influence of experimental phonetics, then in the 

ascendent, more attention was paid to detailed impressionistic 

analyses of pitch movements. Jones (1909) made a laborious transcription 

of pitch curves from a gramophone record, and a similarly detailed 

analysis was made by Pollak (1911) of the final 'cadence' in 

German declarative sentences. The tradition was continued with the 
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work of Kühlmann (1931,1951,1952), and made considerably easier 

with the invention of a reliable pitch-writer (according to 

ieyer-Eppler (1948), this happened in 1937). Subsequent developments 

have provided a variety of instruments that may be used in such 

work. 

At this point we must consider briefly the usefulness of 

analyses of this sort. The not result of most of these studies 

has been the accumulation of a considerable amount of data, most 

of which has still not been properly interpreted or evaluated. 

Furthermore, it is extremely unlikely that any interpretation 

will over be forthcoming. The reason for this is clear: the 

accumulation of data for its own sake is a rather pointless exercise. 

If the results of experimental or instrumental study of intonation 

are to be in any way meaningful, there must not only be a clear 

linguistic bias to the investigation, but there must also be a prior 

conception of the nature of the linguistic structures that are under 

investigation. These conditions have rarely been satisfied, with 

the result that the data accumulated are often not only irrelevant 

but also positively misleading. 

This criticism applies particularly to purely statistical 

analyses of pitch, such as that undertaken by Shohara (1948), who 

worked out the average pitch of Japanese syllables, and especially 

the work of the adherents of 'Phonometrie', such as Maack (1949 

passim) or Bethge (1952 passim). These latter have measured such 

features as the average pitch level of different speakers, the 
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'specific pitches' of individual segments, and the interactions 

of pitch, loudness and length. Although Maack calls these 

procedures "die Anwendung linguistischer Prinzipien auf die 

Messung der gesprochenen laute" (1952), the notion of a statistical 

norm as a linguistically relevant feature has been rightly 

attacked (e. g. by Trubetzkoy, 1939). The inherent weaknesses 

of this approach may be illustrated by freinhold's examination 

of the 'Streuung' of pitch intervals (1967). In investigating 

non-final intonations he finds that there is less 'Normbildung' 

than in other cases, but he does not appear to appreciate the 

reasons for this. -Yet the reasons are self-evident if the 

linguistic system is taken into account: some of these non-final 

patterns are falling tones, others rising, and others level, 

hence it is meaningless to take measurements of all these 

indiscriminately and to derive a statistical average. Despite 

Zwirner's affirmation (1952) that "wenn die Streuungserscheinungen 

eines variablen Merkmals untersucht werden sollen, denn muss vorher 

eine bestimmte Gleichheit des zu prüfenden materials gesichert 

sein", this equivalence cannot be ensured by statistical means 

but only on the basis of a prior linguistic analysis. 

This is naturally not intended as a criticism of instrumental 

or experimental work as such, but only of its misuse. That 

instrumental investigation can be used to good effect when 

properly subordinated to a linguistic analysis is amply demonstrated 

by such studies as the investigation of East Norwegian tone and 
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intonation by Haugen and Joos (1952), where the detailed phonetic 

analysis is always subordinated to the phonological patterning. 

Criticism must also be made of certain apparently'thdoretical 

studies where the 'theory' in fact amounts to no more than a set 

of descriptive parameters for dealing with the various phonetic 

features involved in intonation. In this category come Quirk 

and Crystal (Crystal and Quirk 1964, Crystal 1969 (e), 1975). 

These scholars must be given 

sophisticated techniques for 

number of 'systems' in which 

quality and similar features 

not amount to a linguistic ei 

remains impressionistic. 

credit for having established 

describing data in terms of a large 

not only intonation but also voice- 

are included. But their work does 

nalysis of intonation; it therefore 

The impressionistic approach has not been particularly 

successful as a comparative technique. It is evident that a 

comparison which confines itself to noting the phonetic data 

cannot appreciate the real similarities and differences between 

languages. Furthermore, there is e tendency in impressionistic 

comparison to look for the most 'typical', most 'characteristic' 

features of the pitch pattern, and it is clear that these may, 

in fact, be relatively superficial and of no functional importance. 

It is not surprising, therefore, that early impressionistic 

studies have little to say of any value about the differences and 

similarities between the intonations of different languages. Sweet 

says briefly: "German intonation closely resembles English". 
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Regional differences within individual languages fared somewhat 

better; Bell (1886, p. 175ff) discusses regional intonations 

in English, and Sievers (1912) does the same for German. The 

latter was responsible for the often-quoted idea that North and 

South German intonations "verhalten sich ... wie zwei Spiegelbilder 

zueinander". 

Instrumental comparisons of intonation patterns have also 

been made. Using his pitch-writer, Lottermoser (1950) was able to 

analyse the speech of Europea'n radio-announcers, but he had to 

confine himself to rather superficial conclusions. Similarly, 

Kuhlmann (1952) applied his analytical techniques to a comparison 

of English and German, and was able to study the predominance of 

falling or rising pitch movements in final and non-final positions. 

More important is the instrumental work of Delattre (e. g. 1965), 

Who presents 'typical' intonation patterns for declarative 

sentences in four languages. But the same objections must be 

made to his work as to other impressionistic comparisons: if we 

do not go beyond the phonetic features, there is no guarantee of 

real equivalence between the patterns - even with such a label as 

'declarative'. The some reservations apply in respect of the 

dialect comparisons of ragdics. (1964), ven der Kerckhove (1948), and 

Schädlich and Eras (1969): without an adequate linguistic 

framework the results are both superficial and misleading. 

The some defects are found in a number of studies which 

attempt to find similarities rather than differences between different 
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languages. Abe (1955) set out "to verify to what extent 

intonations - that is the psychological pitch curves as they 

are usually called - may be called international", and F6nagy 

and (Yagdics (1963) investigated the similarities between the 

pitch patterns of different languages and the patterns used in 

music to convey the 'same' things. Similarities, as well as 

differences, may be superficial. 

1.3 Podsgooical studies 

Most of our systematic knowledge of intonation derives from 

work of a pedagogical nature. Even the 19th century works 

discussed above were pedagogical in intention, though as we have 

seen they failed to provide a satisfactory account of the basic 

structure of intonation. Such an account, at least in its 

fundamentals, was the contribution of pedagogically oriented 

scholars in the first few decades of this century. 

One of the first of these scholars was Klinghardt. After 

Boll's hints about the relationship between intonation and the 

'accentual phrase', Coleman (1914) had established further links 

between pitch and stress by pointing out that pitch is the chief 

factor in indicating emphasis. Klinghardt developed this further 

(e. g. in Klinghardt and Klemm 1920) by taking an accentual unit - 

the 'Sprechtakt' as his unit of intonation. The 'Sprechtakt' 

is, incidentally, not to be understood in the sense of a musical 

'bar' (Takt), which would correspond more nearly to the 'foot'. 

of some current analyses, but corresponds to the unit which is today 
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generally celled the 'tone-group'. In addition to the main part 

of the 'Sprechtakt', Klinghardt recognises an 'Auftakt' (the 

unstressed syllables before the first stress) and an 'Abtakt' 

(the unstressed syllables following the last stress). Two types 

of Takt are given, the final and non-final, and the typical 

intonation patterns are described. Klinghardt's work was closely 

followed by Marie Barker (1925) who gives similar patterns for 

final and non-final tone-groups. 

Armstrong and Ward's analysis (1926) is also similar to 

Klinghardt'a (though they claim to have deliberately ignored all 

previous work). Again there is an explicit dependence of 

intonation on the accentual structure, the accented syllables 

being the bearers of the 'tune'. The pedagogical bias is very 

evident, the descriptions being limited to the main tunes with 

only a few variants. 

The work of these scholars " Klinghardt, Barker, Armstrong 

I end Ward - constitutes a notable advance on what had been achieved 

within the earlier impressionistic framework, since it treats 

the intonation pattern as a structure in itself, and not as a 

property of the word. Armstrong and Ward's book was the first 

usable systematic handbook; that it was pedagogically useful is 

attested by Daniel Jones, who adopted their approach in his Outline 

of English Phonetics (1956) because it was "effective in practical 

teaching". 
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The approach 'of these writers is to establish a tonal unit 

and to give a pitch pattern (the 'tune') to the whole unit. No 

structuring of this unit is undertaken except to associate the chief 

features of the tune with the accented syllables, and to note 

that preceding and following unstressed syllables must be treated 

separately. Palmer (1922), on the other hand, distinguishes sub- 

divisions of the tone-unit: 'head', 'nucleus', and 'tail'. Thus 

he is able to describe different parts of the unit independently. 

He sets up four nucleus tones for English - falling, high rising, 

falling-rising, and lows rising - and four heads - inferior, superior, 

scandent, and heterogeneous. These can then be combined into 

various patterns. Thus Palmer has a more complete, though more 

complex, system than his predecessors, but he was evidently not 

satisfied that it was pedagogically useful, since in his later work 

(1933) he reverts to the 'tune' type of analysis. He still makes 

more distinctions than Armstrong and Ward, however, having six 

'tone-patterns': 'cascade', 'dive', 'ski-jump', 'wave', 'snake' 

and 'swan'. These picturesque mnemonic labels are a good 

indication of his pedagogical intention. 

one important contribution of pedagogical studies is their 

attention to meaning. A purely 'formal' analysis of intonation 

is of little use in teaching without some indication of where and 

how the different forms are used. It was mentioned above in connection 

with early impressionistic studies that attempts were made to 

give meanings to the 'tones'. Thus Bell (1886) gives the following 
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as "fundamental principles of vocal expression": 

1) A rising tone is prospective, or anticipatory of meaning 

2) A felling tone is retrospective, or completive of meaning 

3) A mixed or undulating tone is suggestive, or 

inferential of meaning 

4) An approximately level tone is reflective, or 

suspensive of meaning 

Thera is, it must be admitted, more than a grain of truth in these 

generalisations, but as we have seen the inadequacies of the 

analyses put forward by Bell and his contemporaries rob them of 

applicability. 

Klinghardt's approach is a definite improvement. Having 

divided the 'Sprechtakte' into final and non-final types with their 

typical tunes, he deals also with the intonation of parentheses, 

questions, commands, double questions, contrasts, and emphatic 

utterances. Thus the patterns used are discussed in relation to 

the syntactic function of the Takt. The same is true of Armstrong 

and Ward's approach. Having established their two tunes they 

proceed to give the cases where each is used: Tune One in ordinary 

statements, wh-questions, commands and exclamations; Tune Two 

in less definite statements, yes/no questions, requests, and incomplete 

groups. 

Palmer has a similar system, but the greater number of formal 

distinctions he makes leads him to make more distinctions of meaning. 
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He considers not only the type of sentence to be found with the 

individual patterns, but also the $implications' that can be added 

to these sentences by different patterns, such as doubt, protest, 

animation, reassurance, and so on. 

Thus two types of meaning were found to be associated with 

the intonation patterns, one related to the sentence type and the 

other to the implication to be conveyed. Modern works have 

retained this distinction (cf. below 3.3.5). Schubiger, in her work 

of 1935, which is based largely on that of Armstrong and Ward, deals 

primarily with the former type of meaning, and has thus been 

criticised for neglecting the latter. 

The post-war expansion of English language teaching has also 

Included intonation. It is a tribute to the work of pioneers such 

as Armstrong and Ward, and especially Palmer, however, that no 

major change of orientation or of descriptive framework has occurred 

in post-war works. Development has taken the form of expansion 

and systematisation within the same basic framework. Works such 

as those of Allen (1954), O'Connor (1955), Lee (1953-1956), 

Schubiger (1946-65) all assume the same basic framework, as do the 

systematic handbooks of Kingdon (1948,1958), Schubiger (1958), 

and O'Connor end Arnold (1961). Kingdon, who had contributed a 

useful pedagogical tool in the form of his 'tonetic stress marks' 

(1939) adds a 'pro-head' to Palmer's parts of the tone-group (in 

fact, the some as Klinghardt's 'Auftakt') es well as a 'body', end 

distinguishes five basic tones; Schubiger distinguishes seven tones, 
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and O'Connor and Arnold six. But these differences of analysis, 

which will be taken up again in detail later (5.2), ero trivial 

when compared with the fundamental agreement as to the overall 

structure of intonation. 

The same period also saw the first systematic presentation 

of German intonation since Barker: von Essen (1956a). The approach 

is again similar to that of Armstrong and Ward, with the recognition 

of three basic tunes, though with attention to the structure of 

the tune. 

The pedagogical approach has been far more successful as a 

comparative technique than has the impressionistic approach. Indeed, 

most teaching manuals are in any case implicitly comparative, in 

that they are intended for foreign learners and hence inevitably 

invite comparison with the learner's mother-tongue. When the work 

is addressed to foreigners of a specific mother-tongue, as in the 

case of Klinghardt and Schubiger, then the comparison becomes 

explicit, and valuable references are made to the differences between 

Specific languages. Both Klinghardt and Schubiger point out 

differences between English and Cerman intonation. 

The effectiveness of the pedagogical approach as a comparative 

technique is no doubt to be attributed to the comprehensiveness of 

treatment which must be attempted in such works. It is of little 

help to foreign learners simply to set up systems of tones, or to 

confine oneself to phonetic observations. Usable teaching analyses 
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demand attention to functional and distributional differences, 

as well as phonetic observations. There are, of course, weaknesses 

in pedagogical presentations, -too. There is an inevitable tendency 

to normalise, "to simplify, occasionally even to distort, in the 

interests of teachability and learnability. Thus intonation 

patterns are described as 'not essential', or 'optional' in certain 

cases, a point of view which naturally differs from that of the 

theoretical linguist. 

1.4 Theoretical studies 

The third approach to the study of intonation that we shall 

consider can be labelled 'theoretical. '. This is not meant to imply 

that the scholars ue have considered so for did not have 'theories' 

about intonation, but rather that theory was not the dominant 

factor in their work. The impressionistic approach is more concerned 

with observation and empirical analysis than with a linguistic 

theory of intonation, while the pedagogical approach subordinates 

theoretical considerations to the needs of teaching. 

For the writers to be considered now, the theory or intonation, 

specifically a linguistic theory, is the chief concern. This 

involves attempting to reduce intonational phenomena to a coherent 

system within the framework of some particular conception of 

linguistic structure. 19th century scholars did, of course, recognise 

that there are a limited number of recurrent patterns in intonation 
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with a systematic significance, but their overall framework was, 

as we have seen, deficient. many of the deficiencies could be made 

good in the work of Coleman (1914), Klinghardt (1920), Malone 

(1926), Palmer (1922), Armstrong and Ward (1926), with the 

recognition of some sort of tonal structure, but it was not until 

the now ideas on 'phonology' become current that explicitly 

theoretical descriptions of intonation could be undertaken with 

any chance of success. 

Bloomfield (1933) describes intonation in terms of 'secondary 

phonemes', postulating three phonemic patterns, to which he gives 

the symbols (. ), (? ) and (L), together with an exclamatory pitch 

phoneme (: ) and a suspension (, ). A comparison with Kingdon's 

'tonetic stress marks' is interesting here. Not only is Kingdon's 

system more impressionistic, but it combines, and deliberately 

sot stress end pitch. Bloomfield separates these as independent 

phonemic systems, a procedure which was maintained and developed 

by the tradition which followed him. Harris (1944) is able to 

simplify the pitch system by eliminating differences which are 

attributable to different conditions of stress. 

The next stop forward in the 'phonemic' analysis of pitch 

was made by Pike (1945) and Wells (1945). Both. arrived at a 

similar conclusions that a number of distinctive ('phonemic') 

pitch levels can be set up, and that-the distinctive patterns can 

be organised into morphemes. This was, as wells puts it, the 
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application to pitch of "all the principles and methods of 

segmontal phonemics". Pike's work was the first systematic handbook 

using this approach, and it has been very influential. 

The notion of the 'pitch phoneme' and its place in the phono- 

logical description was further developed and codified in such works 

as Walls (1947), Gleason (1955), Hockett (1955,1958), Hill (1958), 

Fries (1952), Trager and Smith (1951) etc. The original three points 

in the pitch pattern have more recently been increased to five 

(Trager 1964) (cfe below 2.2.2). The pitch phoneme approach thus 

became the orthodox theory in the United States. It contrasts 

sharply with the analyses used by most European scholars, where 

the units are 'tone-groups', 'nuclei', 'heads', 'tails' etc. It is 

easy to see how the view came to be expressed by American linguists 

that European analyses were insufficiently rigorous and linguistically 

inadequate, and the complementary view expressed by Europeans that 

American analyses were over-formal and arbitrary. There is probably 

some truth in both criticisms, but it should be remembered that most 

European studies were of a pedagogical nature, and the comparison 

is therefore inappropriate. 

Some attempts have been made in Europe to apply the pitch- 

Phoneme approach. Brinkmann (1962), for example, has interpreted 

von Essen's analysis using four pitch levels, but he does not 

appear to have understood the theoretical basis of such an analysis, 

and his description is thus of no value. More important is KQekkoek's 
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description of German (1957) which follows Pike, Wells, Trager 

and Smith, and specifically rejects Barker and Klinghardt. Hill 

(1957) has also used pitch levels instead of tonetic stress notation. 

The phonemic approach to intonation has been challenged, both 

in Europe and America. Haugen (1949) questions the use of the term 

'phoneme' for suprasegmental features and suggests the term 

'prosodeme' instead. Bolinger (1951) maintains that the American 

'rigour' is not necessarily any nearer the truth than European 

'vagueness' and prefers the 'configurations' of the latter to the 

'levels' of the former. Danes (1969) claims to have overcome this 

particular problem by using 'configurations of levels'. 

The European approach received more theoretical consideration 

from the 1950s. Many outstanding points of the phonological and 

grammatical features of intonation have been discussed sinco then 

by e. g. Lee, Schubiger, Sharp, Trim, O'Connor, Hultzen, etc. 

But what was lacking was a general phonological theory within which 

such-features could be organised. ' Jones's phoneme-theory (1950) 

does not extend to intonation (his 'toneme' Fefers only to the 

lexical tones of tone-languages); the principles of Prague School 

phonology can be applied to intonation, but Trubetzkoy confines 

himself to general statements (Trubetzkoy, 1939). 

The difficulty of providing a phonological theory to deal with 

intonation on a configurational basis is that it also demands 

consideration of other prosodic features. The pitch-phoneme approach 
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is able to avoid this complication by isolating pitch, stress, 

and juncture features as individual phonemic systems. most 

European scholars have preferred not to isolate these features in 

this way, as they form a composite structure, what von Essen (1953) 

appropriately calls the 'dynamische Ordnung' of-speech. To 

incorporate this 'dynamische Ordnung' into one phonological framework 

is extremely difficult. It involves a close study of the organisation 

of the various prosodic features with respect to one another, end 

the establishment of a suitable model to accommodate them (cfe 

belowy2.3 ). 

The various views on rhythmic, accentual and tonal features 

collected by Dietrich (1952) show that these questions were from the 

first not neglected* much of the more recent work in this vein has 

been undertaken by East European scholars. Jassem's analysis of 

English intonation (1952) is remarkable both for its rigour and 

for its achievement in bringing together pitch, stress, and rhythm 

into one descriptive f ramewark; Romporti (1955,1957) also suggests 

tentatively how the various features of the prosodic structure might 

be ordered hierarchically; 1vic (1959) discusses the relationship 

of tone, quantity, accent and intonation in Serbo-Croat; Wodarz 

(1959s 1960) applies Romportl's notion of different planes of prosodic 

structure to dialect study and to 'comparative tonetics'; for 

Danes (1960) pitch is but one component of the 'stress-complex', and 

is considered in terms of the rhythm. 
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We cannot enter into a detailed discussion of these various 

proposals, but their general tendency is clear: the aim is to 

integrate all the prosodic features into one hierarchical structure. 

More recently, similar aims have been pursued by Feure in his study 

of English (1962), and by Pulgram in his work on French (1965). 

Halliday's work (1967 passim), which will be considered in more 

detail below (2.3), is another instance of the same basic. 

orientation. Where Halliday differs from these other scholars, 

however, is in the theoretical explicitness of his framework. His 

notion of 'rank' enables him to establish a clear hierarchy of 

phonological units weithin which the various prosodic 'systems' can 

be said to 'operate'. 

Apart from these various attempts to integrate the various 

prosodic features with one another into a coherent phonological 

framework, consideration has also been given to the integration of 

this phonological framework as a whole into a general linguistic 

theory, particularly by attempting to relate phonological to 

grammatical features. It will be recalled that Sweet (1894) 

tries to relate intonation to the subject and predicate of the 

sentence. Grimme (1925) is still more ambitious: he sets up nine 

pitch levels and tries to show that each occurs with a different 

grammatical category. Fortunately, this curious theory does not 

appear to have found any supporters. More important are the 

contributions of Schubiger, Lee, Hultzen, O'Connor, Bolinger and 

others, who have been able to relate intonation and grammar more 

plausibly. 
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The possibility of integrating phonological and grammatical 

aspects of intonation naturally depends ultimately on the existence 

of an overall theory of linguistic structure. Without such a theory 

the statements of phonological-grammatical. relationships become 

little more then stray observations. Halliday's success in 

relating intonation and grammar (1967a) is no doubt largely to be 

attributed to the explicitness of his theoretical framework for 

both, as wall as to the parallel structures he ascribes to both 

phonological and grammatical features: In both there is a hierarchy 

of units, and the various 'systems' operate at each rank in the 

hierarchy. Halliday's approach has been applied most successfully 

to English, but has also been extended to deal with German (Pheby 

and Eras, 1969; Pheby, 1974,1975). 

The other major approach in which phonological and grammatical 

structures are related is that of transformational-generative 

grammar. The results of generative approaches to intonation have 

not, as yet, been very promising, and little more than the beginnings 

of the study of intonational phenomena within this framework have 

been made. Chomsky (1957) makes a brief reference to intonation, 

and Stockwell (1960) attempts to reconcile the Post-Bloomf ieldian 

pitch-phoneme approach with Chomsky's model, but without going further 

than mere slavish formalism. Bierwisch (1966) makes a valiant attempt 

to doscriaa German intonation in a generative f rameworkp but the 

inadequacies of his treatment indicate just how difficult is the task 

he undertakes. That intonation has consistently evaded adequate 
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treatment in these terms is evident in its deliberate exclusion 

from Chomsky and Halle's monumental study of English phonology (1968). 

Nevertheless, there are signs that intonation is moving closer 

to the centre of attention of generative grammarians. Many of the 

matters considered by Chomsky (1970) are aspects of intonation, 

and the accentual principles embodied in the 'transformational 

cycle' (cf. Chomsky and Halle, 1968) are closely related, too. 

The recent controversy sparked off by Bresnan (1971) also relates 

to essentially intonational phenomena. This is, however, little 

more than ground-clearing. 

The application of these various theoretical principles to 

the comparison of intonation systems has not been as widespread 

as might be supposed. Preoccupation with establishing a 'theory' 

of intonation seems to have led to rather inward-looking research 

directed to the scholar's mother-tongue. Nevertheless, an assumption 

of universality has often been made, so that the frameworks 

established are intended to be applicable to a wide variety of 

languages. This is apparently the case with the comparative studies 

of Romportl (1955,1957), Wodarz (1957,1960) and Ivic (1959). 

More explicitly 'contrastive' are such works as that of Moulton 

(1962). But in general the theoretical comparisons that have been 

made have been studies of small areas of the field (on English and 

German especially Schubiger, 1965) rather than large-scale systematic 

investigations. 
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Chapter 2: The Phonological Analysis of Intonation 

2.1 Introduction: Intonation as a Problem 

Intonation is traditionally regarded as a 'problem'. A 

glance at the titles of some of the works on the subject will bear 

this out: 'Probleme der Frage' (Hermann, 1942), 'Probleme der 

Sprach melodie' (Zwirner, 1952), 'Zum Problem der Fragemelodie' 

(Romportl, 1956) and the like. It would therefore seem to be 

appropriate, before embarking upon an analysis of the intonation 

system of a particular language or the comparison of two different 

systems, to consider some of the basic problems in detail and 

attempt to establish a framework within which such an analysis or 

comparison can be undertaken. Naturally, there are dangers in 

setting up a theoretical framework a priori. It is precisely on 

this score that Bolinger (1949) objects to certain analyses; though 

theoretically plausible, they fail to tally with the observed facts. 

He thus concludes that "the whole problem has been approached 

backwards ... the theoretical technique has been evolved in vacua". 

An instance of such in vacua theorising may perhaps be found in 

Hill's statement (1962, p. 53) that "if we have already decided 

that there are four stresses and four junctures, we should expect 

four pitches". But as a general criticism Bolinger's assertion 

must be challenged if it is taken to imply that the approach must 

necessarily be impressionistic. Even the most painstaking analysis 

will not lead to a satisfactory interpretation if it is not guided 

by an adequate linguistic bias, as _e)ikke 
is careful to point out 

in his criticism of instrumental studies of intonation (1945,2.3). 
- 
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A curtain amount of a priori (though not necessarily in vacuo) 

theorising is not only permissible, it 16 essential. 

A discussion of the problems of intonation might appropriately 

begin with a consideration of why intonation should be so 

problematical. Phonetically, one difference between pitch and 

other utterance features is, of course, that it is 'suprasegmental' 

(though a number of traditionally 'segmental' features can extend 

over more than one segment). More significant perhaps is the fact 

that it is two-dimensional: the pitch can only rise or fall in time. 

Segments on the other hand are multidimensional, or, in Halle's 

words (1962), "simultaneous actualisations of a set of attributes". 

Whatever may be the phonological status of these individual 

attributes (this question does not concern us here), their existence 

is a matter of phonetic fact. The absence of such 'distinctive 

features' of pitch may be a source of difficulty to the analyst, 

especially when combined with the suprasegmental nature of the 

phenomena, in that it deprives him of a phonetic basis for segmentation 

of the pattern. There are few fixed points in the pitch continuum, 

either in the time dimension or in the scale from low to. high, 

whereas the phonetic clues of a multidimensional sound sequence 

provide at least a starting point for a general phonetic segmentation. 

This difference between segments and intonation, and the difficulties 

it poses for the latter, has been pointed out by a number of scholars, 

e. g. Bolinger (1949), Jassem (1952, p. 34), Faure (1962). 

An equally - perhaps even more - acute difficulty with 

intonation is, however, its meaning. The difficulties involved in 
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finding suitable categories of meaning for intonation, and appropriate 

labels for. individual patterns, are too well known to require 

detailed exemplification. But these difficulties are also serious 

even for a purely phonological analysis of intonation. With segments, 

the legitimacy of an appeal to meaning as a criterion for phonological 

analysis has been the subject of considerable controversy, but 

even those who have attempted to do without it have almost always 

acknowledged that information as to 'sameness' or 'difference' of 

meaning is essential. But with intonation even such rudimentary 

information about meaning is hard-to-, come--by., The meaning of 

intonation is extremely complex, and this makes it extraordinarily 

difficult to assess not only what. the precise functions of particular 

forms or features are, but even what constitutes the 'same' or a 

'different' meaning. This is reflected in the difficulties we have 

in appealing to the speaker's intuition in the case of intonation; 

the various forms and functions do not seem to be as clearly 

differentiated in the speaker's mind as those of segments, This is 

not to say, of course, that the speaker does not react consistently 

to these features in normal speech, but he has considerable 

difficulty in making these reactions explicit. Thus Pike (1964) 

maintains that "the largest gap in theory ... is the need for an 

adequate explanation of the reason why several native observers 

reach quite rapidly a high degree of consistent agreement on the 

contrastive phonetic content of a'segmental sequence (even though 

their phonemic interpretation of these data may differ) but find it 

much more difficult to agree on or be consistent in hearing the 
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constrastive intonational data". It is therefore apparently of 

no great assistance to be a native speaker; Schubiger has no 

difficulty in analysing English intonation patterns, but quotes 

with obvious approval Drach's assertion that German cannot be so 

analysed (1958, footnote p. 15). 

There is another factor, too, which serves to complicate the 

analysis of intonation, in both its phonological form and its 

meaning: it is by no means easy to establish where intonation ends 

and other features of language begin. Thus, from a phonological 

point of view it is often difficult to separate a 'pitch' system 

from other systems such as 'stress', 'juncture', 'rhythm' etc., to 

name but a few of the many features that have been accorded some 

status in phonological studies of 'suprasegmentals'. The distinction 

between 'prosodic' and 'paralinguistic' features might enable us 

to separate more 'central' from more 'peripheral' systems, but 

there is little agreement as to what constitutes the difference between 

these two. Crystal and Quirk (1964) concede that "there is no 

question of a sharp division between the two". Indeed, it is not 

uncommon for the same phonetic feature to figure in both categories. 

Pitch is one such feature: for Trager (1956), one of the first 

to investigate paralinguistic features systematically, variations 

in pitch transitions and range are features of 'voice quality', 

while pitch height is a 'vocal qualifier'. Crystal and Quirk (1964) 

likewise consider pitch range to be paralinguistic, While other 

pitch features are prosodic. 
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The moaning of intonation, too, is not clearly separable 

from that of other features. The interaction between intonation 

and sentence types is well known, as is the interdependence of 

intonation and word order, and the relationship between such 

imponderables as presupposition, focus and the like and the location 

of the intonational nucleus. 

The conclusion that is inescapably suggested by these remarks 

is that it is unrealistic to begin the analysis of intonation, in 

either its phonetic-phonological or its syntactic-semantic aspects, 

by isolating a presumed 'intonation system' in which a set of 

pitch contours is associated with a set of intonational meanings. 

Instead, we must attempt to establish the nature of the structure 

into which intonational aspects of language fit and to which they 

are ultimately subordinated. This naturally does not mean that it 

is not possible to find specifically intonational phonetic features 

or meanings, but simply that the status of these features and 

meanings cannot be determined without due consideration of the total 

structure. 

This chapter and the next will be devoted to the two main 

questions around which the manifold problems of intonation tend to 

cluster. Firstly, how can we analyse the phonological structure of 

speech in such a way as to account for intonational features; and, 

secondly, what is the contribution of these features to the meaning 

of the utterance? 
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2.2 Intonation and Prosodic Systems 

2.2.1 Prosodic Features 

The traditional 'prosodic' features are 'length', 'stress', 

and 'pitch'. Sweet (1906), for example, mentions 'quantity', 

'force', and 'intonation' as features of speech 'synthesis'. 

That these features are still considered to be central among the 

'suprasegmontals' is amply demonstrated by the fact that Lehiste's 

recent book on the subject (1970) also has three sections, devoted 

to 'quantity', 'tonal features', and 'stress'. While these are, 

of course, not the only features postulated - indeed, there has 

been a proliferation of other features in the literature - the 

centrality of those three, and especially of pitch and stress, seems 

well enough established to justify paying particular attention to 

them in an attempt to set up prosodic 'systems'. 

Whatever features we actually adopt, we must consider how thbse 

may be systematised phonologically. In segmental phonology, 

something of a consensus has been arrived at within the framework 

of 'structural' linguistics, despite the apparently unbridgeable 

gaps between the approaches adopted by the various 'schools'. 

Though the justification for the phonological unit postulated, both 

through procedures and through theoretical definition, differs 

considerably, the result is more or less the same; the 'phoneme' 

is not the property of any one linguistic school, but the schools 

differ in the criteria they deem to be appropriate to its definition 

and establishment. 

With the prosodic features, however, the situation is different. 
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Hero there is nothing like the consensus arrived at with segmental 

phonology; no universally accepted prosodic unit has emerged. 

As a result it is hardly possible to discuss the individual features 

in a consistent manner; we must consider each feature separately 

and attempt to evaluate the various means adopted to systematise 

it phonologically. On the other hand, it is of course clear that 

certain basic principles are common to almost all approaches, 

irrespective of the particular solution arrived at. For example, 

there is a general consensus that, in order to qualify for 

phonological status, the features must be in some sense 'distinctive', 

serving to distinguish otherwise identical utterances. For a 

phonological 'system' to be established; the distinctive items must 

be reducible to some kind of paradigmatic set, all of whose members 

share, to a greater or less extent, certain distributional 

characteristics. Such principles as these appear, in one form or 

another, in most of the theoretical frameworks of structural linguistics. 

That they do not lead to the same conclusions in all cases is due 

to the fact that there is still considerable scope for differences 

of interpretation within the general framework of structuralist 

description, for instance in respect of criteria for evaluation, 

methodological assumptions, and so on. 

With the prosodic features, too, there are additional theoretical 

problems that do not arise, or at, least not in the same form, in 

segmental phonology. In the latter, the-emphasis on establishing 

a set of paradigmatically contrasting items - phonemes - has 

relegated the consideration of syntagmatic properties of these items 
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to a more or less secondary position. With the prosodic features, 

however, it is less easy to eschew the syntagmatic dimension, since 

the suprasegmental nature of these features inevitably involves 

consideration of their extent, and hence of the domain of their 

phonological relevance, This iss in fact, a crucial factor in the 

systematisation of these features; differences of interpretation 

of domains are the main source of differences in the phonological 

systems set up. It will be shown below that the systematisation 

of the domains of the features is the only adequate means of 

systematising the features themselves. 

In the following pages we shall consider briefly the major 

prosodic features that are of immediate relevance, though not 

necessarily all to the same extent, to intonation. These include 

not only the traditional three features of pitch, stress, and length, 

but also a number of others which are of particular interest in 

terms of the framework adopted here: 'juncture', 'tempo' and 'pause'. 

This list of prosodic features could certainly be extended; 

Crystal and quirk (1964), and Crystal (1969 also include 

'rhythmicality' and 'tension'. Since the aim here is not to give 

a comprehensive analysis of prosodic features as such, but only a 

- brief survey of approaches to the analysis of features most relevant 

to intonation, these last two features, and others of a similar 

kind, will be left out of consideration. The main attention will 

be focussed on pitch and stress. 
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2.2.2 Pitch 

Pitch is universally acknowledged to be the major factor in 

intonation. As far as its phonetic nature is concerned, the 

relationship between the various links of the complex chain - vocal 

cord vibration, fundamental frequency, auditory perception - is 

certainly more complex than has sometimes been supposed (cf. 

Lohiste, 1970), but the problems here do not bear materially on 

the phonological analysis of the phenomenon. This phonological 

analysis is fraught with many other problems, however, as is 

evidenced by the different approaches found in the literature. In 

the syntagmatic dimension there is a certain amount of comparability 

between the basic units postulated, though differences of terminology 

tend to obscure the similarities. American linguists often use the 

term 'phonemic clause' for the basic unit (e. g. Trager and Smith, 

1951), though Wells (1947) uses 'pause-group', and Liebermann (1967) 

'breath-group'. In European studies we find terms like 'tone-group', 

'sense-group' or, again, 'breath-group'. In German the term 

'Sprechtakt' has been used, notably by Klinghardt (1920), and 

'Sprecheinheit' is also current (Agricola et al., 1970). 

All these units appear to be more or less equivalent, though 

Jones (1957) distinguishes between 'breath-group' and 'sense-group',. 

and Pike (1945) between 'breath-group' and 'pause-group'. In each 

case the latter is a subdivision of the former. The criteria for 

establishing and delimiting the basic unit differ considerably 

from scholar to scholar, however, and the differences are reflected 

in the terminology. A term like 'sense-group' implies a semantic 
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basis for the unit, though it is not clear what a unit of 'sense' 

is; similarly, 'phonemic-clause' suggests that the criteria 

are syntactic, and that the unit is co-extensive with the syntactic 

unit of the same name. In fact there is some justification for 

both these implications, since it is indeed the case that the unit 

in question constitutes a unit of 'sense', and it is often co- 

extensive with the clause (cf. especially Halliday, 1967a). 

However, 'sense' is not really independently definable, and the 

relationship with the clause is not stable enough to be usable as 

a criterion for a definition (cf. below, Chapter 8 ). Other terms, 

such as 'breath-group' and 'pause-group', reflect phonetic criteria. 

The former implies that the unit is co-extensive with an expiration, 

the latter that its boundaries are characterised by a pause. Again 

the implications are not wholly erroneous, but the inconsistency 

of these correlations with phonetic features makes the terminology, 

and the criteria behind its inappropriate. 

Although terminology is in many respects a superficial point, 

notwithstanding the significant clues it may give to the point of 

departure of its user, it seems best to opt for a term which is as 

far as possible non-committal. Tho most satisfactory term seems 

to be 'tone-group', since it implies no more than that the unit is 

the domain of intonational contrast and thus avoids the unfortunate 

connotations of the other terms. It is also the most widely used 

and best established term among British scholars - which admittedly 

does not automatically guarantee its applicability. It might also 

be worth remarking that the widely used German term 'Sprechtakt' 
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is inappropriate for another, and possibly trivial, reason: it 

implies a relationship with the musical bar ('Takt'), whereas the 

tone-group corresponds more closely to the musical phrase. Pheby's 

recent description of German intonation (1975), which is based on 

Halliday, uses 'Takt' for the latter's 'foot'; 'tone-group' is 

rendered by'Tongruppe'. 

As far as the definition of the tone-group is concerned, it 

seems bast not to rely on correlations between this unit, or its 

boundaries, and external features, whether these be semantic, 

syntactic, or phonetic. In short, the definition of the tone-group 

is best approached through phonological criteria. This is suggested 

by Crystal (1969a, 5.4) but he interprets this as involving a 

characterisation of the boundaries of the unit. The boundary features 

he puts forward are "a perceivable pitch change" and "the presence 

of junctural features", the latter including "a very slight pause" 

and "accompanying segmental phonetic modifications". None of these 

features seems to be particularly phonological, quite apart from the 

fact that they are by no means infallible as markers of tone-group 

boundaries. 

The only legitimately phonological approach to the definition 

of the tone-group would appear to be in terms of its own internal 

structure. Unfortunately, it is precisely in respect of this 

structure that the widest divergence of views on intonation is 

encountered. The analytical and descriptive conventions of the 

various schools differ considerably, which makes it difficult to 

discern oven the existing points of agreement. 
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Several writers do not appear to recognise any internal 

structuring of the tone-group at all, but treat it as an indivisible 

whole. They include Armstong and Ward (1926), Malone (1926), 

Bloomfield (1933), Palmer (in his later study, 1933), and O'Connor 

and Arnold (in the second edition of their work, 1973); and, for 

German, Klinghardt (1920), ©arker, (1925), and Kuhlmann (1952). 

The principle adopted by these writers is to ascribe a pattern 

(the 'tune', in Armstrong and Ward's terminology) to the whole tone- 

group. 

(lost later writers, however, recognise an internal structure 

of some kind, such that different parts of the tone-group. are, 

within certain limits, independently variable. In general terms, 

two different major approaches are current: one divides the tone- 

group into sections and ascribes to each section, or at least to 

some of them, a pattern; the other prefers to isolate significant 

points along the length of the tone-group, which again are given 

distinctive pitch characteristics, while the pitch features between 

these points do not need to be specified. The first of these two 

approaches is more characteristic of European, and especially 

British, analyses, the second is the kind of approach usually adopted 

in America. In addition there are differences between different 

analyses within the same tradition, particularly the British tradition, 

where the number of subdivisions of the tone-group recognised 

ranges from two to five. 

The question that is of particular interest here is whether, 

or to what extent, these two approaches can be regarded as equivalent, 
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in which case the differences could be construed as simply 

notational. To establish such equivalence - if it exists - it 

is necessary to examine the different phonological analyses in 

terms of a common framework. Such a framework can be found in 

the phonetic structure of the tone-group. 

adopt a unitary approach to the tone-group 

such a phonetic structure: the 'stressed' 

as the bearers of the ttuno , and the last 

considered to be the most important since 

character of the 'tune'. 

Even those writers who 

recognise that it has 

syllables are regarded 

strong stress is 

it determines the basic 

Writers in the British tradition give the tone-group a 

phonological structure by according various parts of this phonetic 

structure an independent or semi-independent status. Thus every- 

thing from the last strong stress onwards can be treated independently 

of everything that precedes it, giving a division into 'nucleus' 

and 'head' respectively. These are the two divisions recognised 

by Halliday (1967a), with the terms 'tonic' and 'pretonic'. 

Considerations of the unstressed syllables allows us to have two 

more subdivisions: tho'pre-head' (the unstressed syllables 

preceding the first stress) and the 'tail' (the syllables - contrary 

to some opinions, they do not need to be unstressed - following 

the strong stress). Palmer (1922) thus has a threefold division: 

head, nucleus and tail, and O'Connor and Arnold (1961) recognise 

all four: prehoad, head, nucleus and tail. One of the innovations 

of Kingdon (1958), followed also by Schubiger (1958), is to split 

the head into two: the 'head' proper (consisting of only the first 
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stress) and the 'body' (the remaining part of the head). For 

Gorman, von Essen (1956a) has the same analysis as Palmer (1922); 

he postulates Vorlauf (head), Schwerpunkt (nucleus), and Nachlauf 

(tail). 

From this brief comparison it is immediately evident that 

with these European analyses what is at stake is not the underlying 

structural framework of the tone-group but merely the phonological 

status accorded to its parts. Indeed,. many of the writers just 

mentioned do not find it necessary to distinguish between significant 

and non-significant subdivisions. Thus they acknowledge that the 

tail, for instance, is entirely predictable from the pitch of the 

nucleus. No independent pitch is given to the 'body' by those who 

use this unit, and similarly the pitch of the pre-head is not 

usually independently variable (cf. below, 6.7). This leaves only 

the head and the nucleus, and writers are more or less unanimous 

in agreeing that these are indeed independent, though the number 

of different combinations of head and nucleus is rather limited. It 

is this restriction, in fact, that allows the pattern of the tone- 

group as a whole to be treated in a unitary fashion, since these 

combinations, or at least the major ones, can be listed as whole 

patterns. 

Within this European tradition of analysis, therefore, there 

appears to be a consensus of opinion, partly explicit and partly 

implicit, that we may recognise two significant divisions of the 

tone-group: the head (pretonic, Vorlauf), and the nucleus (tonic, 

Schworpunkt). Every tone-group must haue a nucleus, but not all 
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will have a head. The other subdivisions - prehead, body, tail - 

are introduced in order to specify the phonetic features of the 

pitch of the tone-group - which is not unimportant, of course, in 

view of the pedagogical aim of the majority of these works - but 

they are not phonologically distinctive. 

This sama basic phonetic structure is recognised by many 

other writers, even if they do not subscribe to the principles of 

analysis of the European tradition. In their analysis of Dutch 

(which, it must be said, appears to have the same structure as 

English and German in this respect), Cohen and t'Hart (1967) 

describe what they call the 'hat' pattern, which consists of three 

sots of pitch phenomena superimposed upon one another. These 

amount to the pitch pattern of the whole tone-group (the 'major' 

pattern), which is, they say, typically hat-shaped, with a rise 

at the beginning, a fall at the end, and a flat shape in between; 

the pattern of each 'stress-group' (the 'minor' pattern) which 

produces dents in the flat portion of the major pattern; and the 

'micro' phenomena, which are fluctuations in pitch caused by the 

different segments. Cohen and t'Hart are not interested in drawing 

any phonological conclusions (the micro phenomena are obviously 

not distinctive), but it is interesting that their analysis does 

not differ significantly from the phonetic framework used by British 

phoneticians from Armstrong and Ward onwards: the stressed syllables 

are intonationally the most prominent (cf. the 'minor' pattern) and 

there is often a jump up to the first stress and a fall on the 

last (cf. the 'major' pattern). 
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It is clear, therefore, that the same phonetic structure 

can be divided up into parts in different ways. Thus Jassem 

(1952) and Trim (1959,1964) divide the tone-group into units which 

begin with each stressed syllable (Cohen and t'Hart's 'minor' 

pattern). Jassem calls these 'tonal units' and Trim 'minor tone- 

groups' (the tone-group is for Trim a 'major tone-group'). The 

whole tone-group thus consists of a sequence of these 'tonal units'. 

The difference between this approach and the 'traditional' European 

one is to some extent illusory, since these units are still grouped 

into strings which correspond to the 'head' and the. inucleus' (+ 

'tail'). Jassem calls these the 'pre-nuclear tune' and the 'nuclear 

tune' respectively. However, the difference of approach is 

significant. What is at stake here is not - as with the different 

numbers of subdivisions in the 'traditional' approach - the contrastive- 

ness of the various units, but rather the particular part of the 

unit to which this contrastiveness is assigned. Thus the 'head' 

can be described phonologically either in terms of a unitary pattern 

or as a sequence of individual stress-based 'tonal-units', with a 

condition that each unit must have the same tonal pattern. 

Kingdon's Itonetic stress marks' (1939) are an interesting 

pedagogical application of this latter alternative. By marking 

each stressed syllable with a 'tonetic stress mark' we are able to 

give a fair representation of the pitch of the whole tone-group since 

the stressed syllables are the bearers of the pitch pattern. 

In some ways, the 'classical' American approach to the 

description of intonation can be seen as another step in the same 
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direction. It constitutes a further reallocation of phonological 

distinctiveness within the tone-group, and again in the direction 

of smaller rather than larger units. And, again, there are clear 

points of similarity to the European approach, despite considerable 

differences in the descriptive conventions. The principle here is 

to select a number of significant points in the pitch contour rather 

than subdividing the tone-group into distinctive sections. This 

procedure has long been current: there are elements of it in 

Coleman (1914), who distinguishes what he calls 'the salient points 

of the true intonation curves', and it is used by Grimme (1925) for 

German, though this time with little success. But it was left to 

Pike (1945) and to Wells (1945) to make such an approach systematic. 

Pike establishes a number of 'contour points' within the pattern of 

the tone-group: each 'primary contour' contains a 'beginning point' 

and also generally an 'ending point', while some have a 'direction 

change point' in between. This pattern can be preceded by a 

'precontour' and is followed by one of two boundaries, the whole 

forming a 'total contour'. 

It is not difficult to find parallels with the European 

approach. The precontour and the primary contour look suspiciously 

like the head and nucleus of, say, Palmer (1922), though the unit 

Pike takes as his 'total contour' is often smaller than the tone- 

group, occasionally being equivalent to Jassem's 'tonal unit' or 

Trim's 'minor tone-group'. Nevertheless, equivalence is clearly 

intendod, and Pike admits as much: "roughly, his (i. e. Palmer's) 

nucleus corresponds to the primary contour described in this present 
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study, and head corresponds to pre-contour" (Pike, 1945, p. 6). 

Many other writers, especially in America, have followed the 

lead of Pike and falls with respect to the analysis of intonation. 

Trager and Smith (1951) may be regarded as the 'standard' analysis 

in these terms. They allocate to each syllable a (phonetic) pitch 

level, with pitch glides at the end of the'contour. Phonologically, 

they find that the pitches of some syllables in sequences are the 

same, so that the whole sequence can be regarded as having only 

one occurrence of the 'pitch phonemes, and this phoneme has 'scope': 

it extends over the sequence. The final glides can also be 

regarded as transitions to a final low or high pitch, and other 

contour-final features - rise, fade or sustention - can be attributed 

to the presence of terminal 'junctures'. 

Thus, in the syntagmatic dimension. the pitch contour can be 

analysed phonologically into the occurrence of a limited number of 

'pitch phonemes' (three, according to Trager and Smith), followed 

by one of the terminal junctures. Trager and Smith deny the 

phonological validity of any unit larger than these phonemes; the 

whole contour is a 'morpheme', not a phonological entity. They 

assert that "on the phonemic level one has to deal with pitch phonemes 

occurring at stated places in utterances and with stated scopes" 

but "on the level of phonemes there are no such things as intonations". 

Nevertheless, this sequence of pitch phonemes has a certain structure: 

the central pitch (i. e. the second of the three) coincides with the 

primary stress, so. that if the utterance begins with the primary 

stress, the initial pitch (i. e. the first of the three) is missing. 
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1 
1 

There are thus two pitches corresponding to the 'nucleus' and 

'tail' of European analyses, and one pitch corresponding to the 

'pro-head' and 'head' 

The Trager-Smith analysis has been adopted by most American 

linguists, and it is used in all the major handbooks of the Post- 

Bloomfieldian school: Hall (1964), Hill (1958), Hockett (1958), 

Gleason (1955), Harris (1951). It has, however, been subjected to 

a number of developments (cf. Ist Texas Conference, 1956), as 

reported by Trager (1964). These developments involve the insertion 

of additional pitches between the initial and central and the central 

and final (but not both). There are thus five structural positions 

in the contour, labelled a, b, c, d, and a by Trager, though only 

four of these may be occupied simultaneously. The contour is always 

followed by a terminal juncture. 

Again, comparison with the European approach is possible, and 

is quite instructive, although it is not always possible to draw 

many conclusions from the very few examples given by Trager. It 

would appear that the pitch phoneme between the initial and central 

(at position 'b'") falls on a stressed ('secondary stressed') 

syllable before the 'nuclear' ('primary') stress. This means that 

the first pitch (at position 'a') is now equivalent to the 'pre- 

head' and the second pitch (at 'b') equivalent to the 'head' of 

European analyses. Trager gives no examples with more than one 

'secondary stressed' syllable before the 'primary stress', but we 

may assume that since it is widely observed that all such 'prenuclear' 

stresses are either on the same pitch or form a regular, slightly 
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ascending or descending scale there is no necessity to mark more 

than one such syllable for pitch. 

The fourth pitch of the contour (at Id') is less easy to 

interpret in terms of the European approach. It seems to correspond 

to two different features of this latter approach. Firstly, it 

caters for the pitch of 'stressed' syllables following the 'nucleus'. 

In European analyses a falling pitch-at the 'nucleus' is generally. 

followed by a low level 'tail'; to describe this pattern in terms 

of pitch levels requires at least three points to be marked: the 

. 
onset of the nucleus, the beginning of the low level pitch, and the 

final low pitch. Since the central and final pitches of Trager and 

Smith correspond to the first and last of these, the extra 'pitch 

phoneme' is clearly necessary. The fact that Trager and Smith 

did not introduce it may possibly be attributed to the absence of 

any examples involving 'post-nuclear' stresses in their monograph; 

without such stresses there is no need for the extra pitch phoneme, 

since the pitch may then fall gradually from the onset of the 

'primary stress' to the end of the contour. 

Trager does, however, give one example of pitch phoneme 'd' 

which does not involve a 'post-nuclear' stress. This appears to 

correspond to what would be a 'complex' nuclear tone in European 

analyses, i. e. one involving a two-directional pitch movement. 

Trager's example is of a 'rise-fall', but the same would apply with 

a 'fall-rise'. Such 'tones' necessitate the marking of at least 

three levels: the beginning, the point at which the pitch changes, 

and the end, hence the extra 'pitch-phoneme'. 
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German has also been analysed in terms of 'pitch-phonemes', 

but the work here is entirely derivative, and hence no advances 

in theory have resulted from this. Both Koekkoek (1957) and 

Moulton (1962) apply the Trager-Smith model, the latter adding the 

extra pitch at 'b' but not that at 'd'. Brinkmann (1962) also 

attempts a pitch-level analysis, but without isolating any 

significant points in the contour: he simply gives a pitch for 

every syllable. Schmidt (1965) follows him in this. This approach 

clearly does not properly attain the status of a phonological analysis, 

since it does not distinguish significant pitch points from non- 

significant ones. 

One more analysis of German deserves some attention, not least 

because it is in no way derivative. This is that proposed by 

Isatenko and Schädlich (1966), and adopted by Stock and Zacharias 

in a recent text-book (1973). As with the pitch-phoneme approach, 

the contrasts are considered to reside in points of the contour 

rather than in subdivisions of the tone-group, but these points 

differ from pitch phonemes in being the places where the pitch shifts 

to low or high pitch ('Tonbruch'). The 'Tonbruch' is considered 

in terms of the 'nuclear' stress ('Iktus'), which it may precede 

('präiktisch') or follow ('postiktisch'). In so far as the nuclear 

stress is significant for the 'Tonbruch' there is clearly a point 

of contact with the other systems of analysis, but again the 

phonological relevance has been differently allocated within the tone- 

group. 

Before attempting to assess more critically these alternative 
r 
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approaches to the syntagmatic analysis of intonation in English 

and in Gorman we*must return to the paradigmatic dimension. An 

analysis which treats subdivisions of the tone-group (or even the 

tone-groups as a whole) as the phonologically relevant units is 

naturally forced to take the shape of the pitch pattern - the 

'configuration' - as the distinctive item in the paradigmatic dimension, 

while the 'pitch phoneme' approach, which isolates points along the 

contour, is forced to set up a system of contrastive 'levels'. 

As far as the latter approach is concerned, there is almost 

unanimous agreement on the number of such pitch levels that need 

to be established: four, though other numters have occasionally 

been proposed, e. g, by Joos (1962, p. 45). The usual numbering of 

these is 4= highest, 1= lowest, though Pike adopts the reverse 

numbering. In setting up these four levels it is not being claimed, 

of course, that only four distinct levels can be perceived, but 

that only four are in. contrast; intermediate pitches are allophones 

conditioned by other factors, especially the degree of stress. Thus 

at every significant point in the contour a choice must be made of 

one of those four levels. 

The 'configuration' approach is very different. Here, too, 

it is possible to recognise different 'levels' as reference points 

for the phonetic description of the patterns, and tlowl, 'mid', 

'high' are used for this purpose. But these levels are not intended 

to be the phonologically contrastive items, since it is the 

'configuration' as a whole that is relevant. It iss however, difficult 

to generalise about these configurations; each writer on the subject 

tends to have his own favourite set, though the possible types are 
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somewhat restricted and therefore predictable: 'fall', 'rise', 

'rise-fall', 'fall-rise' and so on. More difficult are those 

involving the pitch range such as 'low rise', 'high fall'. 

The different systems found result from different groupings 

of all these varieties into phonologically distinct 'tunes' or 

'tones'. Furthermore, there are, as wo have seen, different ways 

of*specifying the same subdivisions, often by breaking them down 

into parts, as with Jassem's 'tonal units' or Trim's 'minor tone- 

groups', or even different numbers of subdivisions, with heads and, 

bodies, etc. All this makes the 'configuration' approach less 

uniform than the 'levels' approach. 

The 'Tonbruch' approach of Isaýenko and Schädlich also imposes 

restrictions on the type of paradigmatic item possible. Essentially 

the system must be restricted to a binary 'rising' v. 'falling'. 

Again, of course, levels are involved, and again only two: high and 

low. Further possibilities are provided, however, by the distinction 

'präiktisch'/'ppstiktisch', which allows for differences of timing 

Of the pitch-level changes. 

With these various approaches, the question arises as to the 

equivalence, and, indeed, as to the possibility of equivalence, of 

the various systems involved. On the whole, we find that the contours 

or patterns or configurations established by writers in the different 

traditions are more or less the same, despite the differences of 

specification. The contour °231 -, for example, (°marks the primary 

stress and # the terminal juncture) can be converted to 'rising- 
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falling nucleus' without difficulty; it would probably also be 

equivalent to n 'postiktisch fallender Tonbruch' in the analysis of 

Isa8enko and Schädlich. There are, however, limits to these 

equivalences, as different approaches tend to lead to different 

kinds of systems, whose terms cannot necessarily be compared. 

Taking the different kinds of analysis as a whole, and including 

their approaches to both the syntagmatic and paradigmatic dimensions, 

the question that we are tempted to ask is: which of them is to be 

preferred? The immediate difficulty encountered in attempting to 

answer this question is that there are few adequate criteria on 

which to base an assessment. We are naturally entitled to expect 

that an adequate analysis will cater for all the intonational contrasts 

in the languages concerned but, as we have seen, this is not really 

the point at issue, since the two major approaches, the 'configuration' 

and the 'pitch phoneme' approach, describe more or less the same 

patterns though they do this in different ways. On the other hand 

we cannot simply dismiss the differences between them as purely 

notational, since the theoretical bases underlying them are so 

different. What is at issue then is neither the set of contrasting 

patterns nor the notational devices for presenting them but rather 

the domain of oitch contrast that is considered to be relevant. 

It is, however, no easy matter to evaluate claims as to what 

constitutes the domain of contrast. It is naturally possible to 
.' 

isolate individual pitches in the contour and compare them with others, 

but it is equally possible to find pitch movements such as falls 

and rises and to compare these. The motivation for the former 
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procedure is presumably that the pitches are minimal and that, 

as a result, the analysis is more economical. There is more to the 

reduction of a system to its minimal elements, however, than simply 

finding the smallest phonetically specifiable features and comparing 

them with others; the coherence and generality of the ensuing 

analysis must also be taken into account. 

There is some evidence to suggest that the pitch-phoneme 

approach, for all its apparent simplicity, is less general, and 

certainly less convenient, that the 'configuration' approach. To 

demonstrate this we may take the specification of the obligatory 

part of the contour (Pike's 'primary contour', the 'nucleus + tail' 

of the European approaches). In the configuration approach typical 

contours for this part of the 'tune' are 'high fall', 'low fall', 

'high rise', 'low rise', 'rise-fall', 'fall-rise' and so on. In the 

Pike or Trager-Smith system such contours could be distinguished 

only by using both the paradigmatic and syntagmatic dimensions: 

falls and rises as well as different extents of falls or rises can 

be specified by the selection of different pitch levels at beginning 

and end, whereas simple and co mplex pitch movements (e. g. fall vo 

rise-fall) are distinguished by the absence or presence of an 

additional pitch phoneme in the middle. Thus some contours in 

contrast differ in the selection of a particular level, others in 

the number of phonemes present. This inconsistency is inconvenient, 

but it does not constitute a defect in the theory, since it must be 

remembered that the contour is for Trager and Smith not a phonolooical 

entity but a morphological one. The situation is thus parallel to 
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that found with segmental phonemes: morphemes consist not only 

of different phonemes but also of different numbers of phonemes. 

To consider intonation contours as morphemes rather than as 

phonological entities does bring with it further difficulties, however. 

Several contours are known to be phonetically similar and at the 

some time related in meaning, as for example a rising-falling 

intonation with a wide and narrow range respectively. With pitch 

phonemes these intonations would be specified as 241 and 231. 

Since these are morphemes in this approach, the close relationship 

in meaning between these contours can only be captured by a 

semantic statement: these contours are near synonyms. A 

phonological approach fares better: here we may isolate a 

phonological variable of pitch range, whose function is; incidentally, 

very similar in a number of different contours; the contour which 

remains - the basic shape 'rise-fell' - can then be given the same 

meaning in both cases. This approach seems to capture phonological 

generalisetions which are missed in the morphological approach; in 

the letter, there is no more motivation for labelling two phonetically 

similar contours (such as 231 and 241) as 'near synonyms' then 

two totally different ones, 

This damaging criticism was suggested by Bolinger's remarks 

(1951); he puts it in the following form: "231 and 241 (plus a 

note on synonymy) is less efficient then 'rise-fall' (plus a note on 

pitch range)". Similar criticisms of the Trager-Smith pitch-phoneme 

approach ate, made by other writers, such as Gunter (1972)" Bolinger's 

other major criticism is less convincing. He argues that any 

set of levels must be relative and must overlap; they are therefore 

entirely arbitrary. It seems clear, however, that whatsvor approach 
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we adopt wo need to distinguish between different pitch heights, 

as in the specification of pitch range just considered. The relativity 

(and, in Bolinger's view, arbitrariness) would therefore apply 

to all analyses; it is a defect not peculiar to the pitch-phoneme 

approach. 

We might attempt to justify the use of pitch levels by 

interpreting them as 'distinctive features' of intonation contours, 

those phonetic features which serve to distinguish different contours. 

However, it must be remembered that the motivation for the use of 

features in segmental phonology is two-fold (cf. Chomsky and Halle, 

1968, p. 65). firstly, they serve to specify segments phonetically, 

since they are intended to be phonetic attributes of segments. Secondly* 

they serve to classify the segments phonologically into classes which 

share distributional or functional characteristics. It is likely 

that pitch phonemes could serve the first of these purposes adequately 

since, as we have seen, they are capable of giving a phonetic 

specification of the pitch of an utterance provided that the appropriate 

conventions are applied to them. It is extremely doubtful, however, 

whether they are adequate to the second task, since contours containing 

the same pitch levels do not, with few exceptions, have anything 

else in common at all. The levels can thus not serve as phonological 

classifiers in the same way that features do in segmental phonology. 

This is not to say, however, that it is not possible to establish 

such phonological classifiers for intonation; many contours with 

similar functions and distributional characteristics have phone 

features in common, for example those ending in the same direction.; 

1 
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of pitch movement such as fall end rise-fall, or rise end fall-rise. 

The same can be said of contours with the some range, such as wide 

rise and wide fall, or those with the same degree of complexity such 

as . rise-fall and fall-rise. Contours sharing such features often 

have an element of meaning in common, however difficult this meaning 

is to specify. Features of this kind could therefore be used as 

'distinctive features' of the various contours, but they are, of 

course, still 'configurational' features rather than levels. 

From the evidence considered here, we are therefore justified 

in abandoning any attempt to use 'pitch phonemes' or 'pitch levels' 

as phonologically relevant intonational units or features. Their 

use may appear to constitute a simplification, but the simplification 

is a spurious one, since it involves considerable loss of generality. 

2.2.3 Stress 

The other major prosodic feature is stress. Unlike pitch, 

stress presents serious phonetic as well as phonological problems, 

and there is little agreement as to the phonetic nature of the phenomena 

covered by this term. Some (e. g. Jones, 1950), associate 'stress' 

with extra 'energy' of articulation with a corresponding increase in 

loudness; others attribute 'stress' to pitch, to rhythm, to length, 

to sound quality and so on. It can be no part of the present work 

to consider these various, and often conf licting, views in detail; 

summaries and references are provided in works such as Crystal (19698) 

and Lehiste (1970). But what does appear to emerge from the evidence 

presented is that 'stress' as a perceptual phenomenon is not to be 

equated with any one phonetic parameter. As Lehiste (1970, p. 106) 

puts it: "there is no single mechanism to which the production of 

stress can be attributed. " 
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From a phonological point of view there is no doubt at all 

that 'stress' is in some sense 'relevant' in both English and German, 

since there are clearly utterances distinguished by features of 

'stress' alone, Certain syllables (or, in some theories, vowels) 

appear to be more prominent then others, and this prominence can 

be significant. The conclusion of Chomsky and Halle (1968) that 

stress is not a lexical category" in English has little bearing, 

of course, on the question of distinctiveness since the lattor is 

not the basis of assessment as 'lexical'. 

There is also a measure of agreement among scholars as to 

how 'stress' should be reduced to a phonological system, namely by 

postulating a number of 'degrees'. What is more doubtful, however, 

is the precise number of degrees to be recognised. If 'stress' is 

simply a feature which may or may not be present, then we have, in 

practice at least, two degrees: 'stressed' and 'unstressed', and 

this is felt by some,. such as Jones (1950,1956), to be sufficient. 

In pedagogical works, however, including those of Jones, an 

intermediate degree ('secondary stress') is generally used. American 

linguists (e. g. Trager and Smith (1951), Trager and Bloch (1941) 

have explicitly recognised four contrastive degrees: 'primary', 

'secondary', 'tertiary' and 'weak'. 'Unstressed' is not a category, 

since "it seems better to have a positive rather than a negative 

terminology" (Trager and Smith, p. 35). Still more recently, rules 

have been formulated within the framework of generative phonology, 

e. g. by Kiparsky (1966) and Bierwisch (1966) for German, and by 

Chomsky and Halle (1968) for English, in which stress levels are a 
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direct reflection of the grammatical complexity of the sentence. 

Since grammatical complexity has no theoretical limits (but only 

'performance' ones), this approach produces a potentially unlimited 

number of degrees of 'stress' which can only be restricted by 

setting an arbitrary upper limit to the number the rules can produce. 

The problem of the number of degrees of stress to be recognised 

has proved difficult to solve, not least because the phonetic 

nature of stress has proved to be so elusive. How can we assess 

how many degrees of this feature are necessary if we cannot even 

discover what they are degrees of? We are forced to regard 'stress' 

as rather abstract and to systematise it to a large extent independently 

of its phonetic manifestations. We might, following some writers, 

prefer the term 'accent' for phonological 'stress' (in spite of the 

ambiguity of the term), and reserve 'stress' for one particular 

phonetic feature with which this 'accent' may an occasion be associated. 

It is not only the phonetic characteristics of 'stress' that 

are heterogeneous, however; phonologically, too, the phenomena that 

go under this heading are not all of the same kind. This can be 

seen if we consider the syntagmatic as well as the paradigmatic 

dimension, and especially the domeins of relevance of the different 

degrees. Though the syntagmatic dimension has been largely ignored 

in American phonemic theory, each syllable selecting its stress level 

more or less independently, nevertheless a number of restrictions 

have been recognised which depend on distribution. For example, 

'secondary stress' is dependent on the occurrence of 'internal open 

juncture' (Trager and Smith (1951), p. 62). Jones (1950) may well 

be making the same point, though in a more down-to-earth fashion, 
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when he asserts that more than two stresses are only necessary if 

we take entities larger than the word into account (p. 149), a 

procedure that Jones rejects, as it would "greatly complicate 

matters" (p. 10). Thus it would appear that the number of degrees 

necessary depends on the length of the unit taken as the domain of 

stress contrasts. There is something of this principle, too, in 

the stress rules of generative phonology, since here, too, increasing 

numbers of stresses are produced the more complex the unit taken. 

The dependence of the number of degrees of stress on the size 

or complexity of the unit taken implies that stress is hierarchical, 

but not simply in the sense of having a number of degrees. Degrees 

constitute a paradigmatic hierarchy, but stress appears to involve 

a syntagmatic hierarchy, too, since the different degrees are 

associated with hierarchically ordered domains. In other words, 

the different degrees of stress have different units as their domains 

of relevance; the hierarchy of degrees results from the fact that 

these domains are different in size or complexity. This also means 

that the degrees themselves are not necessarily phonologically 

comparable, since they are relevant for different units. 

If phonological 'stress' is not necessarily reducible to a 

simple set of degrees, but involves a set of different domains, it 

is not surprising that the phonetic features associated with 'stress' 

should be so heterogeneous. Nevertheless, by respecting the fact 

that the degrees are not comparable, we are able to bring some order 

into the phonetic characterisation of 'stress'. One basic type of 

stress, often called 'word-stress' in the pedagogical literature 
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(an explicit recognition of a 'domain'), appears to be best seen 

as a rhythmical phenomenon, in both English and German. Pike (1943) 

distinguishes between 'stress-timed' and 'syllable-timed' languages, 

showing that some sort of rhythm is universal, although languages 

may differ in the way they organise their units with respect to it. 

Both English and German come in the category of 'stress-timed' 

languages, which means that they are subject to the principle of 

'isochrony', the tendency for the 'stressed' syllables to occur at 

equal intervals of time. This principle has long been recognised 

- informally in the pedagogical literature, but has rarely been given 

the theoretical status it deserves. Abercrombie (1964 passim) 

is one of the few linguists to have taken it seriously; most have 

shared Sweet's belief that "English stress is not rhythmic, but 

logical" (Sweet, 1889), and consequently the 'stress-rules', such 

as those of Chomsky and Halle (1968), have been worked out on the 

basis of 'logical' categories of grammar, without due regard to the 

rhythmical factors which are of major importance in governing 

stress-'placement'. In actual fact, a rhythmical principal is 

apparent in one of Chomsky and Halle's rules, though it is not 

recognised as such; the Alternating Stress Rule, which spaces out 

the stress, in appropriate cases, on alternate syllables. 

Unfortunately, the principle of isochrony is surprisingly 

immune to empirical conf irmatien, or, indeed, disconf irmation, since 

even if, as maintained here, it is valid, we should not expect absolute 

regularity. Every performing musician is aware that a natural rendering 

of a piece of music, even a markedly rhythmical one, may often demand 

0 
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considerable deviation from the regularity of a metronome. 

Furthermore, the principle is almost always wrongly stated, implying 

that isochrony is universal for the language in the sense that, 

once speech starts, the stresses will recur at equal intervals until 

speech stops again. Examination of actual material, such as that 

used in the present work, does not support such a sweeping claim; 

it does support, or at least does not disconfirm, a rather more 

limited claim, however: that isochrony is restricted to the tone- 

group (cf. Rees, 1975). This assertion draws some support, too, 

from recent claims (e. g. by Laver, 1970), that the tone-group is 

important for other 'paralinguistic' features. But failure to 

recognise this restriction will vitiate any attempt to verify the 

principle of isochrony by comparing the intervals between the 'stressed' 

syllables over any relatively long stretch of speech, since these 

intervals may vary considerably from tone-group to tone-group. 

The perceptual reality of isochrony, desaite the difficulties 

of corroborating it instrumentally, is not really surprising; 

rhythm is, after all, a mental phenomenon. In other words, we 

perceive a kind of 'mental beat', and by placing a particular syllable 

on this beat we give it greater prominence, not necessarily through 

loudness or pitch, but simply because it occurs on the beat. That 

rhythm may-be manifested physiologically explains, of course, the 

view of 'stress' as 'extra effort' or 'loudness'; such features may 

indeed be present as physical realisations of the mental beat, but 

the latter is not defined by them, and they are not indispensible. 

An analogy with music is again relevant here: the rhythmical patterns 
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of music may be characterised by fluctuations of loudness or 

pitch, but they are not dependent on such features. 

Rhythmical prominence does not account for all types of stress, 

however. Another explanation is found in the fact that the 'primary' 

stress coincides with the intonational nucleus. Bolinger (1958a), 

in fact, has argued that one type of stress should be seen as 

'pitch accent'. While accepting the equation of primary stress 

with nucleus, however, we should be unwise to attempt to define 

this stress in terms of any specific pitch feature as such, such 

as falls, rises, etc. , as these also occur elsewhere. 

It is less easy to find a consistent explanation for the 

distinction between the 'tertiary' and 'week' stress of the 

Bloomf ieldions. Jones (1957) suggests that though there is a 

distinction here, it should be considered to be a difference of 

'prominence' rather than 'stress'. The 'prominence' of a syllable 

" is "its degree of general distinctness, this being the combined 

effect of the tamber, length, stress, and (if voiced) intonation 

of the syllabic sound" (Jones, 1957: 246). In practice this 

probably means that syllables with 'weak' stress are subject to 

vowel reduction, while those with 'tertiary' stress are not. Similar 

explanations are offered by a number of writers, among them Newman 

(1946), whose 'weak' stress may be 'sonorous' (with full vowel) or 

'pepet' (with reduced vowel), and Catford (1966,8.4). 

The explanation of the various 'degrees of stress' suggested 

by this discussion would run as follows: speech can be regarded 

85 a string of syllables upon which an isochronous rhythm is imposed 
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over short stretches (tone-group). This results in greater 

prominence being accorded to those syllables which fall on the 

beat; they are, to use Abercrombie's term, 'salient'. Within 

the tone-group one of these salient syllables is rendered still 

more prominent by its occurrence as the intonational nucleus; it 

is, to use Arnold's term (1957), 'tonic'. Non-salient syllables 

may or may not be reduced. 

What is important about this approach is that it treats stress 

not as a uniform feature which may have different 'degrees', but 

as a set of categories involving different kinds of phenomenon. 

Furthermore, these categories are dependent on different units, 

which are related hierarchically (on the hierarchical arrangement 

of units see 2.3. below). The categories themselves do, of course, 

form a kind of scale which resembles a set of 'degrees', viz: 

i) salient, tonic 

ii) salient, non-tonic 

iii) non-salient 

a) unreduced 

b) reduced 

This is the set of 'stresses' used by Halliday (1967a)and, following 

him, Albrow (1968). It has also served as the basis for a feature 

representation of stress (Vanderslice and Ladefoged, 1972). 

It would no doubt be illegitimate to equate these categories 

point by point with the four degrees of stress of the Bloomfieldians. 

Nevertheless, many of the examples given by Bloomfieldian linguists 

do appear to indicate a fairly close relationship. Thus Trager and 
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Smith's example elevÄtor-öpe'rntör can be converted into an 

acceptable rendering in the British tradition simply by equating 

with tonic stress, ^ with salient non-tonic stress, " with unreduced 

non-salient, and'owith reduced. But the difficulty is that 

utterances can be given a variety of equally acceptable pronunciations 

as for as 'stress' is concerned, and the correspondence depends 

on selecting Just that version that coincides with the stress 

pattern given by the phonemicists. 

The specification of 'stress-contours' has also been given 

a considerable amount of attention in studies within the generative 

framework. Indeed, stress was the subject of the earliest article 

in this vein (Chomsky, Halle, Lukoff, 1956), and the most 

authoritative version of generative phonology to date, Chomsky and 

Halle (1966), is given over in no small measure to an analysis of 

the predictability of these contours. Despite changes of detail, 

the basic outline of the approach to stress in this framework has 

remained the same: 'stress-contours' are generated by the application 

of rules which assign primary stress to certain vowels on the basis 

of segmental structure, syntactic classes and syntactic structure. 

By successive deletion of syntactic boundaries, the rules can be 

made to apply cyclically to progressively larger units up to the 

maximum domain of phonological processes (though this remains 

undefined). By convention, all non-primary stresses are reduced by 

one at the end of each cycle, resulting in a scale of degrees. 

Comparability with other approaches is again difficult to 

establish here. In many respects, this approach is still within the 
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essentially 'paradigmatic' tradition of Trager and Smith, since it 

postulates a. set of degrees which are assigned to minimal' segments. 

Furthermore, these degrees are conceived of in the same was as they 

were by Bloomf ieldians: as different degrees of 'loudnoss', though 

this has the question-begging qualification in that these are only 

mental degrees, which do not necessarily have any correlate in the 

phonetic output. The generative approach differs from the Bloom- 

f ieldian in one important respect, however: in the number of 

degrees postulated. Since all-non-primary stresses are reduced by 

one at each -cycle, the number of degrees available increases by 

one with the execution of each cycle. And since the number of cycles 

depends on the depth of syntactic embedding, which is in theory 

unlimited, there is a theoretically unlimited number of degrees of 

stress, which can only be constrained by setting an arbitrary limit 

to the operation of the rules. 

The abolition of the restriction to four degrees naturally 

makes it difficult to equate any of the degrees postulated with 

'tonic stress' or 'salience' in the alternative approach outlined 

above. It does reveal, however, a rather significant fact about 

the interpretation of degrees of stress, and not only in a generative 

framework. It has already been pointed out above that establishing 

equivalence between the four degrees and the hierarchy of prominence 

set out earlier depends on selecting one of several acceptable 

renderings. The example from Trager and Smith (1951) which was quoted 

above will serve to illustrate this. It is possible to pronounce 

this phrase with only one salient syllable (which. will also take the 
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tonic stress) or, at the other extreme, to make every, syllable 

salient (only one will be tonic unless we split the phrase into more 

than one tone-gröup). Neither of, these extremes is particularly 

common, though both are possible; more usual are versions with 

intermediate numbers of salient syllables. Thus we could have any 

of the following ('marks a salient syllable; '' the tonic stress): 

i) I 'elevator-operator 

ii) II elevator-'operator 

iii) " Ole vator-'ope'rator 

iv) Of e'lelvaltor='ople'ra'tor 

What is significant here is that although =syllable is 

ultimately 'stressable' (i. e. may be made salient) the addition 

of stresses must proceed in a particular order. We cannot, for 

example, make the tar of elevator and operator salient unless the 

preceding syllables va and re are also salient. There thus emerges 

a hierarchy of 'stressability'. What is further significant is that 

this hierarchy of stressability appears to coincide exactly with 

the degrees of stress postulated by Trager and Smith. This procedure 

can be carried out with any of the examples given by American 

phonemicists and will be found to produce the same result. 

It might, of course, be considered rather trivial that the 

degrees of 'stress' postulated in American phonemic writings should 

coincide with a hierarchy of stressability. After all, if we allow 

different versions it would not be surprising to find that syllables 

should retain their relative positions on the stress 'scale'. The 

existence of such a hierarchy of stressability becomes more significant, 
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however, in connection with the degrees of stress postulated within 

e generative framework. These, we have seen, are potentially 

unlimited in number, but then so, we may note, are the degrees in a 

hierärchy of stressability, unlike the hierarchy of prominence - 

salience, tonic stress, and so on - set out earlier. 'Stressability' 

is limited in its number of 'degrees' only by the number of syllables 

in the utterance, since it represents a potential rather than an 

actual ranking. In any actual utterance, the number of degrees must 

conform to the actual hierarchy of phonological prominence. 

The general conclusion suggested by this discussion is therefore 

that the degrees of 'stress' set up in Generative Phonology are 

not degrees of 'stress' at all, if by stress we mean any consistently 

specifiable phonetic feature or combination of phonetic features 

(including the rather abstract phonetic feature of rhythm); these 

degrees constitute a hierarchy of 'stressability', of potential 

rather than actual stress. This is not quite what Chomsky and Halle 

appear to mean when they assert (1968: 26) that their 'stress- 

contours' are 'ideal'. They evidently believe that these contours 

are actualised - if only mentally - in the utterance, though they 

do not need to be phonetically specifiable. The claim being made 

here, on the other hand, is that they are only potentially present, 

even in such a mental representation. (There are, of course, no 

possible procedures for 'proving' the existence of anything in a 

mental representation). The belief that these degrees are actualised 

in some way is also' manifested in the desire to limit the number that 

can be produced (p. 23); this is clearly necessary if the stresses 

represent some kind of actualised reality, but quite unnecessary if 

they are only potential. 
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The assertion that the 'stresses' generated by rules such as 

those of Chomsky and Halle are potential rather than actual does not 

necessarily imply that such rules are redundant. If we are to 

predict the actual stresses of utterances (i. e, salience and tonic 

stress) we evidently will need to refer to such a hierarchy of 

potential stress. But this hierarchy is clearly not the only factor 

involved. Other information, such as that relating to the division 

of the utterance into tone-groups, to the location of the nuclear 

syllable, to the tempo of the utterance and so on, must also be taken 

into account. Though some of these factors might conceivably be 

relegated to the sphere of 'performance', and hence outside the domain 

of a grammar of 'competence', this is certainly not true of all of 

them. 

2.2.4 Length 

Phonetically, length is fairly straightforward, -but phonologically 

it can be treated in a variety of ways. Generally speaking, 'short' 

and 'long' will suffice in the paradigmatic dimension, though three 

degrees have occasionally been found necessary (e. g. in Estonian, 

ef. Lehiste, 1970: 455ff. ). However, the fact that paradigmatic 

contrasts of length inevitably involve the time dimension in that 

they are differences of extent means that it is possible to interpret 

them syntagmatically, for instance by analysing 'long' units as 

sequences of 'short' ones. This is the procedure adopted for English 

by, among others, Trager and Bloch (1941), and by American linguists 

generally. There is presumably some-kind of 'simplicity' or 'economy' 

involved here, since by shifting the burden of contrast to the syntagmatic 
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dimension the paradigmatic contrasts can be reduced or even 

eliminated altogether, simplifying the system. 

We are not concerned here with segment length as such, but 

length contrasts are not, in fact, restricted to segments; they 

involve larger domains, too. Even with segment length it has some- 

times been found convenient to invoke such larger domains, for 

example in a variety of languages, including English and German and 

other Germanic languages, there appears to be mutual interaction of 

vowel and consonant length, so that a long vowel is followed by a 

short consonant and vice versa- (on Icelandic see Benediktsson, 

1963). The most appropriate way of accommodating this phenomenon 

is to take the syllable as a whole as the domain of length, and to 

see the difference of vowel and consonant length as different 

apportionment of length within the syllable. 

We may go beyond this, however. The syllable, too, may have 

its length contrasts, as has been demonstrated for English by 

Abercrombie (19641, and a similar procedure can be adopted here as 

with segment length contrasts: referring them to a larger unit, 

in this case the 'foot'. Thus length, like 'stress', can be seen as 

involving several different domains. 

2.2.5 Juncture 

Few phonological theories find it easy to incorporate syllable 

length contrasts into their descriptive apparatus. The American 

phonemic approach, in particular, has no place for units larger than 

the segment, as wo have seen in its treatment of pitch. A solution 

to this particular problem cv n be found within this framework, 
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however, in the use of junctures. 
These 'phonemes' ore not segments 

in that they. are realised only in their effect on neighbouring 

segments; they are introduced primarily to ensure that the 'separation 

of levels' can be strictly observed, since they amount to the 

phonological representation of features associated with syntactic 

or morphological boundaries. Distinctions of the night-rate/nitrate 

type are made phonological rather than grammatical by inserting a 

phonemic juncture in the first case which is absent in the second. 

Four such junctures have been recognised in the orthodox Post- 

. Bloomf ieldien literature: 'internal open' (or '+') juncture, and 

three 'terminal' junctures, /, //, and 7OV. The differences between 

them relate largely to their effect on the pitch contour (cf. 

Trager and Smith, 1951), but Joos (1962) also attempts to characterise 

them in terms of their effect on the length of the preceding segment, 

thus solving the problem of different syllable lengths in terms of 

this approach. 

It would be inappropriate here to enter into a detailed 

examination of the theoretical and practical questions raised by 

'Juncture phonemes'. Those theories which do not insist on the strict 

separation of levels and allow grammatical boundaries in phonological 

representations (e. g. the generative approach) can naturally dispense 

with junctures. But junctures are also not strictly necessary oven 

with such a separation of levels provided that we are prepared to 

allow larger units than the segmental phoneme in our phonological 

descriptions. Junctures can be seen as some sort of boundary, but if 

grammatical boundaries are deemed to be inadmissable in a phonemic 

representation then they must. be phonological boundaries. But if 
/ 
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they are phonological boundaries then we must have larger units 

for them to be boundaries of. Junctures can thus be seen as syllable 

boundaries (or boundaries of still larger units). This solution 

does not, of course, make sense if, as in orthodox Post-Bloomf ieldian 

theory, there is no place for syllables. 

2.2.6 Pause 

Another feature ah ich might on occasion be related to juncture 

is pause. Though it might at first be thought that pause is not a 

feature of speech at all, but rather its antithesis, it has never- 

theloss been taken as a significant speech signal by many writers, 

n nd oven reduced to a system of contrastive lengths. The chief 

importance of this feature for intonation is that it has often been 

included as part of the intonation contour, as by Pike (1945), and 

by American linguists generally. More recently, Liebermann (1967) 

has taken pause as his main criterion for tone-group (in his terms 

'breath-group') division. All these writers find the significance 

of pause in its r6le as the realisation of some sort of 'boundary' 

feature, which makes it important both for the establishment of 

phonological units and for the widely accepted function of the prosodic 

features as markers of constitu, ent structure (cfe below, 3.2). 

Not all pausos fit comfortably into this scheme, however. Among 

these are the types of silence discussed by Abercrombie (1964a)under 

the heading 'silent stress' or, preferably, 'silent ictus'. Such 

pauses are different from the silence encountered at the beginning 

and end of stretches of speech in that they may actually replace 
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other units of speech rather than merely marking their boundaries. 

'Silent stress', as its name implies, replaces a 'stressed' syllable, 

and must therefore be accorded some of the characteristics - notably 

length, and, if 'filled', pitch - of the syllable it replaces. 

Apart from the fact that the existence of a silent stressed syllable 

undermines the view that stress is the result of extra loudness, 

and confirms that it is primarily rhythmical, it is clear that the 

reduction of such pauses as these to a set of paradigmatically 

contrasting items will involve exactly the same difficulties as were 

encountered in our discussion of syllable length. 

2.2.7 Temoo 

One further feature that has been claimed to be relevant for 

intonation is tempo, or speed of utterance. It has, for example, 

been taken as a crucial factor in determining the extent of tone-groups: 

the faster the speed, the fewer the tone-groups (cf. Bierwisch 1966). 

Tempo is, however, not just a question of speed. If it were simply 

speed then we might measure it in terms of the number of segments 

(or, perhaps, syllables) over unit time, i. e. so many segments 

syllables per second. The wide discrepancy in the duration of 

individual segments or syllables means that such a measurement would 

have to involve averaging out the durations over an extended stretch 

of utterance. However, tempo also interacts with rhythm and is therefore 

not just a quettion of speed. Suppose, for example, that we were to 

measure the number of stresses over a certain stretch of time. It is 

possible to very the number occurring in an utterance without effecting 

the total time taken by that utterance. This is achieved by 
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'suppressing' some of the stresses and producing longer 'feet'. 

As an example, wo might utter the following English sentence in two 

ways, with different numbers of stresses taking the same overall time: 

'What are you 'doing tomorrow 'John (4 stresses) 

'What are you doing tomorrow John. (2 stresses) 

The effect of this linguistic ells breve is to give an impression 

of greater speed without actually taking less time. 

In the analysis of the data examined in the present study, this 

p 

kind of variation was a constant source of difficulty. In most cases 

it was not difficult to locate the salient syllable f rom. a variety 

of clues, such as loudness, pitch, rhythm, and so on, but in some 

cases, especially with neutral intonation patterns where little pitch 

movement occurred in the protonic, two (or even more) interpretations 

were possible, with different numbers of salient syllables yet with 

isochrony preserved. 

2.2.8 Conclusion 

The list of features, and of the corresponding phonological 

'systems' set up to account for them, could be continued further. 

Nothing has been said of the so-called 'paralinguistic' features, and 

little of paralinguistic aspects of more central features, such as 

pitch range, 'tessitura', gliding and stepping pitch transitions, etc. 

Though these ere, of course, relevant to intonation in the wider 

sense, the scope of this study excludes a detailed treatment of such 

features. Here we are primarily concerned with the more central 

features of intonation and with the means adopted to reduce them to 

'systems'. There has also been no attempt to cover all the various 
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theoretical approaches to these prosodic features; attention has 

been focussed particularly on those theories which have won a 

considerable amount of support, notably the Post-Bloomfieldian 

approach typified by Trager and Smith, and the European tradition, 

of which one recent and explicit presentation is given by Halliday 

(e. g. 1967a). Both these represent, in a sense, an extreme position: 

the Bloomf ieldiens have perhaps gone the furthest in the direction of 

phonological 'reduction'; Halliday the furthest in the direction of 

phonological 'integration'; the former have attempted to reduce all 

the features to minimally contrastive sets, treating all the features 

as independent systems though analysing each in a similar manner, 

vize as 'phonemes', while the latter, in common with many others in 

the European tradition, has attempted to establish a more complex 

structure to accommodate all the prosodic features, in which the 

individusl features are involved at different levels and in different 

ways. 

Writers in other 'schools' and traditions adopt different 

positions, endorsing these principles to different extents. As far 

as the reduction of all features to comparable 'systems' is concerned, 

Generative Phonology adopts the some approach as the Bloomf ieldians 

- though the theoretical position end the manner of specification are 

of course different. The term 'phoneme' has rarely been used for the 

prosodic features outside America, though the alternative term 

'prosodeme' suggested by Haugen (1949) does not necessarily carry with 

it any difference. of approach. Jones (1950) explicitly rejects the 

use of the term 'phoneme' for supresegmental phenomena, but is 

prepared to countenance 'chroneme' and 'toneme' and oven 'stroneme' 
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"f ör lexical length, pitch, and stress respectively. The last 

two are not. equivalent to 'pitch ohoneme' and 'stress phoneme', 

however; they refer to lexical tones and to different kinds 

(rather than degrees) of stress. 

The above discussion of the major prosodic features suggests 

that prosodic 'systems' cannot'be established by isolating individual 

features and reducing each independently to a set of constrastive 

'levels', IdegreesI, and so on. We have seen that in all cases we 

must consider the domains of the various features and not just their 

contrasts within a minimal unit. We must therefore consider not 

just prosodic systems but also prosodic structure: the way in which 

the various features, and their domains, fit together. This will 

be the aim of the following section, 2.3. 

2.3. Intonstion and Prosodic structure 

2.3. ý. The relationshio between the orosodic features 

Section 2.2 discussed the prosodic features that arg generally 

regarded as contributing to the intonation complex and examined the 

ways in which they could be interpreted as phonological systems. 

Although systems of this sort can be, and have been, established, 

it is evident that there are limitations to this, and a number of 

important difficulties arise in attempting to reduce the features to 

sets of contrasts. But the problems are not just the familiar ones 

encountered in segmental phonology, such as the criteria for 

establishing and defining the units. The supresegmental nature of 

the features considered here adds a further dimension to the problem, 

in particular the question of the domain of contrast of the individual 

features, and the relationship between the various domains of the 
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individual features. 

Of course, a certain amount of mutual interference between 

features is to be expected and this does not necessarily prevent the 

setting up of independent systems; it simply produces the familiar 

problem of contextual variation. This is clearly the view of the 

relationship between the various features taken by Trager and Smith 

(1951, p. 2), who summarise their analysis of the English phonemes 

as follows: "Vowel, consonant, and stress phonemes have allophones 

stdtable in terms of position in the sequence; plus juncture and 

pitch phonemes have allophones statable in terms of stress sequences; 

terminal junctures have allophones statable in terms of the pitch 

preceding them". 

Neat though this statement undoubtedly is, it clearly does not 

account adequately for the complexities of the relationships between 

the features. These relationships are not just chance interactions; 

they are systematic interdependences. From a phonetic point of view 

it might conceivably be possible to explain this interdependence in 

terms of the physiological mechanisms controlling the behaviour of 

the vocal tract. Many of these mechanisms are still inadequately 

understood, but we may at least begin to examine the phonological 

relationships involved. From this point of view we may observe that 

the difficulties encountered here are primarily of a syntagmatic rether 

than a paradigmatic nature; they relate not so much to the 

systematisation of contrasts within a given domain of relevance as to 

deciding what the domains of relevance are in the first place. 
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Take, for example, the 'stress system'. The crucial issue 

here is not the superficially significant one of the number of degrees 

that should be recognised here. The number of degrees follows 

from the domain or domains of relevance that we choose to recognise 

as valid for stress. Given that we take the individual syllable 

(or, in some theories, its vowel) as the sole domain, and establish 

contrasts between the stress 'levels' of different syllables, then 

we will quite probably, and perhaos justifiably, arrive at a system 

resembling that of Trager and Smith, since the necessary contrasts 

must somehow be accommodated. But if, on the other hand, we interpret 

stress as having different domains of relevance and therefore 

different systems for different kinds of stress, we may effectively 

reduce the contrasts to a binary opposition of 'stressed' v. 'unstressed', 

other 'degrees' being referred to other domains (e. g. the 'tonic' 

V. 'non-tonic' distinction within the tone-group). 

The question of domains of relevance is therefore of crucial 

importänce for an understanding of the phonological parameters involved 

in the systematisation of the prosodic features. In essence, this 

implies that we should consider not so much the features themselves 

as the nature of the structure, or structures, into which they fit, and 

within which they operate. 

2.3.2 Vievus an Prosodic structure 

Preoccupation with segmental phonology has led to a rather 

simplistic view of prosodic structure by the major phonological schools 

within the structuralist paradigm. For the most part, phonological 

structure has been seen as the concatenation of segments, bound 
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together by a kind of suprasegmental cement. 

commonly the syllable, have, of course, been 

discussion is far too vast and complex to be 

they have found no consistent application by 

as the Prague School in Europe and the Post- 

America. Consideration of larger structural 

Larger units, most 

considered - the 

reviewed here - but 

the main schools, such 

3loomfieldians in 

units then the phoneme 

has been left largely to 'minor' schools (such as Clossematics) and 

to individual linguists who stand outside the major groups. 

It will be instructive to consider a few of the attempts made 

to establish a richer phonological structure capable of accommodating 

suprasegmental as well as segmental phenomena. One of these is 

by Hackett (1947,1955), who applies the Immediate Constituent 

approach, originally devised for syntax (Wells 1947), to phonological 

structure. The earlier work is concerned with Chinese, but the 

principles he discusses are equally applicable to English (with the 

exception, of course, of the tonal features). The Chinese utterance 

is divided up into the constituents register contour and one or more 

"I macrosecments, the latter into intonation and one or more mesoseoments, 

the latter into stress-contour and one or more microseoments, the 

latter finally into stress, tone and residual structure. A similar 

framework is provided by Hockett in his manual of Phonology (1955), 

though here in the wider setting of a general typology. The 

terminology is slightly more complex, and the 'residual'structure'-is 

further subdivided into ultimate ohonolonic constituents. The whole 

scheme presented by Hockett could be disolayed in the form of a 'tree', 

as follows (the terminology of the 1947 article has been preserved, 
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with the addition of the 'ultimate phonologic constituents'): 

-7 
register macrosegment 

contour 

intonation mesosegment 

stress-contour, microseg ent 

stress tone residual structure 

. ultimate phono- 
logic constituents 

Hockett's terms are, of course, idiosyncratic and opaque in 

the sense that it is not immediately evident what relationship exists, 

if any, between his units and the traditional 'phoneme', 'syllable' 

etc. However, it is clear from his discussion, and also from the 

constituents given on the left-hand side of the above tree, that 

the 'macrosegment' is an intonation unit, the 'mesosegment' a stress 

unit, the 'microsegment' a syllable, and the 'residual structure' 

the phonemes. The 'ultimate phonologic constituents' are analogous 

to distinctive features. What concerns us more then the specific 

nature of these units, however, at least in the first instance, is the 

way in which they are organised with respect to one another. Their 

basic relationship. is hierarchical. Hockett explicitly states that 

"the phonologic structure of an utterance shows a hierarchic 

organization, involving relative size-levels: the units at any size- 

level save the smallest consist of arrangements of units of the next 
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smaller size level. " (Hockett, 1455, p. 43). 

A similarly organised set of units is also set up by pike 

(1967, Ch. 9). He distinguishes between a phoneme and a 'hyperphoneme', 

the latter being "any phonological unit which is larger or higher 

ranking than a phoneme". Among these hyperphonemes he includes the 

'emic syllable' (or 'syllabeme'), the 'emic stress group' (or 

'ebdomineme'), and the 'emit pause group', together with an indeterminate 

number of larger units, beginning with the 'emic breath-group', the 

'emic rhetorical period', the 'emit phonological section', and so on, 

Togeby (1965) provides a Glossematic view of French - one of 

the few attempts to apply this theory in detail. In discussing the 

structure of French, however, he also establishes a general framework 

of wider application. This framework, like those of Hackett and Pike, 

has a hierarchical form: "la procedure prosodique consiste ä diviser 

ces phrases de l'expression en leurs parties constituantes immediates, 

par exemple on groupes de syllabes, ceux-ci ä lour tour en syllabes, 

celles-ci en accent + theme syllabique, etc. ". He gives a 'table 

prosodique', as follows: 

Uni 

texte 

ligne de l'expression 

phrase de modulation 

phrase 
(groupe syllabique) 

syllabe 

theme syllabique 

groupo d'e1©ments 

Parties 

ligne de l'expression + ligne du contenu 

phrases de modulation 

phrase + modulation 
(groupes de syllabes) 
(syllabe ä accent foible + syllabe a accent 
(accent + theme syllabique) 

fort) 

centre-vocalique + marge consonantique 

voyelles, consonnos 
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There are a number of difficulties of interpretation here 

which are not solved by Togeby's discussion (1965, pp. 31.49). Apart 

from his somewhat inconsistent terminology ('groups de syllabes is 

apparently identical to 'groups syllabique'), there are more serious 

theoretical confusions, as will be discussed below. These make it 

difficult to convert this table into an equivalent 'tree'. For example, 

the 'groups syllabique' is divided into two 

are syllables, and both must thus be divides 

syllabique'. The following is thus only an 

table. The top two lines of the table have 

brackets, which are there because the items 

to French, have been ignored. 

parts, but both these 

J into 'accent' and 'theme 

approximation to the above 

been omitted, and the 

they enclose do not apply 

phrase de modulation 

mo ulation phrase 

1 
groupe de syllabes 

(groupe syllabique) 

syllebe a accent syllabe a accent 

Faible fort 

accenttheme syllabique I 

centre vocalique urarge consonantique 
II 

voyelle consonne 
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Finally, we may present the explicit hierarchy given by 

Halliday (1967a) (cf. Halliday, McIntosh, Strovens, 1964, p. 51)t 

tone 
I -group 

foot 

syllI able I 

phoneme 

What is significant about all these attempts to set up a complex 

phonological structure is firstly, and primarily, the considerable 

degree of similarity between them, despite the very heterogeneous 

theoretical starting points of the scholars concerned. Not only do 

we find that the organisation of all these is basically hierarchical, 

but also that it is often possible to equate the different units in 

the hierarchy point by point. The terminology here is, of course, an 

obstacle to equating the units, but there is often explicit reference 

to the identity of the units. Togeby, for instance, explicitly 

equates his 'phrase', 'groupe de syllebes', and 'syllabe' with pike's 

units. The relationship can also be established by reference to the 

kind of characteristics ascribed to the various units. At or near 

the top of the hierarchy is always found a unit which carries the 

intonation pattern; lower down is a unit associated with stress; then 

follow syllables and finally segmental units (Hockett goes one stage 

further). Thus there is considerable agreement as to the positions 

on the hierarchical scale of units of specific kinds. 

There are, however, a number or significant differences between 

the various frameworks, which must not be overlooked. Firstly, they 
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do not all contain the same number of units: Halliday has the 

smallest number (four), while the others have more, either at the 

top, in the middle, or at the bottom. The differences at the top 

are not surprising or particularly significant, as it is obviously 

a moot point where one stops in establishing larger units (more will 

be said of this shortly). At the bottom of the scale, the chief 

difference is found in Hockett's framework, where 'ultimate 

phonologic constituents' are added. The status of these 'distinctive 

features' is, of course, controversial, and this is not the place to 

enter into the controversy, but some remarks will be addressed to this 

question below. Of more importance are the intermediate levels that 

we find in Togeby's framework, giving a total of seven units. In 

addition, the very sparse frameworks of Pike or Halliday, consisting 

of a simple set of hierarchically related units, may be compared with 

the much more complex arrangements of Hockett and Togeby, with 

branching trees or their equivalent. How do we account for all these 

differences? 

In order to answer this question we must make a number of 

fundamental distincti ons relating to the nature of the units and 

categories recognised. Firstly, we must distinguish between a unit 

and a feature which characterises a unit. Hackett and Togeby do not 

appear to recognise this distinction, and they treat units and features 

of units as the some kind of category. Thus Hackett divides his 

'macrosegment' into 'intonätion' and 'mesosegment', and the latter 

into 'stress contour' and'microsecment', and so on. Similarly, Togeby 

divides the 'phrase de modulation' into 'modulation' and 'phrase', 
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and the syllable into 'accent' and 'theme syllabique'. In each 

case the categories established by the division are of different kinds: 

intonation and stress or accent are features of units; the units 

themselves are their domains. The dangers of confusing the two are 

clear from Togeby's hierarchy, where two spurious 'units' are 

included. The 'phrase de modulation' and the 'phrase' are, in fact, 

exactly the some unit, the first with the feature of intonation and 

the latter without it. Similarly, the 'syllabe' and the 'theme 

syllabique' are both syllables, the first with the feature of 'accent' 

and the second without it. In both cases extra units are brought 

into the hierarchy which have no place there, since they are the same 

as existing units, but with the addition of features which characterise 

these units. A similar problem arises with Hockett's hierarchy, 

and for the same reason, but here it does not lead to the introduction 

of additional units. This is because Hackett indulges in a little 

terminological gamesmanship. In his rcanuAl (1955), he takes the 

'macrosegment' as his starting ooint, and cuts it into two immediate 

constituents: 'intonation' and 'remainder'. The difference between 

these two is simply that the former includes the intonation pattern 

and the latter does not. This is entirely analogous to Togeby's 

'phrase de modulation' and 'phrase'. However, Hackett does not include 

both of these in his hierarchy; he remarks that "the term 'remainder' 

is so awkward that we shall now make a terminological shift, using 

henceforth the term 'macrosegment' itself for what we have previously 

been calling a 'macrosegment' minus its intonation". This has the 

effect of eliminating the redundant unit from the hierarchy. 
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Another point that arises in connection with Hockett's 

hierarchy, also because of the confusion of units and features, is 

evident in the differences between the hierarchy given in 1947 (the 

one presented above) and the one given in his manual (1955). As 

just remarked, the latter work divides the macrosegment into 

intonation and remainder, the latter then being renamed macrosegment; 

in the former work, however, the macrosegment is divided into 

intonation and mesosegment (stress-group). The differences here 

are not merely terminological; they are the result of difficulties 

that arise-'when features are treated as units. The former work 

treats features (in this case intonation) as constituents of the units 

they characterise (in this case the macrosegment); the latter work 

appears to treat them as constituents of the unit above the unit they 

characterise, so that both the feature and the unit it characterises 

are constituents of the same unit. If we replace the now ambiguous 

term macrosegment by 'tone-group' for the sake of clarity, the two 

approaches can be represented as follows: 

e) 1947 b) 1955 

tone-group 

intonation intonation tone-group 

The difficulty encountered here - where to put intonation 

is simply the result of attempting to treat intonation as a unit 

on a par with other units such as tone-group or syllable. By the 

simple expedient of separating features from units, where the former 

characterise or P. p, ly to the latter but are not constituents of them, 
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this particular confusion is resolved. This will not only remove 

two spurious levels from Togeby's hierarchy, but will also 

remove all the branches. from Hockett's tree. The effect will be 

to make the various hierarchies much more comparable. 

At this point we may return briefly to the status of Hockett's 

'ultimate phonologic constituents'. Since these are not temporal 

subdivisions of the unit above (the phoneme) we must conclude that 

these, too, have no place in the hierarchy; they are evidently 

features of units rather than units themselves. *This contrasts 

with the view of e. g. Halle (1962)9 who asserts that segments 

(whether phonemes or not) have no status, but are simply actualisations 

of the real entities: features. However, this particular 

controversy will not be pursued here. 

There are further difficulties with Togeby's table. It is 

clear from his discussion that he considers the syllable (or rather 

the 'theme syllabique') to consist of phonemes, but the term 

'phoneme' itself does not appear in his table. Instead, the 'theme 

syllabique' is divided into 'centre vocalique' and 'merge consonentique'. 

Elsewhere (p. 38), Togeby divides the latter into 'Partie initiale' 

and 'Partie finale'. Both the ': entre' and the 'merge' are then 

treated as a 'grouoe d'elements' which is further divided into 

'voyelles' and 'consonnes', which are in turn also considered to be 

phonemes. There thus appear to to a number of intermediate levels 

in Togeby's framework, whose stetes is not altogether clear. 

To clarify the situation h;; s we must make a distinction 

between a unit and, to use Firth"s convenient, if cumbersome, phrase, 
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element of structure (Firth, 1957, p. 17). There is n difference 

between a unit as such and a structural or functional part of a 

unit. This can be illustrated by applying Togeby's distinctions 

to a word such as stranoe. In his terms, we could analyse this 

word as Follows: 

syllebe 
I 

marge consonantique centre 
vocalique 

urarge cong'onantique 

cones soon voyyell 
s onsonnes 

II 

IIIiII streind 

It is evident that the 'marge consonantique' and the 'centre' 

vocalique' are not units as such but are structural parts of the 

syllable, its 'elements of structure'. The fact that they must be 

grouped together as 'oroupes d'elements' in order to proceed to the 

next stage of analysis is a symptom of this. The units proper 

here are simply syllable and phoneme. 

The important point here is that units may fit into different 

structural positions of the unit above, but we must not confuse 

these positions (elements of structure) with the units themselves. 

By ignoring this distinction Togeby has illegitimately included 

" elements of structure - the 'merge' and 'centre' - in his hierarchy 

of phonological units. Hockett is to some extent guilty of the 

same confusion, though this does not appear explicitly in the 

framework given here. In his Franupil (1955) he appears to consider 

the analysis of the syllable into 'onset', 'peak', and 'coda' as 

entirely on a par with other divisions into immediate constituents 

such as macrosegment and mesosegment etc. (p. 52). 
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The distinction between unit and element of structure. also 

means that different interpretations of the structure of a unit are 

possible without affecting the hierarchy of units itself. The 

word 'strange' given above, for example, could be given intermediate 

structures, as follows: 

syllable 

onset peak coda 

streind' 3 

Togeby recognises this possibility, but does not adopt it in his 

analysis. Despite this different interpretation of the structure 

of the syllable, and the existence of intermediate 'levels' of 

structure, there is no need to recognise any other units than simply 

the syllable and the phoneme; the alternative analysis adds to the 

complexity of the syllable as a structure, but not to the complexity 

of the hierarchy of units as such. 

One further distinction is necessary if we are to explain 

another difference between Togeby's hierarchy and the others presented 

above. It will be observed that in some places in Togeby's table 

only one kind of 'pantie' is given on the right while in other 

places more than one is given, thus turning the hierarchy into a 

branching tree. We have already considered some of these cases 

above, where one of the parts is a unit and the other a feature of 

a unit. But the division of the 'groupe syllabique' and the 'groupe 

d'elements' into two different parts cannot be accounted for in this 

Way, since both the 'syllabe ä accent foible$ and the 'syllabe a 
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accent fort' are syllables, and both 'voyelles' and 

'consonnes' are phonemes (as we have seen, the division here 

should be of the 'theme syllebique', since the 'groupe d'elements' 

has no status as a unit). The distinctions made here by Togeby 

between two types of syllable and two typos of phoneme do not 

belong to the hierarchy at all; they involve a different dimension 

from the hierarchical arrangement of units, namely the classification 

of units of a given rank into classes. This confusion between units 

of different ranks and classes of unit at the same rank is 

responsible for the difficulties encountered in attempting to convert 

Togeby's table into a tree: we cannot simply divide each unit into 

the units of which it is composed but must first grcrup together the 

different classes of unit at a given rank in order to proceed to 

the next stage of analysis. 

If we make the various distinctions discussed here, between 

unit and feature, unit and element of*structure, and unit and class, 

and in each case eliminate the second term from the hierarchy of 

units proper (though these categories will clearly have to be 

incorporated somewhere else in our model), then the four frameworks 

given above come to be more or less identical. All the branches 

of Hockett's and Togeby's 'trees' are pruned off, and the 

intermediate levels disappear. The units of the hierarchies can 

then be equated point by point, the only differences being in the. ' 

labels given to them: 
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Hackett Pike Togeby Halliday 

macrosegmenj pause-group phrase (de modulation) tone-group 

mesosegment emic stress group groupe de syllabus foot 

microsegmont emic syllable syllabe syllable 

phoneme phoneme phoneme phoneme 

One further attempt to construct a hierarchical framework 

for phonology must also be considered: that presented by Tench 

(1976)9 Tench proposes a modification of the hierarchy discussed 

so far in that he wishes to introduce a double hierarchy (cf. Pikes 

1972, v Longacre 1970). The framework he proposes would recognise a 

distinction between 'basic units's arranged on n hierarchical scale# 

and 'expansions' of these units, which form a parallel hierarchys 

The basic principle of such 'double ranks's in both phonology and 

grammars is thatp given a hierarchy of unitso a given unit may be 

lexpandedl*into a larger structure without actually beccming a unit 

or the rank above* For the grammatical hierarchys Pike (1972) sets 

up the following pairs: 

Basic Unit Exonnsion 

dialogue conversation 

paragraph monologue 

clause sentence 

word phrase 

morpheme stem 
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For phonology, Tench proposes the following set of units: 

Basic Unit 

phonological exchange 

phonological paragraph 

intonation unit 

syllable 

phoneme 

Expansion 

phonological conversation 

phonological discourse 

intonation group 

rhythm group 

cluster 

Here, 'intonation unit' corresponds to 'tone-group'. The most 

notable thing here is the omission of the foot, or its equivalent, 

from the set of basic units) Tench's most controversial, and, by 

his own admissions most 'problematical' claim is that "the foot 

is an expansion of the syllable, and that it is the syllable as 

such that has the main functions in the tone-croup and not the 

foot" (p. 10). 

This proposal, which would remove one of the widely accepted 

units from the hierarchy, can easily be shown to be false, however, 

in terms of the distinctions that we have already invoked above. 

Tench illustrates the basic principle involved in 'double ranks' 

with the distinction between phoneme and cluster. For this purpose 

he uses the analysis of the mazateco syllable given by Pike and 

Pike (1947), presenting their examples in the form of a tree: 

n c? oe134 

Although it is possible to recognise two fundamental units here, 
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syllable and phoneme, the tree shows intermediate nodes which are 

neither syllables nor phonemes. It is such groups as this - in 

this case phoneme clusters - that it is proposed to treat as 

'expansions' of basic units - in this case phonemes. By the some 

token, the foot is considered to be a group of syllables, an 'expansion' 

of the syllable, but not a unit in its own right. 

From this example it would appear that what Tench wishes to 

regard as an 'expänsion' of a unit is simply a case where an element 

of structure of a unit consists of more than one occurrence of the 

unit below. Thus, in the following abstract cpse, the unit X may 

have the elements of structure As B, and Co and these elements of 

structure may consist of one or more of the unit Y (the unit below 

X in the hierarchy): 

X 

ABC 

SUB) 
Yr (Y) Y 

eabbcc 

YaYaa YbYb, and Yo Yo (but not YaYb' Ybyc' or Y9YbYo) are 'expansions' 

of Y. more concretely, if a syllable (X) has the elements of structure 

'onset', 'peak', and ! coda' (A, B, and C), then a consonant cluster 

(YVYa or YcYc) or a vowel cluster (YbYb) are 'expansions' of the 

phoneme (Y), whereas a sequence of consonant and vowel (YeYb), vowel 

and consonant (YbYc), or consonant, vowel, consonant (Y 
aYbYc) 

is not 

an expansion of the phoneme but a syllable. 
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Tench's claim as to the status of the foot must now be 

considered. If the foot ('rhythm group') is merely an expansion 

of the syllable, the next unit proper being the tone-group ('intonation 

unit'), then the above scheme should also be applicable here. If 

we take the elements of structure of, the tone-group to be 'pretonic' 

and 'tonic' (see below), we should get: 

tonel-groua 

pretönic 
-tö 

tonic 

syllable syllable syl able syllable ý-foot ý 
-foot 

In this frameworks the foot is an expanded syllables Le- a case 

where an element of structure of the tone-group consists of more than 

one instance of the syllable* Hotrever, this is clearly incorrect# 

since both pretonic and tonic may consist-of more than one foot* 

Hence the foot does not conform to the requirements of an expansion# 

but rather to those of a 'basic unit'. One coulds of courses find 

a genuine 'expansion' of the syllable, namely a group of syllables 

constituting an element of structure of the foot@ Since the foot 

can be described in terms of two elements of structure# fictus' and 

'remiss' (see below)#. of which the former can consist of only one 

syllable,, -the 'expanded syllable' is a group of syllables constituting 

the 'remiss' of a foot# for example in a word such as veqetablet 

with a single salient syllable, where -eteble would be an expanded 

syllable. 
A 

In the light of this, Tench's other arguments for the abolition 

of the foot as a unit in the hierarchy lose their force, though one 
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or two are in need of comment. One important set of arguments 

for treating the foot as an expansion of the syllable is that 

I'm foot may consist of one (salient) syllable slonell(p*10) (i. e* 

only the lictusl)., and that "week syllables are 'clitics' of 

salient syllables" (p. 11). The intended analogy is presumably with 

the phoneme cluster: the 'margin' may consist of one consonant 

alone# or of more than ones so that the additional consonants are 

'optional'. More generally: "the expanded unit has an internal 

structure of nucleus and 'satellites' 11 (p. 15). Unfortunately# 

this argument does not only apply*to $expanded units' but also to 

'basic units1i there are syllables without margins as. well as 

syllables without consonant clusters, and the margin as n whole 

could thus be seen as a 'clitic' or 'satellite' of the 'nucleus' 

(i9ee the vowel)* This argument would thus make syllables, as well 

as clusterso 'expansions' of the phoneme. 

A further argument is that "the pitch movement in a monosyllable 

is identical to the pitch movement in a polysyllabic foott and 

the presence of weak syllables neither extends nor changes the shape 

of the contour" (p. 10)o This may be truej, but it does not affect 

the status of the foot as a unit in the hierarchyl since the features 

associated with a unit do not need to be dependent on the internal 

structure of that unit* In syllable-tone languages# the tone of the 

syllable does not need to depend an the structure of the syllable. 

By Tench's criterion the syllable would again be regarded as an 

expansion of the phoneme# sincep to paraphrase his arguments "the 

pitch movement in a monophonemic syllable is identical to that in a 
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polyphonemic syllable, and the presence of consonants neither 

extends nor changes the shape of the contour". 

A similar claim is made with reoard to the rhythmical features 

of the foot. Tench considers that "the syllable is the proper unit 

to handle matters of rhythm" (p. 11). Consequently he regards the 

foot as "none ether than a ballistic syllable pulse with expansion" 

(ibid. ). The 'ballistic effect' of a syllable 'spreads over' a 

whole foot. Again this argument is unconvincing; rhythmical features 

must, as discussed above, be seen as a property of the foot as a 

whole, and the basic rhythm is unaffected by the presence of weak 

syllables. 

As a final argument, Tench suggests that the foot, unlike the 

'basic units' of his hierarchy# is not a universal: "the 'basic 

units' in the double ranks that I am proposing for a phonological 

hierarchy are universals *-, and ee., the 'expansions' of the basic 

units of a rank are not" (p. 11). It is true that the foot is not 

universal# but universality is surely not a criterion* Four p3ges 

earliert it is stated that 11 lisolating1languages would ... be 

defined in torms of not having the morpheme level", but this does 

not prevent Tench from including the morpheme in his hierarchy of 

basic grammatical units. 

In short, then, the arguments put forward by Tench in support 

of his claim that "the foot is an expansion of the syllable" are 

inadequate; there seems to be no reason to deny the foot its status 

as a unit in the hierarchy of phonological units. Furthermore, the 

' notion of an $expanded unit' is itself dubious, and rests on the 

conflation of two distinct categories: unit and element of structure. 
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That structural parts of units are not to be regarded as units 

in the hierarchy proper is also made clear by the fact that 

'structure' is not a matter of a simple hierarchy, with fixed levels. 

Tench notes the possibility of a 'trio' at certain ranks: different 

levels of expansion, expansions of expansions, as it were. This 

is also illustrated by Pike and Pike's analysis of the structure 

of Dlazateco syllables, given above. Between the phoneme and the 

syllable we may have the cluster, but there are different degrees of 

clustering, with several intermediate nodes. But these are layers 

of structure, not 'units' as such, and a simple dichotomy of 'unit' 

and 'expansion' - or even a 'trio' - does not do justice to this 

structure. 

Tench's proposals have been considered at length, not because 

of their intrinsic merit, which seems doubtful, but rather because 

they serve to illustrate the difficulties and dangers involved in 

establishing a richer phonological structure capable of accommodating 

the prosodic features. There are many dimensions to such a structure, 

which are easily confuseds and hence the place of the various prosodic 

features in this structure may be easily misinterpretede But it is 

notable that, if one takes. account of the complexity of the phenomena 

involved# and if one is careful to make the right distinctions 

between different categories, the crucial fact of the hierarchical 

structure of, the prosodic framework is clearly evident. 

Several further questions are raised by a hierarchy of this sort. 

The first has already been touched on above: though we may take 

the phoneme ac the lowest unit in the hierarchy, since it is not 

susceptible to further segmontation, is the tone-group (or its 
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equivalent) the largest viable unit? There is some evidence that 

it is not. Paralinguistic features such as voice quality as well 

as certain pitch features such as tessituratrange., etc* can clearly 

extend over longer stretches of speech than the tone-group* 

rurthermorep it is often possible to consider the sequence of nuclear 

tones of tone-groups as forming a larger structure# where the 

specific tone depends on the position of the tone-group in this 

structure. The characteristic 'non-final' tones are obvious 

examples of this (cf. rox 1973). Since phonological units cannot be 

established without reference to meaningful contrasts'it must also 

be recognised that at least one type of meaning generally associated 

with intonation (see below# chapter 3). cannot be restricted to the 

tone-group: lattitudinall connotations are characteristic of whole 

sequences rather then of individual tone-groupse In additions it 

is convenient to have a unit of intonation which is comparable in 

extent to the sentence, whereas the tone-group is regularly associated 

with the clause (e. g. by Halliday, 1967a). 

The need for a unit larger than the tone-group is thus clear, 

and it has often been felt (cf. Crystal, 1969a., 5. jo),, though no 

serious attempts have been made to establish such a unit, despite 

Vague allusions such as those made by Hockett and Pike* The present 

writer has sought to rectify this (Foxt 1973)p establishing a unit 

called the onratone-oroups (The term itself is an adaptation of 

'paraphone's tentatively suggested by Halliday (1961., footnote 30) 

as the designation of a maximal phonological unit. ) The paratone-grouP 

I fits comfortably into the hierarchical framework discussed above, 

as will be demonstrated below.. 
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Q further question that arises in connection with a hierarchical 

arrangement of units is the strictness with which the various 

features adhere to the hierarchy. This has two aspects: the 

possibility of items occurring which do not fit into the hierarchy 

at all (the issue raised here is that of 'total accountability' at 

all ranks in the hierarchy)# and the possibility that units may overlap 

in some respectse Neither of these presents really serious 

difficulties if we are prepared to be flexible in our interpretation 

of the hierarchy,, As to 'total accountability'j, the data examined 

in the course of this study did not show any instances of items which 

could not be included in a hierarchical structures with the possible 

exception of a few filled pauses, whose status as linguistic units 

might in any case be in doubts As to the overlapping of unitso the 

chief problem here is with the location of the tone-group boundaries. 

In a number of cases the syntactic boundary with which the tone-group 

boundary is felt to coincide falls in the middle of a foots eg. 

/John will but /Bill won't/j where / represents the foot boundary 

and where the whole consists of two tone-aroupso One approach here# 

followed by Halliday (1967a)#Js to assign the week syllables at the end 

of the foot in question to the preceding tone-groups regardless of 

their syntactic affiliations thus preserving the neatness of the 

hierarchy* But in practice it is quite common for such syllables to 

anticipate the following tone-group in the matter of their pitch# which 

would suggest that the tone-group boundary should come in the middle of 

the foot (cf. 3.3.3 below). The foot as a rhythmical unit, on the 

other hand, seems to be unaffected by such anticipation, as the foot 
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in question appears to take its length - determined by isochrony - 

from the preceding tone-group. Thus different features may well 

differ in the strictness with which they adhere to the hierarchys 

causing a minor overlapping of units. But this fact is of no great 

significance. The fact that the hierarchy may be a little untidy 

round the edges does not invalidate the hierarchy as such* The 

deviations are minor andjo quite literally, marginal. 

2.3.3 The framework: units and rank 

At this point it will be useful to give a rather more coherent 

statement of the phonological framework adopted and advocated hero 

and to draw together some of the strands of the nrguments just 

presented. It will be evident that the %. conception of phonological 

structure envisaced here owes much to Halliday, in particular his 

analysis of English Intonation (1963at 1963bs 1967as 1970a; McIntosh 

and Halliday 1966). Since Halliday's approach to linguistic 

description has been subjected to a considerable amount of criticisms 

it will be necessary first of all to give some idea of tho nature 

of this approach in so far as it affects the description of intonation 

and other prosodic features, and to clarify the position taken in this 

study. 

In the earliest exposition of his theory (Halliday, 1961), 

Halliday proposed "a scheme of interrelated categories which are set 

up to account for the data, and a set of scales of abstraction which 

relate the categories to the data and to each other". The categories 

I he proposed wore 'unit', 'structure', 'class' and system'; the scales 
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were 'rank's lexponencel and 'delicacy'# to which 'depth' wns later 

added Oluddleston, 1965). The chief criticism of Halliday's approach 

was directed against the notion of rank (cf, especially Matthews 

(1966)1, and Halliday's reply (1966) ). For grammatical description., 

Halliday established five units: sentences clauses phrase/group, 

word and morpheme; 'rank' refers to the scale which relates them, 

viz. a hierarchys but a hierarchy of a special kinds which he calls 

a 'taxonomy'. Halliday's hierarchy is much 0 re rigid than# says 

that established in Immediate ConstituentýXna ysiss in that it 

sets up a fixed number of units in a consistent relationship to one 

another. IC analysis thus "yields a hierarchy that is not a taxonomy" 

(1961, p. -249). It is this rigidity that Matthews (1966) is most 

critical of, since it leads to further restrictions and limitations. 

There is,, in particular# the requirement of 'total accountability'; 

every item must be accounted for in some way at each rank in the scale, 

Further, though Halliday explicitly allows for 'downward rank-shift's 

Les a unit appearing at a lower rank then its olmn (eege a clause 

appearing in the structure of. s phrase), he equally explicitly 

excludes the possibility of 'upward rank-shift'; Matthewss however, 

suggests that 'upward rank-shift' is necessary# and thus th e whole 

hierarchys or at least in the rigid form given it by Hallidays breaks 

down* Similar criticisms are offered by Postal (1964).. from the point 

of view of generative grammar. Postal quotes Chomsky (195,7) to the, 

effect that "we cannot divide the system of phrase structure into a 

finite set of levels, ordered from higher to lowers with one 

representation for each sentence on each of Itheso sublevels". 

\ 
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In the present study it is not proposed to examine these 

criticisms of Halliday's concept oflrnnk' with a view to substantiating 

or refuting them. The reason for this is that the problems 

referred to do not arise in the context of phonological structure. 

The problems to which Matthews refers may or may not be decisive for 

the acceptance or rejection of a grammatical 'taxonomy' In 

Halliday's sense; but such a taxonomy seems, in facts to be beyond 

question In phonology. It has elrPady been mentioned that 'total' 

accountability' did not present any problems in the analysis of 

material undertnken in the present study; furthermore* there does 

not seem to be anything comparable to 'rank-shift' in phonology# 

either in its 'downward' or 'upward' variety (cf. Hallidayt 1957s, 

p. 12). For examples tone-groups cannot be 'embedded, within one 

another in the way that clauses can; the result in the relevant 

cases is simoly a string of tone-groups. 

The explanation for this difference between grammatical and 

phonological structure would seem to lie in the essentially phonetic 

basis of the letter. That is to seyp the 'taxonomic' character of 

Phonological structure is not simply a 'formal' requirement but is 

determed by phonetic constraints of a poorly understood sort. This 

means# of course# that all theories must be able to accommodate a 

hierarchical arrangement of this sort in one form or anothere 

In this study, then, a 'rank-scale' of the kind proposed by 

Halliday will be adopted. The units postulated for both English 

and German are the followings 

9 
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paratone-group 

tone-group 

foot 

syllable 

segment 

This set differs from Halliday's in two respects: it contains an 

additional unit above the rank of the tone-groups and 'segment' 

replaces 'phoneme'. This latter difference is of no significance; 

the terminological change has been made in order to allow for a 

more general application. 

2.3*4. Structure -and delicacy 

The second of Halliday's 'categories' after unit' is. structure, 

which is "en arrangement of elements ordered in 'places' ". We 

have already considered the importance of distinguishing between 

units and elements of structure ; failure to make this distinction 

can result in the addition of redundant units in the hierarchy. 

Each of the units, except the lowest, can thus be given a structurep 

or rather a variety of different structuress which are described in 

terms of such elements. Some of the variety of structures available 

for each unit derive from the fact that certain of the elements are 

optional (though one is always obligatory), so that we may recognise 

positions in the. structure which may or may not be occupied* Again 

it must be pointed out that elements of structure are not unitst 

and hence a given position may be occupied by more than one unit, 

i. e. by more then one occurrence of the unit below the one whose 

structure determines the position in question. For example, the 

protonic is one element of structure of the tone-group, but it may 
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contain more then one foot. 

Because of this# Halliday distinguishes terminologically 

between an element of structure on the one hand and a 'place' in 

the structure of a unit on the other# the latter being occupied by 

one of'the units of the rank below: "to one place in structure 

corresponds one occurrence of the unit next below" (p. 259)o The 

relationship between place and element of structure is explnined 

by the following passage (1961, 
j, p. 255); it is less then lucid: 

A structure is thus an arrangement of elements ordered 
In 'places', Places are distinguished by order alone: 
a structure XXX consists of three places* Different 
elementst an the other hando Pre distinquished by some 
relation other then that of order: a siructure XYZ 
consists of t* hree elements which are (and must be, to 
form a structure) place orderedt though they can be 
listed (Xv Y9 Z) as an inventory of elements making 
UP the particular structure. 

One difficulty herep however, is that it is not always easy 

to determine which particular lolnces' should be treated as elements 

of structure of a units As an example of this difficulty we may 

refer back to the discussion of elements of structure of the syllable. 

It was stated that syllables consists of phonemess but a variety 

of structures could be assigned# involving different groupings of 

phonemes* Hackett (1955),, for examples recognises tonset'speak' 

and 'codats butisince each of these may consist of more than one 

phoneme end the order and combination of these phonemes are strictly 

limited# we could also recognise each place where a Phoneme can occ ur 

as a separate element of structure. Furthermore# we could assign 

Intermediate structures between Hackett's elements and these individual 

phoneme-placess as in the analysis of strange given above, 
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Halliday's solution to this particular problem is to invoke 

another of his IscalesIP that of delicacyt which he glosses (1961# 

p. 258) as 'depth of detaill. This scale is a gradient (a 'cline') 

rather then a series of steps. At one end we have 'primary 

structures' which "are those which distinguish the minimum number 

of elements necessary to account comprehensively for the operation 

In t. he structure of the given unit of members of the unit next 

below: necessary# that is# for the identification of every item 

at all ranks". More 'delicate' distinctions then this can be made; 

they are treated as 'secondary', but they are "still structures of 

the same unit, not of the unit next below" (loco cit. ). However, 

despite Halliday's criteria for deciding on primary structures, it 

is not at all clear how these criteria are to be applied. How do wo 

recognise "the minimum number of elements necessary to account 

comprehensively for the operation in the structure of the given unit 

of members of the unit next below" or "necessary ... for the 

identification of every item at all ranks"? 

For the units larger than the syllable, at least, it does 

seem to be possible - though this is not stated by Halliday - to 

apply a simple criterion which will ascertain what the required 

elements of structure ores namely the principle of distinctiveness* 

The higher units of the scale are# as was pointed out earliert 

characterised by various featuresand these features are distinctively 

variable within certain domains. In our discussion of attempts to 

systematise intonation, for example, we saw that a variety of sub- 

divisions of the tone-group have been recognised - prehead, head, 
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bodys, nucleus# tails and selections from thesee Yet of these 

not all can be regarded as the domains of intonation contrastal 

since the pitch of some is entirely determined by the pitch of 

other ýarts- We are left with only two significant parts: head 

(protonic) and nucleus (tonic)# which can thus be recognised as 

the elements of structure of the tone group (on the status of the 

'Prehead' see below# 6.7), We may confidently say the elements 

of structures since no other solution is possible# given the 

criterion of distinctiveness. We do not even need to qualify this 

to 'the Drimnry elements of structure' since there are no distinctive 

secondary structures here. Similar principles-apply to other unitso 

the parstone-group end the foot: in the formers tonal features 

ere again Involveds in the letter# rhythm. In both cases the 

elements of structure can be set up on the basis of the contrasts 

which these features allow. it is only when we get to the elements 

of structure or the syllable that the difficulties arises buts 

since the structure of the syllable is of no significance for 

intonation# possible resolutions of this problem will not be considered 

here. Hockett's analysis- (1955) will be adopted where necessary. 

The elements of structure recognised in this study for the 

6 

units listed above are given below. The table is valid for English; 

German differs in one respect, as discussed below: 

Unit Elements of structure 
Paratone-group (preparatonic) Paratonic (Postparatonic) 

tone-group (pretonic) tonic 

foot ictus (remiss) 

syllable (onset) peak (coda) 

segment 

(Elements in brackets are not obligatory) 
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The Peratone-group,, in both English and German#' consists Of 3 

sequence of tone-groupsi which are, however; not all of equivalent 

status# as some are dependent in the sense that they cannot of 

themselves form a paratone-group, while others are independent in 

the sense that they can stand by themselves., The obligatorys 

independents, part of the paratone-group may be called the paratonic; 

in both languages it may be preceded by an aptionals depdndent 

part which may be called the preparntonic. The preparatonic may 

consist*of any number of tone-groupst and they oppear to be often 

charecterised by 'tone-concord', I. e. they all often have the 

same nuclear tone (for further discussion, see chapter 7, below). 

In a published article (Fox,, 1973) it was suggested that the 

Paratonic may only contain one tone-group; further work suggests 

that its too, may consist of more then oneseqain generally characterised 

by tone-concord (again see below'for further discussion). In German's 

these two are the only elements of structure of the paratone-group 

that can be recognisedy but in English a further element can occur 

after the paratonic, which may be called the postparatonic. This 

kind of structure has been widely recognised for Englishp but it has 

not hitherto been interpreted in the manner proposed here. The 

orthodox analysis postulates 'compound' or 'double' nuclear toness 

consisting of a fall (or rise-fall) followed by a low riseo The 

arguments for tresting these as one tone (though compound) ere 

firstly that the low rise is claimed to be the only permissible 

pitch m6vement . in this position, and secondly that it cannot have 

a Pretonic. The low rise here Is thus clearly of a different status 

from the low rise which occurs elsewhere. However# this different 

status can also be accounted for in terms of the kind of structure suggested 
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herey as structural restrictions of this sort do not prevent the 

recognition of larger units. There are more positive reasonsy 

however# for preferring this analysis. In the first place# it 

is possible to have more than one low rise after the fall (or 

rise-fall)o for example: 

I'll \ do it if I re _. member and I can of ford it and 

I've got the ' time etc. 

This kind of structure cannot be dealt with by postulating compound 

tones# as the structure is recursive. It can be accommodateds 

however by recognising that the postparstonics like the preparatonics 

may contain an unlimited number of tone-groups. Further justifications 

for and applications of the paratone groups and the elements of 

structure proposed here will be found in chapter 79 below* 

The tone-group itself has two elements of structure in both 

languanesi an optional pretonic ('head') end an obligatory tonic 

('nucleus'). Any number of feet can occur in both of theses Feet 

occurring in the pretonic are again characterised by'concord of a 

sorto since they regularly have identical pitch patterns.. But since 

the foot is not regarded as constituting a domain of Intonation these 

'tonal feet' have no status. The feet in the tonic very in their 

pitch according both to the tone and to the position in the tonic: 

with rising tones, for exampleg the pitch may rise continuously to 

the end of the tonic, while in falling tones the fall is generally 

concentrated in the first foot, the remaining feet taking a low 

level pitcho But the difference in pitch of the different feet in 

the tonic does not menn that we need to recognise 'secondary structures' 
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in Halliday's sense (see below), since these differences are not 

distinctive.. 

In both English and Cerman the foot has the same structure 

though there is some disagreement among those who have recognised 

such a unit as to what this structure is- The footo or 'stress 

group'# is characýerised by 'stress'# and there is one #stressed' 

syllable in every foot. Where the disagreement lies is in where 

the foot is deemed to begins, For verses of course# different feet 

are generally recognised according to the location of the 'accented' 

syllable - e. g. liambict versus I trochaic' There 

can be no doubt that there -are rhythmical differe'nces between 'iambic' 

end Itrochnic' metrej but the traditional interpretation has been 

called into question (Abercrombie, 196Q. The nature of verse 

structure will not be pursued here, but the same kind of question 

arises with prose# tooo It would be possible to consider different 

kinds of stress7group. according to the location of the stressed 

syllable within the group. This appears to be the view taken by 

Pike (1962)e However# on rhythmical grounds it is necessary to 

require the foot 2lwnys, to begin with the stressed syllables as not 

to do so. would necessitate abandoning the foot as a rhythmical units 

Rhythm is based on regularity of the beat# and to allow the foot to 

commence anywhere else then with the beat would involve recognising 

that feet may be of different lengths. However, as Abercrombie 

(196Q has shownt syllable quantities can only be adequately treated 

with reference to equalý-length feet, beginning with the stressed 

syllable. Pitch features# too# make it imperative to recognise a 

unit commencing with the stressed syllable: we-find r9gular pitch 
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patterns within the pretonic, such as a series of rises, each 

of which commences with a stressed syllable. 

We may take it, then, that the foot always commences with 

a stressed syllable. Following Halliday (1967a) we may give as 

its elements of structure 'ictus'and 'remiss'. Since there may 

be no unstressed syllables at ells the tremisse is optionaL 

Abercrombie (1971) has also shown that there are clicumstances 

when there is no stressed syllable - so-called $silent stress' - 

but even here we could say that the ictus is occupied# since the 

silence still retains one of the cheracteristicst inamely length# 

of the syllable whose place it occupies. 

We need not concern ourselves here with the elements of 

structure of the remaining two units in the hierarchy# the syllable 

and the segment. We have already mentioned the problems involved 

in the analysis of the structure of the syllable and they are of 

no further relevance here; the segmentp being the smallest unit of 

the hierarchyp has no structure. 

2.3.5 Class and Expanence 

Another of Halliday's categories, in addition to 'unit' and 

'structure't is clssso According to Halliday (1961# p. 260),, a 

'class' is "that grouping of members of a given unit which is defi 
I 
ned 

by operation in the structure of the unit next above". In other 

wordso we can classify units according to the element of structure 

they fit into, so that there is a 'class' of tone-groups for each 

element of structure of the paratone-group, e 'class' of feet for 
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each element of structure of the tone-oroupt and so on. 'Class, 

is related to 'element of structure' by another of Halliday's 

scaless that of exoonence* In its widest termss ýexponence is 

the scale which relates the categories of the theory* which are 

categories of the highest degree of abstractions to the data". 

The passage from element of structure to class is seen as being 

located an this scale, as being a "shift in exponence" (1961., p. 270)s 

q number of questions arise in connection with 'class'. Firstly, 

since structures of varying degrees of $delicacy' can be recogniseds 

this imposes a parallel scale for classes: "more delicate classes 

are the product of more delicate structures" (p. 260)*. The relation- 

ship between structures and classes can thus be summarised as 

follows (Halliday, 1961, p. 263): 

ScQ1e of Belie cy 

least delicate most delicate 

highest 
abstraction primary >1 secondary 

structure structure 
ScS1P of 
exponence 

primary class ý-secondary class 

data 

The notion of a 'secondary class' raises further questions, 

howevere According to Halliday, 'secondary classes' may be derived 

in two ways; firstly as a result of establishing secondary structures 

(see above)v and secondly where we find "the same element at 

different places in structure" (p. 260)o Thust to give Halliday's 
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examplet the two occurrences of Y in the structure XYZY define 

the same primary class of unitt but may define secondary classes 

according to the position of the element Y. The difficulty here is 

that the criteria for regarding the two Ys as the- same element of 

structure are not at all clear. If they occupy different positions 

in the structure then we should expect them to constitute different 

elements of structure unless the units involved are identical in 

oth er respects. The identity of the units would have to be established 

either by reference to identity of Internal structure or to identity 

of the features (Isystcms' - see below) which ch3racterise them* 

Yet Halliday explicitly rules out reference to internal structure 

as a criterion for class membership (I's class is not a grouping of 

members of a given unit which are alike in their own structure" p. 261)8 

and the two subclasses of Y can only be established if the systems 

are different for each (if "only a section of the members of the 

class Y can operate at Ya and only another section *. * at Yb 11 p. 260). 

In other words# If subclasses can be established for units occurring 

at the elements of structure Y9 then the two Ys cannot be regarded 

as the same element of structure, and if the two Ys are the same 

element of structure# then it will not be possible to esta blish sub- 

classes. 

Apart from this quibble (which may well rest on a misunderstanding 

of Halliday's intention here)s the notion of 'class' is a useful ones 

since it allows us to refer to units occurring in certain positions 

in structures regardless of the specific features ('systems') they 

may carry* For examples the same feature - says low rising tone - 

may characterise tone-groups in all three positions of the paratone- 
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groups so that the feature is insufficient to identify the 

structural Ale of the tone-group in questione In addition., it 

is useful to be able to group together units which occur in different 

structural positions yet which share certain characteristics* In 

the case of the elements of structure of the paratone groups for 

example# tone-groups occurring at the preparatonic and at the post- 

paratonic have in common their subordinate status and it is helpful 

to be able to group them together for this reason, Similarly# 

segments occurring in the $onset' and 'coda' of the syllable have the 

majority of their phonetic features in common and again it is useful 

to group them together as a class. In theorys of courses every 

position in a structure could define a separate class (or secondary 

class? )# but in practice no purpose would be served by this; indeeds 

it would obscure similarities in the items occurring at different 

positions, 

The classes of unit recognised for English and German in this 

studys together with the elements of structure to which they correspond# 

are presented in the following table: 
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Unit (optional) (obligatory) 

Paratone-group elements of 
structure: pre-/postperatonic paratonic 

classes: 
ýinor 

major 

tone-group 
elements of 
structure: pretonic tonic 

classes: pretonic tonic 

foot 
elements of 
structure: remiss ictus 

classes: week salient 

syllable 
elements of 
structure: onset/coda penk 

segment classes: consonant vowel 

It will be seen that for the three positions in the paratone-group 

(two in Cerman) we need two classes of tone-group: 'major' and 

'minor'. This usage differs from that of Trim (1959)s who applies 

the same terms ('major tone-group', 'minor tone-group1) to what 

are here called 'tone-groups' and 'feet' respectivelys In view 

of the fact that feet are denied any tonal status in this studyy , 

the terms appear to be more appropriate in the present sense, The 

terms 'salient' end 'weak' for classes of syllable are taken from 

Halliday (1967a). Strangely enought however,, he does not give 
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any terms for classes of feet occurring in the protonic and tonics 

To avoid further terminological innovations the terms 1pretonic 

foot, and 'tonic foot' will be used. The latter is used by Halliday 

in a slightly different sense: 'tonic foot' is the*first foot in 

the tonict and similarly 'tonic sylloblel is the first salient 

syllable in the 'tonic foot' (i. e. the nucleus)e However* care 

will be taken in the remainder of this study to avoid using any of 

these terms in ways which could give rise to misinterpretations. 

2.3.6 System 

Halliday's final category is systemp which is established to 

account for "the occurrence of one rather than another from among 

a number of like events" (1961j, p. 264), It is thus conceived in 

very broad terms,, so as to cover not only the set of items available 

at a particular point in a structure (vize the exponents of a class) 

but also the choice between one structure and another. It is perhaps 

in the application of this principle that Halliday's influence has 

been most felt in the study of intonation# in that it allows us to 

isolate the relevant variables - and not just the variable of tone 

choice - and to ascribe to them independent functions* 

As for as Intonation is concerned# Halliday was able to isolate 

three types of variation and choice, hence three 'systems's The unit 

in terms of which intonation is described is the tone-groupp hence 
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these systems relate to this unit# to its structure# and to the 

classes of unit which operate within it (cf. Hnllidny 1963ar 1963b, 

1967s, 1970a). In the first place, a given utterance can be 

divided up Into tone-groups in different ways; this variation gives 

the choices which are referred to as the 'tonality system's Secondly, 

the structure #protonic + tonic' can be allocated within the tone- 

group in different ways# specifically by varying the location of 

the 'nucleus's the onset or the tonic; this constitutes the 

$tonicity system'., And., finallyp both tonic and pretonic allow 

variations in their pitch patterns which can be subsumed under the 

system of 'tone'-' The first two of these present something of a 

problem as 'systems' in so far as the basic structures involved may 

not in any way be affected by their operatione That is to say that 

with tonality and tonicity it is not really a question of what the 

structures are but of how these structures relate to other# non- 

phonological structures* Thus in both cases Halliday must set up 

his systems in terms of grammatical structures: with tonality the 

tone-group is related to the clause# and with tonicity the nucleus 

is rblated to the lexical Items occurring in the tone-grouP. 

one result of this is that grammatical structures are given a 

certain priority: the intonation systems are seen as modifications 

Ot grammatical structures - in Halliday's terms perhaps as 'more 

delicate' grammatical distinctions. Halliday states explicitly that 

"English intonation contrasts are grammatical: they are exploited 

in the grammar of the language'# (1967a. p, 10), Whatever the merits 

of this view (they depend Partly an what one means by 'grommaticall)s 

it may lead all too easily to a misinterpretation of the nature of 
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intonational meaning. Intonation may be forcedbecause of the 

priority given to grammatical structure# into a Idisambiguating' 

d r Ble of a grammatical kindj, whereas its true meaning is much. more 

general then this* In effectj, grammatical distinctions which can 

be conveyed by an interaction between intonational function and 

grammatical structure may be illegitimately attributed to the 

intonation itself* 

For the momentp these claims must remain vague and unsubstantiated. 

They will be justifieds and detailed analyses of specific cases 

given# in a later chapter (cfe 3.3)., In the present contextj howevers 

it is enough to mention the difficulties Involved with $systems' 

of this sorto Despite these strictures, it is obviously indispensible 

to be able to accoTmodate this grammar-phonology relationships and 

hence the 'tonality' and 'tonicity' systems are far from redundant@ 

It will also be evident that systems analogous to the three 

set up by Halliday for intonation contrasts at the rank of the tone- 

group can also be established for other ranks. Variations in the 

scope of the paratone-group give us a 'parstonality system'; the 

paratonic can be variously located, giving us a 'peratonicity system'; 

and the tonal features of the paratone-group can be dealt with by 

the 'paratone system'. Similar sets of systems,, which will remain 

unexplored here# could be established for the foot and even the 

syllable. In the case of the footo of course, one of the t%n systems 

corresponding to 'tonality' and 'tonicity' would be redundant. These 

systems would amount to establishirg the location of the 'stressed' 

(salient) syllable# but since the foot must begin with such a 

syllables the location of the foot boundary establishes the position 
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of the stress# end vice verse. A similar point is valid for the 

paratone-group in German: if the paratonic is always the final 

tono-group of the parstane-groupp establishment of the extent of 

the paratone-group automatically locates the paratonice At 

least# this principle would apply if we were to insist that the 

paratonic may contain only one tone-group; if more than one is 

possibles then both parntonality and peratonicity may be required 

in both languages (cf* chapter 7# below). 

The 'systems' that we need to set up for intonation in both 

English end Cerman are thus the following: 

parstone-group: paratonality, paratonicityl paratone 

tone-group: tonality, tonicityp tone 

2,. 3,7 Feature 

We have so for not considered the 'paratonel and 'tone' systems 

together withtheir analogues at other ranks. These systems are 

different from the others just mentioned in that they involve 

variations and contrasts within a given structure rather than 

differences of structure or different relationships with grammatical 

structure. This is the kind of systemp in fact, to which the name 

feature may be givens though this is not one of Halliday's #categories'@ 

It was shown earlier that: some writers conflate 'unit' and Ifeaturply 

treating both as constituents of higher unitsp art alternativelys 

treating features of units as constituents of units of the same rank. 

It is more satisfactory to treat units and features as distinct 

categories, the former being the 'domain' of the lottery but the 

systematisation of these fentures calls for some comment. We have 
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already seen that different units are characterised by different 

features# e. ge a high unit is the domain of intonation) further 

down Is a unit characterised by stress# etc* Thus it is evident 

that a hierarchical scale of units imposes a parallel hierarchy on 

the features that characterise them, ie. intonational features 

are higher up the scale than stress features etc. This kind of 

relationship eccountsq incidentally# for the scale of I linguist icness 

discussed by Crystal (1969a), who argues that some features are 

$more linguistic' than others. This scale is simply the result 

of the hierarchical arrangement of units which these features 

characterises together tvith the observation - legitimate or not 

that features which apply to smaller units are in some sense 'more 

linguistic' than those which apply to larger onese 

The complicating factor heres however# is that patterning of 

a given feature is not restricted to any one unit* For example, we 

can recognise pitch features not only of the paratone-group (e. o. 

ranges tessituraq paratone) and of the tone-group (tone) but also 

of feet$ syllables, and even segments (cf. the 'micro' phenomena 

of Cohen and t'Harts 1967). The problem is thus not that of discovering 

which features characterise the units but that of discovering for 

which unit., or unitsp a given feature is relevant* Pitch is certainly 

relevant for both paratone-group and tone-groupp buts in view of the 

patterning at the foot rank, is it relevant for the footp too? 

Length is certainly distinctive for both segments and syllables# but# 

since the foot is defined largely by isochronys is it also relevant 

for the foot? 
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An instructive analogy may be drawn here with radio signals* 

Radio communication is effected by modulating a carrier wave in 

either amplitude or frequencyp i. e. by superimposing a signal onto 

a steady wave so that the signal itself is communicated only by the 

modificationse There is something similar with regard to the 

prosodic features in that the features of the lower units an the 

scale are superimposed on those of the higher units. The letter 

thus become 'carriers' which are 'modulated' by the former, 

Something of this sort is promosed by Liebermann (1967), who 

takes as his basic unit the 'breath-group's where the breath-stream 

acts as a carrier*for the intonation pattern. As the air-pressure 

drops at the end of an expiration# so will the pitch* unless the 

speaker deliberately increases the larynx tensions superimposing 

the signal onto the carriers 'modulating' its as it were* Liebermann's 

conception of prosodic structure is not rich enough to cope with 

the complexities Involveds and there are difficulties with his 

breath-group (the speaker can simulate a fell in pitch without 

ectually needing to take a breath, which suggests that breathing is 

only loosely correlated with linguistic units)q but the notion of 

a neutral carrier that may be modulated by a signal is nevertheless 

relevant. 

There are# however# important respects in which prosodic 

structure differs from this simple analogye The multi-level 

organisation of speech means that there is no clear distinction 

between carrier and signal; what. is a signal at one lovEil may be 

a carrier at the nexte Features of the parstano-groupi, for instance 

'tOssituratomay be a signal at this level# but simply a carrier at 
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the tone-group lovel, since the tonal festures are superimposed an the 

basic pitch height of the utterance. A further difference from 

radio communication is that not ell the modulation is significant# 

in that some featurest including pitchs are only relevant for the 

higher levels. 

It is this that makes it possible to anslyse features such as 

pitch in different ways, The 'configuration' approach to intonation 

postulates a larger units however ill-defined this may bes and 

ignores modulation at lower levels. The Opitch phoneme' approach 

begins with these modulations at the segmental level ends by the 

usual phonemic proceduress is able to regard many of. the features 

encountered as merely allophonic. The result in terms of the patterns 

established may be very similar# but the organisation of 

phonological structure within which these patterns occur is very 

differently conceived. 

It is not proposed to eýamine in detail the various features and 

the units they characteriseo Those relevant to the present study 

have already been discussed* one 'feature$ which raises wider issues, 

however# calls for some comment: 'stress's It was remarked earlier 

that 'stress' is not consistently characterisable in phonetic termso 

Not only are the-different 'degrees' not deoress of the same things 

but even taking Just one type (eege 'word stress') it is difficult 

to give a consistent phonetic charýacterisetione The most that we 

can do is to see 'stress' as a rather abstracts mentals phenomenon# 

with which a number of more concrete features may be optionally 

associated. Thus 'stress' seems to be a rather different kind of 
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Teature' from pitch# loudnessp lenqth etc. # which# though of 

course abstract in so for as they are regarded as phonologicals 

are nevertheless correlated with a measurable phonetic property. 

This difference between 'stress' and other features leads us to 

suspect that 'stress' is not really a Ifeaturet at all, If nots 

then what is it? It will be recalled that an interpretation of 

'stress' was given above which involved establishing the following 

hierarchy: 

i) salient tonic 

ii) salient non-tonic 

iii) non-salient non-tonic 

a) unreduced 

b) reduced. 

With the possible exception of the unreduced/reduced distinctions 

these now turn out to be classes rather then degrees of a features 

ends furthermore, they involve classes of two different unitsp since 

'salient' is a class of syllables and 'tonic' a class of feet (on 

$tonic foot, see above). The 'system' of degrees of 'stress' 

results from distinguishing classes within the foot combined with 

classes of feet* As a matter of facts the $stress phonemes' of 

the Bloomfieldian tradition involve a further rankt since $stress' 

is allocated to the vowels rather than the syllable* 

In short, thens recognition of a hierarchical structure for 

phonology effectively dispenses with the need for a stress system 

involving different degrees of a feature of 'stress$,, since this 

'system ' is f ully specif ied by classes of unit at dif f erent levels 

in the hierarchya In view of the unsatisfactory nature of stress 
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aa phonetically specifiable feature, this is highly desirable. 

In so for as we can use features of stress in a descriptionp they' 

amount to no more then 'Class-markers, # indicating the moro prominent 

class of unit at a given leveL 

This state of' affairss where an apparent feature can be seen 

simply as a class-markers is not restricted to stresse At the 

segmental level features have occasionally been used which have no 

other function than to designate the structural class to which the 

segment belongs* A case in point is the feature syllabic (cf, 

Chomsky and Halle (1968)., p, 354). We might claim., of courses that 

syllabicity is a phonetically specifiable features and this nay 

indeed be true, but the motivation for the introduction of this 

feature is really to account for the structural behaviour of segments. 

The feature f+syllabic7 "would c1haracterise all segments constituting 

a syllabic peak" (Chomsky and Halle# loc, cite)e The same principle 

may be extended to other 'major class features' used in a distinctive 

feature framework; they may indeed give a phonetic specificati-on to 

the segments involved, but the prime motivation for their use is to 

specify the structural class of the segment. It is only to be 

expected that phonetic classes will largely coincide with structural 

classes. 

This last point is worth following up# as it bears upon another 

aspect of the relationship between features and classes* We have 

seen that classes are established according to structural position2 

Lee the element of structure into which a unit enters. Another 

reason for establishing classes# however2 is that they reflect the 
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typos of phonetic feature which can characterise the unit in 

question. Thus 'consonants' can be established as a class of segment 

with reference either to the position in the syllable that thoy 

occupy or to the phonetic features# such as the presence of a 

lstricýurelp that choracterise them. At the segmental level a 

difficulty crises here in that the two criteria do not Iced to quite 

the same result# a problem that Pike (1943) was able to resolve by 

means of a terminological distinction between 'consonant' (as a 

structural class) end 'contoid' (a sa phonetic class)@ At higher 

ranks this some distinction could be made# but it is probably 

unnecessaryp as confusion does not seem to arisee' For examples we 

can refer tc 'rising pitchl(which is a phonetic categorisation) but 

we can distinguish between such a pitch as part of the pretonic 

and as part of the tonic (which is a structural categorisation). 

A further question that arises here is the nature of the entities 

to which features can be said to applyo We could say that features 

characterise either (classes of) units or elements Of structure. For 

example# we might say that a (consonantal) segment is voiced, or# 

alternativelyp that the onset of the syllable is voiced; that a 

(salient) syllable is long or that the Ictus of the foot is long; 

that (pretonic) feet are rising or that the protonic is risingtand 

so one 

At first sight it would appear that no overall solution is 

possible heree Alost approaches treat features like $voice' as a 

property of the segment rather then of a position in the syllable 

(prosodic annlysis isy of course, a potential exception)# whereas 

a fonture like #rising pitch' is attributed to the protonic rather 
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to the feet of which it is composed. This would imply that 

features may characterise either units (as in the case of a voiced 

cegment) or elements of structure (as in the case of the rising 

pitch in the pretanic)o We might argue that voicing in the first 

case must be a 'unit' feature, since it is confined to one segment 

and need not char-acterise the whole onset of the syllable. 

Unfortunately# this argument breaks down if vie recognise a more 

'delicate' structure for the syllable In which each segment constitutes 

one element of structure* But with rising pitch in the protonic 

the situation is a little clearer. Here we would seem to be justified 

in assigning the feature to the elcment of structure rather then to 

the units of which it is composed* since all the feet in the pretanic 

are obligatorily charecterised by the same pitch patterne A more 

consistent interpretation in all cases# thereforep would be to regard 

features as characterising elements of structure rather then units* 

This conclusion is not as surprising as it may seems It was 

suggested earlier that the only criterion for the establishment of 

elements of structure is IdistinctivenessIt which amounts to the claim 

that elements of structure are in fact nothing more than the domains 

of feature contrasts. Applied to syllables this woulds of course# 

mean that we should recognise not just 'onset's 'peak' and 'coda's but 

a separate element of structure for, each segmentnl position in the 

structure* 

This is not to denyj however# that difficulties remain with 

establishing the rank at which certain features apply- Should the tones 

of minor tone-groups be assigned to these tone-groups or to the pre- 

paratonic / postparatonic on the analogy of 'foot tones' within the 
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tone-group? Should the different pretonics with a given tone be 

regardled '- as Halliday (1967a) does - as sub-classes of the tones and 

applied to the whole tone-group? More will be said an these 

points in a later chapter. 

2*3*8 The Hierarchy and Generative Phonology 

The framework thot we have so far been considering, and in terms 

of which the present study will be conducteds differs from that 

recognised by some of the major 'schools' principally in that it accepts 

more than one kind of phonological unit and relates the different 

units to one another hierarchically. We have seen that several 

linguists have proposed a hierarchy of this sorts though rarely 

following through its implications as Halliday does. But even with 

those approaches which do got recognise a hierarchy of units# for 

example the Post-Bloomfieldian and the Prague schools, there is 

probably no fundamental reason why such a hierarchy could not be 

incorporated into the fremeworko with a consequent gain in comprehensive- 

ness. On the other hand# with the currently most dynamic phonological 

thearys Cencrative Phonology# the situation is somewhat differentp 

_ 
since this theory rejects the whole structuralist concoption which is 

fundamental to ell the 'classical$ phonological schools* It can be 

. no part of the present study to assess in detail the relationship 

between the framework given here and that adopted in generative 

phonology, still less to attempt a generative formulation of the 

prosodic systems of English and Cerman. Nlevertholess. 9 it is worth 

exploring briefly some of the points of contact between the two frame- 

workes not in a polemical spirit# but rather as a means*of assessing 
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the extent to which any of the categories are of more general 

validity# and not just products of a given theoretical formulation. 

Despite the fact that the present framework is a self-confessed 

'taxonomic' onep and therefore fundamentally at variance with a 

generative approach, such points of contact cnn be foundo The present 

discussion will look briefly at some of the categories considered 

abovep and examine their relationship to the categories employedt or 

employable, in generative phonology. 

The first question to which we must address ourselves is the 

status of the hierarchy itself* The 'standard theory' of generative 

phonology# which we way take to be that presented in *Chomsky and Halle 

(I 968)o admits only one basic phonological unit# the segment# and 

even that grudginglyr as its status vis. ý-ao-vis features is not really 

clear* What9 thent would be the justification for the inclusion of 

a whole hierarchy of units? 

The first motivat'lon is that the hierarchy of units is 

Phonetically based# ioes it reflects the structure of speech as a 

physiological ectivity,, Of courses this does not necessarily justify 

including the hierarchy in the phonolocical component of a grammars 

since it could be treated as a set of universal conventions# a 

feature of linguistic performancd which has no place in a grammar of 

competence* But it is more than thiss since the assignment of 

linguistic items to the structure is not specifiable by conventions 

but depends an deeper features* For example# given a string of 

segments as the output of the grammar# there is no automatic way of 

assigning these segments to syllables# the syllables to feet$ the 
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feet to tone-groups etce Further information is necessary which 

would not be available'in such a phonetic output - the morphological 

and syntactic structures 'information structure's attitudinal, 

connotations etc., (on these matters see chapter 3). The r'Ole of 

the phonological component must therefore include the specification 

of this phonological structure an the basis of information of this 

sort as well as purely segmental information, 

[; ranted that the hierarchy must be specified by the phonological 

component tue must consider how this could be effected* rirstly we 

must examine the status of the specific categories involved in the 

hierarchical o'rganisations viz. a variety of units,, with elements 

of structure which are characterised by features and which define 

classes of units which occupy these structural positions. 

As far as the units are concerned# the classical generative 

approach acceptsy as remarked above, onlyýthe segments and this is 

specified only by the presence of segment-length features* (Somewhat 

paradoxically, bounderiesp which have no segmental status# are 

also specified by features# including the feature Z-segment7. ) 

Larger units than the segment are represented only as concatenations 

of segments and are given no theoretical status# though terms like 

'cluster'# 'syllable', 'phonological phraselt creep in in informal 

discussion. By contrasts syntactic structure does have a hierarchical 

forms with sentencest phrases# wordso and formativess together with 

their boundariese 

Several attempts have been made to incorporate the syllable into 

generative phonology (eegs Anderson (1969)t Fudge (1969), Hooper, 1972) 
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A recent persuasive case for the syllable has been made by 

Vennemann (1972)s who proposes a Isyllabic phonology' in order to 

specify segmental processes more adequatelye We are tempted to 

ask: 'If the syllablet then why not the foot and the tone-groups too? ' 

Indeed# If the one can be incorporated into the framework (and 

Vennemann's work suggests that it can) then there would appear to 

be no obstacle to the incorporation of the others@ 

There is no explicit recognition of elements' of structure in 

the standard theory in either the syntactic or phonological components 

(though a tantalising footnote in Chomsky and Halle (1968) suggests 

that instead of using formative boundaries "we could dispense with 

this element and permit reference in rules to formative-initial and 

formative-final position" (p. 66) In fact, the necessity for 

such a category in syntax is explicity deniedf since it is claimed 

that functional categories such as 'Subject's 'Object' etc (lelements 

of structure' of the sentencei are adequately catered for by 

categories like INPI# IVPI etcl together with the place of the item 

in the phrase-marker (epg* the 'subject' is the INP immcdiately 

dominated by S, the 'object' the NP immediately dominated by VPI and 

so on)a Now NPs VPt etco are classes of phrase, which means that 

elements of structure are here indicated by the class of unit that 

occurs in this particular position. The fact that a separate class 

is not required for subject and object (both are Nps) but that sepýrate 

classes are required for subject and predicate (NP and VP) means that 

classes are only distinguished in so far as different features are 

associated with theme 
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No comparable problem has arisen In phonology2 but it would 

clearly be possible to extend the principles adopted for syntax to 

an elaborated phonological framework with a hierarchy of units* 

Thus the elements of structure of the syllable could be specified by 

means of the classes of segments involveds and since the features 

needed for onset and coda are largely the some we could no doubt group 

them together as 'consonantsIq while the peak is occupied by 

'vowels'. The elements of structure of the foot would give the 

classes 'salient' and 'weak', and those of the tone-group would give 

1pretonic' and 'tonic'* Howevers the lack of larger-units in the 

current model means that foot classes must be arbitrarily assigned 

to one of the syllables of the footp and syllable classes to one of 

the segments of the syllable. This is in practice what happenso though 

a further twist is given: not only are elements of structure 

specified via classes of unit# but classes are themselves specified 

via festures. In principlej, then, we get a set of (class) features: 

Lrltonic7v Lrlsallent7s 
§syllnbic7s and these apply to vowels* The 

lost of these is actually the only one that occurs in this form# since 

the first two are regarded as degrees of one and the same phenomenon: 

'stress' (see above)o These features are n6t in principle any 

different from other kindscrJ" features, such as voiced, long., etc. 

What we see from this is that there is no fundamentel 

incompatibility between the catego ries outlined earlier and the 

existing generative frameworki since unitsp classess elements of 

structures and features are all potentially present in this framework 

even if only implicitly and in heavily disguised form* Generative 

phonology appears to attempt. to reduce everýthing to a -set of features 
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so that even classes* and hence# by implications elements of 

structures are presented in this form. Thus# although vv must 

recognise that the current generative framework must be extended to 

accommodate larger unitso such an extension will not necessarily 

produce insuperable difficulties, though the incorporation of further 

units might naturally serve to reveal inconsistencies and other 

defects in the present frameworks for example in the use of features 

as class-markers rather than as indicators of phonetic properties* 

The difference between a structuralist and a generative frame- 

work goes deeper# of course., than merely methods of representation. 

In a structuralist approach a grammar is described in terms of 

structures and systems$ while a generative approach sees a grammar 

as a system of rules. In the latter interpretation the structures 

themselves inevitably become fluids and liable to be modified by 

transformational processese What then is the status of a 'static' 

structure such as the hierarchy of units in the light of this ldyhardsml? 

Chomsky and Halle do* in fact, recognise a hierarchical 

principle of a sort in that their rules generate a potentially infinite 

number of degrees of stress@ They are able to do this. because certain 

of the rules are cyclicals applying to their own output* Where this 

breaks down# however, is that these degrees, being potentially infinite# 

are not phonetically specifiable. To avoid this problem Chomsky 

end Halle are forced to impose an arbitrary limit on the number of 

degrees that can be produced. It is clear that what is wanted here is 

some sort of 'output condition' on phonological rules which constrain 

rules in such a way as to produce only ropresentatations conforming 
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to stated conditions* It is further evident that the conditions 

required wills in fact, be equivalent to the hierarchy given heres 

which# as seen above# is phonetically based. The status of the 

hierarchy is thus made clears it is a set of output conditions 

an the rules of the phonological component which ensures that# 

whatever the grammatical complexity or depth of embeddings the 

same kind of structure emerges as output. This would seem to endorse 

Vennemann's claim that rules which specify syllables (ie. insert 

syllable boundaries) should be $anywhere rules' - rules which apply 

wherever their structural description is satisfied* In the present 

case they would need to apply automatically to the output of any 

transformational phonological rule# imposing a structure in conformity 

with the hierarchical framework* 

All these remarks about the incorporation of prosodic structure 

into a generative framowork are admittedly brief perhaps to the 

point of being enigmatic. But to pursue these questions further and 

to produce an explicit grammar for the prosodic features would take 

us too far afield into areas whicho whatever their intrinsid-interest., 

are too remote from the central concerns of this study* For the 

remninder of this work the basic structuralist framework given above 

will serve as the background# and mention of generative approaches 

will be made only in so far as they have made specific contributions 

relevant to topics under consideration. 
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Chnotpr 3t Tho Spmvontic Ansmlysis of Tntonption 

Introduction 

The meaning of intonation, like its f orm, has been the subject 

of considerable debate and disagreement. Meaning is, of courses 

a notoriously difficult area of investigations especially when we 

are not concerned with it in its purely $lexical' varietyp and it 

is thcrefore not surprising that controversies should arise here* 

But some of the controversies# for example the continuing debate 

over the relationship betieen intonation and grammars seem to stem 

from a failure to go deeply enough into the fundamental issues and 

to establish the basic kinds of meaning that intonation can convoys 

Thus* while most of the handbooks present a fairly systematic 

analysissin whatever termsp of the intonation patterns themselves$ 

they are content simply to give a meaning or meanings to each pattern# 

without attempting to systematise the meanings or to relate them to 

a genera 1 frameworke 

The simplest approach to intonational meaning is that of merely 

'glossing, or paraphrasing individual sentences in such a way as to 

suggest what the contribult -ion of the intonation might beo Various 

devices are used. One is simple paraphrase, as ini 

"Ra 
%% 

ther (= yes, Indeed) 

Another is translationp normally only possible in a work intended 

for foreigners with a specific mother-tonguel oege 

It isnt 
.. raining 

_., 
is it? (ES regnet doch nicht etwe? ) 

A further device is contex"Walisations where the meaning of the 
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intonation is supposed to be evident from the situation in which 

the utterance is useds 

Wife (to husband who objects to going to Switzerland 

by bicycle) t You 'dont. 'have to ""cycle into Switzerland. 

or else the utterance is continued, providing a verbal contexti 

It was a all I right / ye*sterday (so why find fault 

with it today? ) 

Devices of this kind are not without their value# but they are* 

of courses quite unsysten. aticp and not infrequently ambiguous. They 

therefore seldom constitute the sale means used by qn author to 

indicate the intended meaning. Rather more explicits-though no less 

unsystematicsis the addition of a cryptic lattitudel word to cheracterise 

the intonation: 

Wif e (reproachf ully to husband) t% Maurice; %why did you 

I say youd gone av way? 

Although all these devices# either singly or combinedf have been 

used to good effect by writers an the subject (all the above examples 

have been taken from Schubiger, 1958) their chief defect is that they 

make no attempt at gene ralisation 1, the meaning given or implied 

is restricted to the individual case. Most writers go further then 

this# giving general meanings to patterns rather then to individual 

sentences, though they usually restrict the meanings to specific 

sentence types, Typical of many is O'Connor and Arnold (1961)t where 

we find the following set of labels for their 'Tone Group I I: 

"Attitud2.: In STATEMENTSt cool# calm$ phlegmatic# 

reserved# dullp dispassionate# possibly 
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grim or surly. 

in SPECIAL QUESTIONS# detachedt reserveds 

rather flat and unsympathatici, quite often 

hostile. 

In GENERAL QUESTIONS# detached# phlegmatic* 

reserved. " 

This is clearly a great advance on simple glassing of individual 

Instances# as it involves a considerable amount of generalisation 

and classification. Lfiere it is nevertheless deficient is in its 

failure to establish a coherent framework for the meanings@ This 

becomes especially acute where other kinds of meanings besides simple 

'attitudes' are included in the lists. This is Fischer-J/rgensenis 

objection (1950) to Pike's labelsp whicht she complainst are "something 

of a rag-bag". Pike includes among the meanings. such. labels_. as 

$finality',, "mPlication'. 9 'contrastive pointlngl#ýýnificationl'., V 

Icheerf ulnessf ---/ 'politeness,, and so on. Fis-her-igrgensen commeni 

"that looks very much like setting up a system consisting of e. g. 

nominativeppreterites and dual". 

The majority of writers go no further than this kind of 'rag-bagli 

and any attempt to derive more general categories or a more structured 

framework from their work involves a considerable amount of quessworks 

as well as reinterpretation and manioulation of their labels. Regrattablys 

though perhaps inevitably, it is not always possible to equate the 

various categories even in those relatively few cases where more 

general types of meaning are suggested. 

'cheerfulness's 'politeness'# and so on. Fischer- -mý, ments 

&" 
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t 

The following section will attempt a brief survey of the 

general types of meaning that can be found In the literature on 

intonation. The resulting categories will then servo as a basis 

for further discussion. 

3.24, Views on the mennino of intonmtlon 

An examination of the literature on the subject soon reveals 

that writers are by no means unanimous as to the types of meaning 

that intonation can convey. Any nttcmpt to survey this literature 

and to extract general types of meaning from it is therefore bound 

to be unsatisfactory in a number of respectse Terminological 

differences may lead us to believe that similar categories are 

Intended to be different., ando furthermore the ultimate set of 

categories that we extract from the literature will almos t certe. inly 

be a compilation which bears little relation to the set of meanings 

actually proposed by any individual scholars Neverthelesss the 

exercise is justifiable since it is the only way to impose an a 

somewhat heterogenous field a measure of order and systems In 

what-followsp therefore,, no excuse will be made for attempting to 

interpret the labels proposed by different writers in such a way as 

to be able to equate the categories of meaning to which they refers 

one kind of function of intonation that has been put forward is 

5 that it divides an utterance into parts# art in the words of Dane"' 

(1960)o it "segments 'Ithe discourse". This may well have been in 

Vi6tor's mind when, as long ago as 1898p he described intonation 
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as 'gesprochene Interpunktion'; it is also presumably what 

Bloomfield (1933) means by the Idemarcatary' function of intonatione 

Intonation is evidently functional here by virtue of the correspondence 

between meaningful parts of the utterance and intonation units 

(tono-groups)t so that a division into the letter will indicate a 

division into the former* 

Though this demarcatory function of intonation is widely 

recognisedp there is no clear agreement as to which particular 

utterance-units are indicated by intonation. Traditionally# the tone- 

group has been regarded as the equivalent of the 'sense-group'; 

Klinghardt (1920) refers to the ISInntaktIp and in Armstrong and 

Ward (1926) we read that "connected speech consists of sense-groups 

*9* each of which is an intonation group". Similarly,, Schubiger 

(1958) writes: "each cense-group corresponds to a tone-group". 

Unfortunately$ it is not at all clear what is meant by a unit of 

'sense'. For many writers Ithas syntactic implicationse Liebermann 

(1967)9 for examplej, ascribes to intonation a Idisambiguating' 

function# in that it is eble to Indicate the constituent structure or 

the sentence at various heights in the 'tree$. A similar implication 

is contained in O'Connor's discussion of puns (1952)o where he 

suggests that their efrectiveness often depends on not using the 

available intonational clues to syntactic structure* Halliday* toot 

accepts the possibility of relating tone-groups and syntactic unitst 

in that his 'tonality system, involves a basic correspondence of 

tone-group and clausee At the same times' howevert he acknowledges 

that "the tone-grouip benrs no fixed relation to any of the grammatical 
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units of spoken English" (1967a p. 18). He thus does not go as 

far as Crystal (1975)t who claims that "the placement of tone-unit 

boundaries is determined by syntactic structure" (p. 15)s but goes 

further then Bolinger (1958c), who states that intonation has "little 

systematic relevance" to immediate constituents* 

The syntactic relevance of this Idemarcatory' function of 

intonation is thus tho subject of some controversy# to which we 

shall return laters as is the predictability of intone tion-un its 

f rom syntactic structure, Van Essen (1956) can only admit that 

"es kommt in Jedem Falle darauf an, was der Sprechende gerade als 

eine Sinneinheit zusammenfassen will". 0@Connor end Arnold (1961)9 

an the other hands assert that "there is very little choice of 

grouping in conversational speech". Significantlys thought they 

themselves do not attempt to givc any rules for this groupings 

Darr-orcation of units does not only involve division of an 

utterance but also (again to use Daneg's terminology) its integration. 

That is* the fact that two parts of an utterance are not assigned 

to separate intonation units indicates that they belong closely 

together in some way. Again, of courses it is not clear what the 

units are that are 'integrated'. Sweet(1894) suggests that the rise 

and fall of the intonation pattern might connect the subject and 

predicate of the sentence; Daneg (1960), on the other hand# is 

concerned with the integration of Itheimel and Oproposle 

Beyond the segmentation and integration of the discourse or 

the utterance# intonation is widely considered to be capable of 

ýý 
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indicating the stntus of the units it establishes. There ores 

however, P different Interpretations of the notion of 'status's One 

of these Is concerned with tK& 'finality$ or 'non-finality' of the 

tone -group/sonse-group; the ability of intonation to indicate this 

is a widely accepted functions It is considered to be effected by 

differences of 'tone' or 'tune'# so that we can recognise a 

'continuative' and a 'final' tone-pattern. Nineteenth century 

writers such as Sweet (1894) clearly recognised this functicn 

(Sweet speaks of intonation as being febschliessendl)t as did the 

pedagogical writers of the first half of this centuryt Klinghardt 

distinguishes between tabgeschlossen' and 'weiterwaisend's Palmer 

(1922) and Armstrong and Ward (1926) speak of lincompletionle More 

theoretically oriented studies, toot have accepted such a function; 

Bloomfield includes 'pause' or 'suspension' as intonational functions., 

Romportl (1955),, and following him Nodarz (1959), use the category 

tabgeschlossen's and similar labels are provided by Lee (1956b)s von 

Essen (195q# Hultzin (1957),, Bolinaer (1958c), Daneg (1960)v Wadarz 

(1960)9 to mention but a few. 

The 'continuation' v. 'finality' distinction has more implications 

than simply that of indicating whether the utterance is coming to an 

end or not. The fact that 
. 
'final' intonations may also occur in the 

middle of utterances suggests a further kind of demarcationt which 

indicates the degree of connection between succeeding pnrts of the 

utterance. This is recognised by# for examples Fischer-Jirgensen 

(1950) and Lee (1956b), both of whom refer to a 'connective' v, 

Idisconnectivel dichotcmyo O'Connor's discussion of ltýg-questionsl 

.` 
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(J955) likewise involves what he calls the degree or 'disjunction' 

between the parts of the sentencet and Bolinger (19580 makes 

'connectedness' one of his categories., 

The 'status' of the utterance units delimited by intonation 

can also be considered in syntactic termst is so one can relate the 

'connective' function to syntactic relationshipse Hultz8n (1957) 

in*fect calls the function of ihdicating completion 'syntactic'* 

Schubiger (1946) g-ives syntactic 'co-ordination' as a meaning of 

intonation, as does Halliday (1967a)o Other related functions given 

by Halliday include 'dependence', where the degree of connection 

between the units reflects their syntactic subordination* This is 

developed further by El Menoufy. (1969)e 

A number of rather more specific cases of. 'syntactict. uses of 

Intonation have come to light in the course of investigaticn of 

intonational functions# though they tend to defy generalisation. 

Sweet (1894) points out that Intonation can distinguish various kinds 

of question - especially the 'disjunctive' (alternative) ve the 

'repeated' (listing) questions e.. go "Would you like tea or coffee? ". 

It was left to later writerst however# to clarify such functions. 

Both Lee (1953) and Schubiger (1953) cite the case given by Sweets 

and further cases have been found: Lee (1955) gives on example from 

Walker (1787) of two interpretations of comparative sentences in 

English ("I would rather converse with you than with the king")o 

and in another article (1956b) discusses the different renderings of 

,, 
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negative sentences involving cause and reason ("I didn't go to the 

doctor because I was ill"). These c*ases will be considered more 

closely below. 

Another major category of in'. -onational meaning that has been 

pointed out by many writers is that of giving what Schubiger (19519 

1964) balls $extra weight' to all or part of the utterance. The 

terminology here is confusing and ambiguous; writers refer variously 

to $emphasis's $prominence's 'contrast'# or 'intensity's From early 

an# howeveri, it has been recognised that several diffcrent, factors 

are involved here* The initial distInction between 'prominence' and 

lintcnsityl we owe to Coleman (1914): for him.. the former is 

'contrastive'., the latter not. This distinction is followed by 

Palmer (1922) and by Armstrong and Ward (1926),, who distinguish between 

'intense' variants of tones or tunes and contrastive 'prominence'# 

both being grouped together as lemphasis'. In all these cases it 

appears that 'prominence' involves displacement of the nucleus of 

the tone-gArcupt and that such displacempntv unlike 'intensity's is 

considered to indicate 'contrast'. Later writers have echoed this 

distinction though often in different terms. Schubiger (1946p 1964) and 

Romportl (J958) speak of 'prominencell and Hultzen (1955) of 'prominence, 

and 'intensity$ in the same way as Coleman; for 'prominence' 

rischer-jirgensen (1950) uses the phrase Icentre of attention's while 

HUItzen (1959) refers to 'information points$, Hultz8n (1957) 
.,. 

relates this to the 'degree of Importancel of the element concerneds 

and Bolinger (1958a)and Halliday (1967a) to its 'newness'. The 

last two scholars distinguish 'new$ fro. ntcontrastivel as categories, or 

meaning. 
aý 

°r 
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The next category to be considered is the function of 

indicating different sentence types - statement., question, command 

etc* This is recognised by# for example, Palmer (1922)s Bloomfield 

(1933),, Romportl (1955), Wodarz (1960) and Dane*sj (1960), g among others, 

though explicitly denied by Lee (1956b). * There is.. in facti a 

certnin paradox with regard to this function. On the one. hand 

it has been found useful to consider the meaning of intonation only 

In con-junction with certain sentence types# dealing separately with 

the intonation of statementsp questions# commands., etc. # and an the 

other hand intonation is itselfsaid to be able to distinguish these 

different types of sentencee Thus, though there is evidently a 

close relationship betwaon sentence types end intonation the nature 

of this relationship does notp with some exceptionsp emerge very 

clearly from the literature on the subject. 

The lost major category of ireaning discussed in the literature 

is also the most ill-definedo This is the addition of certain 

'implications' to the utterance which reflect the speaker's attitudes 

emotions# etc, It must be noted at the outset# of course# that 

'implications'., 'attitudes' and 'emotions' are by no means synonymous 

terms# so that this category is in need of some clarification. 

Several writers are in no doubt that the chief function of intonation 

ir. to indicate the emotion of the speaker. They includes for examples 

Fairbanks and Pronovost (1939), who experiment with the patterns 

produced for five (simulated) emotionst Bodelsen (1943)9 for whom 

the chief function of intonation in English "seems to be emotivellp 

Flscher-Jýrgensen (1ý60)y one of whose categories of meaning is the 
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expression of I'moods ond feelings"# Romportl with his 

label IIgefU'hlsgof8rbtII., and Wodarz (1969) and Dnneg (1960)2 though 

the latter two writers give 'emotion' the more classificatory labels 

'secondary modal' and 16ubjective intention' respectively* Bloomfield 

(1933)p toop recognises an 'exclamatory pitch phoneme' with the 

symbol /i/i which has non-distinctive variants in conjunction with 

different en. otionsp while Charleston (1960) suggests that there is 

just one kind of intonational feetu, -e of 'emotion' and not different 

features for different emotions: "emotion as such, and not any one 

particular emotions results in certain linguistic phenomenal's 

Charleston makes another distinction# which she takes from Hayakaula 

(1939): she distinguishes 'emotive' and #promotive' functionst which 

are# roughly speakings 'expressing' and 'evoking' emotion# respectively, 

Both these are placed in the category 'subjective's as opposed to the 

lobjectivet or non-emotive uses. This f ramework reminds us of 

Buhler's well known triangular arrangement of functions of language 

(BUhler 1934) if we equ3te the categories of Hayakawa and Charleston 

with those of @Uhler: 

'objective' (Darstellung) 

z 
em ot ive 'promotive' 

(Ausdruck) (APPel) 

('subjective') 

a 
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The notion of 'appeal' contained in an expression of 

emotion Is likewise invoked by Bodelsen (1943)j, who# having given 

'emotive' as the chief function of intonation (see above)# suggests 

that the nature of 'Tune Two' lies in its underlying element of 

'appeal' to the listener* 

Emotions are nots however# quite the some thing as attitudes, 

and many writers prefer the letter label. They include Pike (1945), 

Schubiger (1958)t O'Connor and Arnold (1961)o together with 

Bolinger (1958c), Uldall (J964)p among many others. In many casess 

of course# it is difficult to tell whether a writer is referring to 
0 

'emotions' or 'attitudes'; which of Palmer's labels''categaric's 

lanimation't 'doubt, etc* belong to which category? Furthermores 

certain labelsp such as Bolinger's (1948) $formality' ve 

'familiarity'., do not fit comfortably into either., and even less so 

a label like 'concession' (Palmer, 1922# Schubigert 1953)9 which 

comes close to being-a syntactic category. The term #implication' 

might be more appropriate to cover all these functions though only 

a few writers use it (eeg. Lee 1956b). 

The above are the maip categories of intonational meaning that 

can be culled from the literature. The list is not exhaustives 
0 

but those that have been omitted are either too ill-defined to 

interpret or are too idiosyncratic to have gained general acceptance# 

An instance of the latter is Ivariativel (= "the avoidance of 

monotony") Proposed by Lee (1956b)- To some extent the above 

Presentation distorts the true picture of the meanings recognised 

a 
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in that it giver, an improssion of greater egreement then is 

actually the case. This is because it wss necessary to impose a 

certain order on to the rather heterogenous material in order to 

discuss it at all. The writers themselves rarely give such an 

ordered presentation# though a few do attempt a more general 
_ 

categorisation, with general types and sub-types of intonational 

function. Thus Lee (1956b) has the categories 'demonstrative's 

'differential'# 'implicative' and Iveriativel; Wodarz (1960) has 

'structural's 'primary model', and 'secondary modal's and so on. 

On closer examinations however# these are found to be ways of grouping 

together some of the kinds of meaning discussed above; they do not 

constitute further kinds of meaning. 

We may summarise the above discussion of the meanings of 

intonation recognised In the literature as follows: 

i* division of an utterance into Parts 

2. integration of parts of an utterance 

3. indication of the constituent structure of an utterance 

4, indication of continuation and finality 

5. indication of co-ordination and dependence 

6. disambiguation of various kinds of syntactic structure 

7, giving prominence to parts of an utterance - emphasis# 

constrasti newnesso etc., 

81 indication of different sentence types 

91 indication oflattitudel etc. 

f 
f 

`P 
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The following sections will be devoted to a more detailedt 

and more critical analysis of these various meanings. 

The nsture of intonationsl menning 

393ol Intonation ss Insturol expression' 

The first impression we gain from the list of proposed meanings 

of intonation with which the preceding section ended is that 

intonationýis indeed very meaningfuls though it is equally Clear 

that it is very varied in its meaning. In facts the wide variety 

of meanings proposed leads us to suspect that certaingeneralisations 

about the meaning of intonation have been missed. B*ut even the 

'meaningfulness, of intonation, or at least the extent of its 

meeningfulneast has been qL4--stioned by's number of writers. It has 

been suggested that some features of speech are #natural expression' 

rather than linguistic signals and that these must therefore be 

excluded from linguistic relevance, and therefore from meaningfulness. 

Hayakawa (1939) distinguishes between #symbolic' and 'presymbolic' 

features of utterances (the letter have also been termed lindexicell)o 

and Huttar (1968) invokes this distinction for intonation"; some 

intonational features are included in the 'presymbolic' category# 

Daneg (1960) makes a similar distinction# this time appealing to 

the Saussurean dichotomy lanque v. Parole. Many aspects of 

intonation are thus relegated to 'parole': "it is necessary to 

differentiate between individuals accidental features (pertaining 

to parole) end the. gencrally valid, arbitrary, systemic features 
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(pertaining to lanque) ... In the case of intonation this distinction 

is 8sPecially importantl as the non-arbitrary uses of intonation 

as a $spontaneous signal' are very numerous"- 

Support for this 'natural expression, approach to intonation 

has come from Fonegy and Magdics (1963). They attempt to establish 

the universality of certain intonation patterns which express 

certain emotions (joy, tenderness, longing, c? 
/quetrys 

surprise, 

fear# complaint, scornp angers and sarcesm)'end seek explanations 

for this universality in the effect of these emotions an the laryngeal 

muscles. 

On closer examination# however, this distinction is found to be 

untenable, at least in the form in which it is drawn by these writers* 

The first. error made here (for error it must surely be acknowledged 

to be) is to assume'that 'natural expression' cannot be meaningful. 

That an angry speaker mayovolunterily or involuntarily* reveal his 

anger in the way he speaks does not mean that the features by which 

he reveals it are meaningless - on the contraryp it is precisely 

the fact that they reveal his anger which makes them meaningful. 

Denel speaks of a 'spontaneous signal'; but signals are meaningful# 

whether spontaneous or, not. 

The second error made here it to assume that the 'naturalness' 

of a particular feature of expression makes it uncontrollable. 

Emotions may be suppressed and therefore not expressed although felts 

and conversely* emotions may be expressed which are not felts but 

merely simulated- Thus# although we may recognise that a particular 

4 

9D 
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intonation pattern is the 'natural' one for a particular emotions 

this does not prevent the speaker from behaving in an 'unnatural' 

manners 

This applies, too., for other attempts to relate, intonational 

features to physiological constraintso Liebermann (1967) establishes 

a correlation between intonation-units and physiology: at the end 

of. e breath-group there is a drop in the air-pressure which naturally 

results in a fell in pitcho The felling breath-group is thus the 

'unT8rked' variety* But Liebermann also points out that the speaker 

can compensate for this fall in pressure by Increasing the larynx 

tension and thus preventing the fell in pitch# however 'unnatural' 

this may be. 

It does not seem very helpful# therefores to invoke the 

naturalness of a particular intonational feature in order to assess 

its meaningfulness. Not only are 'natural' features still. potentially 

meaningfuls but the speaker can behave in 'unnatural' ways. And# 

furthermorep it is for from easy to establish which particular features 

are natural. This is not to says of course, that the naturalness of 

linguistic features is not of interest - indeed, considerable 

attention is currently being paid to this question as a means of 

evaluation. But it would be a mistake to use this criterion as a 

guide to meaningfulness. 

&M The generality of intonntional meeninq 

Of more importance in establishing the nature of intonational 

meaning is the problem of generality, All analyses of intonation 

�S 
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suffer to a greater or less extent from the difficulties of 

establishing for a particular pattern or intonational feature a 

meaning which is sufficiently general to cover all its uses or 

functions. This applies most obviouslys of courses with the 

lattitudinall type of meanings where the meaning of a given 'tonal 

or 'tuna' too easily becomes a long list of different connotations* 

This particular problem will be examined more closely in a later. 

sections But*a similar kind of problem is encountered elsewhere# 

with other types of intonational meaning. 

sPecial case of under-generalisation is found In_meaning 6 

of the above list,, Les the various 'grammatical' functions of 

Intonation, This 'meaning' appears to include a set of quite different 

functions# which in itself suggests that generalisations have been 

missed. As an illustration of this we may consider the following* 

in which the examples and the notation are# with the exception of 

(d), based an Lee (1960): 

a) non-restrictive and restrictive c1suses 

i) the . men I who were lazy I stayed in ""bed 

ii) the men who were ,, 
lazy stayed in \ bed 

a 
b) 'because, and the nepative 

i) I didn't visit the /doctor 
I because I was \ ill 

I didn't visit the doctor because I was Vill 

C) 1chOICe questions' versus lexpimple questions' 

i) would you like / tea or \ coffee? 

ii) would you like / too or Zcoffee? 

" ;. 
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d) two kinds-6f comparison 

I would rather -converse with.., you then with the king 

I would rather converse with \ you then with the king 

e) '-if' c1nuses 

they'd be ., e miserable if they were \ rich 

I. I. ) they'd be,,,,. miserable If they were.. _, rich 

f) any 

i) she doesn't speak to \ anybody 

ii) - she doesn It speak to %, /anybody 

The functions of intonation in these examples are# it would 

appears quite idiosyncratic* Though there ores of courses other 

renderings of these sentences# some of which preserve the disambiguating 

function of intonations others which neutralise the distinctions# the 

basic phonological parameters here are# in terms of Halliday's 

frameworki, 'tonality' and Itone's i. e. they relate to the division 

of the utterance into tone-groups# and the assignment of specific 

tonal features to these tone-groups. The sentences of (a) are 

distinguished by $tonality'# those of (b) by 'tonality' and Itanelp 

end the remainder by 'tons' alone. 

A closer inspection of these cases reveals, however, that the 

functions of intonation are conceived too narrowly; these very 

specific 'grammatical' functions are really no more then special - 

but not exceptional - cases of very general functions@ 

Case (a) is perhaps the simplest to state: here the different 

kinds of relative clause Involve different 'grouping' or 'phrasing' 

�. 4 
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of parts of the sentences and this is reflected in a parallel 

grouping into tons-groups. Thus# though a specific grammatical 

effect is obtained., this function is in fact the some as (1) or 

(2) of the list of meanings. What is less evident# hoýuovers is 

that case (b)p for all its apparently idiosyncratic characterp 

involves exactly the same use of Intonation. The different 

'syntactic' function of intonation here depends on the scope of not 

in the first clause, which may negate either visit or the whole. of 

the second clause (not becnuse... ). Both versions arep in factt 

ambiguous, but intonation can give a clue to the intended interpretation 

since it would be unusual to group not and because together if the 

former meaning is intendeds end to separate*them if the letter meaning 

is intended. The contribution of the intonation - that of 'grouping' 

- is the same as in the previous caseq but the syntactic structure 

involved gives this contribution a specific significance* The tone- 

difference is, incidentally not crucial to this example; it reinforces 

the interpretation in the case of (bii) by adding a note of contrastp 

but it Is not strictly essential. I 

In the remaining cases the phonological parameter is 'tone' 

rather than*ltonalityle Case (c) appears to involve a somewhat 
I 

different function of intonation which could be interpreted as meaning 

(4) of the lists i. e. 'continuation' or Ifinality'. The implication 

of 'continuation' for lists is obvious: in one case the list is 

complete, in the other nots hence) the choice in (I) Is between two 

alternatives and in (ii) from an indefinite number of items. We might 
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look no further than this for an explanation of the functional 

role of Intonation in this specific case* Cases (d) and (e)9 

however, both involve a very similar kind of phonological alternations 

with an exchange of falling and rising tones# and we might consider 

the possibility of generalising (c)p (d)v and (e)s despite the 

apparent differences in the meaningful contrasts effected by these 

alternations* We cans in fact# interpret the) 'continuation' v. 

'finality' contrast of (c) in terms of the structures suggested above 

(2.3*4)*s by establishing a larger In . tonation unit than the tone-grouP 

(the paratone-group) where the r8le of the tons-groUp in this larger 

unit (whether 'major' or 'minor') can be indicated bY tones Thus 

the rising tons in (ci) is a marker of subordination rather th3n 

of continuation; this example has the. structuro minor + majory 

while (cii)v with two identical tones# has the structure major + 

"Jar The basic distinction between the two examples is thus one 

of subordination versus co-ordinetion., This has importance for lists* 

since the use of a subordinating structure, complete in itself # 

implies that the Iist Is complete, while the use of an open-ended 

Co-ordinating structure suggests the possibility of continuation. 

With this interpretation of case (c) it is possible to f ind a 

ready explanation of cases (d) and (e), too. In each case the rising 

tone can be seen as in marker of subordinations so that (di) pnd (ei) 

both have the structure minor + msjor, t and (dii) and (eii) both have 

the stzucture ma-for + minor. The differences in 'meaning are derivable 

from these structural differences: it is widely accepted that the 
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nucleus of a- tone-group Andicates-a, ý, -Iftcus$-of --some kind (see below., 

chapter 9);. the ranking of*tone-groups in a larger structure 

inevitably Involves a ranking of these focusesp producing 'major' 

and 'minor' focuses. This interpretation accounts for the differences 

in meaning between (I) and (ii) of cases (d) and (e)v in that what 

is being signalled here by the 81ternation of-tones is the status 

of the tone-groups and hence of their focuseso In (di) you is thus 

subordinated to kinql and in (dil), ýIno is subordinated to Y2-u-- 

The s8m6 applies) mutntis mutandisf to (e)o Since the r'O "le of 

'focus' is to indicate the I new I information contained in a sentence 

(see chapter 9 below) there are different implications in. these 

as to what is 'given', what constitutes the initial 

z3asumption. rkr. pxesupp_n_sIticnq of the-zenUncre In -(di) -the zubordir-ate 

role of the first tone-group implies a presupposition of the 

desirability of conversing with 'you'# and the comparison offered 

by the second tone-orcup isAhus Interpreted flatteringly on the basis 

of-this assumption* In (dii)j on the other handt the presupposition 

expressed by the subordination of the second tone-group to the first 

is'that it is undesirable to converse with the king; the comparison 

offered by the first tone-group'-Is thus unflattering* In (e)s the 

presupposition of sentence (1) is*that 'they' ý-mre. mjserables and that 

of (ii) that Ithey'are poor, but the 'new'-infarmation provided by 

the major tone-groups in each case imposes a -different Interpretation. 

gn the whole sentencel In (I) that t4is state of. effairs would 

- -still p-revail, under dif ferent f inancial- circumstEmeass- and in (ii) 

that a different. state of affairs would exist under different circumstancerm 
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- ., 4Th ir.,, e xple na tion Ust a labors U --, 'z. nd,, weIl -, 12-lus tr3 tes! ý the 
., X 

difficulties involved in expressing intonational functions by other 

means* But the basic point being made is that the idiosyncratic 

interpretations of examples such as these do not derivo from 

idiosyncratic uses of intonational features. The functions of 

these intonational features are really quite simple: they indicate. 

the status of various parts of the utterance. Tho.. specific connotations 

that intonation appears to convey here are simply the result of the 

interaction of this kind of structuring with specific syntactic or 

semantic features of-individual sentences* In -the case of (c) 

Intonational subordination Interacts with listsy in (d) with. 

comparative -structures# and In, -, (e) with: =nd it-inn s., -, But,,, In %all --these 

cases the contribution of thii IntDnationnl f eature3 ý1s identical* 

With case (f) the situation is rather different. Since only 

one tone-group is involved the q uestion of 'grouping' or 
. 

Istetus, 

does not arise here. Here the difference is one of tonel and it is 

not immediately obvious how such a functional distinction can. be 

Veneralised beyond this individual type of case* But again it is 

possible to see this use of tone in more general termss as the result 

of interaction between a general function of intonation and, the specific 

'features of this particular kind-. of sentence. 

The difference between (1) and (11) of (f) zesidas In the ambiguity 

of not ony* In (I) It is equivalent to none and in (ii).. 
1-to 

not ev'ery-!. 

The problem here Is to explain how intonation: can Indicate which, of 

these is Intended@ The clue seems to lie in the contrastive implication 
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which Is a Widely rS cognIzed : P. ropertyýýaf, ý` the "T a 11-rise in Tinglish. 

Contrast ist of courses- either 'implicitly 'or explicitly with something 

else# but this 'something else' depends on the particular paradigm 

-into which the item In question enters. Not nnyp as mentioned abovos 

has two connotations end consequently enters into two paradigms3 

any, every, all ctc. v. some, not sny,, not everys not-all str. 

b) some# not nones etc. venone, not sny etc. 

Though interpretation, is somewhat difficult here.. it appears that 

not nnyf when contrastivel -is always that found in (a) rather than 

(b), - soAhat (f ii).. by being -rarked with a contrastive tone, is 

automatically assigned-the interpretation not every rather- thap none. 

This analysis is reinforced by the fact that the paraphrase, - with 

none (in this.,, case, nobody -could,. -not have theýzonnotation -of (M), 

the-paraphrase with not every even vjith, a contrastive--tone,,. -but thaý 

coulds. indeed must have this connotation, since the connotation of 

(f j) is not possible In this case., ln other words# intonation does 

not behave idiosyncratically with Eny; what produces the ambiguity 

here$ and hence the disambiquating function of intonations is not a 

property of the intonation pattern used# but a result of interaction 

between-a very general use of intonation - the contrastive tone - 

and idiosyncratic properties of any itself. other items may have other 

properties which-interact in different ways with ýhe some intonation 

-pattern with different results. For example some the only other item 

to occur in both (a) and (b), differs from = in that it occurs an 

the other side-of-the opposition in (b), though it occurs-on-the some 

side in (a). Just as the second set. in (a) is regularly contrastives 
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, vjhich -, occurs In bothip 

is clearly ambiguous even when-given, a contrastive tone: 

(i) have you read all these books? - I've readVsome 

(ii) haven't you read any books? - I've read%/Some 

In (I) some means not pll in (ii) It means not none. But this 

distinction# unlike the similar one with not anyp cannot be expressed 

by means of intonation. 

In all the cases (a) to (f)s therefore-we find a similar situation., 

11hat appear to be highly specific -#grammatical' functions of 

intoncition. can be interpreted as specific Instances of much more 

general functions, where the specifle connotations cannot be attributed 

.. to, the Intonation as . -such but-. must -be -assigned to . -syntactic, or 

properties of gzamma t Ice l-units -, or .. -m truc ture so 
- 

These 

properties must thus be eliminated-from the meaning of the intonation 

itself. 

It is thus possible to reduce-the variety-of meaning found within 

a particular category such as those in the list given earlier by 

Tieneralising the meanings in the way Just discussed* It still appearst 

however# that the various categoties themselves are not totally distinct# 

and certain of them have affinities with-Dne z-nnther., The next 

questimn to considers, '-therief ore# . -Is-the possibility. -of ý=ducinq. --the 

inumber iof categorles by interpreting related types as instances of 

the same meaning. 

4.. 
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3*3.3 The Inrnmmst'icall"functinn-of inton-ation 

One of the most crucial questions here is the 'grammatical' 

nature of Intonational meaning. Inspection of the list given on 

Pei 40 - above shows- that, some --of the categories dif f er f rom one 

another only in the fact- that the function is given grammatical 

(or syntactic) signif icance in one, "se but not in the other. Thus 

the Idemarcatory, meaning of intonation (meaning 1), together with 

the'&learly. related complementary meaning 21, differ from meaning 3 

only in the fact that the parts of the'utterance delimited or 

integrated are deemed to, be grammatical in the letter casesbut not 

In'the former,, The same relatio-nship holds for-meanings 4 and 53 

- -, In Ahe 'former- there "Is no 'implication Df- syntactid ralevance, while 

ln, Ahe letter it Is, syntactic ýrelationshlps'-that tre- Involved. 

Pleanings-8. -and 9* are -somewhat - dif f erent from each other (their 

relationship will be considered shortly) but again the f irst of them 

involves grammatical distinctions while the -second does note 

Furthermore# meaning 79 which is concerned with various kinds of 

'prominence's is often considered to be related'to syntaxt in that 

.. 
the 

-location of the prominent item - especially the nucleus of the 

tone-group - Is regarded by many as syntactically predictable. 

It Is evident* theraforet that the grommatical-relovence*0 

--intonation... Is-a highly.. -signif-icant question an which-the categarlsDtion 
9 

of intonational meaning will largely depend. It Iss however# also 
I 

a highly controversial Issue. ByAhe side of Bolinger's unambiguous 

assertion (1958c)that "intonatioA is not grammatical" we may place 
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, Hall iday"S ý equally,, -, unc=pxo., aisInq -, statement-I-th6t '"English 

intonation contrasts are grammatical: they are exploited in the 

grammar of the language" (1967a). 

Part of the confusion here Is certainly terminological* Though 

Halliday considers Intonation to be 'grammatically his actual 

description of the uses of intonation shows that he is taking this 

term in a rather wide sense, to include almost any kind of meaningful 

system* But the answer to the question 'is intonation grammatical? ' 

also depends on what we take the alternative-to be. Some would 

oppose 'grammar' to lattitudelp and are in-nD doubt as to which is 

more applicable to "intonation. --Pike (1945) statest "In Englisho 

'-. then# -an INTONATION MEANING modifies the lexical meaning of a, 

'sentence - by': zdd1n9", ta"-'1t ",. the, 
-SPEAKER! 

S -1 ATTITUDE ý ioward rthe ý, cDntents 

of that sentence" (p. 21)t and similarly Schubiger (1958) asserts: 

NIts main function is to give voice to the speaker's attitude" 

(ps 38)e Likewise we. read In 01-Connor and Arnold 0961)s "the 

. contribution that intonation. makes is to express, in addition to 

-and beyond the bare words and grammatical constructionsý, used# 

the speaker's attitude to the situation in which he is placed11: (p*2)o 

Clearly# howeverp this lattitudinall in-texpretationdoes not 

-"'-necessarily exclude an odditionsl -grommaticil:, f unctiont -end many 

.. . -writers, fInd-it.. convenlentAx). inrludn.. bath attitudes. and grommatical 

functions alongside one another# without implying that they are 

Incompatible. The systems of meenin-gs proposed by Leet, Wodarzt 

Danegs, and others, include both types of meaning* Furthermores 
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Schubiger suqgests, '-that-4t, js any-.. case InapproprIate to-make 

a rigid distinction between attitudinal and grammatical meanings. 

Though she takes the 'attitude' view, she nevertheless states that 

., --the meBnIng-. -of., Intonation Is "skin-towhat in grammar is listed 

under the headingMond or modality'; "intonation is by for the 

most important means of expressing the speaker's attitude# his 

mood; and modality Is a category, of syntax"-. (p. 90). There Is 

admittedly an element of equivocation here in the use of. the term 

'mood'; grammatical 'mood' is not the same as the 'mood' of the 

-ýspeakere , Neverthelesst the point Is cleari ---the attitudinal meaning 

of - intonation is not tatn'lly -distinct f ram that -of more narrowly 

'grammatical' features* 
, Furthermozes distinctions between statements 

and, A us at inns*,, defining,, and, ý, no n-def lnln'g - xela #ve cla use s, -co- 

ordination and dependence etc. (to name but a few of the many 

'grammatical' meanings attested In the literature) do not really 

appear to-be different In kind from distinctions conveyed by syntactic 

-ineanse They would seem to. belie the statement made by Karcovski 

(1931). that "llintonation n1a rien a faire evec la gremmaire, la 

syntaxes parce qua les rapports quIelle exprims sont de nature plus 

g6nerale quo les categories de le syntaxell. 

In view of the controversies,, which seemi-Wbs Inulved heres 

as well as the importance of the. problem, the grommet ice LzalevanCs 

of intonation clearly demands closer Investigation. 

We may begin with the vexious Igrouping' functions Df -,., -in tons tion 

included in meanings 1 to 3. The controversy about the syntactic 
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relevance. of -this Aype nf-ýf unction .. was -rentioned-An'-general Aerms 

earlier but it must now be examined more clo3elye Several attempts 

have been made to relate intonation to syntax here by finding 

consistent correlations between Intonation units and syntactic units* 

Halliday does this through his 'tonality system's which takes as 

the basic relationship the correspondence between tone-group-and 

clause. This relationship is# nots, however.. completely, consistent; 

it is merely thc neutral term' of the system.,, Furthermorep 

Halliday is able to predict certain deviations from this neutral 

- termi there will be more then one clause for the-tone-group If 

there is in. sequenm of reporting- clause f allowed by. reported clausot 

. =. -conditlonad. clause f allowed, by., mandItioningclausel _-and -there will 

-- --bef, less then one-. clauso I or -a,, ione-group If -the sentence -has a-, 

'marked theme's 

It is important to point outp howevers that Halliday does not 

claim -that -the equation of clause and -tone-group is obligatory. 

In the first place he is evidently concerned-with the clause not 

as a unit-with a particular internal structure (i, e, differing from 

the phrase in having a finite verb) but rather as an e4ment of 

structure of the sentence,, Hels thus, eble., to, extend the. notion-of 

ý" I, 
II #neutral ionality'. ýtoýxover -rasv-, S', mf'ýronksh3: fte, d'. clauses, such 

II.. za-relative clauses; - ., -since- Idef ining. 1- xelative-zcIzus0s tlxg nOt 

elements of sentence structures whereas 'non-defining' clauses arOt 

only the letter jhave a separate tone-group*. -,,, This would also account 

for the fact that certain phrases behave exactly like clauses in this 

respect (eage appositional phrases and relative clauses); they do so 
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because'ýthey -are ttructurally equivalent in the sentence. As -a 

result - of all thiss Halliday can conclude -that lltheýýtone-group 

beers no f. ixed relation to any of the grammatical units of spoken 

Egglish. 11., (1967st p*18). 

Even allowing for this- variability# however., Halliday does not 

claim that any of thecorrespondencej he'*estnblishes are rabsolute. 

1ý: The 'tonality system' consists in;, -the ability of the speaker t6 

choose either the neutral or non-neutral termp and-the neutral 

relationship is simply the unmarked choice. 

Crystal (1975) is far more ambitious. He claims that "the' 

Placement of tone-unit boundaries Is determined by syntactic 

'15)o --nnd -takes -the sentence as his startinq point 

4. fur what -he tells *pro sodic, vpc ratluns' -procedures f cr i5sa Igning 

'tone-unit structures#, In essence,, those operations take into 

account the structure of the sentences the status of the constituents 

(main, subordinate, co-ordinate clauses etc. )s the category of 

constituent (adverbialt nominall"etc. ) and its location (initial# 

medial# final). On this basis Crystal claims to be able to predict 

-theltone-unit structure, for all sentences; at least the operations 

i are, said -to. have -worked for all but about 100,,., of the, -129000 tone-units 

examinedýln his datao-, Despite the apparently--'41gb r predictive jmwer 

of Crystalls .. 'prosodle... opexation0v howevers many. of his examples 

'admit of other-tone-unit structures then those given and these are 

not catered for by the operations. These operations thus appear to 

amount to no more - though indeed no less-- then procedures for 

establishing 'unmarked' varieties; the 'marked' cases must still be 
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accorr-modatedo, -,, As , to-Ahe A 00 iiar, ý so, -ý' exceptions$ j -. Crystal asserts 

that "there are only rour possible explanations"# namely 1) that 

these are sociolinguistically or stylistically explicable, 2) 

that they, are individualAdlosynO. 
-raciess 

3) that they are the 

result of unpredictable performance factors, or 4) that they are. 

the result of the speaker's attitudes G-go tirednesso excitements 

irritation. 

Crystal's 'GxPlan3tions' are highly unsatisfactorys That 

lperformancel factors of various sorts may produce exceptions iso 

of coursep not In doubt; 'but to treat socidlinguistics sýylistics 

or attitudinal factors as-come kind of, exceptional external force 

-livian untenable, line of --argument. . 
rurthermaret the assertion that 

-these -four explanations - mre-the, cnly wes possible -shm. "s -m, 'quite 

unjustifiable commitment to the grammatical, -predictability 
of Itono- 

unit structures'* crystal's case must be deemed 'unproven's 

Another area where intonation Is said to interact with grammar 

is meaning 7. of. the above list# Ie. the indication of different 

kinds of ! prominencely 'emphasis' etc, As mentioned earlier# this 

, 
function,. includes several different phenomena$ but the one vie are 

concerned with here. 
-is, that of indicating the,. -Icentrexf attention' 

of -the wtturances and which is widely acknowlibdged to, bo- conveyed 

-. 
4y -the,. lace tion of '-. the, nuclews of the, ione-group. writers Many 

relate this to grammar in that they claim that the place of the 

nucleus is grammatically determined. 

Since it is generally observed that the most frequent place for 
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the nucleus--is: the -'Iest: lexlcal item of the tone-! groups H33.11day 

(19674 takes this as the 'neutral term' of his 'tonicity system',, 

As with the 'tonality system's the neutral term may vary according 

to the grammatical features of the sentence# but there is also an 

important principle of choice: the speaker may opt for a #marked' 

variety. 

Crystal (1975)., too., attempts to systematise. devictions from 

the norm of the nucleus on the, last lexical iteme Heres however# 

he fails to find many Instances of predictability which would allow 

I 
him to use similar 'operations' to those employe'd for 'tone-unit 

Ot. rUCtU. rl35'- Deviations from the-neutral nucleus-placcment involve 

the -nucleus J tilling, oný'olthsr-o -grammatical item -nr a non-f inal 

lexical item. In -ths former-ca'sc''thEre 'i's rsaid to'be either contrest 

within -a closed grammatical system ort failing-thats then-a' difference 

Of "attitude' (though the letter point is not developed), For non- 

final lexical items five cases of syntactic-predictability are cited; 

in other cases ("the vast majority") the only interpretation is said 

to be "some kind of semantic or lexidal conditioning", viz* "lexical 

presupposition" (p. 25)o 

.. 
It Is clears thentthat even-linguists 13scommitted'to"finding 

grammatical conditioning for these functions of intonation Bs 

Crystal 'is ere-f orced --te'-recognise -, ttiat "other., f actors are-Involvedi 

even if they are dismissed as Isociolinguistic' or 'StYll-9tic'o 

The problems have been xecoqnisedi,. -ýby others$ tooo ', The $two crItical 

problems' discussed by Bierwisch (1968) amount to the same two 
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difficulties zf establishing ýths %limits of -tonal units-and--d-ecidIng 

where the nuclear stress should fall. Bierwisch was unable to find 

solutions to these problemsp and other writers within the transformational 

model have been no more*,. guccessf. ul. This Includes the attempt made 

by Bresnan (1971) to relate surface stress patterns to underlying 

structures As critics such as Bolinger have been quick to point out 

(1972) s even if vne were to accept the basic - points made by Bresnanp 

,. 
her., explanation still only accounts for the 'unmarked' versions of 

the sentences she discusses. But it is precisely the possibility of 

having a 'marked' intonation that-is the difficulty; this problem 

still remains. unsolved under her interpretatione 

--thz3t neitherý the division't)f utterances At. is-, apparents therefore, 

,.: into --tzns-qxoups nor the placement of, the -nucleus of -the --toneý-graups 

are a direct reflection of the syntactic structure of the utterances 

end we mustagknowledge that other factors are involved. These 

questions will be taken up again In later chapters (chapters 8 and 

where the relationship between syntax and these intonational features 

will be explored in more detail. For the moment it is enough to note 

-that. sn additionall non-syntactic dimension must be taken into account 

in considering these aspects of the meaning. xf intonation. 

3*3*4 snd 'psycholopicqll functlons 
.1- 

The nature of the separate dimension of intonational meaning 

can perhaps best be elucidated by adopting a distinction that has 

been current since at least the nineteenth century between three 
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-different--surts of : meaningful' reln tionship -within the sontence: 

the 'grammatical'# 'logical's and 'psychological' (of* cogo Lyonsp 

1968p pp. 343 ffe)o The 'grammatical' structure is concerned with 

the familiar categories of Isubjecte, 'object's etc.; the 'logical' 

structure with 'actor's 'agent' etc.; end 'psychological' st. ructure 

- with 'topic', 'focus, etc* The difference between 'grammatical' and 

ýIr,,, $ logicaP -relations-Is reflected in the trensformationn'l-distinction 

-between #surface' andýýIdeepl 'structures, but the $psychological' 

relations have been largely neglectedi with one or two exceptions* 

One' of those who have taken up this threefold set of relationships 

Is'Halliday (1967b#"1969, '19706 , '1973 , 1974-). He recognises the 

-.. Udeationall function: uifilch-mppeers to ý correspond .: 
to -the "logical' 

me-anings, pthe 'Interpersonal' function. * which-appearz. tv cr; rrespond 

In part, though apparently not altogaithers-to. tho 'grammaticalO 

meaningsp and the 'textual' function, which corresponds to thq 

lpsycýologicall meanings, For Halliday# those are# of courses 

'functions$# not formal distinctions# but they are nevertheless 

"ref-lected in the structure of the clause", (1970bp pe 143)o 

-Ideational functions relate to $transitivity'j, interpersonal functions 

to 'mood## and textual functions to Ithematisation$., jEind. linformatic)n 

atructurel. 

-. 13ther wrIterst. loor, have #xecognlsed!. this --multl; iliclty-Df. ralatimn- 

ships within the sentence* Daneg (1964). for instances speaks of 

three 'levels' of syntaxe Of courset. the categories belonging to 

the three components may coincide. An example of this given by Halliday 

(1970b, p. 159) ist 
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my, mother gave meýlthcso'be8ds 

where 'my mother$ is considered to be #grammatical subjectIp $logical 

subject' and 'psychological subject' at one and the same time# 

However, in the sentence: 

these beads I was given by my mother 

all three are different: -'my mother' is still-'logical subject' 

", -(itee' actor)$ but III isýnow the 'grammatical subjectIp and by-being 

-placed in, first, position, in-the sentence 'these beads' becomes the 

'psychological subjects. 

Despite the usefulnesst as shown here* of. distinguishing these 

ýAhree asts of relatlonshipsj, It must be observed that this tripartite 

'idivision As-f3lightly-misleading 'in that the 'three types of structure 

wrla , "n t1 of-equ ilia lent, -, svmznt ia -status - 'WhIln"IlDgIcal" und "'psychological" 

structures can be said to constitute dimensions of semantic 

interpretationp this cannot really be said of 'grammatical' structurest 

which are formal linguistic devicest meaningless in themselves* 

This is not Halliday's views He contends (1970bp p. 160) that "the 

function of thelgrammatical subject' is es, a meaningful function in 

-the ., clause.,, xince it -defines the communication, role adopted by the 

spqaker". but, Ws statement-refers to the su4jact-verb-zolatianship 

-as a -marker't)f -sentence mood - declerativel Interrogatives -imparativo 

-, xather.. -then 
ta'. Ahe-rale s)fý. -subjectavý-objects. atc-oý: as, suctu : -His 

apparent claim that such grammatical functions are meaningful is not 

convincingly demonstrated. 

We might say# thereforet that grammatical rolationships do not 
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of - them-selves. constitute Tunctlonal-relationships; they-merely 

indicate thems Le. the fact that an item is the grammatical subject 

may point to its being the logical subject or the psychological 

subject# etc* However... other linguistic devicesq such as the order 

of the constituentst ends we may add here# intonation, may also be 

employed-to similer. purpose, The scheire. Buggested by all this might 

be something like thný. following: (rig. 1) 

Fine 1. 

gramnntical structure 
logical structure 

order of constituents 

Intonation -Indicate-4 psychological structure 

'etc. 

., If we accept this framework, or something like its then the 

question 'does intonation have*a grammatical function? ' takes on 

a new dimension, If"'grammaticall is here construed in the fairly 

narrow sense used aboves then the question is meaningless; it makes 

no more sense to ask if, intonation can indicate grammar than to ask 

if grammer-can indicate-intonationp-since they-are both independent 

linguistic parameters. -This question only makes-sense if -we extend 

the notion of 'grammarl., to - embrace Iogics 1a nd --psychological - structUrOst 

In whIch, _case 
it_simply: amounts tcr-thetquestiun: -. 919-Intonstian 

meaningful? ' - the answer to which is as unilluminating as it is self- 

evident. 
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rigure 1 -hns been-drawn. up In-such-a way', as to'indicate that 

there is no one-to-one relationship between individual linguistic 

devices and particular meaningful functions* It seems to be the 

case., however# that.. there are certain consistent relationships 

here# albeit asymmetrical ones. Though 'grammatical' structure 

may express both 'logical' and 'psychological' relationships, it 

.1 1- 1' does not seem possible for-Ilogice'll relationships to be expressed 

by any other means then through-grammar, so that the same 'logical' 

structure will underlie a variety of sentences differing in their 

grammatical structures their word orders or their intonation, and 

ýhence differing also in their 'psychological' structure It Is 

ý-. thls facty', of courses which is exploited- in transformation? l grOmmars 

'uhith-nuzu. -res-thig z2ma lundpaxlying" (love 'UDDical") structure for 

a variety of sentences which differ in their 'surface' forms, 

'Psychological' structures on the other hands may be expressed by 

any of the devices given here* As an example of these principles we 

may consider the sentence given by Halliday and discussed ebove: 

my mother nave me these beads. The 'logical' structure of this sentence 

can be expressed just as well with a different grammatical -structure 

Oeoge 
these bpeds were aiven me by my mothert but this chang s th 

4, lpsycholog-ical I Structure* '-, The tý psychological's -=, uld else) I structure", 

be modif ied by.,. zhanging the -oxdarýmf -the - constituents while preservilig 
t the same -grammatical (and flogicall) structurei-thsse bonds my mother 

. nsve me or ýy changing the intonstion structureq e, gs by shifting 

. L_ the nucleus from bends to csvpp mothers these etc., 
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. The claim that Qogicallý relationships can -only be vxpressed 

by grammatical structure may appear to be refuted by the fact that 

intonations for examples cons an occasion# disambiguate otherwise 

ambiguous 'logical' Structures. - The examples given under. meaning 

69 on p, 140 aboves are of this type. it will be recalled$ however# 

that these meanings were in fact shown to be not a property of 

intonation as such but of the interaction between intonational 

functions and grammatical properties of the sentences concerned. 

These -intonational functions ere in fact of the 'psychological' variety, 

and the explanation for the apparent ability of intonation to exercise 

'logical' functions lies in the potential congruence in týese copes 

of --logical" end 'psychological, structures. 'rb give anothez Bxam-PlO: 

He vynshýd nnd brushed his hnir (Holliday, * 1957sp p. 36) is ambiguout: 

with respect to its 'logical' structure -a result of its'grammatical 

ambiguity - since it is not clear what is the logical 'object' (the 

'goal') of wnshed. Howevers the fact that intonation can give a 

clue to the correct 'logical' interpretation of this sentence is not 

evidence of a 'logical' function of intonation. In most cases one 

would expect a congruence of 'logical' and 'psychologicaV structuress 

so. that 'logical' groupings within the sentence would coincide. with 

ýt 
. 

4"spsychologicall,, groupingso Intonation can-indicate-what-*these 

'psychologicall., groupings a-r8s and-thus-by implication can Indicate 

-the "logical'- groupings* -+fowever , ̀--this-Andicatio'n of $logical' 

structure is not properly a function of intonation; it depends on 

the identity of 'logical' and 'psychological$ structures, and this 

condition is not necessarily fulfilled. In the present example 
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intonation 
. 
(sipeciý. Ically.. Itonalityl) -Js able -to, -treat -the, iwholc 

sentence as one (13sychologicall) unit or as two (with the boundary 

after washed)t and this is likely to. coincide with the 'logical' 

distinction between washed his hnir and washed himself. But in 

fact the two need not coincide. That it Is 'psychological' rather 

than 'logical' structures that are being distinguished by 

intonation is evident from the fact that both vertions-are actually 

still. embiguous from a 'logical' point-. of.. view; both Ilogicall 

interpretations are possible with both intonation structures* 

The framework'giveri in Figure I-can thus be further differentiated 

as followsi '(Fig. 2) 

rig.. . 2. 
log Icra 1 

grammatical indicates 
structure structure, 

order of con- 
stituents 

indicate 
-* psychological 

structure intonation 
etc, 

3*3,5 'Intonation nnd 'sentence typOSO 

A further type ofý-'Intonational' -reýnlng`whare gremmatiebl'f9utors 

are. claimed to tw involved-is meaning 8 of the above list., (p. 140 

-types. ". 7"', Cal --, the 'indication lof, different" sentence Ths: phonologý 

parnmeter is here taken to be tone',., As mentioned above# there is 

a paradox in most treatments of this function. of Intonation. , 'While 

acknowledging 'Chat-intonation can distinguish sentence types# most 
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writers-alzo, -discuav-ýýthe-merininq, of intonation separately, f or'- 

each sentence type. This paradox depends on the ambiguity of the 

term 'sentence type's which can-easily be resolved if we follow 

Halliday (1967s) In distinguishing between sentence mood and 

sentence function; the former Is a grammatical devices vize the 

grammatical structure of the sentence as 'declarative's 'interrogative', 

'imperative's while the letter relates to the use of the sentence 

as a statement,, questior., or command. This distinction Is important 

because the two categories do not,, necessarily coincide- not all 

questions are in the interrogative mood, and not all declarative 

- sentences-are statements, letc. This separation 0 
'lso allows us to 

. "ClSr-ifY, -the-.. r'O'le. of -intonation herei when intonation is said to be 

able to. distinguish sentence, typEs, it is ýrlvaxly 
I unct, Ions that Bre 

Involved, and when the meaning of intonstion Is said to depend an 

the sentence type it is clearly mood that is meant. Intonation can 

clearly not Indicate sentence mood; the two are separate linguistic 

features* But it is legitimate to ask if# and to what extents 

intonation can indicate sentence function* ItAs widely-zccepted., 

for examples that a declarative sentence is used for a statement 

and an interrogative sentence for- a quest ionp,, but-sleo thert- a *question 

can be askedý-by means of a. declorative scritance and a rising Intonation 

pattern... 'This would give-relatlanships between sentence mood, 

sentence functions and intonation as in rigure 3j 

rig. 3 sentence mood 

4. indi6ste sentence function 

intonation 
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In. order to ý, clarlf y -the zole --nf -Antonstlan here we mus t 

examine briefly the characteristics of the other two items in this 

scheme: sentence mood and sentence function. The former is more 

readily described.. since it is a --syntactic phenomenon and we can 

list the syntactic devices available In the language in question# 

The classical canonical set includes declarativej interrogative# 

and imperative, and there is no reason to amend this# but a few 

peripheral problems nevertheless arise. The interrogative is not 

a unitary syntactic phenomenon Jn either English or Cerman but 

consists of two typesi the so called yes/no question end the wh- 

question. -There may well be syntactic characteristics shared by 

these two structures but the-reason for grouping, them together-as 

-, -Dne type -is, presumably --that 
they. --ran be associated with the same 

sentence function of 'question'. The syntactic distinction has 

nevertheless been found to be relevant: it is common practice in 

works an intonation to deal with the two types separately for the 

purpose of intonation assignment and interpretation. 

The other major problem is that of non-finite sentences. These 

differ syntactically from the other sentence types in not containing 

-verb ands since-Ahe position of the -is the a finite finite verbi 

crumial criterion for mood differentiation, these- sentences might 

-be isaid toconstitute ar -t -epamte -moodr, -'nr perhaps Ao 'stand %autside 

the mood system altogethere A more satisfactory alternatives howevert 

is to treat them as 'incomplete sentences in which the omission. (Or 

$deletion') of the mood-determining part (the finite verb) effectively 

neutralises the distinctions of mood that would otherwise be evident here, 
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'A'f urther #, '. though m DreArivial. - problem -exises'- in both English 

and 'German With' imperative sentencesp though' f or dif f erent- reasons 

in each case. In Englisho imperatives may not always be distinguished 

from declaratives if there is a supporting pronoun ('You do it')s 

while in German they may be formally identical with yes/no 

interrogatives in the polite form ('Gehen Sie nach Hausel. /7'). 

These cases are# however,. -- co incidents I . ýneutralisa tions of. distinctions; 

the chief significance they have for intonation is that they may 

allow intonation to be regarded as having a disambiguating functions 

More problematic than sentence moods are sentence functions. 

-These ore for less easy to classify since they are not necessarily 

.. charecterisable-by eny, consistptit linguistic feature b6t. depend on 

'., Attempts - have beun -vede to Invarporate -these f unctions 

Into linguistic descriptionss especially in terms of the theory of 

Performatives (Austin# 1962) and speech acts (Searle# 1969) (see 

also, below). The basic problem here, however,, is the difficulty of 

deciding what these sentence functions are. Well attested ones 

.. include statements questions commando exclamation# and so on, but 

it is difficult to know where to stoP. Even if we restrict ourselves 

to-. those, qhat-can profitably be used.; fc), r intonation ws, find an 

alarmlngývariety of possible ca#gaxlea. -Among those racognicad In 

, -'. the standard literature-an-intonation ores etatementso -quest Inns 

requiring-the-enswer yes or nog-commandst exclametionsp-requests 

(Armstrong and-Ward5 1926 ); questionsp statements, imperativess 

salutations# OPologies, exclemations'(Kingdong'1958 ); statementsp 

commandst exclamations# questions requiring the answer yes or no 
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(Schubiger,,, -, 195B--,, ý);., -ý-st, atleinentsp-, goners1 qupstionso,., special 

questions# commandsp interjections (O'Connor and Arnoldj, 1961. 

statementspquebtionsi, commands# answers, exclamations (Hallidayp 

1967 Apart from illustrating the widespread confusion of 

-ally# sentence mood and sentence function, these lists (which, incident 

are not-necessarily given in this. explicit form but have to be culled 

from examples) show how variable are the sentence functions that can 

be invoked. In additioni, many writers add to the list a number of 

categories of a rather different kind; incomplete groups, parenthesest 

(Armstrong and Ward); adjectionst vocatives, reporting phrasess 
. 

tags (Kingdon); tog-questions# non-final-sense-groups, enumerations 

, 
(Schubiger); -enumerationst. Inserted phrases# -, vocatives, apposition, 

cn-ordination -(Lee,, ýj 
960 

, -). . Even If. we-exclude .f ram-these Iists 

, lhose categories. which are syntactic -rather than. -f unct ions 1, we are 

still left with a considerable number - end# what is worse, an indefinite 

number - of functional types. Nor Is this particularly surprising: 

while. sentence moods are types of syntactic structure# sentence 

functions are types of language uses and there is no indication that 

the letter can be reduced to a small set of categories* 

A further problem here is that it is not at all easy to distinguish 

ventence-functions from 'attitudes'. This is reflected in the 

literature an intonation# where it is common to find sentence types 

end attitudinal connotations somewhat indiscriminately mixed in the 

statement of meaningse Kingdonp for examplep devotes soctions-to 

sentence --types, which -are --further -subdivided --inta za"tegories- 

Under 'imperatives' we flnd not, only meanings of the sentence function 

types such as 'commands's 'warnings's #requests#$ but also9within the 
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sente paradign. s. 'Impe tient. commands 1, ý., If rlendly, -, warnings ",, and 

'perfunctory imparativesIt which involve an explicit attitudinal 

qualification. 

'This state of affairs leads us to suspect that many. apparent 

sentence functions are not# in fact# pure functionst but include 

i. 'Bn, nttitudinallalement* Thus a-4request' might legitimately. be 

construed as a 'polite question', a 'demand' as a 'strong question$., 

and so one If these attitudinal implications. could be systematically 

excluded from speech functions It might be possible to uncover a 

basic set of functions of which all the others could be seen as 

derivations. The likely candidates for such e basic list would, of 

course# be statements question. and-command, which brings us back-to 

the set of sentnnce-moods jDnce moze. 'This might n1so be, supported 

-by. -zreference to,. participant roles in speech acts. If we accept that 

there are basic-ally three participants (corresponding to the traditional 

three persons) and that the first person is necessarily presents then 

speech acts can be characterised-as 12nd person oriented' or 13rd 

person oriented's The formerýinvolves some kind of involvement with 

Ahe listener; In the'latter the listener is the passive recipient 

uf "Impersonal" information. If we further invoke a notion of 

'directional ity I in the former case ( it is inapplicable . -in 
the letter 

as the third person cannot respond) so that the appeal'to the listener 

may or may not involve his, reciprocationg then we can provide a 

characturisation of these three basic functioTis'of statementq'ý- command 

and., questiong as follows: 
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1 30,2 A- '-2 

(statement) (command) (question) 

It will readily be seen. that other 'functions's such as requests, 

warningss etc. I do not, involve any further directions or orientations 

- with the possible exception of 'answers'. . -They simply add 

qualitative or quantitative modifications to ono-of the three basic 

categories. It is in this sense, then, that only these three should 

be considered to be sentence functions proper* 

A remaining problem, her. 9 is that some categories are not easily 

or-signed unambiguously to one or Dther, of- the basic categories. 

,, 4Demands'I --end, 'Irequest, s'IjP -for --exImpley-oppear-tt) ýfoll betvMun, questions 

and commands; 'warnings' fell betwenn statements and commandst etce 

-Awevar, it is still possible to consider these to be closer to one 

than to the other., " 

We must now return to the r6le of intonation in all this. The 

scheme given above (Fig. 3) indicates that sentence function can be 

indicated by sentence mood olus Intonation pattern. The usual .. 

examples given Involve declaratives: -a declarative- sentence with a 

rising intonation pattern is typically, it is claimed, a question. 

If-this is truel-then Intonation would appear-to be able to override 

the sentence moods dissociating it. from -the sentence, function most 

. Fj-. jjttjq-. mo. ro_, =mplex then 
-naturally ., expressed by, At. 

-The cesv ý49. - 

thist however* If both. sentence mood and intonation can Indicate 

sentence function it is revealing to consider the interaction between 
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those two* Restricting-ourselves-to-feirly, nbvious, mnd wall attested 

instances of declarative versus interrogative and fell versus risep 

tue may have the--following combinatlons: 

I* Declarative + Fall: 

2. Declarative + Rise: 

3* Interrogative + Fall: 

49 -Interrogative + Rise: 

fiats going to London 

hats going to London 

is he going to\ London 

is he going'to / Undon 

Of these, (1) and (4). should present no problems in the usual analysis: 

if both declaratives and falls are used for 'statements., and interrogatives 

and rises for questions.. then (1) and (4) should be unambiguously... 

a -statement and a question -respectively, on tvio counts. - The situation 

with '(2) und (3) Iso howeverp dif f crent. since the intonatIon vppc? ars 

to conflict with the sentence mood. Both these are regularly treated 

as questions in the literature, which suggests that it suffices for any 

chara cteristically 'question' marker to be present for the sentence 

to be Interpreted as a question. 

However# (2)p (3) and (4)p though all considered to be questions* 

are clearly not synonymous. Whats. thent IsAhe difference between 

them? Most authorities agree In regarding (4)-es the 'basic'# 

'straightforward's or 'neutral' form -of,, the,, '-. quaztions ' (2), -and(3) 

are regarded as conveying some extra implication., ar, attitudee' This- 

implies that a modification of Figure 3 Is called fors which would 

indicate that a combination of sentence mood. and intonation pattern 

-tanather''indicate both sentence function Pnd 13ttitudej vizs 
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sentence-mood sentence- function 

Fig. 4 
+ *-indicate-+. + 

intonation attitude 

(2) and (3) are worth further, exploration# howevers It will be 

noted that both appear to contain elements of both a statement and 

a question (not surprisingly, perhapss in view of the combination 

of apparently conflicting sentence mood nnd intonation pattern). But 

these combinations of statement and question are different* (2) is 

often regarded as an 'echo' question -a question which takes up 

what has just been said and questions it; it might. thus be a response 

to n statement like 'John's going to London's (3) is frequently 

Interpreted ms i3n. lassertival questions containing elements of says 

impatiencep or a tone of cross-examination. one way of Interpreting 

(2) would be to treat it as a 'questioning statement's which puts 

foreward a statement for ratification or denials rather than actually 

asking a question; (3)9 on the other hands does ask c. questionp but 

it does so in an assertive fashion. In (2). therefore# the 'statement' 

element appears to predominate over the 'question' element; in (3) 

the 'question' element, ls paramount. (2) is a.. Iquestioning assertion's 

(3) an 'assertive question'. 

. 'In an Jmportant sensev -theref orep the f unction of the -intorratton 

pattern is not so much to indicate the sentence function. -this-being 

, ., _. provided for by 
-the sentence, moodg. as- -ta add, on Implimition to-ý'it- 

And although this implication may appear to be akin to a sentence 

function it is certainly not identical to it. The rising intonation 
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does, ý, not-re3l. 1y,; ý., signifyý', 'question -, i but ý im thex---,. -Lhat-7ýthe -sentence 

'is 'open$ to a response,, This Is in fnct--confirmed by the existence 

of another kind of meaning given to sentences such as (2) bys for 

example# Schubigers ý O'Connor and Arnoldj, and Hallidayt. that of 

contradiction* The speaker again treats the sentence as something 

which is 'open' to question. This connotation is naturally 

appropriate for questions, hence (4) is treated as 'neutral'# but 

it is also not Incompatible with statements. Similarly$ the falling 

Intonation of (1) and (3) does not signify 'statement' as such but 

rather a kind of 'closed' or unequivocal sentence* Again. this is 

entirely appropriate for statementsp but it is not incompatible with 

questionst as in (3). 

'Brown 
. 
(MS) has, -argued --a-sImilar paint with ýzerjzrd to-the Intonation 

of imperative sentencess In which# she observes# the basic sentence 

function is not dependent on the intonation pattbrn used. In respect 

of the use of a rising intonation with declaratives with the 

connotation 'echo question' she makes an exceptions however. She 

regards this as "the clearest example I can discover where intonation 

.! 
Loes appear to identify the function of an utterance"s As argued 

abovel howevert an 'echo question' is not so much a question as a 

statement held up for confirmation or contradiction, WhnLis: being 

'questioned', furthermore# is not the propositional content of-the 

sentence as such# but rather the fact of its being stateoQ Sentence 

(2) above,, as an echo question, could perhaps be paraphrased as 

You -statet-but T wonder if iyou really -m"no th-at-he 4s,. -go, ing to- nd nI. 

As noted above, such sentences are actually statementsp but with an 

element-of 'questioning' or tappeall in theme 
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-7hase remarks-have Ampartant -`, lmpll-cntionsf or 'the'., biterpretation 

of the meaning of intonation andt incidentellys for the meaning of 

sentence i-wod. Despite the implicfStion of Figure 4 that a combination 

mood and. intonation indicates n combinstion of sentence function 

and attitudes there appear to be much closer links between intonation 

and attitudes and between mood and function than Is generally 

appreciated# and., what is mores, thare is a certain consistency in these 

relationships: the same sentence function appears to be involved. 

with a given mood whatever the intonation# and the same attitudinal 

implication appears to be present for a given Intonation whatever the 

mood. Of. coursej, the few examples given haze clearly do.. not. jystify 

such a sweeping claim; the situation haxe-is =t-necessarily to be 

generalised, to nther combinntions of mood and Intonation- Howevorg 

this consistency of-connotation for both moods and intonation patterns 

Is 8 claim that is being Put forward here; the apparently contradictory 

evidence of many descriptions of intonation which claims with 

Halliday . (I 967a sp. 41 that "the value of the tones varies withs and 

depends on. the choice of mood"# is here attributed to the kind of 

undergeneralisation discussed above* and which will be further exemplified 

below. 

;..., In the context of, -the present.. discussionq. ýbowoverp the most 

'Important conclusion is-that-the indication of-sentence-functionpis 

not one of the meanings of Intonation. In -the cases wheze Intonation 

is said to have this meaning what in fact happens Is that the 

intonation contributes -an -implication-tio the 'function -conveyed by the 

sentence moods This Implication may# as in the case of the rising 
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intonation,, come close. to converting Dne-function Into mnothsrp 

but not quite. 

3@3.6 'Textual' 9nd Imodpll fu nctions 

It thus becomes clear that all the narrowly 'grammatical' 

functions that have been recognised for intonation are not actually 

exercised by intonation itself. Intonation cannot be said to have 

.a 
'grammatical' function in the sense of indicating grammatical 

relations as such or of indicating 'logical' structures and sentence 

functions. The list of meanings of intonation which was presented 

at the end of 3#2 (Pe 140) Can thus be greatly simplified* In 

principle we find two-basic genex-al- categories into which the functions 

-, of inton-atimn ran be -put-: .. a,, -set 1Df -1psychological' functions, (which 

it is more convenient to call, following Halliday (1970b)s Itextuall)v 

including the division of utterances into parts of various kindso and 

the assignment of 'prominence' within these utterances and their parts; 

and an lattitudinall function# which# to allow for more general 

application will here be called 'modal'. Both the 'textual' and 'modal' 

functions are complex and problematic, and are-therefare deserving 

. of more detailed examination. This will be-undertaken In. Sections 

3@4 and 3,5 below. 

To conclude the present discussion we may attempt a further-p-and 

-porhaps rtither speculative, modification of the echemeAhat has been 

: devoloPed solart Ahoug. 4 this scheme is -intended as-a' kvisual-tild' 

rather than as a definitive statement of relationshiPs. The discussion 

of Isentenco types' and the rtrle of intonation allows a differentiation 
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of the, functions Andicated -*by lhe -various llngui: stic, f eatureso 

as follows (Fig. 5): 

Fin. 5 
#logical' structure 

grammatical 
sentence function structure 'S 

uQ order of constit nts 

intonation 

$psychological' 
structure (= 'textual') 

'attitude' etc (= 'model') 

3.4 The tpxtual function of intonation 

3.4.1 Introduction: the role of textunl fentures 

The textual ., 
(what. we havn -so -For ýcalled 'psychological') function 

is dorcribed, by Halliday (1970b) ns "the set of options by means of 

which a speaker or writer is enabled to create texts to use language 

in a. way that is relevant to the context". More specifically# and 

less ambiguouslys we could describe it in terms of the speaker's 

ability to communicate not only certain propositions# 'logical' 

structures, but also the role which these structures or their parts 

are intended to ploy in the communication of informationgTor instance, 

the degree of importance to be attached to various p6rtst vjhat-the 

hearer As to, assume as already. known in the con texts 'and. zo,. an. 

That languages have, a textual structure of this sort Is beyond 

doubts though it has hp`rdly received the attention it deserves. 

-Textually -different renderings of the, some --IlogicaV -orý grammatical 

structure are mostly treated as alternative ways of saying the. same 

things froe options of no semantic significances Nevertheless, a number 
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of linguists have turned their attention to these matters, the most 

consistent, among Ahem 1. belng ý. me mbers 'of Ihe: Prague ý, School# ý, bcginning 

with* Mathesius (1928),, and continuing with madern'Czech 'scholars 

such as Firbas, Daneg, BenesY., Svobodal, and otherst under the name 

runctional Sentence Perspective. However, other linguists* outside 

the Prague groupp have also concerned themselves with textual 

features, e. g. Bolinger# Dressler and Hallidny. 

A main stumbling block in the study of such a function is that it 

is difficult to isolate the categories required to describe it. 

The linguistic devices available, or at least the major ones, can 

certainly be ascertaincdt the chief among them being word-order. 

Others ores for example# anaphorat particles, pauses and other 

. -rhythmiczI. -feBtures, ands. last. but -not least, 
- Intonation. Eut what 

--the functional dimensions involved here are, and how they may be 

, related to one another., is less clear. in the following pages we 

shall consider some of the main devices available and their interactions 

in order to isolate the particular characteristics of the textual role 

of intonation. 

3.4* 2 Textunl fevitures 

3.4.2.1. GrammaticEl Structure ; Rs P t-extunl device 

Grammatical structure iss as-we have so idp Ahe, only, means., eve ileble 

. 
`to convey different. 'logical# structuresý This - 

is# -however not the 

only function of grammatical structurest the'selection of a part. icular 

construction also his textual implications. ' 'Individual grammatical 

structures arep of co'urselp large'lý'lenguage specific but the textual 

use of grammatical structure as such is probably universal. A few 

illustrations from English will serve to clarify what is meant here* 
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-, -., ()ne-well-known, ýcn, -. oýuhere -different--grammat'ical structures . -havv 

different toxtual implications Is the active-passive relationships 

eage in such pairs as: 

John has read this book 

Ve This book has been read by John 

The textual nature of this distinction was recognised in traditional 

grammaro Jespersen'(1933)2 for example, suggests that such pairs 

"mean essentially the same thing and yet they are not in every respect 

synonymous". The existence of both allows one to "shift the point 

of view"; "as a rule the person or thing. that is the centre. of 

Interest at the moment is made the subject of the sentencep and 

thorsfDra the verb Is in some cases put In the activas In others in 

-"the 1)asslve" (pe 120)9 

I 
Another well known syntactic, device. that is used for textual 

purposes is 'predication' (Hallidays 1967b Pj. II.. po 236)v which is 

able to pick out various parts of the sentence, as in the following 

versions: 

It is John who has read this book 

It.. Iz-this book that John has read etc* 

The-textual. significepce.: oF such different syntactic versions-'af the 

, BamO '10gicall -Structure, is evident*- even though it -is. nat always 

108sY to - state exactly what-sort of textual categories are required here. 
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3.4.2.2, o -Word-order 

Apart from the use of different grammatical- Structures there 

are other devices for giving different textual structures while keeping 

the grammatical relations constant. The most widely discussed of 

these is word-order (which should perhaps be qualified to 'word- 

order proper's in vievi of the fact that grammatical differences such as 

the ones discussed above also involve differences of word-order as 

ýa grammatical device), The principle here Is that by varying the 

order of elements - different degrees of 'weight', limPortancs's, 

lemphnsis' etc. can be attached to them. 

'The crucial category around which most of the discussion of the 

Aextual use of -word-order, has revolved 4s- theme, -The-prapeT'daflnition 

'of"-the "'theme$ l3nd* itz ý 8PPlicat Ion ý-has'tven ý, tha -Tmin, concern of 

scholars within the frarneviork of Functional Sentence Pert3pective. 

There is considerable disagreement as to how the theme is to be 

def ined. For Mathesiuss the theme is "that which is known or at least 

obvious in the given situation and from which the speaker proceeds" 

(quoted In 'Firbas., 1964)s The assumption is that by marking a 

particular item in the sentence as $theme' the speaker Indicates what 

he takes to be 'known' and intends to take as his starting points - 

Mathasius's conception of the theme embodies two charactzristics with 

the 'implication Ahat -these tuio- coincider "that which is. known" and 

"that from which the speaker proceeds", Later-writers howe*vers-hýve 

not equated 'theme' with 'what is known's Halliday observes (1967bg 

p. 212) that Othere- is-in the unmarked-ease so* -an association of the theme 

with the given" (i. e. known)s, but "the two are independent options, "s 

And further (ibid. ) "while 'given' means 'what you were talkingabout', 
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w'as Itelking-aboLit b,, Fore')v', AhGme -means ý'Iwhat 'I Bm 

talking aboutIp (or 'what I -sm"tolking abotit'nowl)"o Similarly 

Firbns states that "the theme need not necessarily convey known 

information'$ (1964, po 272), 

There is disagreement not only abaUt the functional interpretation 

of the theme but also the linguistic devices which may be said to 

Indicnte ite- In his criticism of Mathesiust 'Travriicek asserts that 

the "verbal expression" of the them6 "stands at the very beginning 

of the sentence" (quoted in Firbes, 1954, p. 269). The same view 

is expressed by Boost (1955)' and by Halliday (19670,, both of whom 

take the'-Initial position of the sentence to be the place for the 

,- -theme. .. rirbaso howevers takes -another vlcw; -'for -him'"the lheme is 

I- -constituted., by lhe (Dr.,, vlvr. mnts) carrying the IDwest 

degree of CDII (= 'communicative dynamism') (19549 p. 272)., the letter 

being "the extent to which the sentence element contributes to the 

development of the communication " (ibid. p. 27D)e Although he states 

that "sentence elements follow each other according to the amount of 

communicative dynamism (= CD) they convey, starting with the lowest 

and, grodually passing to the highest" (1966, p. 240), he nevertheless 

claims that "the essential feature: of the theme cannot be sought for 

in a,, consistent .. union of . -the 
thome with, thv . bpgInning of , -the sentence" 

. (19649 p. 11273 -4)*---8enA (1964) follows FirbasAn not equating-the 

. theme with the Initial element, but nevertheless accords Initial position - 

some -functional status, designating. it the 'Basis I -of the sentenceo 

It is evidents thong that the categories involved in the textUal 

structure are far from clear, since agreement has not been reached an 

either the functional distinctions required or the linguistic features 
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which are, supposed! to -exeralse lbese:, Tunctinns. ý:, "The-ýdiscussion 

has at times degenerated into a, pUrely termin6logical question. 6 

what shall we use the term 'theme' to describe? However# a number 

of distinctions have arisen In the course of the debatey viz: 

0) whnt is spoken about v. what is said about it 

b) what is given/known v. what is new/unknown 
0 

C) what conveys the least information v. the rest of the sentence 

d) whnt comes f irst in the sentence v. the rest of -. the sentence 

rlathpslusls theme combines (a) and (b); Halliday's combines (a) 

and (d); Firbas's and Benet's theme is (c). 

To what ex . tent the 'topic' v. 'comment' distInction found in 

'-'sorrieý-A-nerican. worksj, e. g. liockett,, (1958), ýcen-be-equated vilth any 'of 

Ahe, zbove, d istinctions : is. not entirely clear. 'It--zPPearS AD coincide 

with (a)p since Hockett states (p. 201): "the speaker announces a 

topic. and then says something about it"* The same statement would 

also imply that it coincides with (d)s and almost all Hockett's 

examples show the themeto be the Initial element* But a number of 

cases are less easy to interpretv_such as (I asked) john/ to sit down., 

The vertical bar is intended to separate topic from comments but the 

bracketing of 'I asked' suggests, that it. is, toýbe omitted fzon - 

-, ý '4 considerntiont ýleaving�, -! Johnt es- the tapicp '-thdugti It- Is-not Initiele 

However* -since'- the' topic -. v. - --comment, 4. distinc t ion. 4s -not very -thoroughly 

worked out by American Iinguists, it is no doubt safer to leave it 

out of consideration. 

Cna of the difficulties-here is thatýthe two asPOcts Of the 

textual dimension - the means used and the functions expressed - are 
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not -always -clearly - distinguir-hedO thw-f our-. idichotomies-, listed 

abovej the first three are clearly intended. to be meaningful in the 

sense that they are functional categories conveyed to the listener. 

The fourth, on the othL-r hand,., is-not meeningfijl In this sense but is 

rather a device used to convey a meaning. Its appearance in this list 

Is simply due to the fact that several-writers- Travnitekp Boosts 

Halliday - consider it to be in n one-to-onn relationship with 

meaningful distinctions (e. g. 

Although discussions of word-order have concentrated mostly on 

the themep this is not the only category involved. Firbas's disclaimer 

about the consistency of the relationship between initial position 

nnd., theme Amplies-that other" positions"In, the sentence could also have 

,a -textual role. 

An exam, ple of a claim to - this ef f ect is f ound in Kirkwood (1970): 

Diesen Ort hatten die Studenten zum Ziel ihres 

Ausf lugs bestimmt. 

According to Kirkwoodp the 'theme proper' is die Studentenp which 

he relates to its occurrence "in an unstressed position following the 

finite verb". Here, thens another position in the sentence is put. 

jorward as-having textual status. In facts Kirkwood develops'thist 

s bowing that the subject of the sentence can-take--various positionsp' 

lllo. L.. of 'which'Ahis: post-verbal Position'-is the tweekest. 

A -' Several points arise from this, vxample. In the f irst placeýý": it 

. -"-.,, -offers evidence of* other posit ions'-in-- the 'sentence being accorded 

, "-some textual status* o It is cleart-neverthelesso that the item which 

here occupies the initial position (dinsen Ort). also has a different 

textual. role from that associated with it in its usual position after 
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thu verb. - If thiu-ic, sus Ahon,, whatý`teýxtdEil I -Tols. 'doos lt have? 

If Kirkwood is to be believed# it cannot be the theme# since 'die 

Studenten' is the theme. We might therefore invoke Beneg's distinction 

end refer to it cis thn "basis'. Ther: e is a-further factor herei, 

however; placing the direct object in initial position will# as all 

elementary German grammars will confirmt regularly cause inversion 

of, subject and verb# so that the normal place'for die Studenten is in 

fact immediately after the-verb -'where we find it here* Thus the 

two categories of thema'and basis do not seem to be totally independent 

of each other* In cases such as this it is really to be doubted if 

'theme' is really a functional category at all* since it seems to ba 

-totally, subordinate to the choice of 'basis. -'. In shortp thant the, 

are by no means clear. On the are hand it appears that we need more 

categories than simply 'theme' (with its opposite 'rhemel)p but on 

the other there are interdependences of categories which make it 

difficult to isolate the real variables. 

It will be noted, incidentally, that a structure such as that 

found. In-this example. is not possible in Englishe It is possibles. 

of course# for,. -an item, other then the subject of the sentence to. occur 

In f-irst position (Holliday's 'marked themel)q but this does not 

A. 
_ý-.. produce Invvision as Un., Cerman have %. I., * 

-etc. ). Thus'it i's evident that different languages may use different 

means for the same textual purpose ends conversely# that. the came - 

means may have a different function in different languages. English 

could not designate the grammatical subject as 'theme' (assuming 
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analysis As. - correct) In, -,, e sentence. ýzuch, 139 tha-above 

by placing it "in an unstressed position following the finite verb"# 

and it may be that 'initial position, has a different significance 

in. the two languages. 

This observation allows us a way of reconciling some of the 

conflicting views on the *theme' presented earlier* it was ably 

demonstrated by Mathesius (1928) that English favours. the equation 

of theme (in anybody's sense) with grarnatical subject, resorting 

to such idiosyncratic constructions as passives %vith direct objects 

("he was given sixpence" etc. ). English also appears to be reluctant 

to tolerate items other than the grammatical subject in Initial 

. position. ý Taken, together# ---these -principles 'prWict -Ahe xegular 

", m=urrence -, mf -the -theme- 
(eigain in -anybody's sense)' in kAtial position 

in English. Other languagess such-as Germant follow different principles; 

Cerman is both less insistent an thematising the subject and more 

tolerant of other coRstituents In initial position. In view of these 

differences it might be possible to reconcile -the competing claims 

about the theme: as a general and-universel principle Firbas's claim 

but that the theme need not be initiel MaY wall be-justifiable; 

from the point of view of English-, (and Halliday's claims. are restricted 

to-English) the, equatinn of thermeand. initUal position m; 3y. ýSlso be 

i-justif ied. Howevers-this-axgument rests an a. chain,. nf-implication,, which 

ultimately. goes back to the def Inition and recognitia .n of-the themet 

and neither of these is-particularly secure. 

f 
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3.4,3, Textual functions of intonstion 

It was said earlier that there ore many different devices that 

may have textual significance. Jtýcan. be no part., of the present 
. 

g eneral discussion to consider all of these, though one more remains 

to be discussed which Is, of coursep of central concern: intonation* 

The' r8le of intonation as a textual device in English and German 

will be explored in detail below, especially in-chapters 8 and 9; 

the discussion in this section is intended merely to outline the 

nature of the basic parameters and their. potential significance. 

Tho textual role of intonation Is a complex one# and various 

factDrs must be distinguished. lt. lsmlso a controversial ones and 

-t. hough 
-it. -Is geno-rally. -mcognised -that 

Intonation --eDes 
haswre. such 

''n zolot *the ýextBnt and nature of this rGle is a matter of dispute. 

As discussed, earlier (2.3@6)t Halliday isolates three intonetional 

'systems', which he calls 'tonality'# 'tonicity' and @tone'; if we 

oxtend our rank scale to include the paretone-groups then three 

additional systems, may be established in perallel, with these three: 

'paratonality's 'paratonicityl, and 'paratonel. The kinds of systems 

doscribed here are, In factt by no means unique to Halliday# though 

his -discussion of themý is perhaps the most explicit* Theýaystems' 

whose textual xelevance -is most widely-accepted are-Itonalityl and-- 

tonicity', -, t)r -their eqijjvjýjents. ý'The--presLnt`_"dlsc0ssion -tjill --thus 

-be-concerned with these two, together with 'peratonalityl mnd 'Pera- 

tonicity 1. .4 

The main intonational device that has been recognised as having 

toxtual significance is tonicity. There is universal agreement about 

the nature of the device itselft the nucleus of the tone-group may 
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be 1acated. -at'different pleces -with -P ý: W'f faxent -cDmmunicat'ive effects 

Just what this effect is is less universally, agreedp however. All 

writers ascribe to the item on which the nucleus falls a certain 

informational prominence - it is-the ! focus' of the tone-group - but 

attempts to make this more specific have not resulted in a consensus* 

Probably the most popular factor that Is taken to be involved here 

is the 'newness' of the item in qucstioni the nucleus must fall on 

a 'new' items and not on a 'given' one. The, xelationship between 

the nucleus and 'newness' is not a simple one, howevery since it is 

generally recognised, that more than one -item 
in a tone-group may be 

'new's and the nucleus will fall on the lsst such item (cfe especially 

Hallidays 
.1 

970a, 
ýp. 

41 ).. OtherT ectors are also Invoked In- considering 

A ---thn %role -of --tonicityp such,. aw"contrast. 4 nx lemphasIsle 'This retter 

will be pursued further in chapter 9 below. 

A system of a similar kind is parstonicityg the location of the 

paratonic within the. paratone-grouo.. The textual function of Pare- 

tonicity can be shown from the following sentences where the grammatical 

(and# indeeds 'logical') structure remains constants but differences 

of parat6nicity give different textual meanings to the utterance 

A:. (cf. Fox, 1973) s 

Lest week the // mýtch w3is onod un//til it started to rein 

ill- .I., -, f/ Y/., =ý,., paratc)! Ie-group,, bounderyt "ictone-group, boundary# --the- nuclBuS 

of each tone-group is underlined; tune-group, boundaries have been 

ý-. taken to. -coincide, with foot. bounds-rins). 

Using only falls and riSOB for expository purposes# the former as 

an indicator of the paratonict the letter for pro- and postpera- 

f 
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, tanicj, - we- can 'tabuletv the ''possibil I ties t)llows Z 

1) -4' -**' **, % = "but this week ites been bad from the start" 

"but this week it"s bad" 

"and the soma - thing has happened this week" 

These glasses are, of course# not the only Interpretations, but 

they will serve to indicate something of the r8le of different paratone- 

group structure as a textual device. This role is cleaiAy analogous 

to that of tonicity, since we miaht interpret these differences as 

involving differences in what is assumed 'known' or 'given's and 

hence what is taken to be 'new'. Unlike the rol: e. of tonicityp however# 

that of paratonicity Involves the categorisation of tons-groups as a 

wholes, rather -than of -their- component parts. It -. J. -I: eiridentp thens, 

Athat --the-, textual, "f ramawork-ran tv -extended in a systemat-It Pnd well- 

motivated way by the addition of a parstonicity 'System'* ' If the role 

of tonicity is to indicate the focus, of the -tone-groupp then that 

of paratonicity can be said to be to Indicate the Operefocus' of the 

par-atone-group* 

A further textual dimension Is provided by @tonality' and 1para- 

tonality'. Tonality has not been widely discussed in an explicit 

*, 'fashion# though it has- generally- bean recognized- that-the-tone grouP 

corresponds to a 'sense-group' etc. -The textual significance of 

tonality As "not--ulways --e*asy-. ýto 'assess# especiblly'. as most of 'the 
, 

explicit examples discussed by Halliday are cases where tonality is 

taken to have a 'grammatical' function. We have already seenthow 

such cases should be interpret ed not as ei grammatical use of intonationt 

but rather as the interaction between specific grammatical structures 
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and a purely', textual., use'-Df --intanationg -uhere'Ah a ! ran gruence of 

grammatical and 'psychological' (textual) structures gives intonation 

an apparent grammatical function. This textual. use of intonation 

can best, bo discerned -f rom- cosen'wh. ich do not-4nvolve grammatical 

distinctions# sage Halliday's example (1967si, ps 33)s 

// I saw John yesterday, // 

Vo // I saw John // yesterde'y// 

The first of these is said to consist of one 'information unit's 

the second of two* 

As with 'newness's reference to the parntone group : involves a 

f urther -vxtension iof Ahe f ramewark- flat,. only ýCarl rilf f arent numbers 

-be -numbers, of Df tone-groups.., given to. a. -sentences . but-. also ý Aiff-srent, 

paratone groups- An example would be (cf. Foxg 1973): 

/// I came // I spiw // I Ronquered /// 

/// I come ///I saw /// I Ejonquered /// 

For eXPository purposesl the first of these might be given the tone 

I pattern ,' -' \a the second the tone pattern \ "% \* The distinction 

would$ incidentally# probably be orthographically-zepresenteds the 

f oriner . would be separated by commesq the letter by f ull stops*, Again 

1:.. Jhe. '-distInct ion here is very similar to, -,, that Anvolved in giving 

different numbe=- of --iorw-groupp ý. to. a- sentence@ The paratans-grOup 

appears to correspond to an Anf armntion, unit In the same way that a 

tone-group doesp though this informa-tion unit is -larger in, size and 

SCOPS* Again., the terminology can be extended; the information unit 

- which is delimited by the paratone group will be called a complex 

informntion units The individual ($simple') information units 

ra, 4 J, ýO Výe qq. -), j (A-4 %U, ýw 0. Jwf WEA4 
40 q6. ý vW,, c-O a4xl, vi -Z a,, n, \Aýal 
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(corresponding lto tone-groups)-mvin, --also be,. rankp. d -in. -Athe : same, manner 

as tone-groups within the perntone group according to'their 

functional status, viz. as major and minor, 

The, whole framework for these textual units and categories 

indicated by intonation can be summarised as followss 

Unit Elements of structure 

Phonologicaliparatone group preparatonics paratonic 
postparatonic 

Textual: complex information unit parafocus 

Phonological; tone-group pretonic tonic 

. 
(major and minor) 

Textual, 3 ''Information unit -focus 

. -(major and minoz-. ) 

On the evidence of this framework and the categories it containsy 

the textual function of intonation is seen to be quite complex; 

intonation is able to indicate information units of different sizes 

and to assign to them or their parts a different statUs as information- 

bearing units. 

3,4,4 - -Intprrelrition af textu; ýl festures 

.,, '. The 
-various-textijal features--described-here.. do''nots. of-COUIrset 

-occur In Isolation but may co-occur and thus interacts if vie are 'to 

assess the rlo"le--of the various feeturess therefore, we must also 

consider their interrelations. Like-the features themselvess their 

interaction is inevitnbly language-8pecific in many cnsesp and we 
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shall, therefore conflne, Durselves', to considering a -f evi representative 

examples which will illustrate the principles involved@ 

We have seen that several grammatical devices may be used for 

textual -purposast ffeg*':. p3SSiVeS,.. - predication, and so one The 

extent to which such devices may be used together obviously depends 

on the compatibility of the constructions involved. Both passive 

and predication constructions can be used togethers for example: 

it is this book that has been read by John 

or it is John by whom this book has been readt etc* 

In transformational, terms, the ultimate outcome of the interaction 

between these two. devices would depend an the arder In which thoy 

-are mr-plied; -tho-'first of the above -two sentences WoUld TBSUlt frDM 

i,: the, mpplicationýof "predication' before . 'spassivisation', s while 

aPPlication in the reverse order would result in the second sentenm 

These niceties do not concern us hereq though the lack of intrinsic 

ordering of these tujo processes Is itself evidence of their independences 

Interaction of this kind naturally complicates the statement of 

the functions of different devices. We cannot readily says for 

example, that items can be placed in a prominent positiod either by 

passivisation or by prrdicntionp with the Jrplication that these are 

alternative --means of doing the some -thing P if Aue then f ind that both 

-can 'be used 'together- -and 'their; -combined use"is- textbally 

different from the use, of just one of themsor even that they can be 

combined - In diff a rent -urays - (as in the above example) with -textuallY ' 

different results. It is clear from this that pnosivisation 
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and-prudication are'not. alternative vjays nf doing the came thing# 

but have different textual functionso 

Crammatical devices of this sort can also interact with word- 

order proper (i. e. the linear sequence of elements with the some 

grammatical structure). Naturallys since grammatical structure and 

word-order proper share to a large extent the same dimension of 

variability - the linear arrangement of elements - we should expect 

a cortain amount of intoractionp indeed interference, between the two, 

Thusp although we can modify the order of eage 'John has read this 

book' to-'this book John has read' by placing-the direct object in 

Initial position, we cannot carry. out the some operation If the 

--sentence As reduced to -, -th,, i -status'. of D subordinate clau. 9 by the prior 

"-mpplication of predicationt i. e. the sentence 

* it is John this book who has read 

is Impossible* The same restrictions app. ly with the passive form Of 

this sentence. We can place the agent of the passive sentence in 

initial positiong eog, 

by John this book has been read# 

but not, except with a very different syntactic. interpretation# If 

1 prvdication has alreEidyopplied: 

it id thksýbook by John that has, been read* 

(Far-an 'interesting -trmnsfarmationeil-D=6unt of-the-restrictlionsfierrus, 

see Emondst 1970). The interdependence of grammatical devices and 

word-order will. presumably take a hierarchical form: u=d-order can,, 

only function as a textual device within the limits permitted by a 

given grammatical construction; in other wordsy the possible sequence 
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, of elements within -, -a -given -structure "011.1 depsnd, ýnn: the 'structure 

chosen* rather then the reverse. 

Our main concern here Is with, -the -interaction -between 
these 

Various features and Intonation. . -In considering the xelationship 

between intonation and grammar we are not concerned# of course# with 

the claims rejected elsewhere# that' intonation can indicate grammatical 

structures but rather with the relationship between intonation and 

textual aspects of grammatical structure* This -relationship has 

not gone unexploredt but the majority of those who have considered it 

have seen it only in terms of the possibility of predicting intcnational 

features from grammatical features. This predictability is not an 

-vnimport, ant-. question* - and we shnll, zeturn -to It In, datell, -: in chapters 

8 -end 9 belows -but. -the -interaction between inton-ation arid -grairinrar is 

rather-more complex then this* It is Indeed possible to regard 

certain relationships between grammatical structure and tons-group 

division# and between grammatical structure and -the location of the 

nucleus of the tone-groupp as 'neutral' or 'normal'; it is thus 

possible, in such 'neutral' cesess to predict the division into tone- 

groups- and the location of the nucleus. Thus lqalliday (1967c),, 'for 

examplep est8blishes, a -consistent -relationship botween, -the clause end 

-. ý, ths tone-group, so thatv for the most'ýParts thay'rarrespond., . ý'Civcn 

such, e consistont'relationshipi, tonality ceases to be a meaningful- 

systempand It no longer has any textual significancels it inerely 

reflects other significant variables. in a similar ways the $neutral' 

position of the nucleus within the tone-group iss according to 

H3111days an the last lexical itemo Here# tonicity ceases to be 
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meaningful since At ýis.:: entirely., ldete--minedý. by,, nther., f eatures of 

the utterance# namdly the llexibijll 'status bf-"the items in the sentence.,. 

and their order* 

It must be borne in mind, howeverp thnt these correspondences 

between grammatical features and intonation apply only in 'neutral' 

casese The status of Ineutral'tone'lityl and 'neutral tonicity' will 

be examined belowt but it is important to note here that 'neutral' 

does not mean toblioatoryt. Although Crystal (1975) seems to regard 

the rules he gives for deriving tone-groups from syntactic structure 

as more or loss inviolablep Halliday (1967s) is careful to allow 

'marked' forms in which the 'rules, are broken. His, ltpnality system' 

thus.. embodies , the. ý speaker Is ýmb Ility. -An-chaose r vither ý the. neutral 

-or-the-maxked terms and`-ihis system ls-accord6d lextual signif Icanco 

as 'Information Distribution', In the case of the location of the 

nucleus# both Halliday and Crystal allow this independence of syntactic 

structures although both accept that for the nucleus to fall on the 

last lexical item is the norm. 

We see P then# that both tonality and tonicity are in principle 

independent of grammatical structure- As an examplep we may take the 

, sentence given above, in its various versionss 

'(1) -,. John ýham. reed this book 

(ii) this book -hao'beem-read by John 

(ill) -it's John who has zeed this book 

(iv) this book John has read 

All of these allow. a variety of different divisions into tone-groups# 

with both different numbers of tone-groups and different placings of 

the tone-group boundaries. Similarlys there is no one place in any of 
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ithese where Ahe -, -nucleus ýYnust f all. It"I& ev identi: Aheref 'ore,, ' Ihe t 

these intonational parameters are independen't of"gra-mmatical structure 

and of word-order* There are# of coursep some natural restrictions 

an the validity of this principle;:, different orde; ýIngs_of elements 

inevitably allow different groupings to be madej and tho presence of 

additional items in some versions (such as been in the passive version).. 

allow additional possibilities for tonic placement. -,,. But this does 

not amount to the determination of tone-groups-and their nuclei by 

syntactic structure or word-order. 

All thesse various textual features would-thus ceem-to be independent 

of one anotherp and they cant wIth only few exceptions$ be freely 

-, combined, It would.. however$ be misleading, -to-see them as -tatn'lly 

`Unroltitvd-7-to-aroa mnothcr. -'As rentioned zbovap "ceveral writers'Find 

It convenient to establish 'neutral' versionsýof utterances* so that 

certain features, though they may not strictly determins otherso 

nevertheless make certain others more likely, This is surely not without 

significance, and it suggests that these various devices are not 

altogether distinct; they have a certain functional affinity. Thuss 

there is no evidence that the placement of the nucleus is In any way 

influenced by#-say, whether the, object-of the verb Is-singular-or 

plural; - but there. is ý. Uvidence (see r-hap ter- 9#. 'v'; twlcw) 'that It 

'Anfluenced by whether . '-tho, mbject.,. Js: 1a noun. or a pronouns, or whather'It 

-, Occurs in Initial or final Positinn-in-the sentence. 'There Is th6s 

evidently no functional relationship. between 'number' and 'focus's 

but therc is between 'facup' and anaphora or word-order. All this leads 

to the conclusion that although there may be several dimonsions to the 
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textual Nstructureýaf ýutterancesg: ý, jhis structurDfDrms- a -coherent 

intorrelatod whole, "From this It'follovis. "tha't in ettompting to 

elucidate the textual role of intonation it is necessary not only to 

isolate tho. various parameters involved but also to see them in the 

context of the whole textual structure. 

A few more specific remarks may be made about the semantic. relation- 

.p 
bL shi -tween the individual features. In principle, of course, the 

fact that different textual features co-occur should mean-that$ although 

related# they are nevertheless likely to be independent semantically 

(eege the fact that placing something in initial position and the 

location of the nucleus are independent of each other should mean. that 

the $categories ý. jof Ithemol/tbasic' and . 'focus'/'new' are not identical 

1 .1 In mooning), - Nevextheless, ., some -textual. devices are clearly cluser 

to one another than others. Halliday suggests (1967bp Pt. 2# p. 236). * 

for examples that the meaning of the predication 'it was John who 

broke the window' is "very close to that of an identifying clause with 

the sequence identifier - Identifieds John was the one who broke the 

windows both being related to // John broke'the window//N He goes on. 

to analyse the differences that can nevertheless be discerned between them. 

Another instanceý-ofý similarity between different devicess in this 

-: --xaso. involving diffe-rent devices lrý diffoxent -languages# .., cDn perhaps " 

"belound in'the, 
loquivalence-bf, 

tho -, use -mf, postpnraltordcs; in'lnglish,,. ' 

with 'marked theme' and-inversion In Cezmant cog, 

J-%know this boak 

efýd /// Dieses Such-\tennlich /// 
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Some "devices '(e. g. Ionicit `), seem: * to ý be ': in tsorz -zense'", stronqer, y 

than others. (e. g. passivisation)s so that sentences with the tonic 

on the some lexical items one ectivet one passivey appear to be 

closer to oneýanother. in mean ing., than 
-two passive sentences differing 

in tonicity, e. g, 

John has read this book 

(ii) this book has been read,.,, by-john 

(iii) this book has been read by John 

seems closer to (i) then it, does to (U)s which suggests 

that tonicity can override to some extent the semantic effects of 

passivisation. However., this intexpretation may also depend on what 

we -Lake itu be 'new' in sentences -(I) 'andjii); - equivalence of (I) 

with (iii) is less secure If P11 the -items of (I) are 'new' then if 

only book isp since in (III) the nucleus an the Initial element makes 

all the following elements 'given'. 

3,5 The ffodpl Function of Intonstion 

3.5.1 Introduction: r. odsl function snd syntactic context 

What is here called the 'modal' functIon of intonation consists 

%-principally of the lattitudinal, type. of meening,, recognised by 

almost all- writers on the subject a nd'--rega rded 'by, some as -the -chief 

meaning of-Intonatione- . 7he "more -neutral term--- 'model " has.. been-mdopted 

hore so as not to prejudge the nature of this particular type of 

meaning and to lopve the possibility open. for a rcther more general 

interpretation. This kind of meaning is rather more variable in its 

interpretation than are the others associated with intonationp perhaps 
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because the phonological parameter is, here ýpa-radigmatic-(principnlly 

tone choice) and thus involves Igradiencel rather than the 'all- 

or-none' (Bolingerp 1961a) . The phonolog ica L. complexity here is 

reflected -in a corresponding complexity of meaning. - 

As a first step t0wards identifying and sydtematising this 

type of meaning we must recall the discussion above of the relation- 

ship between 'attitude' and 'sentence type'. Though most reputable 

scholars recognise as a function of intonation the ability to indicate 

sentence types (i. e. sentence functions)p it rms shown above - or 

rather claimeds as little can. be convincingly. shown w#hout a 

, detailed -analysis of Individual -cpses- that the function of 

-An-tonation An thc relevant LCOSES jq, nat ppllyrequivelent to that of 

sentence moods but always involves an lattitudinall connotation rather 

than a sentence function. It was also claimedt further-mores that 

this connotation is constant for different sentence moods# 

This claim is perfectly consistent with the attempt made above 

to show that specific, lgrammaticall meanings of intonation (e. g. those 

involving transferred negatives etc. ) are simply particular instances 

., of a very general intonational function where. the Intonation Interacts 

with specific features of individual sentences,, ý Exactlyf-the-Eame 

principle Is involved-here, though the specific grammatical-features 

with which the Intonation here interects are -the features which ý indicate 

sentence mood. In order to establish what the contribution of the 

intonation is In such cases we must exclude that part of the total 

meaning which is nttributable to the syntectic features of the sentenceo 
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This is apparentlý not the view taken by, the : majorlty of -writers 

on the subject, who attempt to give as precise an interpretation as 

possible, and assume that this csn only be achieved by giving different 

meanings for the same-1. Pattern ln. ýcombinatlon with. different moods. 

Neverthele: 3s, the close affinity between the meanings proposed for the 

same pattern under different syntactic circumstances is evidents even 

with this approach# and few writers can resist. the temptation to 

draw more general conclusions as to the meaning of -tonel or tone-types. 

However, this is generally done with some feelings of guiltj to judge 

from the -apologies and reservations expressed. Writers apparently 

feel that they must dissociate themselves to some extent from such 

a dub iou3.. procedure. - Schubiger (1958)o for-example, -divides her tones 

Into- type- F(all) and type, R(iss) . -ignd =mrrients i' "The serant ic 

difference between the two types will be dealt with in detail in 

Section B. But Ps n pr,,,, ctIcPl sid, a summary characterisation must 

be given at the outset" (p. 11, underlining added). She evidently 

feels that such a gener-al characterisation is theoretically indefensible# 

but can be excused as a 'practical aid's The some ambivalence is 

found in Halliday (1970). While asserting that "it would be useful 

if we could find some overall meaning" for the various kinds of 'rises 

and falls, he concludes that "anythIng which Is- general -, mmugh to 

I- '-BPPlY AD all-. Df 'them is. -not likely 
ýto 

be very onliqhteningý . (p. 23). 9 

And$ while -accepting that intonatian can, have -quite different Spec , if ic 

meanings in conjunction with different sentence moodsp he himself 

suggests that "in fact these are merely the various kinds of special 

significance that the tones can take an in particular contexts" (ibide 
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p. 25),, and he tontatively gives general meanings for tho individual 

tonese 

The view taken in the present study is that the general meanings 

of this kind, which can be attributod to intonation patterns 

regardless of context) ore the meanings of these patterns. The more 

specific meanings given In conjunct-ion with specific moods arev kt 

is maintainvd, the result of illegitimately including in the meaning 

of the intonation pattern connotations which ore properties of th6 

context - in this case the syntactic context. 

An attempt to arrive at general meanings for intonation must 

therefore begin by eliminating all such contextually dependent 

features of the menningo The task is not easy, since tha reanings 

are so general as often to elude a precise characterisation; it is this 

that has led to the conclusion that there ore no such general meanings. 

The general point to be made can' be illustrated with v s3moles indeedt 

given over simplifieds example. Suppose that we dec'de to considea. 

combination of sentence mood and intonetion pattern as constituting 

an $impatient question' and another combin; ation of a dj. rfE! rent mood 

with the same intonation pattern as constituting an limpatient 

command'. obviously, since the 'question' nrid 'commond' elements 

of the meanings can be attributed without difficulty to the sentence 

moods we can generalise the meaning of the intonation pattern to the 

label 'impatient'. But what we are not entitled to do is to ascribe 

to the intonation-pattern Plone the function of indicating sentence 

functions. The effect of such a procedure would be to necessitate 

u distinction between tho meanings of the pattern in the two cases. 
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Such an example ist of course, too obviouss and instances of 

such a crude incorporation of sentence function into a meaning are 

rare. But cases of _this 
kind nevertheless do occur in a somewhat 

disguised forms especially tjhere the label-given conceals a covert 

sentence function. Thus we find meenings like Irequest'j, 'entreaty's 

'warning', 'retort', and so on, which contain, -alongside the attitudinal 

connotations a sentence function. This automatically restricts the 

application of the meaning to sentence moods for which this covert' 

function is appropriat ep and-gives the Impression that the intonation 

pattern means something different with different moods. 
- 

Schubiger 

(1958)9 for examples labels the same pattern lfriendfylp 'reassuring's 

'encouraging, for statements and 'polite request' for commands. Yet 

if a request Is a friendly command (which is one possible interpretation) 

then the difference of meaning disappears. The same pattern appears 

under wh-questions with the label: 'interested request for informacion' 

which clearly restricts the meaning to interrogatives. Similarly* 

O'Connor and Arnold give a single pattern the label 'guarded' for 

statements, 'wondering' and 'scepticism' for questions# and 'calm 

warning' for commandso Removal of the covert sentence functions in 

those labels results in a fairly consistent meaning for all three. 

Similarly, terms-like 'confirmntion't 'contradiction# etce used by 

Schubigers O'Connor and Arnolds and Halliday# seem to contain an implied 

statements ends not surprisingly# they are largely restricted to 

declarative sentences. 

Cases of this kind are fairly common in the literature on 

into. notion, and may well be the principal cause of the proliferation 

of labels for intonation patterns. They are not the only castes of 
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illegitimate Inclusion of contextual featuresp however* Another 

such feature is the 'polarity' of the sentences Les whether it is 

positive or negative. When O'Connor and Arnolds for examples give 

two cases of 'concession' (1961, p. 61), they label them 'grudging 

admission' end 'reluctant dissent'. It hardly needs to be pointed 

out that these are identical, depending on whether the sentence Is 

positive or negative, 

Althouqho for obvious reasons, all these examples have been taken 

from the literature on English intonationy the same criticisms apPly 

to works on other languagese Covert sentence functions are contained, 

for examplop in labels such as behnuptend, fropendl wsrnendp and so on# 

used for German by, among others# Sievers (1890)s and Vi6tor (1898),, 

3,5*2 p,, enninq nnd linternretntion' 

There are also other ways in which the sought-after generality 

of Intonational meaning can be obscureds even without involving 

grammatical context. The following are the meanings given byVConnor 

and Arnold (1961 )f or their I tone-group one I in statements (p. 33): 

"Tone-group one is characteristically used to convey a cool# calms 

Phleomstic, detached, reserved, dispassionate, # ! Lull, possibly qrim 

or-surly attitude on the part of the speaker. "' We notice first Of 

all the rather long list of alternative meanings givens O'Connor and 

Arnold are# of coursel not alone in this; many other writers give 

long lists# though Kingdon gives much shorter ones and Halliday prefers 

to give a single label to each of his 'systems',, We could interpret 

lists of this kind in two ways: they may indicate either that the 
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pattern has several different meanings# one for each label., or that 

there is only one meaning but several different labels are needed to 

cover it# since each label covers only a part of the meaning* In 

those caces, such as the present ones where the labels given are 

near synonymsp we may suspect that the letter alternative is the 

correct intarpretatione 

On closer examinations howeverp we find that the meanings given# 

though similar, differ to some extent in kind. The first six meanings 

might legitimately be regarded as an 'attitude of the speaker to 

what he is saying', but this cannot really be said of doll# which is 

not an attitude of the speaker but rather the Impression he gives 

his hearers, while orim and surlyg though perhaps attitudes of the 

speakers are not attitudes to what he is saying but rather attitudes 

to the listeners, or at least whet the listeners hear as such. These 

differences are significant as they reflect a difference between what 
10 . tho speaker is saying and how the listener Interorets what he says* 

We must be careful not to confuse vjhrt the speaker Is sayino end how 

he is sýnyinq it with what the listener can deduce about him or his 

nttitude from the fnct thnt he is sny-Ino it or thnt he is 
-saying 

it in 

this pnrticular_wly. Thus the speaker may., consciously or unconsciously* 

give a detsched or non-committal intonation to his utterance (these 

labels are not necessarily adequate but they will serve for the Purposes Of 

exemplification),, but the way we interpret this intonation will depend 

on the context of the utterances its contents and the circumstances 

in which he utters it., If the content of the utterance or the circumstance! 

suggest that the speaker should be more involvcd or excited we may 
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consider him dispansionpite or phleomstic. If we find such n 

characteristic unattractive we may consider him dull. If social 

convention requires him to show involvements ifp for instancet the 

content of the utterance is known to be important to-u6, the 

listeners, we may regard his behaviour as unfriendly and consider 

him grim or surly Needless to says other circumstances, may lead us 

to interpret his behaviour more favourably - as laudable discretion# 

for oxample. 
p 

This example shows clearly a further dimension of difficulty in 

establishing the meaning of intonation$ but it also points to where 

wo must look for a solution, namely in the elimination of such 

'interpretations' from the meaning. Only in this way can vie establish 

what the actual contribution of the intonation is# and what is sirr; ply 

the result of the interaction between this intonational meaning and a 

specific situation or context. 

To be fair to O'Connor and Arnolds and also boccuss it confirms 

these remarkst it must be added that the second edition of their 

work (1973) shows an awareness of these problems and indeed attempts a 

nolution along the lines indiceted above. The revised entry for the 

L equivalent pattern for statements is much more cautious; it readst 

"it typically conveys detpchmentp a lsck of involvement in the 

situation. This may be variously interpreted as coolnesso 

disenssionstvnesso reserveg dullnessi and possibly grimness or surliness 

on the part of the speaker"(p. 48)- The basic meanings are thus 

reduced to twol which are presumably intended to be synonymouss and 

the other meanings are treated as 'interpretations's 
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3v5*3 Modal function snd phpn; 1on1cnl systems 

Before proceeding further In the attempt to establish the nature 

of the 'modal I meaning of intonation we must. recall that the 

potentiality for meaningfulness is directly dependent on the 

phonological systems available. As previously remarked., the chief 

phonological variable involved here is tons choice# and hence the 

number of distinct meanings vie recognise will be a direct reflection 

of the tone-system we ostablish. ' We have see'n) howevers that tons,. 

choice is not the only paradigmatic variable in intonation# and systems 

of different kinds can be established. 

The kind of meaning considered so for has been that related to 

the choice of tone in the major tone-grcsups of paratone-groups (though 

this is, of courses not the formulation given by the writers on the 

subject), The tone of the major tone-group determines the basic 

character of the paratone-group from a modal point of views but there 

are also differences in minor tone-groups. Most writerss of courses 

escribe to intonation a 'linking'. or 'continuative$ functiont but in 

the present approach this is unnecessary; we simply have to consider 

that these tones occur In minor tone-groups. However, It. is rarely 

possible to recognise 'major' or 'minor' tones as suchs as some tones 

- non-folling ones - can occur in both classes of tone-groups This 

naturally raises the question of the possibility of equating the 

f functions of tones in the two types of tone-group. It is tempting to 

see in both rising minor tones and rising major tones an element of 

'openness' or lundecidedness'; but the temptation should perhaps be 

rasistede In any case it seems better to regard the modal function as 
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property of the whole paratone-group rather than of individual 

tone-groups, in which case the rising tone of minor tone-groups has 

n purely 'structural' function rather then c'modal meaning. ' Nevertheless 

there are*of course# different tonal possibilities for minor tone- 

groupst different kinds -of non-falling tone aro found here and these 

differences znuld have modal significance. 

An examination of the literature on this point is interestings 

Armstrong and Wards ends following themp Schubigerp simply discuss 

the possibility of having either a fell or a rise in 'non-final 

sense-groupsto but this choice is not given modaý significance: "the 

choice between the two patterns is a matter of styles of personal 

speech habits", writes Schublger (1958, p. 69); "the fall has no 

specific connotation". In the present'work a fall in such cases Is 

seen as occurring only in major tone-groupsp so this particular . 

choice Is here Interpreted differently. Schubiger does allow n. fall- 

rise to occur instead of the rise in minor tone-groups, howevers, but 

egain concludes that "hares toos there Is no specific connotation" 

othor than "giving more prominence to the nucleust's Kingdon recognises 

only one pattern - the low rise - for lunfin. ishod' utterances. "Apart 

from the indication that the utterance Is unfinished", ho, writes, 

(195B., p. 73) "it convoys no feeling of its own% Howovers he does 

give several examples of non-final tones (though not all of these 

can be readily regarded as minor)p and in most cases he treats the 

meaning of these tones in analogous terins to that of their independent 

use* Halliday (1970apo 30) characterises the differences between minor 

tones as expressing "types of relation between clauses% vize a 1OW 
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rise (Tone 3) indicates 'co-ordinvition' nnd a fall-rise (Tone 4) 

indicates 'dependence'. 

It Is notevorthys thens that f or the most part writers do not 

interpret the differences between the different possibilities for 

n. inor tones in a paratone-group as 'modal* They are seen as 

involvinq, differvnt types afý, relationship between parts of the utterance., 

or, at most greater 'prominence' for that part of the utterance 

which carries the tones In short, thent these differences are 

basically textual rather than modal. This confirms the view that tho 

-modal function is exercicod not by individual tones as such but by 

'Parstones' - complox tonal structures involving'major and minor 

tones. 

Other tonal possibilities are provided by the 'secondary systems' 

(Hallidays 1967a) which include both pretonics and variant forms of 

the tones. of interest here is whether the different phonological 

status of these systems is reflected in the meanings There iss in 

feet# a tendency to treat the pretonics differently from the tones; 

whereas 'tonal' meanings are generally of the 'modaV kinds the 

pretonics are often interpreted as simply indicating the deor of 

emphnsis with which this modal meaning is expressed. Typical labels 

for non-neutral pretonics are 'emotional intensity's 'lively and 

emphatic' (Schubiger)p 'special emotional emphasis's #emphasis's 

more cheerful's 'more colourfull (Kingdon)s 'forceful' (Halliday)@ 

There are, howevers one or tui3 counter-examples. The first relates 

to the English 'low riselp which is given different modal meanings 

with differont pretonics by P number of writers* For Schubigers a 
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low rise without a head has the connotation 'casual, or 'guarded'; 

with a neutral head it is 'friendly". 'reassuring's or 'encouraging', 

A similar distinction is made by O'Connor and Arnoldt a low rise 

with r, low head is 'guarded' or 'resentful's but-With 3-Istepping head' 

it is 'soothing' or Iro3osuring'. Halliday's distinction is comparable: 

his low rise with a neutral protonic is 'confirmatory's but with a 

low pretonic it is 'Casual' or 'uncommitted'. These distinctions'of 

meaning do not eopear to be very different in kind from those ascribed 
0- 

to differences of tone. 

Another counter-example to a clear distinction between tonic and 

protonic mieenings is found in the interpretation $emphatic' given by 

several writers to the 'complex tones' (rise-fall end fall-rise), As 

we have scent 'emphasis' is usually associated with protonicso lt ist 

howevers a moot point whether these complex tones should be seen as 

entirely independent; some writers record them as variants (#emphatic' 

variants, in fact) of the simple tones. The status or the reanings of 

all such secondary distinctions is clearer then that, of the protonic-, 

in that hero vie cnn make an assumption that the meanings are a 

modification of the basic meaning of the tone-types since it is 

precisely on this basis that these distinctions are set up in this waye 

That ist - the only justif ication for regarding# say# a wide and narrow 

fall as variants of one tones and a wide and narrow rise as different 

tones, is that the difference in meaning in the former case is less 

than in tho latterg or is of a different, and less significentp kindo 

Not all writers recognise explicit subsystoms of nuclear tones# 

but in practice almost all recognise some sort of 'emphatic' veriantsq 
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generally characterised by increased Istress' and wider pitch range* 

What is-not entirely clear, however, is the relationship batween 

this kind of 'emphasis' and the 'emphasis' indicated by the'various 

pratorlics. In fact, it is noticeable that thero is a ýonnection 

botween different kinds of pretonic and tho-different secondary 

nuclear tones; 'emphatic' pretonics do appear to occur more readily 

with 'emphatic' varieties of tone. However.. we should obviously hot 

bo bound by a commitment to finding such a connection* In any. cases 

it is not clear if lenphatic' applied to pretonics means the same 

thing as 'emphatic' when applied to the nucleus. According to Hallidays 

the variants of nuclear tones are 'contrastive' rather than 'emphatic'* 

In the context of this general discussion of the nature of tho 

modal meaning of intonation we cannot pursue this discussion of 

specific phonological parameters further without a detailed exeminotion 

of the actual systems obtaining in given languagese This will be 

reserved for later chapters. Here It is sufficient to note the problem. 

3,5*4 Ilm nature of the modsl function 

So for we have been concerned with the problems of generalisation 

involved with the modal meaning and with the relationship to 

phonological features- Apart from the discussion of 'sentence function't 

however, we have not attempted to establish precisely what kind of 

modal meaning is conveyed by intonation. Any attempt to set up precise 

categories goes beyond the general discussion that is being undertaken 

in this section, but some general observations of a tentative nature 

can be made. They will be taken up again where appropriate in the 
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analysis of the specific f entures of English and Cerman undertaken 

in chapter 10. 

One general point -mus t be made in connection with tho genere'l 

view that intonation indicates lattitudes's, 'moods*# or 'emotions'* 

If this is so# it is nonotheless evident that this cannot inclUde 

Istates -of mind' such -as -'happy's 'sad" etc. 2 vjhether tcmporary or 

parmanente Such states of mind, however temporarys clearly prevail 

throughout whole conversations and, if intonation were to indicate- 

themp all the utterances of a speaker would be charactorised by the 

same intonation pattern for that conversation -a state of affairs 

thot clearly does not obtain. The meanings expressed by Intonation 

are thus evidently local in the sense that they relate to specific 

utterances or parts of utterances; 

Whatq then# Is the nature of these 'local attitudes'? Since the 

literature on the subject# with its tendency to be over-specific and 

context boundp is not necessarily a reliable guide# it is more 

profitable to approach the matter more IdeductivelY's as it wores by 

considering the nature of 'attitudes'. if um accept that there are 

various components prasent In aý conversation - speaker# hearers topics 

and external circumstances being the most obvious ones - then we can 

establish three basic kinds of 'attitude' that the speaker can be 

subJect too viz' 

i) attitude to what is said 

ii) attitude to the hearer 

iii) attitude to the external circumstonces 
(the lost of. these might be interpreted rather widely to include 
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both linguistic and non-linguistic context). 

It would be possible to put many of-the metinings found in the 

literature under one or other of these headingse Meanings such as 

'committed', 'involved'.., and the like could be regarded as attitudes 

of the speaker to his subject matter; 'friendlylp 'patrohising's 

'polite' 
_stca.. as attitudes to the hearer;. Ir-ontradictory"t limpressed' 

etce as attitudes to the verbal or non-verbal context* 

A slightly difforents but comparablep framework is provided by 

Brown (MS). She lists several types of meeningt among them 'attitude 

to the utterance' and 'attitude to the interlocutor'. 

However, the assignment of specific meanings to theoe cetegories 

is by no means alw3ys-unambiguouse Is #casual' for example) an 

attitude to the hearer or to the subject m3tter? In some-casasý 

furthermores the meanino does not fit easily : into any category, as with 

'reservation', 'inviting further contributionlp and the likeo These 

can hardly be called 'attitudes' at alls but seem in some way akin to 

textual functions. 

'The difficulties encountered here suggest that a simple 

I 

categorisation of modal. intonational meanings as different types of 

'attitude' is inadaquate6 But in what respect? We could perhaps 

remedy the defects by a rather generous interpretation of attitude, 

or by simply adding other types of meaning to the lists Brown (MS) 

for example# lists four non-textual meanings; in addition to the two 

kinds of attitude mentioned above# she has Istructuring the interaction' 

and 'indicating sentence function'. But the oddition of further 
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meanings does not offer us a way of charecterising the nature of 

the modal function as a whole and thus does not allow us to capture 

the necessary generalisations - assumings of course, that there, cre 

gonermlisatians here to be captured. 

Here we must consider a further point that has altunys been 

foxgotten dn, discusslonszf Intonational. meaning. Wei racall, Ih3t 

the phonological parameter here is tone (or 'paratone')., that iss 

the operation of systems within tonal units. We have already discussed 

above the fact that the functional units demnrcated by tonal units 

are not 'logical' ('ideational') or syntactic but textunle iiiis being 

so# it is evident that the tonal features we are considering here 

are systems operatinq within textual unitsp and thus we cannot properly 

consider the meanings of these systems-as contributing to or. 

commenting on the 'logical' content of the utterance as such, indepondently 

of its textual structures In other wordss since the phonological 

features involved in. the indication of the modal meaning of Intonation 

ore characteristics of textual units$ this modal meaning. itself is 

to be regarded as essentially textual. in nature. In so, fars therefor-39 

as the modal function is concerned with, lattituder-'s they are Itextual 

attitudes'. 

'This conclusion seems quite plausible# though it does not seem 

to have been considered by writers on the subject; the lattitudinall 

connotation or its equivalent is seen by most as relating to the 

propositional content of the utterance# the hearers the situation etcas 

and not, as proposed here, as part of the textual articulation of the 

utterance. At first sight it is not clears of courses what this 
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proposal entails,, as the expression 'textual attitude' is not very 

informative. But JI, seems reasonable to suppose that n speaker may 

have an lattitudal to an utterance or part of an utterance ps n unit 

of Itext'; he is able to assign a kind of textual implication to 

parts of his utterance. This will become clenrer if vle Gx8mPlifY it 

f. ram fp,, oltsh,, -. 1pnd meanings of the various tones n, ight 

be-interpreted in essentially Itextuallterms. Thus the falling tone, 

in so far as it is assigned any connotation at all by writers -on the 

subject, is seen asp to quote O'Connor and Arnoldp 'definite and 

complete'. Textually., we might say that the speaker regards it as a. 

'closed' unit of Information. The high rising tones on the other hands 

is generally assigned such meanings as Iquestion't 'contradiction's 

and the likes which via have earlier interpreted as an 'open' 

connotation. Both these meanings - 'closed' and -'open' are what 

might be called 'textual attitudes' since they are not attitudes to 

the contents the hearers or the circumstancesp but relate to the rtle 

that the spbaker wishes to ensign to parts'of, his utterances in the 

discourse In which he is involved. Indeedp it is precisely the 

attompt to relate the meanings of intonation in such cases to the 

propositional content that leads to such erroneous meanings as 'question'- 

etc. being assigned to the patterns involved, 

The some principle can be extended to other tones. The low rise 

is generally given a connotation such as Icasual's 'perfunctory's Otcep 

which, in textual terms) might be interpreted as conveying n lass 

Idef-inital meaning then the fell or high rise: less 'closed' then 

the fallp and less 'open' thnn the high rise. The meaning of the 
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fall-risep often given an IreservedIt 'contrasting's implication' 

etc* j, can likewise easily be interpreted in textual terms: the 

informaLion unit-concurned is offered as only a"part. -of thc'relovent 

information, with the other,, complementerys part impliebe 

Such interpretations of the meaning of the various tones ores 

of cour-ses merely -suggestive of the . 1ine of npproach rather than 

attempts to provide definitive meanings. They show that the model 

meaning of intonation can be interpreted quite plausibily in textual 

terms* This does not exclude en lattitudinall connotation in the 

usual sense, but it is an attitude to the part of the utterance 

concerned as a unit of text. There mayýf or example, be an element cf 

parsonal Involvement of the speaker - this is probably the case with 

the rise-fall - but this is not incompatible with a textual inter- 

pretation. The same can be said of 1cmphasis'; the speaker may indicate 

the degree of textual importance he uttachca to his utterance, 

in sump then, the modal function of intonation is here seen in 

essentially textual terms* The 'attitude' convoyed, is not an attitude 

to the propositional content but to the utternnce as a unit of text- 

Naturallys this may at times appear to be akin to an attitude to the 

propositional contents to the context or to tho, hearers but this is 

simply because the textual 'value' of an utterance is related tot 

indeed dependent on# such factors; but it remains a distinct dimension 

of meaning. 

3,, 6 Conclusion 

The above discussion of the meaning of intonation presents e 
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viow which in some respects differs, from that found in many of the 

standard works on the subject. ' 'The aim of this concluding section is 

to give this view a rathor more coherent formo drawing together some 

of the remarks that have been mado at various points in the discussion 

so, as to arrive at a more cenernl statement of principles* 

Muth of 'the criticisin levelled at existing discussions of 

intonational meaning in the present study centres on ono basic point: 

the me8ninr -nerally ascribed to intonation are too specific# too 
. js gL 

dependent on the contextp whether this be grammaticel, or situational, 

As far as the grammatical context, is concerned it was shown that the 

particular 'grammatical' functions of intonation (e. gs with Itransferred 

nogativel and tho like) are reducible to more general) non-grammatical 

meanings, and that the specific 'grammatical' functions that appear 

to be Involved here are simply the result of interaction between these 

general meanings and the specific grammatical context. A very similarp 

though less easily demonstrable point was m3de in connection with'the 

supposed ability of Intonation-to distinguizh different sentence func 
. 
tion So 

Herep aosin, intonational meaning interacts with a specific gramrratical 

feature (sentence mood)'s but it is ilIL-gitimate to ascribe the 

ability to distinguish sentence functions to the intonation patterns 

The situatio'nal context . is also a contributory factor in 

obscuring the generality of intonational meaninge .A 
distinction must 

be made between the meaning of the. intonation pattern as such and tho 

interpretation that can be put upon it by a listener (cfe the discussion 

of OtConnor and Arnold's 'Tone Group One'# above), This distincticn 

between meaning and interpretation is important for reducing the wida 
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range of meanings ascribod to intonation patterns, but it is 

also of wider significance, as it impinges on questions. relating to 

the nature of utterance meanings, in general. Here intonatim f irids 

itself in the front line of debates in the philosophy of language# 

though neither philosophers nor linguists havet as a rulej seen its 

sign ificance.., A word or two In this connection may noti, thereforej, 

be out of place, 

rarlier philosophers of language were concerned largely with , 
the purely 'Propositional' parts of sentence, with the logical 

structures underlying them. The communicative aspect of sentences 

was thus almost totally ignored (cf. Searles 1971). More recentlys 

however# there has been considerable interest shown by philosophers 

of language in precisely this communicative aspect and in the transfer 

of meaning from speaker to hearer. One such philosopher is Grice 

(1957s 196B)s who makes a distinction between what an 'utterance-type' 

means - what he calls its 'timeless meaning' - and what the Outtererl 

means - what he calls the 'occasion-meaning!. The first of these 
. 

is the 'propositional' part of the utterance, while -the second relates 

to the speaker's 'intention', which he has to convey to the hearer@ 

Another philosophical approach comes 'f rom Austin (1962) p -and is f ollowed 0 

up by Sej3rle (1969)o Every utterance is seen vs Including not only 

a proposition but also 0.1performativelelement; it constitute$ a 
f 'speech act' -a statements promise# etc. It thus has not only - 

Ilocutionaryl (i. e. 'propositional') but also lillocutionaryl forces 

In additions it may achieve a certain effect on the henrer - persunsipns 

smusomentp otc, - which constitutes its 'perlocutionaryl force. 
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One is immediately tempted, of courset to relate the 

meaning of intonation to these cate9oxiesp psrticularly by seeing 

it in terms of the speckarts intention, or of illocutionary' or 

perlocutionsry forces. After all, it Is widely believed that 

intonation indicates not the proposition itself but an attitude 

to it. As much is, in fact,,, assertcd by, Searle (1965), who 0 

re.. Fers to "function-indicating dc-vices" which indicate "what 

illocutionary force the utterance Is to have". These include 
01 

"word-order, stressf intonation-contours punctuations the mood of 

the verb.. and finally the set of so-called performative verbs". 

'Ir we were to rollow up these suggestions the result would be 

to see the meening of intonation in essentially illocutionary 

terms, perhaps as a modification of sentence function. Since writers 

vjho cdopt the 'speech acts' approach generally consider that sentcnces 

always contain an explicit or Implicit performative verb imh1ch 

Indicates the illocutionary force, we might be tempted to see 

intonation*as in some senzs qualifying this performative element, 

This temptation must be resisted, however# as the identification 

, Df intonational features with Illocutionary aspects of utterances 

serves only to confuse the issue, as will be demonstrated in what 

f ollows. 

The distinctions made by these writers suggest that we must 

separate three aspects of the meaning of an utterance: whst is mennts 

what is siids and whnt is communigntcd, What is meant refers to 

the intention of the speaker, what is sold is the actual content of 

the utterance, and what is communicated embodies its perlocutionary 
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f orce. The relationship between these is best seen from cases 

where they r3re in corf lict, I. e. - where the speaker does not mean 

what hE, -says or -where- the effect is not what hb intended. - Such 

cases are not devinnt; they are quite normal. We are not concerned 

here with cases where a given sentence mood appears to conflict 

-with its-sentencel-unction with scho questions)i we havD Blready 

offered an interpretation of these which does not recognise the 

conflict. We are concerned here with more serious cases. where there 
0 

-1 is a genuAne difference between 

Still in connection with speech 

it is not just a given sentence 

an expected function, but where 

expected functions i. e. where a 

is used as a questions command 

what is said and what is meent. 

octs we may consider cases where 

mood that seema to conflict with 

a given function conflicts with an 

ststement (not just a declarative) 

etc. Examples of this would be "I 

suppose you went some money" for "Do you went some money? " or "The 

door's open" for "Close the door" etc. Cases of this kind constitute 

a problem for speech-act theory: what Is the implicit speech act 

in such a sentence? We must Invoke the 'intention' theory: the 

speaker intends a question and a command respectively# even if his 

utterance does not contain Indications of these functions. More Or-utc) 

problems arise where it is not just a question of illocutionary 

force but of the truth of the whole proposition that is at stake. A 

typical case here is sarcasm. I may say "How lovely! " and mean "How 

dreadful! " and so on. Again we may ask what an utterance such as 

"How lovely" means hero* What it appears 
. to mean ("how lovely")# 

what the speaker me'ans ("how dreadfult')s or both ("I any but I don't 

mean 'how lovely"')? 

S. 
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When we consider the Intonational devices available to us in 

indicating sarcasm tue find that such utternnce3 are often. characterised 

by patterns such as the rise-fall, which in non-sarcastic 

utterances would be interpreted to mean something like #personal 

involvement I, 'enthusiasm' etc. # i. e. as a marker of sincerity. 

'Yet;: h-ure'At -appe-ar's tu, Tnean insincerity. , Clearly. # it is intolerable 

that the some intonation pattern can be said to have diametrically 

Opposed meanings. 0. 

This conflict does appears however., to be crucial for sarcasm; 

successful sarcasm relies an the discrepancy betwaon what is said 

and what is meant - both elements must be involved but only the 

former is actually contained in the utterance (by definition). The 

intonation pattern here thus clearly hns*the function of emphasising 

the sincerity of the utterance - what is saids not what is meente 

The implications of this are clear: the meaning of intonation 

is not related to what the speaker means (Grice's 'occasion meaning') 

but to what the utterance means ('timeless mebningl), Furtharmaret 

if we take the argument one step. further# it is not dependent on 

uhat Is actually communicated; -the hearer may or may not get, the 

point of the sarcasm, but this in no way effects the meaning of what 

is said. For this reason Austin's view that an illocutionary act 

depends on an 'uptake condition'. i. e. that the hearer must comprehend 

the speaker's intentions must be rejected* 

slightly different but nevertheless analogous example is 

concerned with the speaker's attitude to his interlocutorg which Is 
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often given as one of the types of attitude conve yed. Into this 

category come such attitudes as 'friendliness's 'politeness' etco 

Without prejudice to the possibility of such attitudes being 

indicated,, if' not 'by intonation then by paralinguistic features., 

it must nevertheless be observed that such attitudes are often 

likewise not contained in the utterance itself # even if they are in 

some sense 'conveyed'. This is demonstrated by the fact that thd 

same utterances with exactly the same intonations may be construed 

as polite or friendly on one occasions and impolite or hostile on 

another. I mays for example, tell a close friend before an important 

public occasion that he has egg on his chin and it will be construed 

as an act of friendship; to tell a complete stranger the some thing 

in the samn way In a crowded bus would be considered impolite* But 

this difference of interpretation cannot be regarded as being contained 

in the utterance itselfo including the intonation; it results. frOm 

knowledge of the conventions as to how to behave appropriately In 

different circumstances., 

This inevitably amounts to a rejection of the purely Ocontextual' 

approach to meaning# at least as for as. intonation is concerned. 

It impliesa strict obsorvance of, the distinction between 'semantic' 

and 'pragmatic' aspects of utterances which this approach rejects. 

The upshot of all this discussion is that the range of meaning 

of intonation becomes considerably narrowers though more-general, 

We must exclude from this meaning both speakers' intentions and 

hearers' interpretations. We are concerned only with what the 

titternnce itsolf can be said to meant where 'the utterance itself' 

must naturaily include not only a proposition but all other explicit 
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linguistic features. 

The relationship between the 'propositionall. part of an 

utterance end the intonationel features was also discussed 6boveo 

Basically, It vins claimed that inltonntion# especially in its 

'grouping' and 'accentual' functions (i. e. tonalityp paratonality., 

1onicity., pa. zetonicity), cannot be related to syntaxi directlyi but 

only indirectlyp.! Lip textual structure. Intonation thus constitutes 

a sepmrste dimension of structuring from Ilogicalt structures even p 

though the two may in fact often coincide. Putting it in slightly 

different termst we may say that utterances can be seen from two 

-points of view: as Dropositions and as messnoes; the first contains 

the logical structures the second the textual structure. This Iso 

of courses a division of meanings not of linguistic features as such* 

so that although intonation is restricted to the message$ cor, 1ponents 

syntactic devices can be used for the purposes of both proposition 

ond message. 

The particular contribution of intonation was divided above 

into two basic categories, textual vnd modale 12y separating these 

twop howeverl'it is not intended that the modal category-should be 

regarded as part of the 'proposition'. It was argued, in facts that 

the modal meaning of intonation is actually textual# in that it 

represents the speaker's 'attitude' (for want of a better term) to 

the utterance as text.. as 'message'. It may not be too for fetched 

to see'something of a parallel between the relationship of this kind 

of modality to the textual meaning proper and the relationship between 
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the 'modal' end1propositionall categories in somo forms of 

grammatical description., -notably those of Ross and Fillmore. 

Fillmors (1968) postulates an initial rule ofýthe*grammar which 

establishes these two as immediste constituents of the sentence, 

v iz. S ý- P(roposition) ýJ(odsl), where P is expanded 

Into NIP., VP et. c. The modal part conteins elements such as tenser 

moodp negativitys etc. In a sense# therefore, we might see the 

Modal part as n kind of qualification of the propositions stating 

the conditions under which the latter is valide Though the modal 

aspects of intonation are cletýrly not quite the same as this, they 

nevertheless do constitute a qualification of the textual meanings 

a statement of the conditions deemed to apply to the unit of text 

thus qualified. 

Continuing our somewhat speculative reriectionss therefore, 

via arrive tit a scheme something like the following: 

proposition + modality of the proposition 

utterance 
<message 

+ modality'of the message 

The extent Lb which this scheme is valid must# of courses remain 

open for the present. 

If we attempt to summarise briefly the general approach to 

meaning presented in the foregoing discussion and compare it withy 

say, the set of meanings given at the end of 3*2 aboves tje could 

give as the two most salient features of the present approach that 

i) intcnation J-, fnr more of n unitnry phenomenon thon is' 

generally assumed 
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ii) it is ossentially an independent phon6manono 

By (i) is rrivent that, instead of., setting up a 16-ng list of possible 

meanings f or intonations we may legitimately consider intonational 

meaning to be essentially of one kind (though of course it mey be 

differentiated into eub-types)j, Le, it is textual, By (ii) is 

-meant-thn-t Inton-ation is not directly dependent on 'logical" or 

Isyntnctic' features of utterances. The 'textual' function is an 

independent dimension of meaning. 
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PARr TWO: COMPARISON 

Chapter 4: 

4.1 Data 

Platorials and Methods 

For tho purpose of the present study it was necessary, to 

examine in some dotail material in both English and German in order 

J. lo, establi-sb 1he -intonational features occurring in each language* 

However, since the field of intonation is notoriously wide it was 

necessary to impose a number of moro or less arbitrary' restrictions 

on the sccpo of the materials used. The first such restriction was 

that of geographical scope, It Is well knoun that intonation varies 

ragionally, but an investigation of these variations could clearly 

not be part of the present study. It was therefore unavoidable 

that the analysis should be restricted to some form of 'Standard' 

pronunciation in each case. That such standards are to some extent 

fictitious is, of courset cleart but it is at the same time evident 

that many varlatiost particularly among educated epeakorsq tend to 

cluster around an ill-defined, but nevertheless recognisablS norm* 

in the case of German such a norm tends to be North Lerman in type, 

though it Is certainly not identical with the somewhat artificial 

pronunciation advocated by Siebs (1961). The Siebs pronunciation 

could nevertheless be considered as falling within the scope of such 

a norm. In the case of English it is customaryt and perhaps justifiable, 

to take R. P. as the norm, In neither case, howevert can the norm' 

be interpretod too narrowly. 

In the event, the materials examined would appear to support 

tho contention that intonational variation is not an wide as has 

sometimos babn supposed - at least for educated speakers. Tho 
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prosent writart for examplo, taho. is not an P. P. spoakerl did not 

f. ind any significant difforencebetwoon his own intonational usage 

and that of R. P. speakers. ' Nevertholesst in the few-cases where 

non-standard forms were suspected (and this was generally evident 

from the segmental, and even grammatical features), the texts 

't. ed fzoum consideration, , concerned vere wlt 

A amcond restricibion that had to bo recognised was that of 

style of speech. Naturally, no attempt could bo made to cover 

even a reprosontativa selection of different styles. Neverthelessp 

in order to ensure as much generality as possible for the results 

obtained, the material was not restricted to one particular situation 

or Imodet. The data includod unscripted informal conversationt 

unscripted formal convorsationg scripte'd conversation (radio int-erviews 

and pl3ys), and scripted monologue (radio talks). 

observations wero not, howeverp confined to the recorded datat 

and indeed it must b6 explicitly denied that the present study is 

essentially corpus-based# The detailed phonetic analysis was naturally 

exciusively or recorded material, but neither the phonological nor 

the semantic featurcs. could be established solely by the inspection 

of recorded data, 'Thu examples from the data given in the succeeding 

chapters are thu's in the nature of supporting evidence for the claims 

made rather than the basis of these claims. In all cases the systems 

postulated arc based an knowledge of the languages concerned combined 

with observations of specific points over n period of time. 

4,2 T13 

The I)rimary method of investigation of tho data was auditory; 
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in addition, however, parts of it w are selected for more detailed 

instrumental analysis. Two mairi instrumental techniques were 

used: 

1) Sonograph 

This-uas done-with a time-scale of 21 inchos/socondg and 

an expanded frequency scalet displayed linearly, of 1, inch to 

approximately 50 Hertz. This was found to be entirely adequate for 

tracing the fundamental. In those cases where the energy level of 

the fundamental was too low to be clearly distinguishable -a common 

occurrence at low frequencies - it proved to be a relatively simple 

matter to calculate the frequency of the fundamental from that of the 

higher harmonics. The advantage of this technique over the pitch- 

motor is that it allows a simultaneous display of other features of 

the utterancet and thus assists the correlation of intonation with 

segmental phonology. 

2) pitch-Pleter 

The pitch motor was coupled with a mingagrapht giving both a 

logarithmic display of the frequency of tho fundamcntal nnd. a display 

of the amplitude* This technique uas much quicker than the Sonagrapht 

but interpretation was sometimes difficult at low frequoncieso 

In the case of the Sonograph the frequency curve was plotted antg 

music manuscript paport taking the lines of the stave - the speakers 

analysed by this method wore all malo - as 80t 100t 120t 140 and 160 

11ortz. For poak frequencies it was nocessary to use ledger linosq on 

the some scale. In the case of the pitch-motor the frequency was 

traced directly onto graph paper. 
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In all cases structural information was supplied auditorily. 

In practice this meant inserting foot and tone-group boundariesp 

and locating the tonic syllable. Other phonological informdtion-l. ias 

also derived auditorily, i. e. systems of tones and-proionics. 

The r6lo of the instrumental, material was thus to provide detailed 

phonetic spocification of the phonological features perceived, rather 

than to serve as a means of establishing those phonological featuýes* 

3) An additional source of information was entirely artificiaýl. 

Two synthetic utterances were produced with the Edinburgh speech- 

synthesiser PAT. These wore the German sentence "Sin geht heute 

Abend in die BibliothektI and the English sentence "She's going to 

Loods tomorrow". These were selected for synthesis as 'neutral' 

utterances# which'would be likely to be susceptible to the widest 

range of intonational modification. The German sentence was 

synthosised 'by analysis', i. e. by copying the spectrographic analysis 

of a recorded utterance, and the English sentence was synthesised 'by 

rule', i. e. by using previously prepared sets, of'parameter values. 

The rules were those of Holmesq Mattingloy and Shoarme (1964), suitably 

adapted to conform to the design of PAT (Ilest 1967a). Durations of 

the segments wera put in by analysis in both cases. The resulting 

utterances were reasonably successful by the standards of synthetic 

speech, but the unnaturalness of all such utterances mustt of courset 

be borno in mind, 

The purpose of this synthesis was to test the validity of the 

hypotheses derived from the analy3is of actual speech. Pattarns 
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observed in the instrumental analysis were synthesised in a somewhat 

idealised form, to test whether the principlosýunderlying those 

patterns had been understood, This procedure made it possible to-vary 

only the intonation while keeping all other parameters constant. 

Some reservations must be expressed with rogaTd, to the adequacy 

of the 
-synthesis, ýdaspiýe_tbe zoasonably satisfactory quality-of tho 

synthesised utterances, Though due care was taken to align the 

fundamental frequency parameter accurately with the other parametorsl 

the results in some cases indicated thatv for whatever reasont be it 

technical difficulties or human error, the alignment was not aluays 

perfect and the output utterances did not quite coincide with the input. 

Where this deviation was clearly evident the utterances in question 

wore cmittod from considerationt but there is, of course, a possibility 

that errors have gone undetected. Inferences based on the data in 

such cases may therefore be suspect; all conclusions are thus best 

seen as hypotheses whi. ch are in need of more detailed and more controlled 

verification. It lies outside the scope of the present studyt howeverg 

to undartalke such an investigation, 

4.3 General Reservations 

few more g9noral reservations can perhaps best be stated at 

this point. In the first placat the relatively wide scope of the present 

study (it doals with two languages and involves investigations at a 

variety of levels from experimental phonetics to textual analysis) 

inevitably detracts from the thoroughness of the analysis. No claim is 
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made, thereforop that the study is in any sense exhaustive* A 

second limitation relates to the writer's own-competence in the 

languaqor. in question. Although native speaker fluancy -can sometimes 

be a bar to perceiving the structures and features of a language in 

that the speaker is-insufficiontly detached from his material (cf. 

p. 27 above), in the assessment of 'modal' implications of intonation 

and in exploring the limits of acceptability this fluency is almost 

indisponsablo, Though intimately familiar with both languages, the 

present writer cannot claim such fluency in more than one of them* A 

further limitation is imposed by the comparative nature of the work, 

uhich nakes it inevitablet perhapsq that features of both languages 

are ignored precisely because they offer no scope for comparisong i*P-* 

because they are identical in the two languagast andq perhapst even 

universal* As far as possiblev however, this tendency has been 

anticipated and steps taken to minimise it. It is hoped that in this 

uay the characteristic weakness of comparative studies - dwelling on 

superficial differences while ignoring More fundamental similarities 

has been avoided. 

4.4* Preliminnrios to comparison 

13efore a co. mparative study such as the present one can be undertakeng 

a number of preliminary questions must be briefly touched on which 

relate to the nature of linguistic comparison and its theoretical and 

practical justification. Such Justification appears to be necessary in 

victo of the fact that a number of linguists are opposed in principle 

to comparative analysis, They no doubt base their objections on the 
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Saussurean principle which regards language as Oun systOme oý tout 

so tiontf, a structure uhose parts are mutually defining in terms of 

theivintornal relationships. Extornal relationships, such as those 

involved in comparison, seem at the outset incompatible with such a 

principle. This becom as clearer when we consider what comparison 

entails. - -it 
Is concerned with similarities anddifforences between 

olementst patternst meanings, etc, The problem is that tsamenessý 

and 'difference' is very hard to establish when the things compared 

are not defined with reference to any third term. Furthermoret 

comparison of features of different languages demands that these 

features are in soma sense 'comparable', that ist 'equivalent' in 

come respect, Thus to compare feature x of language A with feature y 

of language B we must know that x and y are instances of tho same thing. 

But on what basis can this sameness be established, when x and y are 

defined only in terms of A and B respectively and thus cannot be brought 

into a relationship with each other? This situation is what we rught 

call thoimpasso of structural comparison. 

It would be unduly pessimistic to conclude from thist howeverg 

that comparison is simply not feasible# still loss that it is undesirable* 

In so far as linguistic theory is concerned not just with lnnquan 

but also with languago we are entitled to seek out those principles 

of structuring which characterise language as a whole and distinguish 

them from 'accidental' properties of individual languages# This can 

only be done by a comparison of different languages. 

Comparison is thus justifiable; but is it feasible? This will 

depond on whother we are able to carry out comparison in such a way 
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as to avoid, or at least minimiset the structural impasse, A number 

of principles and procedures have-evolved in the-courso Df language 

comparison uhich attempt to do-just this, the basic-aim being to 

establish some sart of equivalence betweon, the items compared. In 

nineteenth century historical linguisticst-of courset comparison 

r-oached a high Jevel; here, zquivalencE: . uas established by -tracing 

the items concerned to a common source. Saussure was unable to 

reconcile this latomistic' approach with a structural analysis of, 

language Post-Saussurean linguistics has, however, managed to 

achieve something of a reconciliation* As far as diachronic comparison 

is concerned, Hoenigsuald (1960t Preface) writes: "While it ibt 

of course true that the individual contrasts are definedp synchronically 

at each stage, by the system as a whole, there can be no ambiguity 

- in their separate treatment from stage to stage so long as it is 

possible to identify elements of the two successive systems as homologous% 

Sychronicallyj toop ways have been found to overcome the impasse 

of structural comparison and make it possible to describe 'external' 

relationships between 'internally' defined systems. Uotions like 

'overall patternt, Idinsystoml andg more recentlyt 'pan-dialoctal, 

grammars and the like have been introduced to facilitate Ithe identification 

of parts of separate systems as 'homologous'. Most of those concepts 

are intended to applyt howevorg to systems which are closely related 

or are within the competence of the same speaker. It is loss 

straightforward when two separate 1 anguages are compared. 

The difficulties involvod may be illustrated by considering the 
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comparison of intonation pattorns. If wo uish to maka a phonatip 

comparison of such patterns,, -i. e.. onc which examines. the actually 

occurring pitch shapes in dif f eront languages, we mu3t have -some 

knowledge of the degree of phonological equivalence between the forms 

compared, Comparison may be carried out at all levels - phonetict 

phonological, grammaticalp semantic - and each level may demand a 

different kind of equivalence, It is of no value to compare the - 

phonatic featuros of rising pitch patterns if one lanquago has only 

ono phonologically distinctive rise and the other has two, unless we 

take account of these difforcnces. Similarly, the pitch patterns of 

uItterances cannot be compared if in one language the utterance contains 

only one ton3l unit and in the other it contains two. Phonetic 

comparison thus only becomes mo3ningful when phonological structures 

-and systems are taken into account, i. e. when equivalence is established 

at the phonological level. 

Failure to establish this equivalence is the-major fault of many 

improssionistic approaches to comparison (witness Moinhold's work 

discussed above p. 8 ), Phonological equivalence is not always easy 

to establish in intonation partly because there is still so much 

uncertainty about the relevant phonological features. Recourse is often 

hadp therefore, to syntactic equivalence# so that we can cstablish 

comparability of syntactic function of the features in question. 

Dolattre (1965) compares the lphonetic features' of Englisht Frenchl 

Geriýan and Spanish by giving the pitch patterns used for Icontinuationt 

and Ifinalityt in 'declarative' sentences. But how good a measure of 

equivalonco are thos o labels? Are we sure that all these declarative 

intonations arc of the samo kind, e. g. 'normal'-or Ineutrall? 
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Thust phonetic comparison dOM3nds phonological equivalencot 

but in order to establish this equivalence wd must invoke syntactic 

comparability, and in order to ensure this we must ensure semantic 

equivalence. Ua thus find ourselves being pushed further and further 

back, even for the purpose of a purely phonetic comparison. 

Ihis &-indmf xedjuct-ic 'ndýabsurdumxnay 
scom. exaggeratedjýbut 

these basic problems do, in factt appear whenever we attempt to compare 

features of intonation. Fortunatelyo however, the situation is ra, rely 

as dospcrate as this; points of similarity and equivalence can 

aluays be found as the basic principles of structuring tend to be 

very similarp if not identicalt in very different languages* In 

languages as closely related (both synchronically and diachronically) 

as English and German, the points of comparability are many. It 

should therefore be possible to undertake a comparative study which 

is meaningful in itself yet does not distort the synchronic description 

of the individual languages. It is hoped that the presont study will 

support this claim. 
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Chapter 5. - Tcnr3s 

5,1 Introduction 

In this chapter and the next 4. -wo, we shall be concerned with 

those systems of (direct) pitch variabies which can be established 

at various ranks and at various points in the structure outlined 

above, in practice this amounts to systems operating within the 

paratone-group and the tone-group and, within these, at tho pre- 

paratonic, paratonic, proltonic and tonic. Those systems could be 

related to one another in various ways; Halliday (I 967a), for 

examplet sees protonics as modifications (Isubsystemst) of the 

features of the tonicq of the same kind of subordinate status as 

subsystems at the tonict i. e. distinctive variants Of nuclear tones. 

Thus his tone-systemp including 'its subsystems, can be said to apply 

to the tone-group as a uhole rather than to its elements of stlucture, 

In the same way we could regard the paratone-system, including its 

subsystemog as applying to the paratone-group aa a wýjoio, thcuo-h 

its major features would be concentrated in the paratcnic, tones oll" 

the preparatonic being regarded as modificationv of the basic 

paratone-type. Regarding the relationship betuzen systems applying 

to the paratone-group and those applying to the tone-group, it is 

evident that the system of paratones based on tonal features at the 

paratonic will be idontical to the system of tones occurring in major 

tone-groups, Tho system of tonesitself, of course, is wider than 

this since it also embraces tones occurring in minor tone-groupso 

A strictly 'polysystemic' approach, would probably not establish a 

systen, of tones of this sort at allq but separate systems for major 

and minor tone-groups. This has certain advantagesq as will be 
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discussed below. But in practice little purpose would be served 

by a consistently polysystemic approach of this kindt since there 

is considarablo overlap of the two 'systems' that would be established; 

indeed, ceparato treatment would obscure possible generalisations. 

Falling tones only occur in major tone-groupso but rising tones 

occur in both major and minor tone-groups. For practical purposes 

it is probably more convenient to set up a systcm of tones 

independently of thoir occurrence in major or minor tone-groupsg nnd 

to deal with these restrictions on occurrence by ricans of distributional 

statements. 

The analysis falls into three parts. The first (chapter 5) 
deals 

with the tones proper, i. e. with the system of contrasting pitch 

patterns OCCUrring in the tonic part of the tone-group- The second 

part (chapter 6) is concerned with the pretonics, and the third 

(chapter 7) with the various features of the paratone-groupq including 

features of the paratonic, the preparatonicq and the postparatanice 

5.2 Previous ana. Lyses 

The chief aim of the majority of writers on intonation, 

especially in works of a pedagogical nature$ is to establish a systun' 

of tonest these accounting for the most significant pit ch features 

of the tone-groupq namely those of the tonic, or nuc"I-e, us. There are 

considarable differencest howevert between the systems set up by 

different uriterst as the following presentation of tho major 

analyses of English and German will show. 
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For Englishg ILalmor (1922) cats up four tones: 

1. Falling ')r or 

2, High Rising '11*11 

3. Falling-rising rl_: A 

4@ Low rising 

together with 'Ztas an intensified variant of I and. _,; n as a less 

intense variant of 3. 

Jassem (1952) has twelve tnuclear tunes': 

1, Full falling \IV 

2. Low falling V 

3. High falling 

4. Full rising 

5. Low rising 

6. High rising 

7, High level 

B. Low level -4 

9* Low falling-rising 

10. High falling-rising 

11. Low rising-falling 

12* High rising-falling /7ý1 

Vingdon (1958) has five chief types of 'kinetic tone' with 

subdivisions: 

I. Rising: (a) high 

(b) low 

II. Falling: 
\`,, 

or' N, 

III. Falling-rising: (a) undivided 

(b) diviclod 
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IV. Rising-falling: 

V, Rising-falling-rising 

Schubiner (195B) han four basic types of nucleus: 

Low fall (F 
L)N, 

High fall (F H 

Low rise (RL) 

High rise (RH) 

together uith three 'compound glidest, of which the last two arc 

'not essential': 

Fall-rise (FR) 

Risc-rall ( RF) 

Risaý-fall-rise (RFR) 

O'Connor and Arnold (1961) give six nuclear tones: 

1. Lou fall 

2. High fall 

3. Rise-fall 

4. Low rise 

5. High rise 

6. Fall-rise 

Hallida y (1967a) distinguishes 'at the primary degree of 

delicacy' five basic tones, together with two 'double tonics'* Most 

of these tones are given variantsq primarily dependent on range of 

movement: 

1. Falling: wide'(1+) 
\ 

medium (neutral) 

narrow (1-) %%, 
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2. High rising: straight (neutral) (2) 

broken (2) 
V 

3. Low rising ---/ 

4. (Rising-ý-)falling-rising: high (4) *"*ý 

low (j) ""\V 
5., (Falling-)rising-falling: high (5) VI"N 

low (5) 
13. (as 1+ 3) 

53. (as 5+ 3) 

These are not the only systems set up for English, but'. they 

are fairly representative of the kinds of system postulated within 

the Itonall framework* There are other analyses which establish 

tones or their equivalent, but which do so according to other kinds 

of criteria, and thus the systems are not necessarily directly 

comparable. In this category come the analyses of Pike (1945) 

and Crystal (1969a). Pike establishes 'primary contours' uhich are 

roughly analogous to tonesq but the different basis of the analysis 

is clear from the fact that there are no, less than 30 of them. 

These are grouped into a smaller number of general typest but even 

the types do not really correspond to tones, 

Pike's contours are as follows: 

Falling to pitch level four: 2-4,1-4t 3-4 

Falling to pitch level throe: 2-3,1-3t 2-3-, -21 1-3-2 

Rising from pitch level throe: 3-2,3-1 

Rising from pitch level four: 4-3,2-4-39 1-4-3t 3-4-39 

4-3-4-t 4-2f 2-4-2f 1-4-29 4-Ig 2-4-19 1-4-1 
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Rising from pitch levol tuo to one, and falling from 

pitch level one to two: 2-1f 1-2 

Lovel contours: 2-2.2v 3-30 31 4-41 4t 1-It 1. 

Another analysis which is not quite comparable with the above 

'tonal' analysest though cortainly. more so than Pike'sp is that 
I 

given by Crystal (1969a). Crystal's approach is more phonetic 

than the othorst as his main concern is apparently to establish 

a set of phonetic parameters for the description of 1prosodic arid 

paralinguistic features'. Nevertheless, he does set up a number of 

fbasic tones' (p, 225): 

Simpl 0: 

complox: 

Compound: N, +/I/ 

There have been for fewer analyses of German turies. The- 

tstandard' analysis, adopted, for example, by Bierwisch (1966) in 

his gonerative study of German intonationg is that of. von Essen 

(1956e)., who sots up three typos of nucl(,, ar tone: 

a) terminal 

b) progrediant 

c) interrogativ 

but his terminology shows that his criteria are not reallly 

phonological, and his notion of nucleus' (Schwerpunkt) is somewh3t.. 

suspectt since he asserts that type (b) has nona. 

A more comprehensive analysis of German tones is provided by 

Trin, (19-64), His nuclear tones are: 
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Fall N, or 

Low rise 

High rise 

Fall-rise 

Rise-fall 

High level 

Pheby (Pheby and Eras (1969), Pheby (1974t 1975) ) adapts 

Halliday's analysis of English to Carman, with appropriate modificationst 

and sets up five tones: 

1. Fallend 

2. Steigend 

3, Gleichbleibend 

4. Fallend-steigend 

S. Steigend-fallend 

The first four of these have variants: tones 1,2, and 4 ray be 

'eng' er fbreitl, tono 3 'tief' ar Ihocht. 

Again there are other presentations uhase theoretical basis 

differs sufficiently to make comparison difficult, Such is, for 

OxxInple, the analysis of IsAanko and Sch'adl ich (196G). The 

nuclear contrasts are seen as involving a difference betwoen a 

rising and falling 'Tonbruch' which may occur lpriiiktischt or 

'postiktisch'. Combining these two paramoters wouldt of course# 

produce a Isystem' of four tones, but this is not in accord uith 

the intention of these authors. 
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5.3 Discussion of previous analyses 

Uhat is immediately evident from this survey of the major 

analyses of English and German tones is the diversity of tho systems 

proposod. No two of the above systems are identical: they diffar 

in the number of tonas postulated - for English (oxcluding Pike) 

they range from four to twelve, for Gernan from three to six - and 

also in the kind of pitch movements they take to be $tonal'. This 

does not necessarily meansof coursev that different phonetic pitch 

types are recognised by the various authors as occurring in the 

languages in question; if we take all the variant forms givent 

including some discussed but not given explicit recognition in the 

systems prosontedt thQn there appoars to bc a measure of agreement 

as to the kinds of pitch-movements that occur. Mere the writers 

differ is in the way in which they group the pitch-movements in,, o t 

classes which can be assigned to phonological tones. For English$ 

Palmer, Kingdon and Halliday group all simple falling pitches together 

(Palmer includes with them the rise-fall), while Jassemp Schubigor, 

and O'Connor and A,. -nold assign different falls to different tones. 

On tile other hand, all the writers, with the exception of Kingdont 

consider the low rise and the high rise in English to be separate 

tones (Halliday includes one type of fall-rise with the high rise)@ 

Falling-rising pitches are variouslý inLurprated; O'Conror and Arnold 

have only one tone here, btl-. jle Jassem and Kingdon have two. Kingdon 

ana makp '. ito fall-riso distinct from the rise-fall-risat 

while -, almor and Halliday regard then, as variants of one tone. All 

%I "I'D writers on English recogniso the existence of a rise-fallp but 
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Palmer makes it a variant of the fall. Jassom has two distinct 

typos of riso-fall, and Halliday has a variant form fall-ricD-fall 

which ist howovert assigned to the same tone as the rise-fall* Andt 

finallyt 3assom is alone among the major writers on English in giving 

the level pitch nuclear status. 

A similar situation exists with the analysos of German presented 

- simple falls hero. Though none of the writers allots different 

to different tones, Trim regards the low and high rise as distinct - 

unlike von Essen or Phebye Van Essen does not recognise a r-4se-fall 

Iyq 
or a fall-rise as tones distinct from a simple fall, and rise respcctiveý 

whereas Trim and Pheby do, 

It is not difficult to. identify the source of this kind of 

variation in the tone-systems proposed. Though pitch itself is a 

quite simple feature, differing in only one dinonsion (high to lou), 

its interaction uith the tomporal. dimension produces considerable 

-hat individual 'pitch-types' can be resolved into a complexity, so 1. 

number of cc--occurring variables - 'features' of tho pitch movement. * 

Such features can be abstracted from pitches in a variety of ways; 

'he best- the 'pitch phonemet approach of the Post-Bloomfieldians is %I 

known example, where the tcontour? is soon as a sequence of segments, 

each segment being at one of four tphonomict levels (cf, Pike's 

analysis given herof though the orthodox numbering of levels is the 

* NOTE The terms 'pitch-typet and 'pitcht will be used in what 
follows as a designation of a phonetic pitch movement (including level) 
irrespective of. its phonoloqical status. It thus stands in the samEr 
relation to 'tonal as 'phone' stands to 'phoneme'. This sense of the 
toni, thus differs flon, its application to a point on an auditory scale 
(high pitcht low pitch, etc, ) The ambiguity could be resolved by using 
Itonemot for Itonett leaving the latter free to refer to 'pitch movem-ntilb 
greater confusion would result nnd this solution has no'%'. been adopted hcras 
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rovorse of Pike's, with 1 at the bottom nnd 4 at the top), Features 

can be abstracted from pitches in other wayst howeverl giving 

parametors such as those of Crystal (1969a). In general terms, we 

may distinguish at least tho following factors as phonetic features 

of pitchas: 

1. direction of the final part of the pitch-movoment 

(falling, rising, level) 

2. degree of complexity of the pitch-movement (1-dircctionalt 

2-diroctional etc) 

3. ranga of pitch-novement (wido to narrou) 

4. height of p-ltch-movement within tho speakerts ranga 

(hign to low) 

5. speed of pitch-movemant (fast to slou) 

6, mannor of pitch-movement (sliding, stepping, etc*) 

Others could no doubt be added to this list, for example Crystal's 

I simple' versus 'complext systems (involving linear and exponential 

changes respectively), but the above list is adequate for most purposes* 

The different groupings of phonetic pitches into phonological 

tones that we encountered above can be largely attributed to different 

status being accorded to these various paramotersv either by selecting 

some as criterial at the expense of others, or by attaching different 

degrees of importance to different features* These parameters may be 

employod in two differont ways: they may bo treated as comPuls_O_rL 

criteria for distinguishing tones or merely as 2ptioDal criteria. In 

the first caset two pitches distinguished by a given parameter must be 
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assigned to different tones; in the latter case they = be# i. e. 

they are in scmo cases but not in others. Naturallyp a parameter 

can only be applied compulsorily if it is resolvable into a discrete 

opposition or several discrete values, as with final pitch direction 

or degree of complexity, For continuously variable parameters such 

as range or height the parameter must be resolved into such discrete 

values if it is to be applied compulsorily, otherwise it would result 

in an infinite number of tones. 

Different writers differ considorably in whothar they accord 

to specific parameters tona-difforent-Sating status, whether they 

apply then, compulsorily or optionallyp nndt in the latter case, utiore 

they apply them. Von Essont for example, uses only one criteriont 

Crystal that of pitch direction, and it is applied compulsorily. 

and Phoby use two, direction and complexityt and again apply thon, both 

compulsorily. Palmort Schubigor, Halliday and Trim all use three 

criteria: direction, complexity and ranget but differ as to how 

they apply them: the first is applied compulsorily by all four, the 

second is applied compulsorily by all except Palmer, and the last is 

applied optionally by all four. Jassem adds a fourth critorionf that 

of height, which is applied optionally. 

A useful uay of presenting the various systems so as to show the 

criteria used and how thoy have been applied is in the form of a tree, 

in uhich each branch represents a value for a given parameter. The 

terminal points of branches corruspond to the (primary) tones 

postulated, and are here underlined, 
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Palmor 

direction: falling* rising 

complexity: fallinýý simple rise 

rango: M 53 ý, inaý1002 

Jassom 

diraction: falring 10,01 i'ising 

complexity: rise-fall s imple fall- simple 
fall rise rise 

ran. go: 
LJ. h low 

h' h\1ow rise- rise- full narrow 
41 

\narrow 

fall fall falling fall- fall- - 
rise rise 

rising 

height: hjrLh low hinh low h i,,. h Icw 

Kincdon 

direction: falling ri s ng 

complexity: risino- falling fdl-riso ri ino 
fallinq 

complexity: riý, In -fall no- faLý. lino- 
risinq risino 

(* Palmer includes the rise-fall with tho simple fall). 
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Schubiner 

direction: falling rising 

complexity: ri5cýfall fall fan-riso rise 

complexity: 
rise rise 

range: 1w hi h low Mah 
fall fall ; I-S a Tise 

O'Connor and Arnold 

direction: f all iisa 

complexity: rise. -fa I simple fall fS13-r3 
ýý'mpla 

rise 

range: lou 
. 111 high fall low rise hich rise 

tia liday 

direction: fall -rise 

conplaxity: ri6i 
'll ýSi-m 

p1e fa"1-1ýý-risslmplc rise 
fall 

range: high rise low rise 

von Essen 

direction: fA -1 

ýe 

Vel rise 
(terminal) (progrodiant) (interronativ) 

Trim 

................................ .................................................... ................. 
direction: .. hinh level rise 

complexity: ris6-ýralýlfall rAfýlý-risimplq rise 

range: h0 lowý-rise hin 
_1 

Pheby 

direction: falling 
. 
2loichbleibend rising 

Complexity: steigend- fallend fallend- steinend 
fallend staiaend 

(* Halliday includas ana typo of fall-riso with the simplu high risc 
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Displays such as the above do not, of coursag add further 

information as suchq but they do make a number of characteristics 

of the various tone-systems more ovidentf in particular the 

parameters used and how they are used. Consistent (i. e. compulsory) 

application of parameters is reflected in the symmetry of the tree: 

if 'range', say, is applied to rising but not falling pitchesq then 

there will be branches on one side but not on the other, and so on. 

Total symmetry is found in only two of the above systems: those of 

von Essen and Pheby, thcugh in the former case perhaps only trivially 

since only one parameter is used. The other systems have only partial 

symmetriesg though some of the asymmetries are quite regular: Jassem 

distinguishes height for narrout simple tones, but not for widep 

complex ones; O'Connor and Arnold distinguish range for simple tones, 

but not for complex ones. But taking the systems as a whole it is 

evident that they are not, generally speaking, characterised by 

symmetry, which shows that parameters are not generally applied 

consistently throughout the system. 

A further point is also clear from these treesp howeverg which 

allows us to draw rather more positive conclusions. Though the variciLB 

writers differ in their treatment of individual parameters as 

compulsory or optional criteria, there is nevertheless a hierayqýy 

of parameters, so that they can be arranged on a scale of importance* 

In the first placet although different numbers of parameters are used, 

the addition of parameters proceeds in a fixed order: if only one 

parameter is used (as in the case of von Essen) then it must be 

pitch direction; if two are used, then complexity is added; if 
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threat then range is addedt and if four (as in the case of Jassem) 

then hai2ht is added. This order is confirmed by another criterion: 

compulsory or optional application. Although writers do not agree 

as to hou to apply the parameterst compulsory application proceeds 

in the some fixed order: a parameter cannot be applied compulsorily 

if a thighor-ranking' parameter is applied optionallye All the 

Of those who use writers apply pitch direction compulsorily. 

complexity (iae, all but van Essen) all. but Palmer apply it 

compulsorily (this applies to the distinction between one and two 

directional pitche--; only Kingdon and Schubiger distinguish two and 

three-directional pitches, and both do so opticnally. Since Halliday 

distinguishes two types of fall-rise, one of which is distinct from the 

simple rise, the other not, the criterion of complexity is treated 

compulsorily in the one case, but riot in the other. Howeverv the 

'broken' rise will be left out of account in what follows, it will 

be discussed further below. The next criterion, ranget is applied 

optionally by all except Jassem, Jassem also applies height, and 

optionally. But no-one applies range compulsorily and complexity 

optionallyg direction optionally and complexity compulsorily etce 

Though the writers differ in the distinctions they make, thereforet 

the scale a importance of the parameters remains constant: direction 

- complexi y- range - height (in descending order of importance)* 

As a, general conclusion from the trees, then, we may suggest 
I 

that the various systems differ from one another nott as may at first 

appear 
ýrbitrarilyq 

with each'writer making a differont selection t 

from a laýrgo stock of typos, but rather in a more systematic and 
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well-motivated way, The differences result from making more or 

fewer distinctions along what is basically the same scale. Evaluation 

of the various systems with a view to determining which is most 

ladequatat is thus largely a question of finding the most appropriate 

point on this scale, There ist however, no mechanical procedure 

for such an assossmon'C, Ultimatelyt distinctions between tones rest 

on distinctions of meaning: two different pitches are assigned to 

the same tone because it is considered that they share an important 

component of meaning, whilu pitches assigned to different tones are 

considered to differ significantly in their meaning, The difficulty 

is, however, that this criterion cannot be applied in a manner sin, ilar 

to that employed in segmental phonologyt where sounds may be assigned 

to different phonological items an the basis of their meaning-differen- 

tiating properties. In segmental phonology the phonological items 

are categorically differentq and the meaning quest -ion can be answered 

with 'yes' or 'no'. With tonal items, however, we are concerned riot 

just with sameness or difference of meaning but with degree of similaritZ 

of meaning, which forms a continuous gradient. Thus, in Englisht we 

may legitimately say that a fall is different from a riset that a 

rise-fall is different from a fall, and that a wide fall is different 

from a narrow one. However, the difference of meaning between a wide 

and narrow fall appears-to be less than that between a rise-fall and 

a falli which is in turn less then that between a rise and a fall* 

The idea of a 'tone-systomt, with a numbor of discretet mutuallY 

contrasting items, thus comes to look less satisfactory. What is 

really needeld is a hierarchical arrangement which allows larger or 
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90 

, smaller 'groupings, progressively more Idelicatut distinctions. 

Even if uo rocogniso sub-types of tones and establish 'secondary 

system, st t we do not really do justice to this hierarchy. An analysis 

in terms of tdistinctive features' might thus be more appropriate, 

in which the parameters discussed above are taken as the significant 

phonological items rather than the whole configuration. Features 

allow groupings of different orders of goneralisation by the use 

of mure or fewer featuresq and also permit cross-classification 

where tones sharing parameters have components of meaning in common* 

One drawback with featurest however, is that there does not seem 

to be very much evidence, judging by the systems analysed abovet 

for consistent meanings being assigned to individual parameters.. 

'Range'r for examplet is by the majority of writers on English considered 

to have a different connotation for falls and rises. Thust individual 

configurations of foatures would need to be given individual meaningsg 

thereby robbing the feature analysis of its prime motivationt that 

of generalisation. For the most part, feature complexes would be 

interchangeable with tones. The question of the use of features for 

tones mustt therofore, remain open* Thoy have certain advantages# 

but their main practical disadvantage is the elaborato notation that 

they demand. They will nott thereforet be used in the presont work; 

instead, tones will be recognised and subdivided whore appropriate 

into distinctive variants. But in recognising discreto tones we 

must also koep in mind the difficulties considered above. 
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5.4 he present analysis 

5.4.1 General orinciRles 

Ua may now proceed to an analysis of the pitch fcatures of 

the tonic in English and German as investigated in this study, and 

compare the results of this investigation with published accounts. 

It must be notcdv of courset that 1pit -ch featurest may be an 

ambiguous term, since there are at least three different aspects 

herat uhich must not be confused: in the first place we have the 

acoust_ic features, the fundamental frequency which is derived from 

instrumental analyses of actual data; secondly we have auditoEy 

features of pitch, based on perceived differences and similarities 

of pitch; and thirdly we have the phonolonical features of intonation, 

based on meaningful distinctions affected by the pitch features, 

The relationship between these three is far from str3ightforward. 

As far as the first two are concernedl the differences between perceived 

pitch and acoustic fundamental frequency are often quite striking; 

even the most superficial instrumental investigation will reveal 

considerable discrepancies between these, As an example: many 

auditorily 'simple' pitches are acoustically 'complexto This is notp 

it must be stressedg a question of mistaken identification uhich 

disappears with a certain amount of learning and experience. Experience 

can indeed improve performance in assessing pitch typesq but many 

of the acoustic features are simply filtored out by the hearing and 

perception processes; they are not just unheard, but may well be 

unhearablo, 

out the 'deficiencies' are not just an the auditory side; there 
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are limitations to the instrunental analysis, too, which can give 

the ear an advantage. Individual instruments are designed to record 

specific features, often at the expense of others, while the car 

perceives the total auditory effect. Isolating cno acoustic 

parameter may therefore eliminate information vital to the inter- 

protation of the pattern, As an example: Isimplet pitches, as noted 

aboveg may be acoustically complex; if we trace the fundamental 

alone ue may be in danger of failing to distinguish them from auditorily 

'complex' pitches. Thus a 'simple' fall, for instance, may appear 

indistinguishable from a 'rise-fall', Yet the auditory difference 

hero is generally quite clear, and can be attributed to other factors 

- timing with rcspoct to segmental featurest distribution of energyt 

etc. - which may often be suppressed, or at least not readily 

discernible, in the instrumental data. 

All this has procedural and methodological implications. It 

does not make sense to begin with an instrumental analysis, and establish 

contrasting pitch-types on the basis of the data acquired by this 

means, A moro satisfactory approach is to begin with auditorily 

perceived contrasts and only then to proceed to an instrumental analysis 

in order to establish the acoustic correlates of the auditory 

categories. This ensures that only audiblo distinctions are rocognisedg and 

that distinctions perceptible to the car but obscured by 

instrumental analysis are not'. ignored. 

The relationship between auditory features and phonological 

categories is likewise complex and problematic, Many auditory 

distinctions can be made and difforont auditory pitch-typos establishadt 
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but it is not easy to group theso into phonological types in the 

manner of segmental phonology. It was noted above that a Itone- 

systemt consisting of a closed set of mutually contrasting items of 

equal phonological rank is not entirely satisfactoryt as we can make 

more or fewer distinctionst of greater or less 'delicacy', along 

the same scale. The limits of this delicacy are hard to establisht 

the only natural limit being the minimal auditory categories 

themselves. Since, furthermorof every distinct auditory category 

conveys a slightly different impression - however small and elusive 

the distinctions may be - it would seem to be legitimate, in principle 

at least, to regard every auditory category as being phonologically 

distinct. This is# of course, in addition to the non-discrete nature 

of several of the auditory parameters themselves, which may (though 

need not) impose a gradient an the phonological categories recagnised. 

The problem of 'Progressive delicacy' (as it rnny perhaps be 

called) is particularly troublesome in comparative s#6 tudies of 

intonation. If we recognise a distinct phonological category for 

each auditory type then we might draw the conclusion - since it is 

axiomatic that all speakers of all languages have the same auditory 

capacity - that all languages have the same phonological intonation 

system. In segmental phonology this claim can easily be disproved by 

recourse to established principles of contrast and complcmcntationt 

so that even languages which display the same range of auditory segmental 

types may have different phonological systems. But it has already 

been mentioned that such criteria are difficult, if not impossiblet 

to apply with intanationt since I contrast' is not an absolutep 
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catogorical quostion but a rolative ono. 

In practice the difficulty of phonological interpretation of 

the auditory types could not be resolved in the present study simply 

by an appeal to the meaningful distinctions effected by. these types 

but also an grounds of frequency of occurrence. That is to sayt 

it was found that certain auditory types occurred in one language but 

not the other, or, where a type occurred in botho it did not necessarily 

occur with the same relative frequency. Thust no pitch pattern 

comparable with the flow rise' of English occurred in the German data 

(Race Trim), ; nnd the Ilevell tone, though it was encountered in both 

languagest differed markedly in its frequency of accurrencet being 

extremely common in German and extremely rare in English. Such 

characteristics allow us to make inferences as to the phonological 

system of tonal features in the two languagest and to conclude that 

they differ in respect of these particular items. 

5.4,2 Auditory-Evidence 

The major distinction that can be made on an auditory basis ist 

as the above discussion of the literature suggestsq based on the final 

pitch direction; we may divide pitches into two types according to 

this criterion: those in which there is a final fall and those in 

which there is not* Auditorilyo this distinction is relatively simple 

to perceive the fall is generally heard to be concentrated at the 

beginning of the tonict Ospocially in the first syllablet and 

generally reaches a low pitch relative to the speaker's range and to 

the rest of the tone-group. If the tonic contains more than one 

syllablev the pitch remains low until the end of the tone-grouPe 
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Descriptions in these general terms are given in all the standard 

we rk s,, 

With 'non-falling' pitches a further distinction can be made 

between 'rising' and Ilevelf pitches, 1nterestingly enought although 

this distinction is easily enough recognised in the majority of 

cases, it does not appear to be as absolute as that between I falling' 

and Ition-rallingt pitches, and a number of cases were encountered in 

the data whero identification was difficult. 

Uith 'level' pitches the beginning of the level pitch in usually 

heard to occur in the tonic syllable itselft the following syllablus 

remaining at approximately the saine pitcht though occasionally drifting 

non-distinctively up or down, With 'rising' pitchosp however, there 

is more variation. The rise may commence with the tonic syllable 

and continue throughout the tonic; or the tonic syllable may be heard 

as low and levelt with the rise taking place on t -he subsequent 

syllables. The last syllable of the tonic, whether salient or notp 

has in most cases a noticeable rise# Againt the basic shape is 

recognised in all the standard works. The most significant fact about 

'rising' pitches is perhaps that the rise is spread out over the 

uholo tonic rather than being concentrated in the tonic syllablot 

uhich confirms the view that the tonal features are a property of the 

tonic as a uholo rather than just of the nuclear syllable. 

The second most important auditory criterion is that of 

-coMplexitX, which gives further auditory subdivisions in the case of 

falling and rising pitches. Level pitches aro, of courseq not sub- 
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divided by this criterion; though 'complext level pitches are in 

principle possiblo - giving e. g. rise-loveiv fall-leval - these 

do not in practice appear to be auditorily distinct from the ? simple' 

level typos. 

We may thus establish five major auditory categories of pitch: 

fall, rise-fall, rise, fall-rise# and level. On the, whole, these are 

found to be auditorily distinct, though a number of marginal cases 

were encountered where identification uas problematic. It must be 

noted, of courset that these are the types established only by the 

use of the two major critoriat direction and complcxityt and th3t 

further distinctions are possible if other criteria are used. A 

more detailed analysis will be given below. 

5*4.3 Instrumental Evidence 

The acoustic 
i 
correlates of the various auditory types were 

investigated by subjecting part of the data to instrumental analysisg 

as outlined in chapter 4. In general, we may say that the criterion 

of final pitch direction accords very well with the acoustic 

analysis of the pitches in question; few discrepancies between 

perceived and measured direction were revealed, The criterion of 

complexity is rather more problematict houevor, ' Though only a few 

instances of an auditorily 'complex' pitch wore found to be 

acoustically 'simple'# many cases of auditorily 'Simple' pitches 

Usre acoustically 'complex'. That is, many simple Ifallst and Irises' 

uorov acoustically speakingt rise-falls and fall-rises respectively* 

This will be discussed in more detail below. 
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It in not surprising to find that, as a general principlet the 

instrumentally derived fundamental frequency curve is far less 

smootht far less rogularv than the auditorily perceived pitch contoulo 

This applies particularly to the final low pitch associated with 

falling tones. It has already been mentioned that in such cases 

the pitch is generally hoard to remain low from the end of the tonic 

syllable to the end of the tonic. Instrumental analysis shows 

considerable fluctuationrhere, with observablo rises and falls. This 

phenomenon is discussed by Jassem (1952) in connection with English, 

uho accommodates it by postulating a lbottom pitch band1t a pitch 

zone at the bottom of the speaker's range within uhich the pitch may 

vary without losing its Olowl character. It seems likely that the 

fluctuation hero is at least partly physiologically conditioned: it 

is no easy matter to maintain an even pitch at the bottom of, one's 

range, as it involves considerable muscular effort. Von Essen's 

phrase I die spannungslUsende Tiefel (von Essen (1956a) p. 1a) is 

probably less than apt in such cases. This is confirmed, toog by the 

fact that the pitch fluctuation hero is not entirely random; one 

notes that the peaks of the slight rises in-pitch tend to coincide 

with salient syllables -a reflection# no doubt, of the extra muscular 

activity which tends to accompany such syllables, 

It is, incidontallyt often very difficult to measure the pitch 

at the bottom of the range uith the standard instrumentsq pitch 

motor and sonagraph, Neither rosponds well horc, owing both to 

the slowness of the vibrations, which not infrequently causos the 

signal t-) bo rosolvod into individual taps of tho vocal cordst and to 
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the low energy levelp which often makes the fundamental difficult 

to detect. In such cases measurement of the actual fundamental is 

practically impossible with the pitch metert though it may be 

possible to calculate it on the Sonagraph from the frequencies of 

the upper harmonics. 

Pitch fluctuations of a similar kind occur elsewhere than in 

this fincl low pitch of falling tones. Salient syllables are often 

characterisod by pitch prominence wherever they occur. Individual 

syllablessuhothor salient or not, also affect the pitch levelp 

producing slight bulgest and even individual segments differ in 

the effect that they have on the fundamental. Wone of these 

distortions appears to be in any way significantp and most are 

clearly inaudible, In addition, there are inevitable gaps in the 

contour for voiceless see-ments# which again do not affect the auditory 

perception of the contour, 

The follouing tables A-3 present the results of the instrumental 

investigation of the pitch features of the tonic. Each auditory 

pitch type - simple fall, rise-fallt simple rise, fall-riset level - 

is considered in turn and each occurrence of the pitch type is 

assigned to an 'Auditory Category' and an 'Acoustic Categorylp the 

former indicated by lattars (A. D# otc. ), tho latter by Roman numerals* 

The specification of each category is described below. In addition 

the consonantal onset of the tonic syllable is indicated. 
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TABLE A 

Simple Fall- 

German 

Auditory Acoustic 
CatoqoEx onsot Category 

A n 

2 A ir 

3 c 
f 

4 c ? IV 

5 k IV 

6 IV 

7 9+ m III 

B+ v III 

9 A+ n III 

10 B+ n III 

11 B+ p V 

12 A 1 111 

13 c tsv II 

14 B ++ m III 

is B 4+ IV 

16 IV 

17 A II 

18 c IV 

19 + n III 

20 + h V 

21 '+ f IV 

22 B+ fr IV 

23 A fp ii 
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24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

3 cl 

39 

40 

41 

42 

43 

44 

45 

46 

47 

48 

AuditoEt Acoustic 
Cateqor, y nset Cateam 

A m 

A pr 

n 

A k 

A r 

m 

B+ r 

B+ m 

C v 

re 

0+ m 

C r 

C t 

C z 

C r 

A br 

A+ kl* 

A+ 

A br 

A dr IV 
0 

A. - h II 

A+ 1 111 

B 91 111 
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. 
Auditory 

onset Acoustic 

. 
Cltc, lory Category 

49 B d 
0 

so ts 

51 B+ IV 

5") C pr II 

53 + III 

r--, C IV 

55 B II 

S5 - i I 

57 A t II 

53 a+ 
fp 

IV' 

B d IV 
0 

60 A It II 

61 C 9 1 

Ez 2 B n III 

6-3 B IV 

U - IV 

ES 

ES B 

67 B 

SS C 

S-D B t IV 

B t 

m 

A 

A d 
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TABLE G 

simplo f all 

English 

Auditorv 
categoEx Onsot Acoustic 

Cateqorx 

A II 

2 p IV 

3 stj IV 

4 z 

5 B 

6 B 

7 t 

t IV 

B b III 

10 B III 

11 B k IV 

12 9 n III 

13 B s II 

14 0 f IV 

is B m III 

16 B 1 111 

17 t IV 

18 A pr IV 

19 a Stj IV 

20 9 1 111 

21 a pr IV 

22 0 p 
III 
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Auditorv 
Onset Acoustic 

Eatuza 
.. 

atopory 

23 B sk 

24 0 IV 

25 13 t IV 

^46 B m III 

27 B III 

20 B III 

29 8 

30 B t 

31 B n 

32 B b 

33 B m 

34 B n, ' 

35 D r 

36 B n 

37 B m 

33 A t 

39 A t 

1110 A v 

41 B S 

42 A r 

43 9 ni 

44 h 

45 f 

46 3 sk 
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47 

40 

49 

50 

51 

52 

53 

54 

55 

56 

57 

58 

59 

60 

61 

62 

63 

64 

65 

66 

67 

6B 

69 

_dito_ry, onset Acoustic 
Cnteaoa, ategorX 

B 

r 

B 

13 str 

0 d3 

B str 

B f IV 

A 8 11 

IV 

A r III 

h IV 

C d III 

C d III 

C I 

IV 

I 

A m 

I Of 

A IV 

A 
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TA13LE C 

Rise-raii 

CorTnan 

Onset 

1 n 

2 z 

3 r 

4 

5 

6 

7 m 

a pf 

9 b 

10 m 

(Rise-Fall 

Enolish: 
No examples) 

Acoustic 
- ýaL e- . Q. 0--rv- 
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TABLE D 

Simpl_e. 
__Rise 

Coman 

Auditory Acoustic 
Catenoly onset Category 

A+ n 

2 A+ h 

3 A+ m 

4 A+ m 

5 A+ fr IV 

6 A n I 

7 A+ z I 

A+ d III 

A+ k I 

10 8 V 

11 B fr II 

12 A 

13 A 

14 B v V 

is A gl I 

16 B m V 

17 A+ m V 

le A 

19 A 

20 A z 

21 B ts VI 

22 A+ h Il 

23 B ts VI 
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24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

3G 

37 

38 

39 

40 

41 

42 

43 

44 

45 

46 

47 

48 

Auditory 
Onset Acoustic 

Catenory Category 

B v v 

B I v 

A+ h II 

B i v 

0 d v 

A jp 

A b 

A+ Tt vi 

A m I 

A h II 

A 2 11 

0 t vi 

A n 

A n 

A z 

A m 

A r 

0 z 

B v 

B v 

A m 

A r 

A dr 

13 f vi 

A d III 
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Audito ry onset Acc ustic 
La to a2 jr CategoEy 

49 A pr IV 

so AdI 

51 AbI 

52 AzI 

TABLC E 

Simple Risp 

rn2lish 

B d5 VIII 

2 B t Ix 

3 13 VI 

4 B xi 

m VIII 

6 a kw Ix 

7 A I 

A v I 

A t II 

A m I 

A k IV 

12 A 

13 0- Sp Ix 

14 A n 

is 8 z VIII 

16 B VIII 
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Auditory Acoustic 
Category onset Catcaorl 

17 Ix 

is B- VIII 

19 - v VIII 

20 - kw Ix 

21 - 9 VIII 

22 A m I 

23 A m I 

24 B 8 vi 

25 0 b v 

26 B- tr Ix 

27 B- r viii 

28 B- vili 

29 A I 

30 vii 

31 B x 

32 B w x 

33 A st II 

34 B v 

35 A+ III 

36 v 

37 8 VIII 

38 A+ III 

39 B*- kl Ix 

40 D- U vii 

41 8 - v 
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-Auditory Onset 
Acoustic 

CatcqorZ Catenory 

42 A t ii 

43 w v 

44 B s vi 

45 A u 

46 B n v 

47 B v 

4B 8 v 

49 A r 

50 B- n vii 
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TABLE r 

Fall-Rise 

Geman 

Auditory Acoustic 
Catoqory onspt CatenorX 

A+ tsj IV 

2 A+ v V 

3 A++ ril VII 

4 A+ k VI 

5 A+ V 

6 A+ z V 

7 A+ 2 VI 
A+ 

A+ 

10 A+ z Vii 

11 A++ n vii 

12 A++ b VII 

13 A+ v V 

14 A+ m V 

15 A+ gr VI 

16 A+ 

17 A+ n V 

18 A+ f IV 

19 A+ VI 

20 A+ VI 

21 A+ z V 

22 A t IV 
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TABLE G 

Fall-Riso 

En2lish 

Auditory 
Onset 

Acoustic 
Category Category 

A P1 IV 

2 A m I 

3 A t II 

4 A r III 

5 A t IV 

6 B xi 

7 B+ r Ix 

B 2 x 

A p II 

10 0 Ix 

11 A 9 

12 A k 

13 A st II 

14 A tr II 

15 A p IV 

16 B+ s x 

17 B st VIII 

le B+ dj ix 

19 A 

20 A n I 

21 A v III 

22 B n Ix 
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-Auditory Onset 
Acoustic 

_C. 
itoqorZ Cateqo 

23 B+ kl x 

24 A+ 

25 A+p IV 

26 AnI 

4 
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TA13LE H 

Level 

Gorman 

Onset 

z 
0 

2 m 

3 k 

4 h 

5 s 

6 pr 

7 f 

a r 

9 2 

10 f 

11 s 

12 k 

13 

14 

15 9 

16 R 

17 to 

18 fr 

19 1 

20 

21 

22 

Acoustic 
Category 

IV 

IV 

IV 

IV 

IV 

IV 

II 

IV 

III 

III 

IV 

IV 

III 

IV 

IV 

III 
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Onset Acoustic 
Catepory 

23 h IV 

24 n III 

25 r III 

26 d III 

27 111 

28 IV 

29 ej IV 

30 kl IV 

31 IV 

32 11 

33 IV 

34 m III 

35 1 1 

36 v III 

37 h IV 

38 

39 h IV 

40 11 IV 

41 ts II 

42 

43 

44 1 111 

45 kl' IV 

46 h IV 
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TAKE 3 

Level 

Ennlish 

Onset Acoustic 
Category 

s V 

2 t V 

3 t. IV 

4 r 

5 1 

6 kr IV 

7 E III 

a w III 

9 kl IV 

10 9 111 
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5#4,4 Evidonco from SXnthatic_Speech 

Further auditory and acoustic aspects of the various pitch 

types were explored with the help of synthetic speech (sco chapter 

4t above)* In particular it was possible to examine the auditory 

effects of tho timing of the acoustic features in relation to the 

cegmontal structure, since the time-relations of the latter were 

hold constant in all the synthesised utterances, while the 

fundamental frequency was systematically varied. In addition# the 

perceptual limits of certain pitch typos could be explored# Le, 

it could be ascertained at what point in the modification of a 

continuously variable feature the auditory impression changed from 

one pitch typo of another. 

Since we are here concerned only with the pitch features of 

the tonic we need only consider the tonic portion of the synthesised 

utterances. The pitch of the end of the protonic is automatically 

given by the onset pitch of the tonic ('jumps' are technically 

Impossible as there must be no break in the parameter lines)9 hence 

the protonic pitch does not need to be separately indicated, In some 

cases it is nevertheless necessary to know more details of the pitch 

of the protonic, and these will be given in the discussion. 

The follouing tables contain all those synthesised tonic contours 

that were auditorily acceptable; those that sounded unnatUral or 

deviant have not boon included, Where more than one utterance was 

cynthesised with the same tonic pitch only one has been given. The 

Utturances are grouped under the pitch category according to the 

auditory impression. 
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In the Coman utterance the tonic fell on the final syllable 

of Bibliathek; in English it fell on the second syllable of tomorrow. 

I-th : kh The tonic portion is therefore e, 
-7 

in the former caseg 

and L/-m-orocj in the latter. The relative durations of the 

individual segments are indicated in the tables. The letters (A)t 

etc, rafer to the auditory categories discussed below. 
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TABLE I: Porms rerceived as simDlc fall (Germwn 

G96 
(C) 

GIS 
(C) 

G99 
(A) 

G? Z 
(A) 

G9 
(A) 

GS 
(A) 

GI 
(A) 

GIs 
(PO 

e: k h 

N 

_ 

200 14L 

ISO 

100 

150 
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VME I (contirraod) 

G2 
(A, /B) 

G12 
(B) 

G90 
(B) 

GIOI 
(A) 

t h e: 1< h 

7 
7 

7 
V 

___ 

7 
7 

__ _I __ 
TABLP, II : Po=s rcrecived a3 either simple fall or rise-fall 

G39 
(Fall -. A 

Rise-fall: A) 

GG1 7 
(Pall: A+ 

Rise-fall: A) 

G94 
(I'all: A+ 

Risc-fall: A) 

1 h e: k h 
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TAB12 III : Forms Eerceived as rise-fall (Germn 

Gila 
(A) 

G18 
(A) 

Glig 
(k-) 

G27 
(A) 

C114 
(A) 

G26 
(B) 

G37 
(B) 

G19 
(B) 

t h e: k 
____ 

\ 
- - 

_ 

- - 

_ 

- - 
_ 
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TAMLE. III (contirmed) 

G113 
(A) 

G21 
(A) 

G20 
(A) 

G31 
(A) 

G33 

G115 
(A) 

Gl 17 
(A) 

Gl 23 
(B) 

t h c: k Ii 
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TAl"S III (continued) 

G121 
(B) 

G125 
(B) 

G124 
(B) 

t Ii 
____ 

k h 

A 
1 

__ 
TAILD IV - For--s perceived as simple rise (corn, ) 

G91 
(A) 

G82 
(A) 

G51 
(A) 

G53 
(A) 

the: kh 

V 

-- 

_ 
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TABLE III (continued) 

GI 21 
(B) 

G125 
(B) 

G124 
(B) 

t 11 a: kh 

TABU, ' IV : Po=s perceived as sir-, Dle rise (German 

G91 
(A) 

G82 
(A) 

G51 
(A) 

G53 
(A) 

__ 
kh 

V 
-- 
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T, 'UiLliý IV (continued) 

G44 
(A) 

G47 
(A) 

G46 
(A) 

G50 
(k) 

G45 
(A) 

G103 
(A) 

G107 
(10 

C60 
(t. +) 

L !. e: k A 

N 
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TABIS IV (continued) 

G59 
(A+) 

G61 
(A+) 

Gl 05 
(A) 

tI 
__ 

kh 

TABLE V: Forms perceived as either simple risq. or fall-rise 

G104 
(Rise: B 
Fall-rise: 

A) 

G62 
(Rise: B 

Fall-rise: A) 

G79 
(Rise: B 

Pall-rise: Aý 

G92 
(Rise: B 

Fall-rise: A', 

e: 1< 
___ 
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TABLE VI : Forms perceived as fall-rise ( 

G76 
(A) 

GSO 
(10 

Gl 0E3 

(A) 

Gl 06 
(A) 

G63 
(A) 

G64 
(A) 

I_h 
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TABLE VI (coritinued) 

-Z 

lzý I 

Cil 

(0 c4 Co < Co < 0 %-., 0 .. ý 0 %-ýO 
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TABLE VII : Forns 2erceivea an level (German 

G72 

G57 

G111 

G56 

G68 

G55 

Gl 09 
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r 

TIMLE VII (continued) 

G69 

G110 

k 
__ __ 

MBLEI VIII : Po=ms perceived as simple fall (En. 
ý, glish 

'E70 
(A) 

B37 
(C) 

El 47 
(C) 

E38 
(C) 

'' 

__ 
00 

200 Or. 

ISO 
too 

so 
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TABLE VIII (continued) 

B67 
(C) 

E144 

Pli I 

(A) 

B15 
(A) 

Ei 

E4 
(A) 

E2 
(A) 

P, 64 
(B) 

0 CZ) 
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BUM, IX : Forms iyýrcekved as either-sirnple fall or risc-fall ("Lnizlish) 

B39 
(Fall: A+(+) 

Rise-fall: A) 

E40 
(Fall : A+ 

Rise-fall: A) 

El 22 
(Fall : 3+ 

Rise-fall: A) 

B125 
(Fall : A+ 

Rise-fall: A) 

El 40 
(Fall : A+ 

Rise-fall: A) 

B121 
(Fall : B+ 

Rise-fall: A) 

El 29 
(Pall : B+ 

Rise-fall: A) 

B128 
(Pall: B+ 
Rise-fall: A) 

In 0 CZ 
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TALILE X: Poxr. s perceivcd as rise-fall (Engllslh) 

E41 
(A) 

E43 
(A) 

E4 5 
(A) 

134, 
(B) 

E131 
(B) 

El 30 

El 36 
(B) 
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TIME X (continued) 

E135 
(B) 

E42 
(B) 

Im 112 r- 06D 

TABDE XI Porn, 9 perceived as high rise (English 

E75 
(A) 

E73 
(A) 

B48 
(A) 

B74 
(A) 

lin Oýz 
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TABLE XT (continuod) 

Im 1 10 irl oýD 
E51 
(A) 

E49 
(A+) 

EBO 
(B) 

Eal 
(B) 

F, 77 
(B) 

El 52 
(B) 

El 51 
(B) 

E50 
(A+) 
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TABLE XII : Porms perceived as low rise (English) 

E84 

E83 

Egi 

E95 

E85 

E92 

plaa 

OC) 
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TABLE XII (continued) 

E89 

E90 

El 17 

E118 

El 14 

El 12 

El 13 
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TABLE XIII : Ponns perceived as either simple high rise or fall-rize 

Tn "b T0 co 

E82 

(Rise :B 
Fall-rise: 

A) 

E53 
(Rise :B 

Pall-rise: A) 

VULE X17 : Porms -nerceived as fall-rise (English) 

E78 
(A) 

F-79 
(PO 

E54 
(A) 

B55 
(A+) 

lyn "b Ir 00 

............. 0....... 0 ............................................. 

q 
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TABLE XIV (continued) 

E56 
(A+) 

E57 
(A+) 

E58 
(A+/B) 

E59 
(A+/B) 

E60 
(B+-) 

E62 
(B) 

B96 
(33) 

E 97 
(B) 

in 
1 

-0 ocz 
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TIaLF, XIV (continued) 

Egs 
(B) 

Egg 
(13/134-) 

Eloo 
(B/B4-) 

E104 
(A+/B+) 

E105 
(A+/B+) 

El o6 
(A+/B+) 

El 09 
(A+/B+) 

E61 
(B+) 

wx -0 1 -r I cz 
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TABLE, XV : Forms 2orceived as level (Englioh) 

E87 

E52 

E86 

0 Co. ) 
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5,5 Results 

5.5.1 Simple Fall 

Simple falling pitches in both languages have in common the 

auditory characteristic of falling to a low pitch without any 

perceptible defloction upwards before the fall# A number of 

auditorily distinct types within this category can nevertheless 

be recognised. The main criterion here is range: we can relate 

the pitches to a scale 'wide' to 'narrow' according to the extent 

of the pitch movement. * Since the end of the fall is always lowt 

those differences could also be interpreted as differences in the 

heightlof the beginning of the fall. In this casey thong the 

criterion of height is indistinguishable from that of range. They 

could in theory be independent for falling pitchest namely where 

the end of the fall did not reach a low pitch; this would constitute 

a 'high' fall without implying a 'wide' range. Although 4the final 

pitch reached does vary somewhat, being noticeably less low in non- 

final tono-groups, i. e. whore a further tone-group tollous without 

perceptible discontinuity, the auditory impression is still of a 

'low' pitch. A non-low pitch here does not give the impression of a 

fall at all, but of a level or rising pitch, We may thus consider 

'that one of the two parameters of range and height is redundant for 

falling pitches. 

The scale of range/height is, of course, theoretically a gradient, 

with no fixed points, but in practice it is not interpreted in 

this way, either auditorily or phonologically. The assessment of 

rango or height dopends on establishing a point of referencot which 
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soma take to be the speaker's overall range and pitch level. It 

would appear, however, that the start of the fall is assessed in 

rather more flocalt terms, namely with reference to the end of the 

protonic. This is evident from the fact that the same pitch 

level is frequently assessed differently as 'high' or 'low' 

according to the protonic level. The general pitch level may need 

to be invoked, of course, in tone-groups which have no protonic. 

The least prominent, auditorily Ineutralt fall is that which begins 

at approximately the same level as the end of the protonic. Two 

other categories are automatically given: one which begins higher 

and one which begins lower than the and of the protonic. This is 

not an arbitrary division of the continuum; these three types do 

appear to be categorically distinct and can generally be identified 

without too much difficulty, whereas further subdivisions involving 

denree of height or depth. above or below the height of the end 

of the protonic are not categorically distinct and are often very 

difficult to assess auditorily. 

The letters W, tBI and ICI under 'Auditory Category' in the 

above tables for simple falls (Tables A and B) identify pitches 

beginning at the some levelt higharand lower than the end of the 

pretonic respectively. Cases where there is no pretonic or sprehead' 

are not categorised. 

Rango/height is riot the only auditory criterion that can be 

applied in order to establish subcategories of simple fall* Another 

is the timing of the fall itself. Though in the majority of cases 

the tonic syllable itself has a falling pitch, in many cases it does 
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not'. fall, but is level, and the fall takes place on the following 

syllable. The fall in such cases is often rapidt so that the 

auditory impression is of a jump down from a level tonic syllable 

to a low following syllable, This seems to be far more common in 

German than in English - there are no instances in the instrumental 

data for Englisht but several in the German data - but it is possible 

in both languages. In the above data the relevant cases are marked 

with I+t . 

A further auditory types dalays the fall still furthert so that 

the fall itself is spread out over the whole tonic. This is rare# 

though again not impossible in both languages. It gives a 'whining' 

impression to the fall* A few cases were encountered in the analysed 

German data, where they are marked with '++'. The German text may 

well be non-standard here, and this variant will thus be ignored 

in what follows. 

Schcmatically, the auditory categories encountered hero may be 

sun. marised as follows: 

BN 

c--k 
Subcategories of falling pitches are widely recognised in the 

liter3ture. Somep as discussed above, treat different simple falls 

as separate tonest while others consider them to be varieties of one 

and the same tona* The main'distinction recognised here, is that of 

range, though most. distinguish only two types, twidet and 'narrow' 
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(or thight and 'low' ). The present analysis, which distinguishes 

three types based on the relationship to the end of the pratoAict 

accords with that of Halliday (1967a), 

The delayed fallg marked with above, is also recognised in 

the litoraturet generally as a 'Jump' rather than a 'glide', The 

two typos are often symbolised as 
ýý 

and 0e The 

notation used here may obscure the distinction; if we use date 

then the 'Jump' will appear most natOralt if we use lines the glide 

is more easily represented. Many writers acknowledge the existence 

of both forms; they include Schubigor (1958)t Allen (1954)t Oassem 

(1952), O'Connor and Arnold (1961) and Gimson (1962) for English$ 

Klinghardt (1920)t von Essen (1956a) and Trim (1964) for German* 

Several of these writers relate the occurrence of the 'jump' in 

English to segmental structure: with short syllables, especially 

if followed by a voiceless stop, there is no time for a fall, hence 

the jump. In this case, then, the jump will be a conditioned variant 

of the glide. But it is significant that no-one considers the 

distinctions between them to be in any way meaningfulg and indeed a 

number claim that it is barely audible. Palmer (1922) states that 

these two types are Itsubjectively the same"; Schubiger (1958) says 

that "the effect is the same in both cases", and that Itthese 

variations are linguistically irrelevant, as they are not perceived 

by an untrained car". 

The distinction between the t9lidel and the tjumpl is of further 

intarosty howevert in a comparative contoxtt since there is some 

evidence to indicato that the ba6ic or 'typical' form of the simple 
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fall in English and German is different@ All the standard 

descriptions of English give the glide 
ýý 

as the basic form# while 

the jump, if rocognised at all, is given only secondary statusg 

either as a conditioned or a free variant of the glide. For German# 

an the other handt von Essen gives the basic form as 
ý- 

*9 with 

a note to the effect that the final syllable is actually fallingt 

though this is not indicated by the notation, For himt the 2lide 

appeara as a conditicned variant, namely where there is only one 

syllable in the tonic, thus: 
ý\ 

* Stock and Zacharias (1973) 

give a similar form foA. German: This suggests that the 1+1 

or 'Jump' formt and not the plain or 'glidel form nhould be regarded 

as basic for German. This claim appears to be supported by a 

number of explicit comparisons, such as that of Klinghardt (1920)t 

uho gives the forn, 
I 
cý 

, for English and the form * for 

German. He nevertheless does recognise that the former is possible 

in German, but that it is loss normal. Similar forms are given by 

Delattre (1965)t for Englishq and for German, Another 

comparison is given by Mtutschmann and Scherer (1963), who give 

for German and for English, while Bari<er (1925) 

gives for Gormant and for English., 

Clearly, it is not possible to reconcile all these comparative 

statements with one another. The descript. 6 on given by Klinghardt I 

and Delattre suggeats not only that the 1+1 foiTn is basic for Gorman 

but not for Englisht but also that the onset of tho tonic is hi2her 

in Gorman, i, e, that tho basic form is typo 'Bt. Mutschmann and 

Scherer concur with Klinghardt and Dolattra in respect of tho 1+1 
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category, but the form they give for German implies that the onset 

is lower in Germant i. e. that typo ICI is basic. Daii,, er's analysis 

does not recognise a distinction between glide and jumpt but 

4 
, --groe3 with Mutschmann and Sherer in respect of the lower onset. 

The data examined in the present study did not reveal any 

significant' difference in the two languages in the incidence of U13 

auditory types 'Alg IBI,, and 'C', In both languages types IBI was 

most common and type tC' least common, The differences in preferred 

onset height given by the above writers could nott thereforat be 

confirmed. Uil4h regard to the I+t category, howevort the present 

analysis appears to confirm that there is a difference between the 

two languages in the frequency of occurrence in this form; it 

did not occur at all in the above English datat but was quite frequent 

in German, Mother this justifies taking the W form as the norm 

for Gorman. ist howevert uncertain. The relationship between these 

auditory categories and the acoustic analysis of the fundamental 

frequency derived from instruments is also problematic. From the 

basic auditory type one would expect the acoustic analysis to show 

a fall in the fundamental from the onset of the tonic syllablet i, e, 

but this form is rather rare. More frequently there 

is a rise preceding the fallt viz.: 
N0 

it should be remomberedt 

of course, that auditorily Ell the pitches considered here are 

simple falls, and that acoustic complexity is not, thereforot 

perceived as such, A few cases of an intermediate acoustic type 

ware also foundt where there is a level phase rather than a rise 

before the fall, 
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A further complicating factor hero, as with all the other 

pitch types, is the possibility of a voiceless onset to the tonic 

syllablet which is reflected in a break in tho contour at this 

point. This gives further possibilities according to whether the 

fundamental falls immediately after the break (I) or rises 

and then falls (I-, \ ) or is level and then fallso We thus have 

six potential acoustic categories. One of these, however, the 

level + fall with a voiced onsett does not occur in the datap and 

hence we only need to establish five types here, They are numbered 

as follows in the tables 

IV 

V 

of falling pitches above 

These are, of course# not the only types that could be set 

up; nore could be established if we were to take into account varilous 

minor fluctuations, For example, we might recognise more complex 

contours such as 
ý\ 

or 
I V\ 

* Both of these types are to be 

found in the data analysed, but the initial fall is so brief as to 

be clearly insignificant. This and similar fluctuations have been 

ignored here; the categorisation is intended to cater for the most 

important features only, in order to ascertain the major acoustic 

correlates of the auditory categorios. 

These five types are valid for both languagost except that 

type Vt which is rare enough in the German datat did not occur in 

the English data at n1l. The incidence of types-can be summarised 
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as follows: 

German Enolish 

1 9 (lZiý) 4 (61,10) 

11 20 (27c;, ') 17 if % 
(250') 

111 26 (36c, -', ) 32 (46c") /0 

IV 16 (22/J) 16 (231) 

V 2 (31) 
I 

We see, then, that the most common form is typeIIIt with more 

than a third of the total number in both languages, while types 

II and IV each have about a quarter. Types I and V lag far behind 

these in tha number of occurrences. 

The difference between typos I and III on the one hand# and 

types III IV and V on the other is, of coursej dependent on the 

nature of the consonantal onset of the tonic syllable. The former 

have voiced onset (including 'zero'. onset - rare in German as 

salient syllables with no consonant regularly begin with a glottal 

stop, which of course, counts as voiceless onset)t and the latter 

voiceless onsot. The number of instances of the different types 

only becomes significant when ue take the onset into account. We 

obtain the following percentages: 

German Enolish 

Voiced onset: 1 26 

III 74'fa 89% 

Voiceless 

onset: I1 53/13 52-" 

IV 42r, `3 46 

V 5% 
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There can be no doubtt theng that the most frequent roalisation 

of a simple falling pitch with a voiced onset is typo IIIp ioeo 

while there is little to choose between types II and IV as the 

realisation of a simple fall with a voiceless onset. other types 

occur only rarely. It is not easy to specify the conditions for 

the occurrence of types II and IV9 orp indeedt the minor typos I 

and V, The above tables give two possible conditioning factors: 

the auditory type and the consonantal onset. In both cases the 

number of occurrences in each category is few, and conclusions on a 

statistical basis are therefore unwise, but a few observations may 

nevertheless be made, In the first place there is in neither 

language an instance of auditory type IBI being realised as acoustic 

type 19 though types 'A' and ICI may be either I or III. The same 

applies to the auditory category 1+1 in German: again there is no 

case with acoustic type I. In fact the majority of instancas of 

typo I- in German at least - arc auditorily type 'Ct or they have 

no protonic or 'prehead' (in which case they are not auditorily 

categorisod as 'At, tBt or tCt)s 

With voiceless onset there does not sasm to be any influence of 

the auditory typos tAl, 101 and ICI on the realisationt but again 

the category 1+1 ic relevant: only one case so mari,, ed has typo 119 

all the others have either IV or Vo There arot in factq only two 

cases of type V, and both are auditorily 1+1# Tho presence or 

absence of a protonic or 'proheadt may again be a determining factor; 

the majority of those without protonic or prehoad are types IV or 

Vo Just how relevant tho initial consonant may be is difficult to 
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assess* Almost all cases in Gorman with an initial glottal stop 

were type IV rather than type II. 

It is hardly possible to go beyond these rather superficial 

tendencies on the basis of the small amount of data subjected to 

acoustic analysis, and explanatory factors are thus hard to isolate. 

But an attempt can nevertheless be made to explain at least ths 

basic forms. An obvious explanation for the greater frequency of 

the tsimplarl form for voiceless onset (type II) over the simpler 

form for voiced onset (typo I) is that the basic shape of the simple 

fall is indeed comploxf with the rising part largely on the consonantal 

onset, this being a weak transition to the start of the fall proper; 

if this onset is voiced the rise will be acoustically presentg but 

if it is voiceless all or part of the rise will be suppressedg giving 

type III as basic for voiced onset and type II or IV as basic for 

voiceless onsett depending an the 'amount of the rise that is 

ouppresscd, The occurrence of type I, without the rise, is less easy 

-ad out abovev the majority of such cases in to explaing but, as point 

Gorman are uith typo 'C', where a fallinQtransition may be required; 

also the non-occurrence of type I with OBI and 1+1 types is quite 

understandable since in the one case a rising transition is required 

and in the other there must be no fall on the tonic syllable* All 

these explanations are, of coursot somewhat speculative, 

one interesting feature of the acoustic analysis as compared 

. 
with the auditory impression is the rarity of type V in Germant 

despite the frequency, indeed alleged basic naturep of the 1+1 tYPCt 

since both have a similar form. It would appear that a non-level 
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contour can give a lovol impression, but it is not clear if, 

for example, there is a critical slope. 

The synthesised utterances uith a simple fall (Table I and 

VIII) confirm in general terms the 'auditory and acoustic analysis, 

In both languages it is seen that, in order to be perceived 

unambiguously as a simple fall, the pitch must fall to low during 

the syllable peak, and thatt furthermorep there must be no rising 

or lcval phase an the peak, The steepness of the fall appears to ba 

relevant only for subcategorisation of the fall. The hypothesis 

set out abovaq that the rise of acoustic type III takes place on 

the consonantal onset, appears to be confirmed, since the. pitch of 

the initial consonant, whether voiced as in the English utterances 

or voiceless as in the German, is irrelevant, In the German case, of 

co%tsa, there is no audible pitch during the consonantf but this pitch 

is auditorily infor2. blo from the difference between the pitch level 

of the end of the protonic and that of the start of the voual, 

The synthesised forms are of interest in another respect, A 

number of utterances are acceptable but cannot easily be assigned to 

either tho simple fall or tho rise-fall; it is possible to hear them 

- as either, These forms are presented in Tables II and IX. Forins 

G17 and G94, as well as the English examples in Table Ur have in 

common a level or slightly rising phase bafore the fall. In their 

'simple' interprotationt these forms can all be assigned to the 

category 14-1* As can be seen from the rising-falling pitchos of 

Tables III and Xt when the rising phase reaches a critical angle it 

is no longer interpretable as the simple fall. G39-is not readily 
0 
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explicoble, and may well be devinnt, ouing to misalignment of 

parameters. It is thus perhaps best omitted from consideration. 

The synthetic utterances also confirm the analysis of auditory 

subtypes of simple fall* Those perceived as type 'Ct in both 

languages all have the pitch of the beginning of the vocalic peak 

of the tonic syllable commencing lower than the end of the protonic; 

those porceived as type 'A' have the peak beginning at the same 

pitch or sliahtly hi2her; and those perceived as type 'Bt have the 

peak, beginning significantly higher, One German form (G2) is 

ambiguously tAl or 'Btj despito the fact that the pitch of the beginning 

of the vowel is significantly higher than the end of the. protonic. 

This may be explicablo from the pitch of other parts of the protonic: 

in this uXamplc the last protonic foot commences at the same haight 

-he offect as the start of the vowel and falls, and this may havo t %, 

of making tho reference point ambiguous. 

It is noteworthy that a satisfactory unambiguous 1+1 category 

was not synthesised. It may be that the 'pure' 1+1 which is not 

also interpretable as a rise-fall requires different segment 

rances durations from the simple varietyv uhoreas in the synthesised uttat 

these time relations are hold constant. 

5.5.2 Rise-fall 

Auditorily, the pitches in this category have a rising phase 

before the fallt with the main energy concentrated on the riset i. e. 
I^ 
r\. In principlo subtypes could be established using the same 

paramoters as with tho simple fall: the falling phase could have 
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wider -or narrouor range and commence at different heights@ As with 

the simple fall, one of these parameters is redundant as no 

significant differences in the final point reached by the fall could 

be ascertained in either language. The range/height parameter 

cannot be applied as readily here as with the simple fall, howeverg 

as the height of the start of the fall is not necessarily the most 

important criterion. Since there is always a rising phase between 

tho und of the protonic and the start of the fallp the height of the 

latter cannot be assessed in terms of its relationship to the end of 

the pretonic, viz. as higher, lowerv or the same height. Without 

such a reference point the relative height cannot be resolved into 

categorically distinct types; indeed, it is difficult to assess it 

at all on an auditory basis. 

Distinct types of rise-fall are novertheless discernablo. As 

-her mentioned abovel the main energy is concentrated in the rising ralk. 

than the falling phase; different types are obtained by modifying 

the former rather than the latter. Indoedt it appenrs that it is 

the onset of the rising phase that is critorial here. 1n the basic 

farm of the riso-fall the rise begins at approximately the same 

pitch as the end of the protonic. There is also a tstronger' form 

in uhich the onset is lowert but it may well not be the lowness as 

such that is crucial hero but rather the fact that the nuclear 

syllable itself is not actually rising, but lovelf giving the form 

In some cases the nuclear syllable is falling, though 

this does not create a very different impression from the form with 

a level onset and"is probably not significantly distinct from it* 
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Thus a Isimplat and a 'complex' variety of rise-fall can be 

ostablishedp tho latter containing an additional phase uhich is 

either level or falling but is in any case auditorily flow' . 

The riso-fall is widely recognised as a separate nuclear tone 

for English (sea abovo)p though Palmer sees it as a variety of the 

simple fall. Trim and Pheby also recognise it for Germans A 

few writers also recognise sub-typost oege Jassem (1952)t who sets 

up a 'lout and 'high' varietyt symbolised /-'zl and 
1-ýV 

t 

and Halliday (1967a)) who also has low' and thigh' as categories* 

Both take range to be the distinguishing factort indeed Halliday 

allows both types to be tfoll-rise-fall' as well as trise-fall' - 

apparently non-distinctively. Other writers recognise different 

variants. Kingdon gives the formsA... or. 
V.. 

or I 

while Schubigor gives -"'\ or -\ or 4, \ or If 

dots here represent non-gliding syllables, then it might be possible 

to relate some of these to the types mentioned abovot though the 

additional distinctions made by Kingdon and Schubiger with post- 

nuclear syllables are ignored in the present study. 

As for as the acoustic analysis of these pitchos is concernedt 

there were very few instances in the instrumentally analysed data. 

In factt there were no instances at. all for English, though rising- 

falling pitches did occur elsewhere in the data for English, But 

it is clear that no serious conclusions are justified regarding the 

acoustic correlates of theso. pitches, Furthermorot all the German 

instances were of the tsimplet rather than the 'complex' auditory 

typo. 

Two basic acoustic types occurred: 
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II 

These correlate completely uith voiced and voiceless onset 

respectively and hence no furthorexplanatory factors are requirzd, 

It is noteworthy that the basic shapes here are identical 

with types III and IV of the simple fall, but they are nevertheless 

auditorily distinct. The different auditory impression can no 

doubt be attributed to two acoustic factors: (i) the timing of 

the peak is different, being later in the tri3e-fall'; (ii) the 

distribution of energy within the contours is difforent, the falling 

phase being more prominent in the 'simple fall' and the rising 

phase being more prominent in the trise-fall'. Those two factorr, 

together ensure that the rise is audible in the 'rise-fall' but not 

perceived as such in the 'simple fall'. 

The difference between the two types is also clear from the 

synthesised foms (Tables III and X). It will be soon that all 

the acceptable forms of the rise-fall have a rising phase in the 

Reak itself, FurthGrmoret in order not to be ambiguouslY fall or 

riso-fallt this rising phase must be sufficiently steep, There are 

of course no differences in the energy distribution in the synthesised 

forms, since the amplitudo parameter is kept constant. 

Differonces betwoen auditory sub-typost which did not occur in 

the analysed datat could be investigated with synthetic speech* 

The tweakert variety, the only one to occur in the instrumental 

nnalysist is here labelled 'Alt and the 'stronger' variety 
V 
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In order to obtain a satisfactory ID1 typo the contour must be 

trodifiad so as to produce either a lower start to the vocalic part 

of the tonic syllable, or a low level phasot or a falling phase at 

the beginning of the vocalic part of the tonic. The consonantal 

transition preceding the vowel appears to be irrelevant to the 

perception of the pitch type. 

5.5.3 Simple Riso 

In the tsimple r-, *sal the pitch rises at the end to a high or 

mid pitch without any noticeable deflection downwards before the rise. 

The classification is not quite as straightforward as with the 

simple fall, as it appears that a difference exists between the two 

languages here, The relationship between the 'simple' form and the 

1co"; iploxt forms to be considered below under the fall-rise is also 

somewhat difficult to establish. 

As for as the criteria for subclassification are concernedt 

ranne could, of coursot apply in respect of the extent of the final 

rising pitch. In principlej too, this criterion could apply 

independently of hein ht, since pitches could be the same in range but 

occur at different heights, e. g. a rise from low to mid versus a rise 

from mid to high. However, it does not appear to be necessary to 

use more than one of those critoria*hore, at least for distinguiching 

primary tone types. Most simple rises begin fairly lowt and any 

differences between them can be seen as differences in range rather 

than in height. 
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Such range distinctions do not seem necessary at all in 

German,, however. Most simple rising pitches reach a fairly high 

pitch, and, though different final pitch levels can be recognisodg 

it does not seem possible to establish any categorically distinct 

types, In Englishp on the other hand, such. a distinction. does 

seem necessary: a flow' or 'narrow' rise may be recognised which 

is qual itativoly different from the 'high' or 'wide' variety. 

That this is not a gradient but a discrete classification is 

evident from the fact that very few cases in the data presented any 

problems of categorisation as one or the other, In factv any 

problems of identification of the low rise relate to the distinction 

between it and the simple fall rather than the high rise: in many 

caocs the rise is so slight as to be barely perceptible, In the 

data presented in the tables abovet the low form is marked with 1-1. 

The distinction between the 'high' and flow' rises in English 

is based on the final pitch reached by the rise, Further distinctions 

can be made, with the high rise at least, in respect of the 

bcoinninq of the rise. In the simplest formn of the risel in both 

languagost the rise commences with the onset of tho tonic syllable. 

In many casesg howeverý there is an audible level phase before the 

rise, In fact, this level phase generally continues through the 

whole tonic, with the rise taking place only on the final syllablep 

uhather salient or not. In still other cases, there is a rapidp 

though nevertheless perceptible, falling transition to the low level 

pitch during the onset of the tonic syllable# though not sufficient 

to give the improssion of a falling to ic syllable. 
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In the tables, these different forms of the simple rise are 

identified as follows: 

A 

A+ 

It should perhaps be noted, that type 0, despite its initial 

falling pitch, is still perceived as a basically Isimplet risev 

as the falling phaseg though audiblat is rapidt and in the nature 

of a transition to the low pitch. Both fall and level are 

concentrated within the same syllable. It should also be noted that 

this form, is not intended to be equivalent to Halliday's tbroken' 

Tone 2, uhlch will be discussed under ths fall-risep below* 

Phoneticallyt. these three form. s probably constitute a continuum, 

so that the auditory distinctions made are no doubt somewhat 

arbitrary, The differences between them relate not to their basic 

auditory character (which derives from the final high rise and is 

tha soma in all casos) but rather to the 'strength' with which this 

character is expressed: A is the weakestt and 0 the strongest form-9 

uith A+ falling between them# 

The 'low' rising form of English does not appear to be 

susceptible to the same amount of variation in respect of the onset 

as the thight rise, All the instances of this pitch typa encountered 

in the data uore auditorily of typo B. This form thus appears in 

the tables as follous: 

D. - L,, 
A variety of distinctions are made in the literature here. 

thO systematic analyses of German; only Trim makes a categorical 
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distinction between a 'high' and a tlowl rise; Pheby also makes 

a distinctiont recognising long' and lbreit' formsp but these are 

secondary varieties of a single tone. Collinson (1953) also 

mentions the use of a low rise in greetingst but its status is not 

made clear. ror English, on the other hand, a distinction between 

the Iloul and thigh' rise is widespreadq as can be seen from the 

major analyses presented above, The distinction was already 

present in Palmer (1922), but not in Armstrong and Ward (1926). 

Schubigor used it for the first time in an article of 19529 

confessing that she had previously only recognised one simple rise* 

All the later handbooks have both types* A further distinction made 

by Halliday is also notablet though it is not used to differentiate 

primary tones: he recognises a 'broken' form of the high riseq in 

which there is a fall on the tonic syllable, the rise taking place 

only at the end, This form, and its relationship to the types 

recognised here (especially type B)t will be considered below. 

It will be recalled that a distinction similar to that between 

types A and A+ was recognised for the simple fallt and that the 

A+ type was considered to be the basic form for Gorman, though 

the A type predominated in English. We might consider whether a 

similar state of affairs obtains with the simple rise, J, e. uhothor 

the A+ type of rise is more frequent in Gorman. For English, the 

simple A typo is given as basic by all writers for the high riset 

and an analogous form is given by most even for the low riset though 

Palmer's and Halliday's notations suggest a level onset for the latter. 

For Gorman, both Trim and Pheby give the typo A as the basic formp 

while von Essen's form 
- . 0ý suggests the 'A+' type, The data 
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examined in this study offer no support for a distinction of this 

kind between the two languages, however, The 'A' type was found 

to be the most common in botht though admittedly there were fewer 

instances of the tA+t type in English than in German. 

Acousticallyp a wide variety of different forms of the simple 

rise were found in the instrumentally analysed data, and these can 

be reduced to a number of different schematic types. The main 

types are analogous to the auditory categoriesp though the 

relationship between the auditory and acoustic categories is not 

completely straightforward. Corresponding to the greater number 

of audit tory types in English a greater number of acoustic. categories 

can be established. Those set up for Gorman are a subset of those 

required for English, hence a single list of different types can 

ba given# as follows: 

IV 

vii 
VIII 
Ix 
x 
xi 
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All these types are found in Englisht but only types I- VI 

occur in German. 

. It can be scon that the basic criteria for categorisation 

are firstly the nature of the onset: whether the rise begins 

immediately, whether it is delayed by the presence of a level phasep 

or whether there is an initia 1 fall. In additiont the voiced or 

voiceless character of the onset divides each of these three types 

into two, giving a total of six categories, which are those required 

for German. In English the height of the end of the rise is also 

important, giving further types with a lower ending than these six. 

One typo has a lou rise beginning immediately (no instance with a 

voiceless onset occurs here)t another has a fall preceding the low 

rise, divided into two sub-types by the voiced or voiceless onset. 

Two final types have a fall followed by a lovel pitch without 

noticeable rise; one has voiced, the other voiceless onset. (Despite 

their shape, these were perceived as rises)@ A total of eleven 

types nay thus be established for English an the basis of the data 

examined. 

Uith so many acoustic categories, tt-e number of instances of 

each is naturally smallp and statistical conclusions are thus not 

of any great significance. The distinction of typos is best seen 

in conjunction uith the auditory category and the voiced or voiceless 

onset, This gives the following results: 
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(', erman: 

Voiced Voiceless 

I III V II IV VI 

A 20 1 3 

A+ 34 2 

B 19 4 

Enolish: 

Voiced voiceless 

I III V VII viii x II IV vi ix xi 

A 10 31 

A+ 2 -- 

B -7 3 

U- 3 in 2 71 

The usual acoustic roalisation of the simplest auditory type- 

'A' scoms clear enough here; in both languages it is also 

acoustically Simpfo: tYPG I for voiced on-sat and type II for voiceless 

onsob. Tho realisation of typo 191 is also clear: type v for 

voiced onset and typo VI for voiceless onset. In both these cases 

the realisation accords well with the auditarily perceived shape* 

The same is true of the auditory category 'A+' in the English datat 

which is realised as typo III for voiced onset and type IV for 
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voiceless onset, though the small numbers involved do not allow 

general conclusions here, In German most instances of 'A+' with 

voiceless onset are typo II rather than type IVt while those with 

voiced onset are mostly either type I or type III. In cases where 

the auditory-and acoustic shapes are different we must assume that 

the auditory impreasion is created by other meanst in particular 

by the relationship between the level of the onset and the level cf 

the and of the pretanic, For example, the form -1 
/may be perceived 

as typo 'A', whereas the form_ý / may be perceived as type 'A+' 

or IBI, despite the similarity of the acoustic form of the tonic* 

Othur casea of a-similar kind will be considered later. 

The main acoustic form corresponding to the 1-1 type of 

English is, on the basis of tho above data, type VIII for voiced 

onset and type IX for voiceless onset, which again accords well with 

the auditory effect. other factors must presumably be at work in 

the tdovient' cases, but it was not possible to ascertain what they 

might be. The three instances of the lovel types X and XI areq of 

courseq particularly troubleschme; the impression of a rise is 

presumably created by other means. 

The synthesised forms of simple rise are given in Tables VI 

(German) and Tables XI and XII (English). The distinction between 

tho thigh' and Ilowt rises in Engli sh is seen to depend on the 

height of the final rise, as would be expected from the auditorily 

perceived shapos. The 'high' rise of English and Gormarf could be 

produced with a final rise to a high pitch, but a variety of shapes 

wera tolerated before this rise: there could be a low level pitch 
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or even a fall hero. Typo A always had a simple rising patterno 

but type A+ could be produced with either a level pattern or (in 

Gorman) a falling pattern, provided that the fall Was not too steep 

(see G601 G591 E499 E50t and G61). An unambiguous type B was not 

synthesisad in German, though several patterns of this type wore 

produced in English. The difference between the two languages hero 

is fortuitoust and ations from the much shorter space available in 

4. ha Gormzn utterenco, with a single syllable with voiceless onset 
A- 

and codn, The English utterancc is disyllabic with no voiceless 

consonants, and can thus accommodate all the necessary phases in a 

natural manner. 

Ono characteristic of all the 'simple' rises with a falling 

pitch before the rise is that the fall does not begin at a high 

pitch. A high onset to the fall makes the pitch pattern into an 

auditory fall-rise. In Tables V and XIIII howeverg are a number of 

cases which ar3 ambiguously a simple riso (type B) and a fall-rise. 

Like the unambiguous simple rises, these patterns have a fall which 

does not begin very high, but unlike these they have a low pretonicp 

as revealed by the rising transition during the voiceless consonantal 

onset. It appears that this transition, though of course inaudibles 

is significant in creating the ambiguity, since it gives rise to 

an impression of gr03tor complexity which isp in turnt a characteristic 

of the fall-rise rathor than the simple rise. This point is 

important cince it illustrates how context can determine the 

interpretation of a pattern. The same shapet a simple fall + rise, 

can be hoard as a simple rise if there is a preceding high pitcht 

sinco tho fall is porceived as a transition to a low onsetv or it 
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can be heard as a fall-riso if there is a preceding low pitch# 

since the fall cannot be interpreted in this uay here* In the 

case of the ambiguous examples in Tables V and XIIIt the latter 

interpretation is weakened by the non-high start of the fall* 

The English low rise (Table XII) could only be synthosised 

with a mid rather than high final pitch, Though it is possiblep 

as E84 shows, to have the rise COMM3ncing with the beginning of the 

vowel, in general a level or falling phase is required, The most 

satisfactory forms produced are E639 E92, and E85t i, o, with a level 

rathor than a falling phase, and uith a mid pretonic. 

5.5.4 Fall-risa 

The basic auditory characteristic of the fall-rise is that 

there is a perceptible falling phase before the final rise* It 

differs from the 'complex' variety (type 8) of the simple riseg 

however, in that the impression is not, as in the latter caset of 

a falling transition to a basically low onsot, but rather of a non-low 

onsot, followed by a fall and a rise. There are several different 

types of pitch movement here, so that a certain amount of sub- 

catogoriiafiDn is necessary, 

As with other pitch typost ranne is potontially available as 

a criterion for auditory subcategorisationsbut it is not altogether 

clear how or where to apply it* As with the simple risep it may be 

best to take the pitch of the final rising phase as an indication 

of the range of the whole pitch movement. In Germant the situation 

is analogous to that described above for the simple rise: though 

differences can be perceived in the height reached by the riset it 
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does not seem possible or necessary to establish discrete types, 

at least not for a primary division into tones, 

In English, an the other handp it does appear to btr be both 

possible and necessary to make a distinction here an the basis 

of the final rise, which parallels that made in respect of the simple 

rise, viz. we can recogniso a thigh' varietyt in which the pitch 

rises to a relatively high pitch, and a 'low' varietyt in which it 

does not. This distinction in English is admittedly controversial; 

mapy uriters do not recognise different types of fall-rise at alIg 

and most of those who Jb'elo not distinguish these types along the 

lines of the present analysis. The different typest furthermoret 

are usually reg3rdad as varieties of a single falling-rising tonev 

so that the treatment is not parallel to that of the simple rise, 

where it is usual to distinguish high and low rising tones. 

The distinction made here appears to coincide with that of 

Halliday, where the 'low' variety corresponds to his falling-ris'Ang 

tone 4, and the 'high' variety to his tbrokent form of tone 2# 

Thus, though Halliday separates these two forms as primary distinct 

types, he adds a further twist by assigning the 'high' form to the 

same tone as the simple high rise* Even in his casof tharoforcq 

the treatment is not parallel to that of the simple rising pitches. 

The difference between the two types is admittedly not always 

very clear, and a number of cases were encountered in the data 

where interpretation was di fficult, but in most cases the distinction 

is clear enough, It does not just rest an the difference in the 
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height reached by the final rise, but also an a number of other 

characteristics. Halliday (1970t p. 20) gives a detailed comparison 

of the two forms in English (and also compares them with another 

superficially similar pattern, his tone 13, which is here analysed 

differently), His remarks are reproduced here: 

Z (= thigh I) 

starts and ends high 

rise reaches same huight as 

beginning of fall 

no rising approach 

two distinct movements 

sharp change of direction 

4 (= t]. OWI) 

starts midl mid-high, or mid-low 

rise reaches about same height 

as beginning of fall 

rising app--Oach 

one continuous movement 

smooth change of direction 

rise is -, sudden and begins 

steeply 

oven force on rise and fall 

rise is gradual and begins 

gently 

main force on fall 

In general, the data examined in the present study confirmed 

these characteristics. Though the height reached by the final rise 

is crucial to identification, it is difficult to say whicht if 

any, of tho other characteristics are significant. 

One important factor is certainly the onset (which Halliday 

calls the lapproacht). In the English data examined the onset of 

the 'high' variety was generally simplet ise. the pitch began high 

and fell, In a very fow cases a fom was encountered which began 

auditorily with a levol phase, analogous to the 14-t varioty of 

simple fall* The onset of the slow, variety, howover, in addition 

to being lower, was also characteristically moro'complex. NO 

cases had a simple fall + rise; a form with a loval phase beforo 
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the fall was the nom here, and indeed a number of instances had 

a. rising phase before the fall, The 'laid' type, thereforet is 

characterised not by a non-low onset to a falling-rising movementt 

but by a non-low phase before the fall-rise, and this phase may 

be level or rising. It is therefore not quite true to say, as 

Halliday doest that this form has a 'rising approach'. Furthermoret 

the main force hare appears to be not on the fall (as Halliday 

claims) but an this non-low phase preceding the fall. 

In terms of the final pitch reached and the nature of the 

onset we nay thus recognise four basic forms of fall-rise for 

English: two thilght forms, one of which has a level phaýo before 

the fall and the other not, and two Ilowl formsy one of which has 

a level phase before the fall and the other a rising phase. Furthe. 

non-distinctive types of 'high' fall-rise occur which depend on 

the length of the tonic. The falling phaso takes place on the tonic 

syllable in the Isimplet type and immediately after it in the type 

with level onsett while the rise occurs on the last syllable of 

the tonicq whether salient or not (cf. the simple rise)* If any 

syllables intervene between the twot they are low level, (If 

there is only one syllable in the tonict thenerff the pitch movemeqts 

all take place within this syllable)* 

The two 'low' forms may also differ from each other in other 

respocts besides the differences in the initial phase. The 

beginning of the type with'lovel onset is approximately at the 

same pitch as tho end of the pratonict whereas in the type with 

rising onset it is generally lower, There are thus two features 
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distinguishing the first part of these forms: level v. ri31ng 

phase and mid v. low onset, In addition the type with rising onset 

often has greater range, It is likely that these types arc not 

really categorically distinct, but. aro tuo recognisable points 

on a gradient of tstrength', It is also not easy to say which form 

is 'basic'* 

The forms. recognised for English may be identified as followts: 

A or 

A+ or 

B+ 

The fall-rise isp as the standard analyses givon above shoup 

widely recognisod for English: all the analyses establish a 

distinct falling-rising tone, The basic auditory form given by 

most uriters is \/ i. e. a straightforward fall plus rise. Many 

recognise variant formsg but it is not always clear how these relate 

to the types rocognised here. A number of writers use complexity 

as a criterion for subcategorisation, and make a distinction between 

a 'fall-risol and a 'rise-fall-riset* Palmer gives as the basic 

form the shape "'A-VI 
, but also recognises a 'less intense' variety 

; the former is regarded as basic because the latter is 

'rare?, Both Kingdon and Schubigor give both the fall-rise and 

the rise-fall-rise, the latter being for Schubiger 'not essential'. 

Halliday# toot recognises a rising-falling-rising variant of tone 4# 

Range is also Uscd to distinguish different types: Jassem has a 

flow' and 'high' variety of fall-riso, symbolised and \, ý 
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respectively; Halliday also has t-lowl and 'high' types of (rise-) 

fall-rise: and 
AV 

. Both Kingdon and Schubiger recognise 

different non-distinctive types according to whether there are 

'glidest or Ijumps'. Kingdon's variants of the rise-fall-rise 

are parallel to those he gives for the rise-fall, i. e. 9VI 

or while Schubiger gives the following forms: 

and 

It can be seen, thent that several different formis are recognised 

in the literature, but it is not clear whicht if anyt of the 

distinctions made correspond to those set out above, It is likely 

-han that they relate to the distinctions between 8 and G+ rather 

between the A types and the B typos. 

There are also other types of fall-rise pattern discussed in 

the literature, Lee (1956c) discusses the differences between a 

'fall-rise tone' and a 'fall-rise sequencol, There is also a 

'fall-riso tunelf consisting of a falling protonic with a rising 

nucleus, and Schubiger (1956) adds a further type: a rising-falling- 

rising protonic with a rising nucleus. The matter was clarified 

by Sharp (1953). Apart from the last two types, which involve the 

protonic as wall as the tonic, the distinction intended hero is 

between a nuclear tone with a falling-rising pitch, and a superficially 

similar pattern which is to be analysed as a falling tone followed 

by a rising tone. In view of the special relationship botucen the 

two tones in this sequence it is possible to treat them as being in 

the samo tone-groupt hence Halliday's label Idoublo tonict, Halliday 

recognises two such sequencest one of which has tone 1 plus tone 3t 
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and the other tone 5 plus tone 3. In the present study 'double 

tonicst are not recognised; the special-rdlationship between the 

two tones in sequence is dealt with in another wayt namely by 

analysing them as tmajorl + fminorl tones within the same paratone- 

group (c. f. below, chapter 7)o 

Me status of the fall-rise in German is not entirely clear T 

from uhat has been uritten about it. Von Essen does not give the 

fall-rise as ona of his pitch types (nor does he give the rise-fall)q 

although Trim and Pheby do. On the other hand, Trim asserIts that 

there is no equivalent in German of the English limplicatory 

fall-ricotq though he does not explain how this would differ fron, 

the form he givo, -. Phcby makes a distinction batueen long' and 

'breit' variotics of his fall-rise. It is also clear that tho fall- 

rise is not an anglicism in the analyses of Trim and Phebyt nor 

recent development in tho. language, since Vil5tor (1098) lists 

this among his pitch typos, with the musical notation "N 

Several instances of the fall-riso also occur - without comment - 

in von Essents examples. 

On the basis of the data examinod in this study there can be 

no doubt that a falling-rising pitch type exists in Germanp but 

its status does not appear to be the same as in English. Pheby - 

implies that the German fall-riso is equivalent to Halliday's Tone 

4, since he also labels it Tone 4 and his analysis is in other 

rospocts heavily dependont. on Halliday's. The evidence of the 

data examined suggests that they are not equivalentt however. 

Tho phonetic characturisation of the German fall-riso is 01MOst 
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identical to that given by Halliday for the English tbrokon' Tone 

. 
Z-, and not Tone 41 and this relationship also holds for their 

functions. This conclusion also accords with Trim's analysis: 

although he recognises a falling-rising tone for Germans he claims 

that German has no equivalent of the English limplicatory fall: -risel 

(i. e. Halliday's tone 4). 

The conclusion to be drawn here is that German does not have 

a distinct pitch type corresponding to the 'low' fall-rise of 

English (i. e. Hallidayts Tone 4)t though it does have a fall-riso 

corresponding to the 'high' form of English (Halliday's Tone 2)* 

The German form is not absolutely identical to the English thight 

form in its phonetic characteristicst however, The simple type (A) 

appears to be rare; there was only one instance in the instrum-untally 

analysed data given in the above tables. The usual form is 

ovidentally typo A+, with a level phase before the fall# Thus the 

relative frequency of those two typos is different in the two 

languages, This difference in realisation is not surprisingt howevert 

if we bear in mind the differences encountered with the sin-plo_ 

fall; it will be recalled that a simple form of fall was more ucual 

in Englisht and a form with a level phase more usual in German, 

The fall of the 'high' fall-rise in buth languages thus behaves in 

a similar fashion to the fall of the simple fall* 

In a few cases in German yet another form of fall-rise was 

encountered in which the phase preceding the fall was not level 

but rising. This typo did not occur at all for the 'highs fall-risO 

in English$ though it occurred as ono realisation of the ossential 
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non-low phase pieceding the fall in the 'low' fall-rise. Despite 

the initial rise in this Gor-man form, it was still identifiable 

as a 'highl fall-rise in view of its final high pitch, In facto 

it is probably not catugorically distinct from the form with a 

level initial phase, though it gives tho impression of greater 

tstrongthl. 

For Gormant then, we need to add ona more auditory type to 

the list of falling-ris-Ing pitches given above for English. It 

is identified as follows: 

A++ 
[""V 

or 

The forms encounterbd in German were thus Aq A+ and A++* Types 

B and B+ did not occur, nor is there anything ccnparable to the 

fall-riso patterns of the So-called 'double tonicsIt Halliday's 

13 and 53. 

Several different acoustic types wore found in the data 

corresponding in general terms to the auditory categories perceivedy 

though including, of courseq differences between voiced and voiceless 

onsett which have no effect on the auditory characteristics of 

the contour. These types may ba identified as follows: 

rv 
IV 
v 
vi 

or 

or 

or 

0r 
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VII 
ýIV 

or 

VIII 

Ix 

x 
xi 

The incidence of these types in relation to the auditory 

categories and to voiced and voiceless onset is as follows: 

I II III IV V Vi VII VIII Ix x xi 

Gormint A 

A+ 

A++ 

Enolish A 

A+ 

- - 1 - - _ - - - - 

- - 3 2 ? 5 1 - -. - - 

a a - - _ 3 - a - a 

4 6 2 3 - - - - - - - 

a - 1 1 - - - a a a a 

- - - - - - 1 2 1 1 

- a - - - 2 2 - 

This table shous the greater frequency of more tccmplext 

types of realisation for the 'high' fall-rise in Cormant where typos 

V and VI are the most frequent@ The simple types I and II are 

usual in English, and even those forms which are auditorily type 

A+ are less complex than their German counterparts, For the English 

'low' varieties, types IX and X are the most commonp and even 

the simple B formst with an auditorily level phase at the beginning, 

may havc this morn complex shape, The auditory distinction between 

0 and B+ types may therefore rest on other features than the actual 
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shape of the initial phase; factors such as intensity, timingg 

ranget or the steepness of the fall may be at uork. 

The synthesisod forms of the fall-rise for German are given 

in Table VI. It will be soon that these forms must not only have 

a fall end a riset but must also begin with a high pitch (G108, 

G106t G63v G64)* G76 and GBO are apparent exceptions to this, 

since they do not actually begin highv but their protonics end highp 

so that here too there is a fall from high, even if part of it is 

in the voiceless consonantal onset. Without this high beginning to 

the fallp the form may be hoard as a simple rise, as in Table V* 

The same principles apply in itho English utterances given in Table 

XIVt uhero again the fall of E78 and C79 begins high. Lower onsotst 

as in Table XIIIt produce ambiguity. 

It uashot possible to produce a natural A+ form in German 

with the same part of the utterance as was used el. sewherep becauee 

this uas too short; a longer stretch was taken in G82t G83 and G94 

uhich shou the difference between the A and A+ types: typo A has 

a simple fall+lovnl+rise, while type A+ has level+fall+levol+risO 

or slight riso+fall+levnl+rise. Similar shapes (though oithout 

the non-distinctive low level phase) gave similar results in English 

(E-95, E56p E57). 
I 

A satisfactory B typo could bo produced in English with a 

lower final pitch and a slightly rising initial phasu (E621 E961 

E97p E98). Hobievorv there does not appear to be an absolute cut-off 

point botwoen types A+ and Bo In E50 and E59 the range of the 

initial rise was not wide, but the final pitch was highq and as a 
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result those forms could be heard as oithor A+ or B. The G+ 

type could be produced only with a low starting point for the 

initial rise, and indeed in E61 a low level phase produced the 

desired auditory effect. Again the cut-off point botucon the 9 

and B+ types is not absolute: forms without a low onset but uith 

a low protonic could be heard as either, Forms with a low onset 

togother uith a wide range and final high pitch produced forms 

uhich were ambiguously A+ or B+o The room for phonetic manoeuvre 

with the various types of fall-rise is thus severely restrictedt 

-o ambiguity or chango of and even slight modifications can land I. 

auditoAry type. 

5.5.5 Level 

The chief auditory characteristic of pitches under this heading 

is the final level pitch, which is generally reached in the course 

of the tonic syllable itself and is maintained until the end of the 

tonic. In almost all cases the level pitch is preceded by an 

audible but brief and non-distinctive rise: * Such pitches 

are very common in Gorman in tnon-finall tono-groups, but they are 

rare in English. Novortheloss, instances were found in the dataq 

including the portions analysed instrumontallyt in both languagost 

uith no difference in the basic shape of the contour* 

In principle is'. would clearly be possible to subcategorise 

level pitches accord. -Ing to the criterion of height. Range could 

naturally not apply to the level phase of the pitch but uould be 

applicabl-Ij to the rising phase procoding it. Gut in all cases (with 
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one exception to be discussed immediately) the level pitch is 

higher than the end of the pretonic(owing Ito the initial rise) 

so that there is tic reference point for categorical distinctionst 

and the continuum cannot easily be broken up on an auditory 

basis. The one exception just referred to is a case where the 

level pitch is lower than the end of the pretonic (tone-group 40). 

This is the rather frequent but perhaps atypical expression Ina 

JaI. I# which has the auditory form * This one case does 

not justify giving the label 'high' to all the other instances# 

however, and no auditory sub-types based on height will thus be 

recognised here. Where necessary thii lower-pitched level contour 

can bo referred to without a lhbol or distinguishing letter. Alsot 

no significant differences elsewhere in the contour were noticedt 

so that the level pitch typo is not subdivided in either language* 

The level pitch is uidely recognised as a tone in Gem, an. 

Though Sievers (1890) claims that it is rareq 

from Vibtor (18983onwardsg have given it the 

deserves. The form recognised is As 

are concernedt only Phaby recognisos distinct 

I hoch' * 

subsequent urriters, 

ýtatus A- t; ndoubtedly 

far as subcategories 

types: Itieff and 

In Englisht an the other hand, the level pitch is not generally 

recognisod. The only major writer to do so is Jassemp though oven 

here its status is not entirely clear. He recognises thighl and 

'low' varieties. The present analysis differs from the traditional 

one, therefore, in recognising the existence of level nuclear pitches 
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in Engl. J*6sh. Thoy are admittedly rare, but they are neither 

impossible nor unnatural. 

The acoustic analysis of the data revealed five basic 

types, not all of which occurred in both languages, They are 

identified as follows: 

IV 

V 

The incidence of these types is as follows: 

German Enalish 

Voiced 11 

15 5 

Voiceless 8 

IV 22 3 

V u2 

The only instance of type I was the exceptional case 

nentioned above with a low level pitch. Othorwis3 voiced onset 

always occurs as type III. Typo"IV appears to be basic for 

voiceless onsett though there are several cases of type II in 

German, No consistent factor can be identified which determined 

"he occurrence of this type, though it is explicable as the 

suppression of the rising onset of type III because of the voiceless 

consonant* Type V only occurrod in English; the two cases 
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involved could perhaps be interpreted differently, namely as 

a flowl rise (cf. type XI of the simple rise); identification 

was difficult here. 

The synthesised utterances containing level pitches hardly 

need comment as they confirm the auditory and acoustic analysis 

(see Tables VII and XV). Satisfactory forms are obtained with 

a rise on the vowel of the tonic syllable followed by a sustained 

lovol pitch. Neither the point at which the level pitch begins 

nor its height seems to be particularly important. 

5.5.6 Summary 

The above results in respect of the auditory pitch categories 

recognised at the tonic in English and German are summarised in 

the following table. Forms not actually occurring in the 

instrumentally analysed data but uhich were observed -; n auditory 

analysis of other material are enclosed in brackets, 

Simple fall: 

Ennlish 

Rise-fall: (A 

(13 

(c 

German 

A 

A+ 

B 

c 

A 

(B 

(c 
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Ennlish 

Sim, 21e rise: A 

A+ 

B 

13- 

Fall-rise: A or 

A+ or 

German 

A 

A+ 

B 

Aor 

A+ or 

A++ or 

Level 

As can be seen, tho only differences in actually occurring 

pitch types are to be found with the simple rise and the fall-rise. 

English has three forms not encountered in German: type 8- of the 

simple rise, and types 8 and B+ of tho fall-rise. German has a 

form A++ of the fall-rise which does not occur in English. These 

differencest in the manner in which they are stated heref are of 

course at a fairly superficial level of comparisong since the 

table gives no indication of the status of these formst either in 

terms of phonological value or frequency of occurrence* 

Mr, far as frequency of occurrence is concernedt tho 1+1 forms 

of tha simple fall are very much more frequont in German than in 

0 
English, aand the s3mc applies to the A+ variety of the fall-ritmx* 

On grounds of frequency of occurronce it might be possible to 

eliminate some of the rare types completely; this would apply to 
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the levpl pitch typo in English, uhich is very much less common 

than the same form in German, There would be rome Justification 

for this, since the above table also omits a number of other rare 

pitch types, many of which havo rather restricted situational 

contexts. Such are, for example, the forms used in calling to 

those at a distance (cf. Fox, 1969t Lowisp 1969)t those used in 

giving commands (cf. Hill, 1969)t those used in chanting (cf. Pike# 

1945), prayingt talking to children, dictatingt reading aloud, 

lacturing, and other labnormallactivities. The data needed to 

establish the Itones' of all these types of speech would clearly 

be enormous, and the resulting tsystems' uould be so large as to 

obscure the more significant differences in the basic systems 

used in normal conversatian, it seems legitimate, therefore, to 

exclude from the present analysis (which lays no claims to exhaustive 

treatment of all styles of speech) pitch features which are 

confined to theso less normal modes of speaking. It is by no means 

certain, however, that this would exclude the level pitch type from 

English, since it does seem to occur, though infrequentlyt in 

ordinary speech. Its existence is acknowledged by, for examplet 

El Menoufy (1969)t though she is uncertain how to deal uith it, 

5.6 Phonological status of the forms 

Men we turn to the phonological status of the various forms 

wo aro faced with the problen, of 'progressive delicacy' referred 

to above, i. e. that we cannot establish a simple set of mutually 

contrasting items of equal phonological rankt but can recognise 

diffarbont degrees of differentiation of forms. In addition, of 
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course, we must have recourse to the meaningful distinctions 

effected by the differences between the forms if we are to establish 

their phonological statust and Must thus to some extent pre-empt 

the discussion of meanings to be found below (chapter 10). We 

may begin, however# by recognising two kinds of difference between 

the forms given here: some appear to differ in the basic 

implication they convey (e, g, falls and rises) while others seem 

to be similar in the basic implication but differ in the Istrangtht 

with which it is expressed, This rather crude dichotomy will be 

further refined below, but it will serve for our present purposes. 

It allows us to establish two dogrees, of differentiation of fornso 

For the most part, this distinction correlates with the 6ifforence 

between the basic pitch typos an the one hand (simple fail, rise- 

fallt simple rise, fall-riso, level) and the difference between 

different forms within the same pitch typo on the other (Ag 8, Ctc. )- 

In other wordst forms of a given basic pitch type appearp in 

general, to have their basic connotation in comment though they 

may differ in other respects. Most analyses of intonation recogni-so 

this, though not necessarily explicitly, by establishing basic 

Itonest with a phonetic charactorisation in terms of basic pitch 

type, and tvariantst of these tones differing from one another in 

e. g. range. The variants arot of courseq not like the 'variants' 

of phonemes (i. e. allophones) in segmental phonology. The latter 

are positional variants with no independent phonological St3tLJSV 

whereas the variants of intonational 'tones' arc in contrast. 

Positional variants of tones comparable to allophoncs do exist, 
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for example the different realisations with voiced and voiceless 

onset or with different lengths of tonic, but these are very 

different from the variants considered here, 

We might thus begin by assuming that the different pitch 

types which have served above as general headings constitute primary 

tones and the various auditory categories discussed under each 

heading are secondary varieties. These assumptions are not entirely 

satisfactory however. With the simple falling, the rising-fallingt 

and the level pitch types it seems quite reasonable to take each as a 

primary tone: all tile various simple falls appear to have a basic 

element of meaning in common, as do the various rising-falling 

pitches, and the three basic pitch types seem to be clearly distinct 

from one another* Difficulties arise with the simple rising and 

the falling-rising pitchest however, especially in English, Though 

all the simple rises may have something in commong it is usual# 

and probably justifiable, to distinguish the low rise (type B-) 

from the others, as its connotation is somewhat different. The 

same applies to the 8 and B+ types of fell-riseswhich belong together 

and yet differ from the A and A+ types in the general effect# It 

is therefore reasonable to distinguish two types of simple rise and 

two types of fall-rise at the primarX level in English (the relevant 

forms do not exist in German)* 

Tho correlation betweon basic pitch type and primary tone 

might bu challenged in another wayq too. Not only might we 

consider the possibility of different primary tones having the same 

basic pitch type, but also the possibility that the same primary 
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tone may havo realisations differing in their basic pitch type. 

Foil of the standard analyses seem to allow thist though Palmer 

(1922) groups together the simple fall and the rise-fall as one 

tone-type, and Halliday considers the simple rise and one type 

of fall-rise (the A type) to constitute variants of one and the 

same tone. 

This latter point has implications in the present comparative 

A. context since the Gorman fall-rise can be identified with the A 

type of English, If we follow Halliday in treating the 'high' 

fall-rise as a variety of simple riset then we should do the same 

for Germant thus abolishing the fall-rise in the latterIanguages 

This is certainly one possiblef and plausible analysis, but there 

are others, It Uill be noticed that the differences betwocn the 

two languages in the fall-rise are paralleled by those in the 

simple rise: in both cases German has only the 'high' variety 

uhilc English has a 'high' and a 'low', This parallel can hardly 

ba fortuitous; it is, in factv supported by other parallels: 

there is no equivalent in German of the low 'listing' protonic 

recognised by Halliday for the simple fall, though the higher 

'bouncing' protonic is common* The system would clearly be neater 

if our analysis of the fall-rise were parallel to that of the 

simple rise# which would involve treating the 'high' and flow' fall- 

riso as separato tones both from each other and from the 'high' 

and flows rise, i. e. with lialliday's tones: 

'low, 'high' 

ri 3 2 

fall-rise 

-J 

4 

- -- - 

2 
II 
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German would differ from this pattern in not having the Ilowl 

tono3. This analysis would have to be supported by a consideration 

of the moanings of these tones, butq since these will not be 

discussed until chapter 10, the tonal status of the 'high' fall- 

rise will be loft open hero, 

I-le When we come to the secondary level of differentiationg i#G# 

to the variants of one and the same tone, it is still less easy to 

decide which forms are to be regarded as distinctp since in some 

cases there may well be a phonetic continuum on which the individual 

pitch types arc merely conveniently recognisable points. This nal' 

apply to the different kinds of risc-fall, high rise and. high and 

low fall-riso. In these cases it is perhaps somewhat arbitrary to 

recogni-ce discrete types, but it is nevertheless usaful to establish 

a binary distinction 'strong' v. 'weak' in a number of instances. 

Ifq following Halliday, we treat the 'high' fall-rise as a form, or 

simple rise, then perhaps we do not need to subdivide either of 

these typesq since the simple high rise can be considered as the 

lueak' form and the high fall-riso as the 'strong'. 

Halliday has argued convincingly for a threefold distinction 

with the simple fall. The criterion used (the relationship to the 

and of the protonic) permits us to establish three types here 

(corresponding to the A, Bt and C typos), whereas with the other 

pitch types there is no such point of reforoncot and we must be 

content with a twofold distinction. The status of the f+' category 

of simple fall is rather different, however, As suggestod abovet 
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uo could consider the simple form to be the norm in English and 

the 1+1 form to be the norm in German, but in neither languaga 

does the difference, botwon the two types seem to be significant. 

Us could thus establish a simple three-term subsystem for the 

simple fall, with different realisations of the A and 0 types in 

the two languages. The same principle could perhaps be invoked 

with the 'high' fall-risor though the existence of an 'extra- 

strongt form A++ in German slightly complicates matters# 

It will be all too evident from this discussion that it is 

difficultt if not impossiblut to establish a dofinitive systcm of 

prim3ry tonest each with its subsystem of discrete types. The 

classification depends on imposing categorical distincticn3 on 

uhat is partly a semantic continuum and partly a phonetic continuum, 

This does not mean that such systems are unhelpful or unusablep 

however; it simply means that they are not the whole story, and 

that we should bear in mind that they are idealisations. 

5.7 Classification of tones 

Regardless of the actual tones recognisad by writers on 

the subjectq the method of classifying them and referring to them 

differs from analysis to analysis, The English high riseg for 

examplet is numbered Ill by Kingdon, 121 by Palmer and tiallidayt 

t4l by Jassem, and 151 by O'Connor and Arnold. Schubiger's method 

of using letters such as IRHt has someýhing to recommend ity though 

the superscript and subscript letters are cumbersome. - others more 
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simple dovices, such as lower case vorsus capital lottersq could 

be devisod to remove the ambiguity of conflicting numerical systems. 

However, it seems that 11allidayts system of tone-numbers, which is, 

of course, no less arbitrary than any othert has acquired somathing 

of a definitive character in reccnt years, and since the present 

analysis owes much to Hallidayt and largely coincides with hist it 

seems reasonable to use his system as far as possible. The only 

major deviation from Halliday is the recognition of a level tone 

in English, which can easily be accommodated by the addition of a 

sixth tone. In order to avoid confusion, the present analysis follows 

Halliday in regarding the high fall-rise as a variety of the simple 

rise# though this is not the only possibilityg as discusi; ed above* 

It would obviously be desirable to adopt a par3llol 

classificatory scheme for German. Phoby attempts to do this, so 

that his simple fallj rise-fallt and simple high rise have the 

same numbers as in Hallidayts scheme* The absence of a low rise in 

Carman would mean a gap here, but Pheby adopts an obvious solution 

by inserting the German level tone at this pointl and is thus able 

to leave the numbering of the other toncs undisturbed. This 

approach is further justified by the fact that the level tone in 

I/\ Gorman is often functionally analogous to the low rise in English. 

of course, if UD accept a level tone in Englisht too, then the 

parallel is destroyed. A further problem is providod by the fall-rise* 

Phaby equates the German fall-rise with Halliday's tone 49 and 

numbors it accordingly. In the present analysisq howeverp it is 

claimed that the German form should be equated not with tone 4 but 

with tone 29 tho lbroken, risoo Againt this destroys the parallel 

numbering, 
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In short, then, it does not seem to be possible to use a 

parallel numbering system for the tones of English and German while 

at the same time preserving 11allidayts ordering of the English 

tones. For English we need six tones and for German we need four. 

Tones t1l and 121 can be analogous in both lanquagesp but the level 

tone will be numbered t6l in English and t3t in Germant and the 

riso-fall will be numbered 15t in English and 10 in German. 

5.8 Sur-, m, -rX of tono systems 

A tentative set of tones and variants is given in the follouing 

table, uhich will also carve to summarisa the discussion of this 

section. The English forms have the prefix 'Et and the German 

forms the prefix IGI, 
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SUMMARY OF TONE-SYSTEMS 

ENGLISH 

Tone Canaral 
Sub-type s 

Schematic Auditory 
Nunber Character Shape 

El simple El (neutral) (cf. type A) 
fall 

E1+ (cf. type B) 

El- (cf. type C) 

E2 Simple E2 (neutral) (cf, types Ap 
high A+ and B ) 
rise E2 (tbroken') 

t A 
(cf. 

dA 
fall-rise 
) , 

ypos an + 

. E3 simple (cf. type B-) 
lou rise 

E4 fall-riso E4 (neutral) (cf. type B) 

-E, 4 (cf.. typ 0 13+) 

E5 rise-fall ES (neutral) (cf. type A) 

E5 (cf. types 8a d C) 

E6 

- 

level 
I 

__ __ 

r, r ýR-IAN 

Tons General Sub-types 3chematic Auditory 
Number Character Shape 

Gi simple G1 (noutral ) (cf, type 4) 
fall G1+ (cf, type B+) 

G1- (cf. type C) 

G2 simple G2 (neutral) (cf. typos ApA+ 
rise and 0) 

G2 
t 

(cf. fall-rise# 
ypes A, A+q a nd A-f+) 

GE 
[lovel 

G4 rise-fall 64 (neutral) (cf. type A) 
G4 (cf, types B and C 
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Chapter 6: Pretonics 

6.1 Introduction: General characteristics of the pretonic 

Many of the problems encountered in the analysis of the 

protonic are of the same kind as those discussed above in relation 

to the tonic. There are, for example, difficulties in relating 

auditoryq acoustic, and phonological categories; in isolating 

the significant functional parameters; in setting limits to 

the differentiation of pattern types; and so on. But t here 

arc also a number of differences between the tonic and the 

protonic which pose additional problems. 

In terms of its internal structure the protonic has certain 

things in common with the tonic. Since both are elements of 

structure of the tone-group they share the characteristics of. 

the lattert specifically their place in the hierarchical 

phonological structure, i, e. bdth consist of feet, which in turn 

have lictus' and 'remiss' as elements of structure. Putting this 

in slightly different terms, both pretonic and tonic consist 

of a string of salient ('stressed') and weak ('unstressed') - 

syllablest the former being'more or less temporally equidistant. 

As with the tonic, the distinction between salient and weak 

syllables is important; indeed, it is even more important for 

the pratonic than for the tonic, as will be soon below# 

Despite these basic similarities, there are also important 

differences. In the first place, the protonic is optional; 

there are tone groups without a protonic, but none without a tonic. 
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Thus the protonic presupposes the tonic, but not vice versa. 

As a result, the status of the two elements is different: 

the pretonic must be regarded as subordinateg dependent on the 

tonic. This has important implications for the phonological 

treatment of the protonic, in that it may be regarded not as 

an element in its own right but as a modification of the tonict 

a subsidiary 'choice' which depends on the selection of the tonic. 

From this point of viewt then, it would be possible, instead of 

establishing a system of pretonics as suchq comparable to the 

system of tonest to set up a separate pretonic system for each 

nuclear tone, i. e. to treat the protonics polysystemically. 

Several linguists adopt this procedure with the pretonics. 

A second respect in which the protonic differs from the 

tonic is in its lack of Icentretq a pivotal point comparable to 

the initial syllable of the tonic, This means that it is not 

possiblet as it is in the majority of cases with the tonici to find 

the characteristic features of the protonic conveniently gathered 

together in on3 place. This leaves the way open for different 

interpretations of the locationt and hence of the naturet of the 

contrastive properties of the protonic, 

A further difference between the protonic and the tonic is 

that the former, unlike the lattert need not begin with a salient 

syllable, which in turn leads to some difficulties of demarcation, 

since it is not always possible to locate the beginning of the 

protonic satisfactorily, The end of the protonico on the other 

hand, is unambiguously marked by the onset of the tonic, 
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All these differences and difficulties are reflected in 

the treatment given to pretonics in the literature an the subjectv 
V 

where we find a variety of categories and cubdivisions being 

proposed to account for both the phonetic and phonological 

properties of the pretonic, This meansl of courseq that it is not 

always possible to compare analyses with one another in their 

own terms; a certain amount of reinterpretation is often necessary 

to reduce the different descriptions to analogbus entities, All 

this is in addition to differences caused by fundamentally divergent 

theoretical starting pointsl e. g. the 'levels' versus the 

'configurations' approaches. 

6,2 Previous Analyses 

The earliest systEmatic accounts of both English and German 

(i. e. excluding those random observations that are found, and 

continue to be found, in woVAs not specifically devoted to 

intonation)v such as those of Klinghardt (1920), Barker (1925)t 

Armstrong and uard (1926). but excluding Palmer (1922), do not 

recognise the pretonic as sucht but treat the tone-group as a 

unitary pattern# without subdivisions, This approach has also 

occasionally been adopted by later writers such as Palmer (1933)t 

and O'Connor and Arnold (2nd edition. 1971), but these are 

reformulation3 of earlier work in which the division is recognisedt 

and thus benefit from. the insights it allows, But even in this 

unitary analysis it is nevertheless possible to isolate the 

pretanic part of-the tone group and to describe it independently 
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of the. tonic, The form given by all these writers is very 

similar; Klinghardt gives a 'falling' and a 'falling-rising' 

pattern for the English tone-groupt as follows: 

(i) ,. 00«, I% 
('abgeschlossen') 

(ii) '--... 
w 

(tweiterweisendl) 

If the las .t syllable is excluded as the tonic, the pretonic part 

is identical in both cases. 

Armstrong and Ward give as the basic form of Tune I the 

follouing: 

0 
.. " I 

W-"' -*-.. N 

while Tune II has the following basic form: 

4-, 
%. ý '. ý ,IW.. qW . 

*. ý 

0 

Again, if we exclude the nuclear portiont the remaining part is 

the same for both tunes, 

Klinghardt, also givesg by way of comparisono the basic German 

patterns; the pretanic part is identical to the English forms# 

Similarlyq the basic patterns for German given by Barker are as 

follows: 

suspensive 

final 

In all these casest thenj we see exactly the same fom. s given 

for both German and Englishq and these are the same whatever type 

of nucleus is used, The pretonic consists of a descending series 

of syllables, stressed and unstressed, which starts high, and falls 

until the onset of the nuclear tone it -self. 
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A number of variants of this pattern are recognised by 

these writerst toop particularly in respect of the unstressed 

syllables. Armstrong and Ward note that "it is the correct 

relative pitch of these stressed syllables which is most essential. 

The pitch of the unstressed syllables matters littlep so long 

as it is not far removed from that of the previous stressed 

syllable" (p. 4)o As a result, the unstressed syllables "nay 

either descend gradually to the next stress, remain levely be on 

a slightly higher or a slightly lower level, From our experience 

we find that it is more usual for the pitch of these unstressed 

syllables to descend gradually to the next stress" (po 5)o 

Barker also recognises variants of the basic pattern: 

"for each syllable with strong stress precedin2 the final strongly 

stressed syllable there may be a slight rise in pitch" (p. 1). 

This applies in both 'suspensive' and 'final' tons-groups. 

In none of these cases does the variation noted appear to be 

regarded as significant or meaningful. one case where a difference 

in meaning Lan be producedv however, is described by Armstrong-and 

Ward: "if the unstressed syllables riseq there seems to be an 

element of surprise, cheerfulnesst enthusiasm or more interest 

introduced" (p, 5), Barker also recognises the 

with rising unstressed syllables for Germano if 

It is included as an alternative before a risini 

interpretation of the significance of this form 
I 

that of Armstrong and Ward, however, in that is 

regional variant, as 'Southern German'. 

existence of a form 

only gruý'Lngly. 

nucleus. The 

is different from 

regarded as a 
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one further type given by Armstrong and Ward is also 

restricted to occurrence before the rising nucleus of Tune II: 

"the pitch of all the syllables preceding the final stress is 

lowered to a more or loss level note. By this means the implication 

can be rather more strongly expressed" (p. 21). 

From these early studies, then, a few, but only a few, 

conclusions may be drawn. The basic pattern recognised in both 

languages before both types of nucleus is a gradual fall. Minor 

fluctuations in this pattern occur but they are considered 

insignificant or regional, Two other patterns are nevertheless 

recognised for English by Armstrong and Ward: one in uhich the 

unstressed syllables riset and one in which the whole protonic is 

low, the latter being restricted to occurrence before a rising nucleus. 

Palmer's innovation (1922) of splitting the tone-group into 

two relatively independent partsý, the 'head' and the tnucleusIq 

brought with it new possibilities, in that it, enables pretonic 

contrasts to be explicitly recognisede All the later systematic 

analyses, with the exception of the two attempts at reintegration 

mentioned above, and several other descriptions which stand outside 

the main tradition, have preserved this divisiont and indeedq some 

have made further distinctions. 

Palmer's system of theads' is as failows: 

1. Inferior (lower than the start of the nucleus) 

2* Superior (higher than the start of the nucleus) 

% Scandent (rising to a point higher than the nucleus) 

4e Heterogeneous (mixed) 
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The first three of these have variants: the Inferior Head may 

rise slightly before a falling nucleus (but not before a rising 

or rising-falling-rising one); the Superior Head may be mid or 

high before a rising nucleust while elsewhere it is high, and in 

either case it falls gradually; the Scandent Head mayt if long, 

be 'brokent into a series of rises, There are also restrictions 

on the occurrence of the basic typos: only the Scandent Head 

can occur with the low rising nucleus. 

The Heterogenous Head appears to be a 'catch-all' category 

for pattorns that do not fit in elsewhere. In factq many of the 

patterns here are explicable in terms of a further subdivision riot 

made by Palmer but used by the majority of subsequent writersg 

namely the division into Oprehead' and 'head'. Even Armstrong and 
I 

Ward recognise that the initial unstressed syllables must be treated 

separately from the remainder (seep for example, the forms given 

above from their analysis, where the initial syllable does not 

take part in the overall falling trend of the remainder of the 

pretonic)o But Palmer apparently fails to note this distinction 

-aining these unstressed and hence has problems with tone-groups cont 

syllables. The distinction is also present in Klinghardt (1920)# 

where the initial unstressed syllables have the name 'Auftaktte 

Both Kingdon (195B) and Schubiger (1958), in addition to 

recognising the prohead/head distinctiont subdivide the pretonic 

still further, by distinguishing the 'head' from the tbodylp the 

former being now restricted to the first stressed syllable, The 

'body' is rarely given a separate pattern which is not predictable 
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from the head, however, According to Kingdon, "a Normal Head uses 

the High Level Tonap except when the nucleus is a ToneIL" (i. e. 

a low rise)ý "in uhich case the Low Level Tone is the normal head. 

Other heads may consist of any of the kinetic tones', (p, 22), 

There is thus practically no restriction on the shape of the head 

itself, and, with some exceptions, only probability restrictions 

an the occurrence of heads with specific nuclear tones. The same 

is true of the 'body'. consisting of the remaining stressed 

syllables (with any interm ediato unstressed ones): "any of the 

tones may be connected with such stresses but, as is the case with 

the Head, the one used when no epecial feeling is to be added is 

the High Level Tone" (p. 25). 

In practicep howavert Kingdon recognises two basic head*-body 

combinationsv whose occurrence depends on the following nuclear 

tone* The 'Normal Headt is de3cizibed in essentially the terms 

used by Armstrong and Ward: "a slowly descending series of stressed 

syllables interspersed with unstressed syllables which rema4. in on 

or very close to the pitch of the stressed syllables" (p. 25)0 

There is one exception to thisq namely the low rising nucleusp "Which 

is often preceded by a Body consisting of a very slowly ascending 

series of low stresses starting from the Low Level Head which is 

normal before this tonet, (p. 26). Thisl it will be recalled# is 

also Palmer's conclusion: only the Scandent Head is permitted 

before the low rise. 

The remaining heads are not described in detail and they are 
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not Inornalle A number of restricticns on their co-occurrence 

with nuclear tones are giveng however* The low rising head and 

the falling head occur with any of the three basic tone-types 

(rise, fallq and fall-rise), but the falling-rising head does 

not occur before the high rising nucleus, and is rare before 

the low rise and the rise-fall. It is common before the fall. 

Before the rising-falling nucleus the head may be either high or 

low level; but only the high level head occurs berora the rise- 

fall-risep and so on. 

Kingdon has an elaborate system of seven preheads: high 

ascending, high level, high descendingt low ascendingt low levelq 

low descending, in addition to the 'normal preheadtt which is 

low-mid level. The prime function of the 'non-normal' prehepds 

is to contrast in pitch with the follcwing (head or) nucleus. 

Schubiger devotes far less-attention to pretonics than does 

Kingdon, The basic form is "a descending scale of level tonest 

beginning somewhere above the middle of the voice range. The 

unstressed syllables between the stressed ones have the pitch_of 

the preceding stressed one" (p. 15). Tho only difference here from 

the descriptions given earlier is that the unstressed syllables 

are deemed to be level, not falling or rising, bUt this is 

apparently motivated less by the demands of accurate description 

than by pedagogicalq or even aesthetic, considerations, We read 

in a footnote: "in this book, at the suggestion of r1r, MacCarthyq 

the level sequence has been adopted. It gives '%.. he group its 
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characteristic feature of being intoned I in terraces' I and 

sounds less weary than the descending scale" (p. 15). Elsewherep 

however, Schubiger allows rising pitches in the head which are 

"as it weret superposed on the falling trend of the tone-group 

as a whole" (p. 30)* A comparison is also made with the basic 

form in German. Germans tend to "overstress the stressed 

syllablesp and ... to pitch them higher than the intervening 

unstressed ones" (p. 15). Some Cermanst furthermoret tend to I'make 

the stressed syllables into rising glides, beginning considerably 

lower than the unstressed ones" (p. 16). This seems to be 

analogous to Barker's remarks about rising pitches in stressed 

syllables. 

A rather more systematic analysis of English protonics is 

given by O'Connor and Arnold (1961), They cxplicitly recognise 

a system of three heads: lowo tteppingg and sliding. These have 

variants before different nuclear tones. Before a low fall the 

low head has the form . . -J*ý, before a low rise the form. 
6*""I"0 

and before a high fall the form 
O'S. 

--h . The steeping head has 

0 .0 

the basic form where "unstressed syllables are said 

6 

on the same pitch as the previously accented syllable" (p# 18). 

The sliding head is similar except that the unst. ressed syllables 

fall: 06. --- 
1) 

- 

A further type of head is also recognicedt consisting of 

high falling pitchesq but its status is not altogether clear. 

Two different preheads are also distinguished: low and high. 
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Co-occurrence restrictions on these various forms are 

also more systematically stated by the recognition of ten 

sequences ('tone--gro ups'). In essence, the rostrictions contained 

in these sequences can be stated as follows: 

i) the high prohead never occurs simultaneously with a 

head; if a head is present the prehead must be low 

(see the discussion below for exceptions to thils). 

ii) the stopping hcad occurs with all nuclear tones except 

the fall-rise; the sliding hoadl on the other handt 

occurs only with the fall-rise. 

iii) the low head occurs only with the low and high fall 

and uith the low riza. 

iv) -the 'high falls' head occurs only with the high fall 

and the fall-riso. 

The most influential of the recent systematic analyses is 
IWO& 

that of Halliday (1967qý* He establishes a separate system of 

pretonics for each nuclear tone, as follows: 

Tone 1: even (stepping towards the onset of 

the tonic) 

bouncing %1000 k. / 

listing 

Tone 2: high (may step down) 

low 

Tono 3: mid (lovel or stepping up) 

low 
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Tone 4: high (stepping to mid) 

low e-"% *-, -% --%. 

(not an independent choice; the pretonic depends on the 

variety of nuclear tone) 

Tone 5: high (rising) 

low (main force on the rise) 

(again not an independent choice) 

Those protonics may have variants, The 'even' protonic to 

tone I rray fall or rise with the wide and narrow versions of the 

tone respectively. The high protonic to tone 2 may step downg 

and so on. 

Albrow's description of English intonation (1963) is based an 

that of Halliday, and is in all major respects identical to it* 

Some of the differences between his and Hallidayts descrXptions 

however, are in the pretonics recognised. Albrow divides Halliday's 

'event pretonic to tone I into four types; tstaticIt lascendinglt 

'descending' and 'ascending-descendingf, Three protonics are given 

for tone 2: Istatict mid-hightp Istaticq lowlt and IdescendirLgl. 

Similarlyý three are given for tone 3: 'static, mid highIq 'static, 

lowig and 'rising, not from low', The same two pretanics are 

given for tone 4 as recognised by Halliday, except that the shape 

of the 'low' form is a simple fall. For tono 5 three pretonics are 

given instead of Halliday's two: tstatic mid-level', Istatict low- 

lovelst and 'ascending'. 

Neither Halliday nor Albrow gives the 'prehead' independent 
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phonological status, though its phonetic nature is described. 

No 'system' of contrasting preheads is given by either. 

Crystal' s approach (i 969s) is rather dif f oronto He describes 

tuo basic protonic typest falling and risingt according to the 

following principle: "the principle of description here is to 

delineate the contour of pitch movement over the head, by defining 

the pitch of each syllable in terms of the level of the syllable 

preceding" (po 227). He describes two basic pretonic typesp 

falling and rising, (together with tuo others which are not described 

in detail hare): 

I) Falling A0 *0 . 

(stressed syllables descend; unstressed syllables 

are at the same height as the preceding stressed) 

(as A, but with the sýressed syllables higher than 

the preceding unstressed) 

(as Bt but with 'pitch prominent' nucleus) 

(a sudden drop after the onset syllable) 

2) Rising 

(rising stressed syllables; unstressed syllablesat 

the same height as the preceding stressed) 

0 F00 4* 0 

(rising, then falling series of stressed syllables) 

The remaining two types are 'Falling-rising(-falling)t and 'Rising- 

falling(-rising)'. 
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As to the distribution of these typest Crystal claims 

that there is "no significant pattern" of occurrence with specific 

nuclear tones. 

For preheadst Crystal recognises four distinct heights: 

hight extra hight mid, and extra low. 

Even more different from the orthodox European tradition of 

analysis is Pike (1945). His pretoniCs (Iprecontourst) arc., 

described in terns of the four pitch levels used for the nucleus. 

He distinguishes the following types: 

Level 3- (colourless) 

2- (insistent) 

1- (insistence + unexpectedness) 

4- (also colourlesst but heightens the pointing) 

Slurred 2*N4 (insistont) 

4. -12 (protesting) - 

1-N4 and 4, /l (unexpectednoss added to these) 

There is in addition a 'proprecontourto analogous to the prehead. 

The above are probably the major descriptions of pretonic'. 1, to 

be found in the literature on English intonation. There arev of 

coursev many other statements about pretunics to be foundg scattered 

through articles and even in works not specifically devoted to 

intonation. Some or these will be considered belows 

Whon we turn to work on German since Barker, we find 

disappointingly few systematic descriptions. The pattern given by 

the 'standard' workt von Essen (1956a), is almost identical to that 
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given by Barkorg thirty years earlier: 

0-.. -0. 

Like Barker, toot von Essen does not allow rising unstressed 

syllables in the pretonict and largely for the same reason: it 

is regionalt non-standard, The form in which this is putt howeverg 

suggests that even standard German speakers may occasionally 

lapset "Ein Hervortroten der leichten Silben nach oben hUrt man 

von guten deutschen Sprechern nur gelegentlich�* Das ist (eine) 

besonders mundartliche Eigenart; im gepflegten Hochdeutsch 

wird eine solche %Zickzackmaladiel im allgemeinen nicht angewandt" 

25)* 

The only really systematic account of German pretonics is 

given by Pheby (1974g 1975). His analysis is based on Halliday's 

analysis of Englisht and is, like Halliday' s. polysystemic: the 

forn-s given for the first two tones (simple fall and simple rise) 

are as follows: 

Uith Tone lb (the 'wide' fall): 

(a) gleichbleibend 

(b) gestuft 

, (c) steigend 

Uith Tone la (the 'narrow' fall) 

(a) eng fallend %% 

(no choice here) 

With Tone 2 

(a) gloichbleibend 

(b) fallend le-*, 
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No pretonics are givon for the remaining tones, but we 

read in Phebyts earlier work (1974) the remark: "die TO'ne 3 

und 4 kommen hUchstens mit nur einem gleichbleibenden Vorlauf 

vor. Bei Ton 5 habe ich noch keinen Vorlauf beobachten können" 

(p. 308)o 

Interestingly enough, Pheby Loes recognise rising unstressed 

syllables, in spite of Barker's and von Essen's denial that 

this is acceptable. 

Again other observations on German pretonics can be found in 

the literature@ Some of these will be considered below* 

6.3 Discussion of previous analXses 

The above survey of the major descriptions of protonics in 

English and German reveals some disunity regarding the forms to be 

established. There, are, of cotirset the expectod differences in 

the degree of discrimination of patterns; whether or not similar 

forms are regarded as variants of one and the same type is naturally 

often an arbitrary decision. But the disagreements found are really 

more fundamental than this; different writers appear to analyso 

the protonic in very different ways, so that not only are different 

patterns recognised but also the phonological distinctiveness is 

differently allocated within the protonic. Different subdivisions 

are made# and even within these divisions the parts may be accorded 

different significance, In addition, there is disagreement as to 

what the significant pitch features of the pretonic are, irrespective 

of whore they arc deemed to be located, 
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We may consider first the allocation of distinctiveness 

within the protonic. ' By this is meant the part or parts of the 

protonic which are considered to be the bearers of the phonological 

contrasts. In so far as the earliest writers did not recognise 

the protonic as an independent element this question is not 

entirely appropriate in their caset but nevertheless certain 

conclusionscan be draun from their analyses. Later writers have 

made their views on this point more explicit. 

Taking all the later analyses togetherv we find that the 

maximum number of distinctive elements into which the pretonic can 

be divided is three. Of-those writers discussed abovet Palmerg 

Halliday, Albrow and Pheby make no division; for them the pretonic 

is an indivisible whole. But Pike, Von Essen, O'Connor and 

Arnold, and Crystal divide the protonic into the Oprehead' and theadIt 

and Kingdon and Schubiger divide the latter into theadt and tbodylo 

As a result, there can be eithfer one, two, or three domains of 

contrast within the protonicv which naturally makes comparison of 

different analyses difficult, 

It is not immediately evident which of these apP'roaches should 

be favoured, The complexity of the phonetic parameters here makes 

any of them plausiblet at least initiallys but there is some evidence 

thatp phonologically speakingt the pretonic should not be sub- 

divided at all. The distinction between head and body is made only 

by Kingdon and Schubiger, andq though neither writer is very explicit 

on this point, these two parts do not seem to be independently 

variablo. . In fact, the term thoad' simply seems to to a way of 
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referring to the onset of the fbody', useful phonetically and 

pedagogically, perhapst but that is all, The prehoad/head 

distinction, on the other hand, seems to be more importantv and 

a case could be nade for re'taining these two parts as phanologically 

distinct elements, Several writersv such as Kingdon, Schubigerg 

O'Connor and Arnoldt and Crystalp distinguish different preheads 

as well as heads. Crystal's division appears to be an entirely 

phonetic one; the phonological status of the different formst or 

of the prehead as such, is not discussed by him at all* O'Connor 

and Arnold have two preheads, low and highp but, as pointed out 
Pre- 

abovet their chart of tone-group structures allows the highkhead 

only when there is no head. on purely distributional grounds# 

therefore, we could argue that they do not really recognise the 

prehead as an indepdndently variable element, In their analysis 

there may be a low or a high protonic, the former being realised 

by a high head, if this is present, and by a high prehead if it 

is not. With the headt the prehead is nandistinctively low. With 

the low protonic the uholev including both prehead and headp is 

low. 

There is a footnote to their table of tone-group structures, 

however, which reads as follows: "tho-High Prehead can be freely 

substituted for the Low Prehead except in Tone Groups 1,3, and 6. 

In these tono-groups the High Prehead can be used only when it 

is in fact followed by a Low Head, " ( p. vi). The three tone groups 

mentioned are the ones which have an optional Low Headq so that 
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the restriction given in the second sentence of this note precludes 

the occurrence of the High Prehead where there is no head - the 

reverse of the situation obtaining elsewhere, The effect of this 

footnote, Ithent is to allow a contrast between high and low pro- 

head in all cases, but, with some exceptionst this only applies 

if a head is present. The exceptions are tone-groups 59 Bt 9t 

and 10, where the contrast also occurs without a head. There would 

thus appear to be evidence for treating the prehead as a 

distinctive element of the tone-groupq though O'Connor and Arnold 

do admit that the High Prehoad is "very much less common than the 

Low Prehead" (p. 23). which uould imply that the contrast in this 

position is not often exploited. The High Prehead is neverthelpss 

given a distinctive function: "its effect ... is not to alter 

completely the impression made by the tune as a whole but simply 

to add vivacity. liveliness. excitement and vehemence to whatever 

other attitudes the tune in question normally expresses" (p. 71)o 

As mentioned aboveg Kingdon also distinguishes different 

preheads, These are included among the IDevices for Giving Emphasis' 

(p, 50 ff, ), There are also the thomosyllabic preheadsIq wh4krký 

the preheaO and head are at contrasting pitches and both occur within 

the same syllable (p. 53 ff. ), Schubiger, toog while not going 

into the detail of Kingdong nevertheless recognises a high prehead 

"in emotional speech" (p, 31)o 

It uould be possible, however, to find other explanations for 

the apparent contrast of preheads in these cases. All Kingdon's 
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examplessof both syllabic and homosyllabic preheadst have no 

head, so thato as with O'Connor and Arnold's contrastst it may 

be possible to regard them as cases of 'unstressed heads', 

where the prehead takes over the contrasts usually conveyed 

by the head, Schubiger's examples do involve_, a heady but the 

head has rising unstressed syllables. The prehead in such cases 

could perhaps be interpreted as the remiss part of a rising foot 

(see below)q without a preceding ictus. At any ratep the 

contrast in this positiong if it exists, seems to be rather less 

secure than that which we find in the head proper* 

There is a further factor involved in assigning distinctiven6ss 

within the pretonicp however, uhich relates not to the divisicns 

made but to their internal structure, The protonic, like the 

tonic, consists of feet containing salient and weak syllables, 

and most writers recognise that the distinction between 'stressed' 

and 'unstressed' is important, if only for an accurate phonetic 

description of the pitch of the pretonic. Although the basic 

patterns given by Klinghardtt Barker, and Armstrong and Ward see 

the pretonic as a falling sequence of syllables, with no difference 

between stressed and unstressedt the variant forms they describe 

certainly do make such a distinction: the fall is conveyed chiofly 

by the stressed syllables, the unstressed syllables being free to 

deviate a little either up or down. This implies that the 

phonologically significant features reside in the stressed rather 

than the unstressed syllablesq an interpretation'that is supported 

by the optional nature of the latter. Later writers also point out, 
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howevor, that a rising or a falling stressed syllable with no 

unstressed syllables is equivalont to a level stressed syllable 

with rising or falling unstressed syllables. Schubigerg for 

exampleg describes "rising instead of level tones" in the headt 

in which "the upward movement takes place on the unstressed 

syllables" if there are any, and "if there are no unstressed 

syllables between the stressed ones, the rise takes place within 

the stressed syllable" (p. 30 - 32). The unit which bears the 

contrasts is thus clearly the foot rather than just the s3lient 

syllable, a conclusion that is explicitly drawn by Halliday and 

Albrow, who describe their pretonics partly in terms of the pitch 

shape of thq foot. 

Despite the significance of the foot-shapeg however, distinctions 

are made by most writers between patterns in which the foot Is 

the same shape but where the overall pitch of the pretanic is 

different. For example, we find mention of 'falling', 'rising'# 

and 'level' pretonicst all uith level feet, In some cases these 

overall patterns are pot considered significant. Palmert for 

exampleg gives a rising variant of his Inferior Head before a 

falling nucleust and Halliday allows several forms of a number of 

pretonics in which the sequence drifts nondistinctively up or down. 

But there remain other cases where the overall pattern is constdered 

significantly different, even with the same foot shape. An obvious 

case of this is the widespread distinction between high and low 

pretonicsq both of which have level feet. It would appear theng 

I 
that both foot shape and overall protonic shape must be specified 
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in order to define the contrasts within the protonic. 

Apart from the location of 

the pretanic, the nature of the 

considered. As with the tonic, 

isolated, principally direction 

These can in principle apply to 

as a whole. 

the significant features within 

features themselves must also be 

different pitch parameters can be 

p complexityt range and height. 

both the foot and the pretonic 

Dirpction is clearly recognised as the most significant 

feature for the foot. Most analyses treat the level foot as basic$ 

but, as we have seeng rises and falls are also described. Complexityl 

an the other handq is seldom invoked, Both Kingdon and Schubiger 

allow any of their tone-types to appear -In the headt and this 

, 
includes complex as well as simple types. All O'Connor and Arnold's 

headsy howeverl consist of simple feet: the unstressed syllables 

are level, or they rise or fall; but they do not both rise and fall. 

The same is true of the feet in Crystalts pretonics. But Halliday 

recognises complex shapes in his pretoniLcs, notably the 'bouncing' 

pretonic to tone 1, and the 'low' pretonic to tone S. Albrow 

reinterprets these, however, making them simplet and Phebyq toot 

recognises only simple foot shapes, Ranqat toot is rarely invoked 

for pretonic falls and rises, the only significant example being 

the distinction between the 'bouncing' and 'listing' pretonics to 

Halliday's tone 1, though in Halliday's own descriptiont as opposed 

to that of Albrow, these may be distinguished by conplexityo 

Height presents a. problem for the foot. It is certainly regarded 

as qignificant; most writers from Armatrong and Wnrd onwards 
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recognise low and high pretonics, and some have mid ones too, 

but it would be possible to treat the height as an overall protonic 

feature rather than as a foot feature. 

Turning now to the overall features themselves, differences 

are noted in all the various parameters: direction, complexityq 

range and height. It is not easy to assess the phonological 

significance of these features, however, As mentioned aboveg some 

features of direction are regarded by certain writers as merely 

conditioned by the tonic: the protonic drifts towards the onset of 

the tonic. But there are nevertheless distinctions here that are 

taken to be significant, Palmer's Scandent Headt for examplat is 

distinguished from his Inferior Head by its overall rise (though if 

the protonic is long it may be broken into a series of r-Isesq ioev 

the distinctiveness is transferred from tho overall pattern to the 

feet). Crystal is the most thorough in his examination of overall 

shapesg but again their phonological status is rather dubious. As 

far as complexity is concerned, one interesting deviation from the 

regular falling pattern was noticed even by Armstrong and Ward and 

has been described by most later writers, for both English and German, 

This is the case where the fall is 'broken' or 'deflected upwards'; 

a stressed syllable in the descending series jumps up and the fall 

is thus divided into two, i. e. 
-*, -- -T**-.. --- 

The precise significance of this broken form is not cleare It is 

generally interpreted as a purely phonetic device to prevent the 
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falling sequence from getting too low too soon. Neverthelessg 

the jump up is said to occur on an timportant wordIp which suggests 

that the effect is to give special prominence to a particular 

point in the protonic. Other writers have noted this patternt 

Deg* Albrow; he gives it as a separate protonic to tone 1g and 

says that "it may be found with longer pretonics" (p, 63), but 

he does not include it in his discussion of the meanings of protonics 

to tone 1, from which we may conclude that he does not consider 

it to have an independent moaning* Another pattern which displays 

some-complexity in the overall pattern is the 'fall-rise'. Many 

different falling-rising patterns within the tonc-oroup have been 

discussed in the literature; Lee 0956c) distinguishes the 'fall- 

rise tonet (Le, Halliday's tone 4), the 'fall-rise sequcncel 

(Halliday's 1 3), and the 'fall-rise tunet (Halliday's tone 3 

with a falling protonic). Schubiger (1956) adds another to this 

set, but this see-is to be a high rising or level nucleus preceded 

by a falling pretonic (cf. also Sharp, 1958). In none of these 

casesv however, do we find a fall-rise within the prell. Onic itself* 

It thus seems doubtful that complexity as an overall feature of 

the pretonic can be used-distinctively. Differences of range are 

also notedg for example falls to mid versus falls to lou, and 

rises to mid versus rises to high; but again no-one invokes this 

parameter to distinguish meanings. 'With the height paramoterv as 

mentioned above, a significant distinction is madeq though this 

could also be regarded as a foot feature, 
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The main analyses of English and German pretanics are 

summarised in Table 1. using the criteria of foot shape and 

overall protonic shapeo A few liberties have been taken with 

the presentation of these systems in order to render them more 

amenable to comparison. This applies particularly to those 

descriptions which do not set up a system of pretonics as suchp 

but consider the pretonics polysystemically in terms of each 

nuclear tone - i. e. Hallidayp Albrow and Phebyo In these cases 

protonics have been conflated into one type wherever the phonetic 

descriptions seem to warrant it. Where the pattern given is 

restricted to occurrence before certain nuclear tones, or precluded 

from such occurrencest this has been indicated. 

Table 1 (a) ENGLISH 

Author Foot Shape Pretonic ShaRe occurrence 

Klinghardt slight fall fall from high 

Armstrong/ 1. slight fall fall from high 
Ward (or level or 

slight rise) 

2. rise fall from high 

3. level low level before rising nucleus 

Palmer 1. level mid level or before falling 
slight rise nucleus 

low level before high rising 
or falling-rising 
nucleus (not before 
low rising) 

2. level fall from high before falling or 
falling-rising 
nucleus 

fall from high before high rising 
or mid nucleus 

Table 1 (a) co ntinued on the foll owing page 
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Author Foot Shnoe Protonic Shape Occurrence, 

3. evel rise 
rise level 

Kingdon 1. level fall from high before high rising, 
falling, or falling- 
rising nucleus 

2, level rising from low before low rising 
nucleus 

Schubiger 1. level fall from mid 
2. rise fall 

O'Connor/ 1. evel fall from mid before falling or 
Arnold rise rise from low low rising nucleus 

2* level fall from high not before falling- 
rising nucleus 

3. fall fall from high before falling-rising 
nucleus 

4. fall from level before high falling 
high or ribing-falling 

nucleus 

Halliday 1, level high or midq 
level, fall or 
rise 

2. rise to mid low level before falling nucleus', Jýý, ' 

3, level low level before rising nucleusl 

4. (fall-)rise level before falling nucleuc, 

5, rise-fall- low level i before falling- 
rise rising nucleus 

6. fall-rise- fall from high before rising- 
R 

fall falling nucleus 

Albrow 1. mid or high level before fallingt 
level risingo or rising- 

falling nucleus 

2, level rise from low before falling or 
rising-falling nucleus 

rise from mid before low rising 
nucleus 

3, level fall before fallingp risln 
or falling-rising 
nucleus 

Table 1 (a) c ontinued on the fol lowing pago 
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Author Foot Shpoe 

4. wide rise 
5. narrow rise 
6. fall 

Pretonic Shsce 

low level 

low level 

level 

OccurrenCe 

before falling nucleus 
before falling nucleus 
before falling-rising 
nucleus 

GE RYA N 

Barker fell fell or 
slight rise 

von Essen level fell 

Pheby I. level low level 

2. rise fall before falling nucleus 

3. rise rise before felling nucleus 

4. level fall before rising or narrow 
falling nucleus 

If we compare the various descriptions of English with one 

another in the terms in which they are here analysed# a number of 

tentative conclusions can be drawns regarding both the phonetic forms 

recognised and the contrasts between them. Firstlys all the analyses 

presented here consider the level, foot to be the basic form, the only 

exceptions to this being Klinghardt and Armstrong and W3rds who take 

the slightly falling foot as the norm. However, Armstronig and Ward 

ragnrd level and slightly falling feet as entirely equivalents and 

hence we are justified in not distinguishing them. 
-Risinq 

feet are 

also rocognised by almost all, but falling feet (apart from the 

slightly falling ones that are equivalent to level) only by a minority. 
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most also distinguish different protonic shapes for pretanics 

containing level feets but no-one does so for those with rising 

feet# and only O'Connor and Arnold do so for those with falling 

feet. In the letter cases however# it is probably justifiable to 

see one of the falling foot types (the 'sliding' head) as the 

slightly falling type, and treat it as leveL It is in facts 

In complementary distribution with the level type 2* Halliday 

is the only one to recognise 'complex' foot shapes (here numbered 

49 52 and 6)p but Albrow analyses these as 'simple' types* As a 

-onics consisting of*level general rule it would appear that only prel. 

feet are distinguished according to the overall protonic shape. 

Aside from the phonetic types themselves# howeverp we may 

consider their contrastive properties. With the exception of Albrow's 

types I and 3 (for which see below), a distinction is not recognised 

between high levels mid level# or felling pretonics containing level 

feet* That is to says although individual writers mey distinguish 

these phoneticallys they do not recognise a contrast between them 

for any one tone. These three types ores however# collectively 

distinguished f rom low level or rising 

feet. If Halliday's complex types are 

central part of each case as the basic 

and type 6 rising)s then there is a po 

2 (or 4) and 69 but these do not occur 

there is no contrast here eithere 

pretonics containing levýl 

regarded as simplep taking the 

shape (isee type 5 is falling 

tential contrast between types 

before the same tone, and hence 

It would be passibleg then, to reduce the pretonics found for 

English by the main writers an the subject to a small number of 
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contrasting types, not all of which ores of course# recognised 

by all writers. A list Of these contrasting forms is given in Table 

2. 

Toble 2 

Foot ShnDe Pretonic ShaDe 

Je Level (or slight rise or fall) Fall or high/mid level 

2* Level Low level (or slight rise) 

3* Level Rise 

4* Rise Levelpfall or rise 

5. Fell Levels fall or rise 

The only contrasts not catered for by this table are those 

between the 'bouncing' and 'listing, pretonics to tone i given by 

Halliday,, ends following him# Albrowq and between the 'level' and 

'descending' pretonics to tones I and 2 given by Albrowe The letter 

distinctionp howevers does not appear to be an absolute one; these 

two, together with the ascending pretonic to tone Is are related an a 

scale of 'force' or 'strength'# which seems to be a subordinate 

semantic parameter. 

A list of this kind is clearly of only limited values Several 

of the writers concerned would no doubt explicitly reject any attempt 

to conflate the various pretonics given for different tones into one 

category. But the table does nevertheless enable us to see more 

easily the kind of pitch features that are involved in the contrasts 

recognised in the literature on pratonicss' 
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A similar procedure can be carried out with the pretonics 

recognised for German# though the conclusions here are less 

significant in view of the smaller number of analyses. It can 

be seen that pretonics containing level feet are again subdivided 

according to pre. tonic shape, Barker's basic type has felling feet# 

but this can probably be equated with the level type after the 

manner of Kinghardt's analysis of English. Of interest here, 

however.. is the distinction made by Pheby between two. pretonice to 

tone I which both contain rising feet yet differ in the overall 

pretanic shape: in one case falling, the other rising. Ibese 

systems reduce to four basic types, therefore, as given in Table 3. 

Table 3 

-Foot 
ShLipe Pretonic Shape 

1. Level (or slight fall? ) fell (or slight rise) 

29 Level low level 

39 Rise fell 

4. Rise rise 

6.4 The present onilysis 

6.4.1 Ceneral, Drincioles 

The above discussion and the summary tables presented are based 

entirely an the analyses of the pretanics found in the literature 

an the subject. In order to test the validity of these analyses a 

considerable amount of data was examined in both languagloss It Was 

found necessary to analyse rather more data for the pretonic then 
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for the tonicp partly because the pretonic is an optional element 

of structure of the tone-grnup and hence is not always present; 

-h languages about a third of all tone-groups examined were in bot 

without pretonicso Furthermore, though the variety of clearly 

distinct pretonic patterns is not much greater than the variety 

of toness the possibility of different patterns occurring with 

different toness which was referred to above# means that it is 

necessary to examine not only an ndequ3te sornple of pretonics as 

suchp but an adequate sample with ench tone. Even sop it proved 

difficult to find certain expected end well-attested patterns in 

the date; for examples though tone E5 occurred in the English datas 

it never had a protonic, In such cases it was necessary to to 

beyond the data# either by introspection or by eliciting examples 

from native speakers. There is still a strong likelihoods however, 

that certain forms which do occur have eluded detection by any of 

these means. 

The method of analysis was in the first place auditory; as 

with the tones the patterns were established on the basis of perceived 

rather than measured pitch; the instrumental data were used only 

secondarily in order to establish the acoustic correlates of the 

perceived patterns. The auditory features selected as diagnostic 

for the different pretonic patterns were those rentioned above as 

being the bearers of the phonological contrasts within the protonic: 

the shape of the foot and the overall shape of the protonic. The 

resultant patterns were considered in relation to the nuclear tone, 

end also in relation to the specific variety of the same nuclear tonep 

e0ge 1+jV I- etc* 
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Before presenting in detail the results of th13 analysis# a 

few more general points may be made. In both languages several 

different foot shapes were found# principally lovelt falling and 

rising. Level foot were by for the most frequent.. the ratio of 

level to non-level being approximately 3 to I in Carman and 4 to I 

in English, Of the non-level feet the great majority wers fallings 

rising feet being infrequent in both lanquages. (It should perhaps 

be stressed that the shapes referred to here are, suditory shapes; 

scousticplly the situation is rather different)* As for ns the 

overall protonic pattern is concernedp again a variety of types 

were found: level, falling# rising, rising-falling! falling-rising 

etc. Level pretonics were at a variety of heights* and rising and 

falling pretonics likewise began and ended at different heights* 

In systema tising the pretonic types the major dif f lculty was# 

of course# that of ascertaining the phonological status of the 

patterns found., The problems are similar to I'hose encountered with 

the tones: some of the auditory parameters (eago range, height) are 

gradient featuress so that discrete types cannot be established on 

a phonetic basis; and even where such types crn be established (as 

with pitch directiont or degree of complexity) there are different 

degrees of closeness of meaning between them, rather then a simple 

same-versus-different dichotomys As a results a simple list of the 

available alternatives (a 'pretonic system') is not really satisfactory. 

These types are ordered hierarchically, or, more probablys their 

distinctive characteristics or features are hierarchically ordered. 

A more satisfactory way of presenting these pretonicss therefores is 

to recognise different 'levels' of differentiationi types and sub-types. 

t 
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Even this is not really satisfactory# of course, as it fails to 

capture the relationships between the subtypes of different major 

types., Ie. it imposes a subc1spsificstion an a system which demands 

a cross-classification. 

In addition to this basic difficulty of phonological st8tusv 

the pretonics also offer more specific problems of identification 

of units and of contrasting types. ' As mentioned above# the pretanic 

feet were found to be levels falling# or rising* It will# of course* 

be recalled that there ere also level, falling# and rising tones 

ot the nucleus of the tone-group. In a number of cases the identity 

of pitch movement in protonic end tonic feet presented difficulties 

demarcation; it was possible to analyse a given utterance into 

different numbers of tone-groups: either a single tone-group with 

Identical pitch movement in pretonic and tonics or a series of tone- 

groupst each with the same nucleap tone (this is because closely 

connected tone-groups tend to have 'tone-concord' - cfe Chapter 7)9 

In such cases the most reliable guide to tonality was isochrony: 

if the sequence contained only one tone-group the salient syllables 

would be equidistant. 

More serious than this were tho very frequent cases of pitch 

@assimilation'# wherv the pitch of a pretonic foot was affected by 

the pitch of the tonics usually the tonic of its own tone-group but 

Olso occasionally by that of the preceding tone-groupe The most 

common effect of this kind was noticeable in the final foot of the 

pretonics which often anticipated the onset pitch of the following 

tonic. For oxam-ýIev with level feet the unstressed syllables might 
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rise or fall in the final f oat towards a higher or lower onset 

respectively. This has the effect of making the shape of the final 

foot very similar, In many cases identical# to that of rising or 

falling feet. Before a tone I-, for examples we find a falling 

foot at the end of on otherwise high level pretonic; 
.. -.. -,. I 

....... ..... ., 

Similarly# we find a rising foot at the end of an otherwise low 

lovel pretonic before a falling tone: 

Such cases as this are# of course# of no phonological significance, 

since they ere merely phonetic adjustments. Provided that the 

pretonic contains more than one foot, they do not present great 

difficulties of analysis. The problems occurs howeversw. lisn there 

is only one foot in the pretonic. Although levels rising# and falling 

feet may contrast elsewheres here the distinctions may be neutraliseds 

since a single rising foot before a falling nucleus may be either an 

assimilated level foot or a genuine rising one. Similarlys a single 

falling foot before a tone 1- or before a rising tone may be either 

an assimilated level foot or a genuine falling onee 

Similar# though less frequent# assimilations were also found 

at th e beginning of pretonicso A low pretonic following directly 

an a high rising nucleus might begin with a falling foot: 

Similarly, a hiýh pretonic following directly on a falling nucleus 

I might begin with a rising foot: 

II 
""-""-S 
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Once more, neutralisations of distinctions could take place in 

such cases if there was only one foot in the pretonice 

Other distinctions.. too,, may be neutralised under certain 

circumstances. For examples with level feet it ujas possible to 

distinguish risings fallingi and level sequences. But these 

distinctions depend an the presence of more then one foot in the 

pretonic. 

In all such cases it was naturally necessary to take decisions 

on a somewhat arbitrary basiss and to group the Isuspiciouz' pretonic 

with one or other of the alternatives available. 

6.4.2 Auditory-Evidence 

In the following discussions the pretonic typos recognis6d 

by means of auditory analysis are taken tone by tonal and differences 

and similnritiesq both between tones end between languagoss are 

considered in detail* 

6.4*2.1 SIMPLE FALL (C1j, El) 

()f the foot types occurring in pretanics to tones Cl and E. 19 

the level type was by for the most common; In both languages four 

out of five pretonics to the simple falling tone had level feete 

Pretonics with level feet could be further differentiated according 

to the overall protonic shape: the great majority in both languages 

had a level sequence of feets without noticeable movement up or 

down# and of these most ware at a high or high-mid pitchy i-e-I 
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Although the height of these pretonics varied somewha 
. 
tj it did 

not appear to be possible to establish discretes contrasting heightst 

other than arbitrarilyt so that a categorical distinction such 

as 'high' vo 'mid' could not be recognised. This does not mean 

that high end mid pitches ere not auditorily differents but if 

this distinction-can be made here it should not be mede an a 

categorical basis,, and not at a primary level of differentiation., 

A further level sequence could be establishedp howeverp which 

enn be considered to be categorically distinct from the high/mid 

form: a low level protonic: 

only in a very few tone-groups was the distinction between high/mid 

and low not clear; these were generally tone-groups in which the 

overall range was very narrow. 

A number of other pretonic patterns containing level feet. 

were also founds though they were rather rarer than the high/mid 

and low level types. In one of these the sequence of level feet 

descended gradually from a high or mid pitch, not usually very- 

steeply nor reaching a very low pitch# viz: 

In another form the sequence rose from a mid pitch, again not 

steeply: 

In yet another the sequence rose from a low pitchs though not reaching 

a very high pitch: 
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The auditory effect Of these forms is clearly differents but the 

differences between them are not equally great. The falling sequence 

and the rising sequence from a mid pitch are not very different from 

each other# nor from the high/mid level sequence discussed above. 

The rise from a low pitch., on the other hand.. appears to have 

affinities with the low level sequence. There is also another 

sequence which could be described as a falling-rising-falling pretonict 

and which has a form liket 

4 This for. m Is well attested in the literature as a 'broken' version 

of the falling sequence# where the downward trend is interrupted and 

recommanc. cd at a high pitch (cf. above). This is generally 

considered to be phonetically motivateds to prevent the pitch from 

beconing too low too soon. with a long pretonic, At any rate it 

would seem to be justifiable to group this together with the simple 

falling sequence mentioned above. 

For level feet, therefore, it would seem that we can recognises 

at the first level of differentiations two pretonic types: a 'high' 

(or mid) types and a low, type. At a further level of differentiation 

we could divide the former into a 'leveP, a Ifalling'. 9 and a 

'rising' sequences and the latter into a 'level' and a 'rising' 

sequence* Yet another level of differentiation might be used, wheret 

for examples the height of the level types could be distinguishedt 

but this is a gradient and distinctions are difficult to make. 

of the non-level foot types# the falling type was. considerably 

more ccmmon than the rising type in both languages* With neither 
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of these types did it appear necessary to distinguish different 

overall pretanic shapes; differences here do# of course# exists 

but they are not easy to perceive. The only case where it night 

be necessary to distinguish different shapes for the pretanic wlyn 

rising or falling feet is where the rise or fell is continuous 

throughout the protonic. * Lee s 
Kar 

This is clearly different from cases where each foot has a 

separate rise or falls viz: or 

but these cases of a continuous rise or fell are often euditorily 

akin to rising and falling sequences of level feete 

The following tablo summarises the occurrence of the different 

types in the data in percentage terms. 

Toble 4, Protonics to Cl, El 

Io Level feet 
(a) high/mid level sequence: 43 5cr% 
(b) falling sequence: 6% 52% 7- 13% 64 

(c) rising sequence from mid: 3% lei, 
(d) low level sequence: 22% 16% 

23% 
(e) rising sequence from low3 i% 

j 
less than '1% 

i 
2e Falling feet: 20% 19% 

3, Rising f eet: 5%, 1% 

From this table it can readily be seen that# in the terms here 
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presented at any rates the differences between the two languages 

are minimal; those that do exist are hardly greater than what 

might be found between different texts in the same language* 

These figures do not take account# of course, of the occurrence 

of particular pretonics before specific varieties of tone I nucleuse 

The numbers involved in each particular case are naturally not 

largep so that few conclusions are justifiable; in particular it 

cannot be inferred from the non-occurrence of a specific pretonic 

before a given tonic variety that this combination is impossible. 

It was found that types 1(b) and 2 occur freely before any 

of the three varieties of tones G1 and El; no instance of type 

-one J+ in either langu3ge., but the total number 1(c) occurred befoz-3 t 

of occurrences of this pretonic is in any case small and such a 

combination sounds perfectly natural. Types 1(d) and I(e) did not 

occur before I- in either lanquaqLe, except for one individual 

instance in the German data. The restriction here is more naturalp 

since a nucleus beginning lower then a low level pretonic seems 

implausible. Howevert the one case where this occurred in the dat3 

shows how even this can be achieved: the final syllable of the final 

foot of the pretonic jumps up, thus allowing the characteristic 

jump down for the nucleuse The complete pattern is thus: 

- .. -.. --0k 
Nevertheless, this pattern must be considered atypicals and we are 

probably justified in excluding the low level protonic from regular 

occurrence with I-, 

This last case raises an important question about the relation-, 

ship between the level pretonics and the tonic. The different forms 
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of tone I nucleus in both languages were earlier said to be 

differentiated by the pitch of their onset in relation to the 

pitch of the pretonic. Hows then# is the height of ths pretonic 

pitch assessed? If we regard a pretonic as 'high' if its pitch 

is the saw ass or higher than, that of the onset of the tonict 

end as 'low' if it is lower# then the pretonic and tonic varieties 

become mutually predicting: a 'high' pretonic would occur with 

tones I and I-p and a 'low' pretonic with a tone I+* In this 

case it would be unnecessary to distinguish between the 'high' and 

flow$ pretonics as they would be in complementary distiibuticne 

In actual facts as we have seenp the 'low' pretonic does not, for 

practical purposest occur befozzo tone 1-; a relatively low level 

protonic with this tone would be interpreted as a 'highl protonic 

with an overall lowered and narrow ronge for the whole tone-group* 

However, it does seem to be possible for the 'high' pretanic to 

occur with any of the three tonic varietiess th-us providing a contrast 

between the two pretonics before tone 1+. 'We must theref ore 

recognise that it is not possible to assess the height of iche pretonic 

purely in terms of its relationship to the onset of the tonic; the 

'high' and 'low' pretonics are recognisable independently of the 

pitch of the tonicp presumably with reference to the overall pitch 

level of the utterance or of the speaker. 

further distributional gap occurred with the rising-foot 

type# type 39 which only occurred before tone J+ in both languages. 

Again the numbers involved, especially in English# were too small to 

be significant., and combinations with other varieties of tone 1 
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sound porfectly naturaL It is therefore to be doubted if this 

Is a genuine restriction. 
f 

In general termst thereforep very few restrictions on the 

possible combinations of different protonic types with different 

varieties of tone I nucleus cculd be discerned in either language: 

the choice of protonic and tonic forms appears to be more or less 

free and independent. 

The only major distinction between pretonics to tone 1 which 

is recognised in the literature but which did not emerge from the 

data examined is that between the 'bouncing' and 'listing' pretonics 

given by Halliday. Both of these would be included in type 3 of 

the above tables but would be differentiated by renge (ors 

according to Hallidays by complexity). However, Halliday himself 

is evidently unsure of the status of the 'listing' typepsince he 

suggests (1970asp. 32) an alterna-tive analysis of this pretonic as 

a series of independent tone-groups with the low rising tone* E3. 

This solution is reinforced by the fact that in German# which has 

no corresponding low rising tonep a high risin, ý, sequence seems to 

bo usual for lists. It is thus probably unnecessary to rccognise 

a 'listing' pretonic in either language. 

6.492*2. SIA'PLE RISE (G29 Us E3) 

With the simple rising tones a range of pretanics was found 

which was similar to that given above for falling tones; in fact' 

the same set of typess based on foot and overall pretonic shapess 

can be employed here. The following table summarises their 

occurrence in the two languages: 
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Toble 5 Pretonics to-C2p--E2p mnd E3 

C2 E2 E3 

Level feet 

(a) high/mid level sequence: 40% 40 53 r 

(b) falling sequence: 8%53, /'. ' 66 B%; 11% 6 4f/ 

(c) rising sequence from mid: 5 less than 2e C)ý! 

(d) low level sequence 22 2 O'j'", 2 6d-o 

(e) rising sequence from low: 23% 22ý less than 2 0,26ý 

2* Falling feetj 80 1 30% Dep 

3. Rising feet: 61,14 rf Dit 0C, 

Taking the 'high' rising tones C2 and E2 firstp we see that 

the pattern of occurrence in the two languages is broadly similarv 

the min difference being in the. accurrence of the falling end 

rising types# 2 and 3e The falling tyoe appears to be much more 

common in English, and the rising type correspondingly less frequent 

(in fact, it did not occur in the English data though it is possible)o 

The pattern is elso basically similar in both languages to that 

which was found for the falling tones (Table 4). peres as there# 

it seems to be legitimate to group I(a), I(b) and 1(c) together at 

the first level of differentiation, and similarly with J(d) and 

i 

The occurrence of the protonic types is also very similar with 

the low rising tone Up which has no direct counterpart in Cerman. 

Here the rising types 1(c); i(e) and 3 did not occur at all# ends 
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compared with Up the falling type 2 is much less common., the 

difference being made up by increases in the occurrence of the 

high and low level types* 

Most of the contrasts recognised in the literature for 

these tones ore accommodated by this description, One notable 

exception is the rising protonic to tone E3, which appears as the 

'Scnndent Head' of Palmer# Both Palmer and Kingdonp in fact,, give 

one or other of the rising forms as the 'normal' pretonic to this 

tonee The combination of rising pretonic and low rising tone does 

sound quite natural, with any of the rising iyposs so that the 

non-occurrence of the rising types in the date could be an accidental 

amissione 

Unlike the pretanics to the falling tonss GI Eind Els the 

protonics to the 'simple$ rising tones C2 and E2 show a certain 

relationship betwoon different ppetonics and varieties of the 

nuclear tone (no varieties are recognised for tone E3)j though 

this relationship Is one of the relative rather than absolute 

occurrence. The instancesof C2 and E2 (the 'broken' forms) ares 

of course, relatively few in numbers but it is nevertheless 

noticeable that the falling pretonics type 2. is rather more 

frequent with them than it is with the 'simple' varietieso In the 

English data., type 2 was# in fact$ the most frequent pretonico 

exceeding in number even the combined 'high' typest and in German 

it was just as frequent as these combined 'high' types before the 

'broken' tonic. It is worth noting that this situation is also found 

with the 'genuine' fell-rise in English, tons E4j which also prefers 

the falling protonic type 2 (see below). This is one of several 
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parallels between E2 and E4p as will be 5een later@ 

6. A. 2,3 LEVEL (G3,9 E6) 

The percentages of occurrences of the various pretonic types 

before tones G3 and E6 are given in the following table: 

Table 6 Pretanics to G3f E6 

C3 E6 

I* Level feet 

(a) high/mid level sequence: j0% 441 

(b) falling sequence: 2% 16% 55% 

(c) rising sequence from mid: 4% 0% 

(d) low level sequence 420 io 33% 

4 2'05a 33% 

(a) rising sequence from low: 0% 0% 

2. falling feet: 42% J2% 

3s rising feet: 0% 0% 

The figures here show a certain amount of difference in the 

distribution of the different types in the two languagesp but it must 

be borne in mind that the number of occurrences of the level tone 

E6 is very smalls so that statistical conclusions are not entirely 

reliable. There are also certain parallelst especially the non- 

occurrence of types I(e) and 3, and the sffnll number (in English 

again 0) of occurrences of I(c)* This tendency is exactly the same 

as that observed with the other tones considered so far: pretonics 
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containing rising feet or rising sequences of level feet are 

rare in both languages. 

The differences between the two languages here relate to 

the considerably greater frequency or type 1(a)., indeed of the 

'high' types in generals in Englisho balanced by a greater 

frequency or type 2# the falling foot type# in Cermano If this 

finding is a genuine one# and not simply the result of inadequate 

data# then it goes against the general trend found with the 

other two tones: a greater frequency of falling types in English 

then in German. On these grounds slonesit would probably be 

wise not to attach too much importance to these figurese 

There ist of courses no pattern of occurrence with varieties 

of nucleus in the cese ef tones C3 and E60 since no subsyste n. 

Is recognised for these toneso 

6,4.2,4 FALL-RISE (E4) 

This tone type occurs only in English (for the 'broken' rise 

In both languages see under the Simple Rise above). The occurrence 

of the different pretonic types Is given in the following table: 

Tsble 7 Pretonics to E4 

I- Level feet 
(a) high/mid level sequence: 38% 
(b) falling sequence: 5% 
(c) rising sequence from mid: 0% 
(d) low level. sequence: 13% 

(e) rising sequence from low3 0% 
2. falling feet: 44% 
3. rising feet: 0% 

43% /0 

13% 
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With tone E4 a subsystem of tonic variants was recognised 

above. Hallidnys and following him Albrows makes the choice of 

protonic to tone 4 entirely dependent an the tonics so that 

there is complete predictability: the simple form of the tonic 

has pretonic I(b)p a descending series of level feets while the 

flow' form Q has for Halliday a low sequence of falling-rising 

feet# and for Albrow pretonic 2, a sequence of falling feet. 

The data exemined in the present study did not support this analysis# 

however, but showed the falling pretonic 2 to be the most common 

with both forms of the tonics Type 1(b) occurreds but only in a 

minority of cases# and only before the simple form. 

6,4o2.5 RISE-FALL (C49 E5) 

There were no instances of tone E5 with a pretonic in the 

date,, so that the following table gives the figures only for 

Carman: 

Toble 8 Pretonics to G4 

C4 

Is Level feet 

high/mid level sequence: 
(b) felling sequence: 0% 
(c) rising sequence from mid: 61%2 

(d) low level sequence: 
4 

22'#Q 

(e) rising sequence from lowt 0% 

2. falling feet: 

! 3. rising feeti 

56% 

22% 

-I 

of note here is the occurrence of both the rising szquence 1(c) 
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and the sequence with rising feet, type 3x which is just as 

frequent with this tone as the falling foot types type 2* 

It was not possible to relate the types to the variety of 

tone C4 nucleus, as no instances of tone C4 occurred in the date; 

but it can be seen that all the major types occur with the 

simpler form. Again Halliday makes the protonic depend on the 

tonic choice (though Albrow does not recognise a subsystem at the 

tonic for tone So and his pretonics are thus independent)p but 

it is possible to produce other natural combinations then the two 

given by him. 

6,5 The ohonolooicql status of the forms 

The interpretation of the annlyses given !. n tables 5 to 9 

in phonological terms presents certain problems. Statistical 

counts of the number of occurrenpes of items, though of interests 

are of no phonological importance as sucho except in the limiting 

case of occurrence versus non-occurrence. Even in the case of 

non-occurrence, however# we cannot always assume impossibility_ 

of occurrence, as there may be accidental gaos in the date- 

Relative frequency could also be important in establishing 

$neutral', #normaP or 'unmarked' formst since such forms could 

be those which are the most frequent* However, 'neutrality' is 

not a very clearly defined notion; it may mean functional, or 

semantic# neutrality, Lee that which conveys the least information, 

and is not 9t all certnin that this will also involve greater 

frequency of occurrence. 
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The most serious practical difficulty in the phonological 

interpretation of the pretonics given here arises with those forms 

which have very lowt but greater then zero, frequency. Should 

they be excluded as statistically insigniriconts or should any 

occurrence at all constitute evidence of phonological function? 

Just as non-occurrence is no gunrantee of Impossibilitys rare 

occurrence is no guarantee at' phonological status, since 'deviant' 

forms do arise in natural speech. The situation is parallel to 

that of grammatical deviation: not all utterances produced by 

speakers are necessarily 'grammatical'. The only way to solve this 

- the 'intuition' of the native problem Is. to test each form against 

speaker. Howeverp it has become increasingly clear from recent 

granmatical discussions that 'grammaticality' is not an absolute 

Criterion; speakers disagree on what is 'grammatical'# cnd 

'grammaticalityl itself is a matter or degree. This is no doubt 

true in the present case, too; v., e should not# therefores expect 

to be able to decide in absolute terms on the phonological status 

of a givcn pretonice 

Even assuming that we can establish whether or not a givef! 

Pretanic type is possibles there are other, well-known problems in 

assessing its phonological status. Some of the problems here are 

entirely analogous to those encounteredp and discussed exhaustivelys 

in work on segmental phonology; they do not require further comment 

here. We have also seen something of tile nature of these proble me 

above# specifically the problems of identity raised by the phonetic 

neutr-alisation of distinctions In certain environments., We have 
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also considered the difficulties impo3ed by the gradient nature 

of the distinctions of meaning upon which the phonological 

categorisation is ultimately based. 

One further question thnt must be raised before an attempt is 

made to present phonological systems of pretonics is that of poly- 

systemicitys which has been mentioned on a number of occasions. 

above. From the above tables it can readily be seen that the 

pattern of occurrence of the different pretonics is not identicels 

but# on the other hands it is clearly similar.. The differencest 

both in absolute and relative occurrence, with different tones 

would be E3 justification for a polysystemic treatment, with a 

different system of pretonics for each tone. The systems for the 

level tonesp for examples would differ from those of the rising- 

falling tones in having no rising pretonic. The problem with such 

an approach is that# while doing justice to the differencess it 

fails to do justice to the similarities: there is a 'high' 

pretonics for example, with all the tones in both languages# with 

a basically high level shape. An analysis which recognises only 

one system of pretonics (though with differences of distribution 

here and there) would therefore not only be simpler but would also 

capture this generalisatione 

courset the arguments for and against a polysystemic 

treatment here are not to be decided on the basis of the phonetic 

identity or otherwise of individual forms. Those who have adopted 

a polysystemic approach have done so on grounds which are more 

theoreticEjl then practicals basing themselves an the orthodox 
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structuralist assumption of mutual definition of terms within 

a system. The phonetic similerrity or dissimilarity of forms is 

external to such a system and is thus not of decisive importance 

here* On the other hand# the basic phonetic similarity of forms 

with different tones is surely not in disputep end it is clearly 

a significant fact about these pretonics. Somehow or other this 

fact must be accounted for and accommodated in an adequate linguistic 

description of the Intonation of English snd German* 

rrom a practical point of view,, however., this problLm, is less 

serious than might appear to be the case. The important thing is 

to adopt a method of presentation which caters for both the differences 

and similarities of forms with the different tones. For the 

purposes of the present expositions the protonicc will be considered 

as one systems with different tones selecting differently from 

tem. this syst 

The arguments for equating forms, in different languages are, 

of course, of quit, a different status- There would seem to be little 

theoretical Justification for establishing just one system of 

pretonics for both longue-ges. kleverthelesso there are very 

considerable similarities between th6mg which cannot be overlookedt 

and which presumably require some form of explanation# perhaps 

in terms of a general theory of intonation. 

6.6. Summary tsble of oretonics 

The following table presents a tentative set of pretonicss 

based on the above analysis, w; 4 'an indication of the occurrence 

of these pretonics with individual tones. A tick indicates occurrence., 
I 
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a blank soace indicates lack of evidence for occurrences and a 

question mark indicates that occurrence is uncertain. 

Tnble 9 

Pratonics 

tz Ll. 

rN 
LA 

,r 

t4 

> 
'%> \> 

. 
\) \> 
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:1 

. . . 

'I i" 
" 

! 
. "I . 

I. I, �' ' 

1 1 1 1 i i"" \ 
U i: o c'. J r) 

cn 
c a 

or4 c 
V--l -r4 
V-4 to 
to r4 

c 27 64 
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Comparison of the forms for German end English shows clearly 

the very great similarity between the pretonic systems of the two 

languages# and even those differences that are discernible may be 

more apparent than real# since they relate to forms which are in 

any case very infrequent* The differencesp furthermorej appear 

only at the secondary level of dif-ferentiation of forms; at the 

primary level the systems are identical. In both languages four 

such primary types may be distinguished for fallingy rising# and 

rising-falling tones; for the English falling-rising and the level 

tones the rising pretonic does not seem to occure 

One fact about these pretonics must be borne in minds. however, 

when we identify the systems found in the two languages: the 

similarities are in respect of the criteria used for describing 

the forms# vizo the foot shape and the pretonic shape. Differences 

between pretonic types which are not describable in these terms 

are not catered fare Differences of this type will be considered 

shortly. It is claimed# however., that these two criteria are the 

chief,, indeed Prob3bly the sole phonologically distinctive features 

of these pretonic's, at least at primary levels of differentiatione 

It will be clear from this table, furthermore# that foot shape is 

taken to be of'more significance then the overall pretanic shape, 

sincej, with the exception of the height difference with level feet# 

it is the foot shape that serves for the primary level of differentiation 

and the pretonic shape for the second. This claim; isp of course# 

difficult to substantiates though it draws some support from the 

literature on the subjects as discussed above# 
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6.7 The 'Drehe;, tdi 

It was mentioned above that# in addition to establishing a 

system of 'heads's a number of writers also recognise contrasting 

'Preheads', though the status of such a Oprehead system' is not 

completely clear* A fair proportion of the tone groups occurring 

in the data had 'Preheads'. 9 independently of whether they had 

pretonics. (The terminology here is, of course, a little 

unsatisfactory; unless we uze the term 'head' the term 'prehead' 

is rather inappropriate, and indeed it is in any case not 

satisfactory if the 'prehead' can also occur without a 'headlo 

Other terms could no doubt be devised to overcome these problemss 

but Oprehead' will be retained here to avoid confusion. ) 

The pitch level of the prehead can be considered either In 

more or less absolute termso viz. an a scale from low to high# 

where the reference point is the overall pitch level of the utterancev 

or it can be seen in relation to the pitch of the following pretonict 

or# if there is no pretanics the pitch of the following tonic. 

In the 'relative$ case three discrete categories could be established: 

one where the prehead is lower then the following pretanic or tonict 

one where it is at the same pitch# and one where it is hin 

In absolute terms the great majority of all preheads were 

low; in relative terms they were at a lower pitch or at the same 

pitch as the following pretonic or tonic, depending on whether the 

starting point of the latter was high or low respectively* Thus# 

before a high or a falling pretonic, most of the preheads in both 
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languages were lower then the protonic; before a low protonic 

they were generolly at the same pitch as the pretonicp so that tha 

regular patterns could be presented as follows: 

-(there were insufficient rising pretanics with 

preheads to allow a 'regular' pattern to emerge here). A similar 

state of affairs was found to exist in those cases where there 

was no pretonict and where the prehead directly preceded the tonic; 

before a tone which commenced high (i. e. a falling or a falling- 

rising tone) the pre6eM was generally lower then the starting 

point of the tonic# but with a tone which comrwnced low (ioes a 

rising or rising-falling tone) the prebe-24 was generally at the 

same pitch as the starting point. Level tones behaved like falling 

tones in this respecto 

Not all preheads conformed to this regular patterns however* 

Before a high protonic or a tons which commenced high there were 

also a number of preheads which were at the some pitch as the 

following pretonic or tonics and with a low pretonics or a tone which 

commenced low, there were a number of preheads wihich were hiaher 

than the following pretonic or tonic. In shortp then$ two different 

preheads could bo establisheds a 'low' and a 'highl variety* In a 
I 

very small number of cases yet another possibility was found: a 

high pretonict or a tone wh-ich commenced higho preceded by a still 

higher preheedp and# in the corresponding cases with a low protonic* 

or a tone which commenced low, a still lower prehead. However, such 

cases were rarej, end these preheeds probably do not need to be 

distinguished from the high and low varieties respectivolys 

It was shown nbove how a number of the contrasts between preheads 
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found-in the literature can be eliminated by interpreting the 

high prehead asp in effectIp a substitute pretonics where there is 

no actualised high protonic. In factj, this principle could be 

generalised so thato with no pretonic, the prehead contrasts are 

always interpreted in this way- Thus the form *K could be 

regarded as phonologicall y equivalent to . -' 
[-ýj 

and the form 

as equivalent to. -h- We would not need to recognise contrasts 

for both prehead and pretonic independently, but just one contrast 

which could be carried by the pretonic, if present, and by the 

prehead if there is no pretonic. The difficulty with this approachs 

howeverp is that while the high pretonic in for more frequent then 

the low pretonic, the low prehend is far more frequent than the 

high prehead# even when there is no pretonic present. On grounds 

of frequency, thereforej we would certainly wish to reg3rd both 

high pretonic and low prehead as the"norm's and to treat the form -Jý\ 

as equivalent to. - ke 
Further'mores the low and high prehead* 

cannot be treated in this way where they both occur before the 

same pretonic. In such cases the prehead would have to be recoanised 

as an independent phonological element of the tone-group., 

Another way in which this conclusion might be avoided would 

be to demonstrate that the high prehead is conditioned by the final 

pitch of the preceding tone-grouP. A number of cases could certainly 

be convincingly interpreted in this way# namely where the preceding 

tone-group has 8 risingg falling-rising# or level tone. This 

solution would be especially attractive in those cases where the 

prehead in question belongs rhythmicnlly to the preceding tone- 

group; in fact# in this case we could dispense with the prehead 
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altogether* This happens 

tons-group boundary is in 

o, q, In on utterance like 

/So(rL-//j which could also 

he's /going to 
. go. me//. 

second foot as the I tail 

where the 'logical' place for the 

the middle of the lost foot of the tonics 

// 
A are you / ture that he's // going to 

be analysed as //are you / sure -that 

Whethsr we treat the remiss of the 

of the first tone-group or as the prehead 

of the second ist of course# a moot point. If tho pitch pattern 

were as f ollows -- 
[-/ ky 

and the syllables in question 

were treated as the prehead of the second tone-group we should 

have n high preheadp but the prehead (and hence the problem) would 

disappear if they were treated es the tall of the first tone-grouo. 

Attractive though this proposal is, however, it cannot account 

for more than a few instances of the high prehead. In the date 

cxamined there was no evidence of n greeter preponderance of high 

preheads after rising tcnF-, s then. after falling tones; end both 

high and low preheads could occur in tone-groups where there was 

no apparent conditioning factor of this sort* 

In short, therefore* it seems to be necessary to allow a_ 

measure of contrnstiveness to be assigned to the prehead in both 

languages. The system here can probnbly be reduced to a 'high' 

versus 'low' dichotomyt with low as the norm. Nevertheless it is 

clear that this contrast is not often exploiteds and its semantic 

significance seeirs to be less than that of the contrast between 

different pretonicsi, in the same way that the letter seems to be 

less then that between different tones. 
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6.8 Instrument-, il evidencs 

Having established phonologically contrastive pretonic 

types in both lanquoges we may turn to the more detailed phonetic 

charecterisation'of these forms. As mentioned above, the 

phonotic fentures regarded as distinctive ere the foot shape and 

the overall pretonic shape. These ore applied on an auditor/ 

basis. Even auditorilyy however, it is possible to perceive 

different types within each of the categories establisheds Particularly 

those differing in range or height- There is no evidence that 

the two languages differ in their use of either of these parameters. 

There are other, more elusive auditory features of the pretonics, 

howcver, whose ecou3tic basis is best ascertained by instrumental 

means# Even casual exposure to English and German convinces the 

hearer that the German forms sound somehow 'stronger's more 

vigorous., then-the English* A clue to the nature of this difference 

may be found in the remarks made-by Schubiaerj, and quoted aboves 

to the effect that Germans tend to "overstress the stressed syllebless 

end see to pitch them higher then the intervening unstressed ones". 

The apparently greater 'strength' of Cerman utterances could thus 

be attributed to th e greater prcminence given to salient syllables 

by both stress and pitch. The nature of 'stress' is, of courses 

problematic (cf* 2*2#3,, above), but neither this nor the pitch 

characteristic would be likely to show up in an auditory analysis 

of the sort conducted above, since the pitch difference would be 

too small to give the impression of a different foot shape. In 

any cases the present analysis revealed that, although Corman does 
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appear to give more pitch prominence to its salient syllabless 

this is not just a matter of higher pitcho as will be se-ell below. 

As with the tones, two techniques were used in analysing 

the pretonics: the ýonagrnph and the pitch me'%. -ere The data 

included examples of most of the auditory pretanic types given 

above (though by no means all possible combinations of pretonic 

and tone). Though the gross auditory features of the pretonic 

were confirmed by the instrumental analysis# the expected 

discrepancies between auditory and acoustic contours were also 

found: the acoustic contour was much less smooth and regular than 

the auditory one; 'level' pitches were not infrequently rising 

or falling; esimples pitches were often acoustically cOmPlOxt 

and so on. The major discrepancies related to the salient syllablesp 

and especially to the beginning of these syllabless though there 

were also differences in the remiss part of the foot. In addition, 

of courses breaks occurred in the acoustic contour for voiceless 

consonants, though the contour was auditorily felt to be continuous, 

6.8.1 Level feet 

As with the tonict it is possible to represent the patterns 

found in et schematic fashion which indicates only the basic 

characteristics* The most useful approach is to give the foot shapes 

that were found. With auditorily level feet. the following acoustic 

types could be established; they are valid for both languages: . 

Iý60 ictus level, remiss level 

IIa9 ictus Zising, remiss level 
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ictus falling,, remiss level 

IV ictus risings remiss falling 

V ictus falling-risings remiss level 

VI ictus rising-falling# remiss level 

It must be emphosised that nuditorily all 

more or less levels the differonces being 

realisation of the level pattern. This di 

mean that all these forms were auditorily 

but the auditory differences'between them 

of foot shape as such$ but of 'strength's 

these patterns tuere 

in the acoustic I 

Des not necessarily 

indistinguishables 

were not heard as those 

etc. 

Far the most part, only one of these types occurred in any 

one pretonicp but there were a number of exceptions to this general 

rule* Types I and II often occurred togethery as did Il and Vs 

and III and VI; in each case the alternation was largely 

predictable in terms of the natuie of the onset of the salient 

syllable: if it was voiceless the first of each pair accurreds 

if voiced the second. Note that'type II occurred with both 

voiceless and voiced onset) alternating with different types irr- 

each case. The alternations here are easily explicable in terms 

of a transition which is suppressed with a voiceless onset because 

of the break in the contour* A number of other types co-occurred 

whore the alternation was not predictable in this way; such cases 

will be discussed below. 

It will be soen that these acoustic types fall-into two 

classes9those with basically rising onset and t hose with basically 

fnllinn onset (where there may be on additional transition in the 
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case of voiced onset, as just discussed). Thus, types II# 

IV and V are rising# and types III and VI falling. Type Ip 

with level onset, constitutes a third type, but it tends to 

alternate with# or substitute for, the rising type* 

The occurrence of these acoustic types is discussed below 

-ones. in relation to the various auditory categories end to the 4. 

Pretonic i (P) :_ Level f eety hich level sequence 

Germsn 

All six of the above types occurred in high level ProtonicsP 

though not before all tones and not with equ3l frequency. The 

most common type overall was type No with rising ictus and falling 

remiss# but types I and IIv both with level remiss but with level 

and rising ictus respectively, were also ccm. mon. The least common 

types were III and V. The occurrence of these types veried somewhat 

with different tones: all six opcurred with tone Cjs types II and 

IV (those with simple rising ictus) teing the most common here. 

A similar pattern of distribution was found with tone G2, though 

the level type I was also very frequent with this tone* Before 

tons C4 only the simple rising types$ II and Up were found, often 

in the sarre pretonics but precisely these two did not occur before 

tons C; 2v where III and Vj# elsewhere among the least frequent typest 

predominated. 

For Cermant then# the date analysed seem to show a predominance 

of the types with rising or at least levpl ictus before all tones 

except the 'broken' rise$ where the fr1ling, ictus types were more 

common. 
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Enol ish 

The pattern of occurrence is rather different in English* 

Type M. among the most frequent tyPes in German for pretonic 

1 (a), did not occur at all for the some pratonic in English; 

the most common type here was 1119 among the lenst, frequent of 

the German tyDes. Type VI, the other type with falling ictus,, 

was also very common. The only cases where the rising ty pes 

predominated were tvith tones E2 and E3, where the only type to 

occur was IV* 

In English, therefore* the conclusion is that the types 

with frIlina ictus predominate, except before tonss E2 and E31 

where o type with rising ictus occurs. 

Prptonlc l(b): IEvel fpet, fsllino scquence 

German 

There are fcwer instances oi I (b) than I(o)o and only with 

tones C1 end V are there sufficient to allow conclusions to be 

drawns Unlike the feet of 1(a), those of 1(b) show a merked 

preference for the fellino, type III with tone Cjj, though again- 

it is the rising type IV that occurs before tone C2. Two interesting 

combinations of types were found here; in thefinal foot of 

pretanics with type IV as the basic forms types II and III occurred 

before to nos C1 and C2 respectively, giving the following pattern 

types: 

0,001 ...,. o .. ". - --K 
" .1""" "" 
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It is clear that these modifications are anticipations of the 

onset of the nucleus. 

Ennlish 

only before tone El are there enough'instances from which to 

draw conclusions* As with the feet of type I(a), the falling 

types III and VI (in complementary distribution according to the 

voiceless or voiced nature of the onset) are the chief types. 

Pretonic 1-(r): Level fpetsequence rising from mid 

Ce rmp n 

With tone C1 the rising type IV is the only one to occur; 

with tone C29 and also with tcne C3, fnllino types predominates 

though there is also a combination of type III with type IV in the 

final protonic foot before tone C2. 

Enclish 

There are too few cases here to give any conclusions. 

Pretonic 1-(d),. Level feetr low level sequence 

Ge rms n 

A different tendency is found here from that which tuas noted 

above with the high level type 1(a)& Here there is an overall 

predominance of the falling types, III and VIO with all tones except 

C3. In facts types II# IV and V did not occur in this pretonic 

except with this tonee With tone C3 the level type I was also 

common. 
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Enalish 

A similar proponderance of fsllino types was found here; 

in factv there were no instances of the rising types before any 

tone. 

Pretonic i (e)i Level feet., sequence risinq from low 
I 

There were too few instances in either language to allow many 

conclusions$ especially in English, but there were several cases 

of the fsllino types III and VI (in complementary distribution) 

before tone Cl in Cermans 

6.8.2 Non-level feet 

In order to account for the acoustic patterns found in non-level 

feet (i. e. the falling pretonic 2 and the rising pretonic 3) it is 

necessary to extend the list of types beyond the six established 

for level-foOt tYPese The following additional types were found: 

VII ictus levels remiss falling 

VIII --I" *-. ictus rising# remiss falling 

Ix ictus falling# remiss falling 

x ictus rising-follings remiss falling 

XI ictus risings remiss rising 

x1i ictus falling-risingp remiss rising 

These types are parallel to a number of the first six types given 

above# but with a different treatment of the remiss syllables. 

Type VII corresponds to, type Iq type VIII to type IV (differing 

from this only in the extent of the fall of the remiss)# type IX 

to type III# type X to type Vjj type XI to types II or Us and type 
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0 

be seen if we group the types into two classes as suqgested 
an4 a 'risiny class 

aboves a 'falling' clessi, where the criterion for classification 

is not the auditory foot shape but the acoustic treatment of the 

onset of the salient syllable# excluding any transition which 

may or may not be present according to the nature of the initial 

consonant., In both languages both classes occur* though the 

falling types occur in more environments than the rising types, 

There appoars to be a greater tendency for the rising types to 

occur if the tonic also begins with a rises Lee with tones G2* 

G4# E2# E3 (there are no pretonics with tone ES)e Tonics that 

begin with a fall, an the other hand (tones Gjj, Cý29 and Elt Qj, 

E4)t have a gkoater tendency to have falling types in their pretonicso 

Leveltoness too, appear to favour the falling types,, Again it must 

be remembered# of courses that we are here discussing the acoustic 

shape of the salient syllable# not the auditory pitch shape of -he 

foot; the two appear to be largely independent paran-aterse It 

would be difficult to give a well-motivated explanation for these 

tendencies* 

No less interestings however# are the differences between the 

two languages here. The main difference noted is that there is a 

rather stronger tendency towards falling types in'English then in 

Cermnn. In English# rising types 'are the norm in only one place: 

in the high protonic to tones E2 and E3# in either the high level 

or descending varieties of this protonic. They may# of courset 

occur elsewhere as the normal form# since in a number of cases 

there were too few examples to judge what was the norm* 
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In Carman# on the other hand, there are more contexts in 

which the rising types are usual. In addition to the cases where 

thoso types occur in English (i. e. in a high protonic to a rising 

tone)# Cerman also has rising types as the norm in the high 

protonic to the falling tone Cis and to the rising-falling tone 

C4 (there are no instances of a protonic to ES in the English date, 

h; nce it cannot be said whether a rising type would occur here in 

English)* The occurrence of the rising types in the high pretonic 

to tone C1 Is extremely importanti, as this tons is naturally very 

common# and this is its most common pretonico 

The basic distribution3l pattern of Inarn. all. types with the 

high level protonic I (a) can be given an approximate representation 

In the following table. Question marks reflect inadequate 

informetiont 

Tsblo_ 10 

Tone type: F 
-a 

Fall-rise Rfte-f 0 11 Leve 11 Rise 
(including 

$broken' 
rise) 

Corman: Rise Rise Fall Rise ? 

English: Fall Rise Fall ? Fell 

typical acoustic realisation of a simple falling tone with a high 

level protonic in the two languages might thus be as follows: 

Cerman 

rnqlish 
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It is interesting to compare these patterns with thoso given 

by Delattre (1965), j who presents (p. 25) "a comparison of 

prevailing Americans Cerment Spanishl and French intonation shapes 

for the expression of continuation and finalitylle The contours 

for American English and Cerman are as follows3 

Minmr Continultion 
----MnJor 

Continuntion Finality 

American 

the WOW-men from BCS-ton were LEA-ving 

Corn, an 

die TAN-to dor Frau SCHNEI-der ist LEH- re-rin 

It can be seen th3t the tendencies noted above are also presents 

if in a somewhat exaggerated forms in Delattrels date, Unfortunatelys 

apart from the fact that it is American English that is analysed 

here which naturelly prevents a detailed comparisons Delattre does 

not clarify the phonological status of the forms given@ He does 

suggest# however* that the $same' phonological contour would be- 

realised differently'in different languages# and gives "examPles 

of intonation Interference: realisation of 2-3-1 pitch levels by 

natives of Spain, rrance and Germany". The forms of the original 

and the " 'German imitation' of American 2-3-j" are as followst 

Amorican: N German imitationt 

YJt 
I ro-1rE1YI-bo I re-MEM-ber it 
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That the 'same' pattern (2-3-1) is involved in both coses elicits 

from Delattre the comment: "The use of pitch levels, or pitch 

phonotreeeo. j, has been found quite insufficient in teaching the 

intonation of a second language* Only a native of the language can 

interpret the digits correctly". This seems to corroborate the 

findings of the present study# where the differences between the 

two languages lie below the level of phonological contrastivenesso 

at least at the primary levels of differentiations 

one final point must be made in connection with the phonetic 

forms found in the instrumental analysis. Thouqý the differences in 

roalisation lie below the phonological threshold, as it were# they 

do not lie below the auditory threshold, This being sot it is 

clearly possible, with practicet to identify the acoustic differnces 

involved here on an auditory basis. This accounts for some of 

the comments found in the literatures wherep for instance# the high 

# protonic to falling tones is sometimes described as having rising 

stressed syllables in Cermano The difficulty that arises here is 

that of describing the pretonic types phonetically: should we not 

label the form in question a rising pretonic rather then a level 

ano? And if we do this are we then prevented from comparing this 

form with the equivalent form for English, which should then be 

described as a falling pretonic? This ist of course# one of the 

major difficulties of linguistic comparisons an what basis can we 

compare forms if they are phonetically different? The situation 

would be parallel# says to comparing the voiceless stops of English 

and rrenchp which as is well knownp are phonetically different. 

The justification for so comparing them is the samei certain major 
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phonetic features are shared by boths ends furthermorep their 

place in the overell, system of contrasts is similar. In the cace 

of the protonic patternsp it is claimed that type 1(a) is 

analogous in both languagest an both phonetic and phonological 

grounds# d3spito the difference in realisations and that comparison 

is therefore not only possible# but meaningful. 

6*9 Evidence from 
-synthetic 

SoPech 

One further instrumental technique of a more experimental ' 

nature was also used in the investigation of the pretonics: 

synthetic speech* All the synthesised utterances had pretonicso 

end these were Bystemetically varied so as to produce a wide range 

Of Patterns- The synthesised utterances varied in their 

accoptabilitys but many were quite satisfactory renderings by 

the standards of synthetic speech, which constitutes important 

evidence in support of the anslyaist since it shows that the 

principles underlying the patterns had been understood* 

This technique has it limitationsm of coursee it is not very 

satisfactory as a means of discovering differences in the phonetic 

realisations of the pretonics in the two languageslo sincep as we 

have seen# these differences are not those bf occurrence versus non- 

occurrence but rather differences of frequency, of preferred types* 

The some range of forms seems to be possible in the two languages# 

and it is therefore hardly possible to assess whether a given 

fam is Cermen and not English, or vice versn. Frequency of 

occurrence can only be established by analysing actual dates and not 

by constructing artificial utterances* Nevertheless# it was# of 
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courset possible to judge an an impressionistic basis whother 

or not a given form was a satisfr;, ctory imitation of the preferred 

type in one lanqu3ge or the other; but thin assessm. nt depends 

an a prior analysis in which the preferred types are established, 

The purpose of this part of the investigation# therefor--# was 

not to explore the differences of realisation in the two lanquagess 

but rather to find the acoustic correlates of the auditory patterns. 

Since auditory perception is assumed to ba not language-spacific 

(an oversimplifications no doubt) we would expect the results 41.0 be 

broadly similar for the synthetic utterances in both languages, 

The following tables give the main protonic patterns synthesised 

and indicate the auditory offect. obtained. Teble 11 gives the 

foot shapes which resulted, in suditorily unambiguous level., fellingi, 

end rising pitches; Table J2 OiVO3 those foot shapes ujhsre the 

auditory effect was embiguousp end could be given one of tWo 

interpretations; - Table 13, gives the overall pretonic shapes which 

could be perceived unambiguously as the. different varieties of type 

19 while Table 14 gives those where the interpretation vias ambiquous 

between two of these types* 
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A) Foot patterns perceivcd as level 

i) English 

00 

E33 

E28 

E23 

m9 

E21 

E17 

E22 

E18 
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Table 11 (A) (i) (continued 

E5 

E7 

E9 

E13 

___ 

I '3 
- 

/ 

/ 

/ 

/ 

___ 

ii) German 

G24 

G51 

oy 

G29 
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Table 11 (A) (ii) (continued) 

G33 

G9 

G10 

G3 

G7 

Lk 'y 

7 

Foot patterns perceived-as fallin 

i) English 

E2 

00 
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Table 11 (B) (continued) 

ii) Ge=an 

G2 

9: 

C) Foot patterns peýceived as rising 
i) English 

E12 

5o (Z r3 -& a 

ii) German 

G6 

III J- I1 
-1 -1 

Table 12 A): Poot patterns perceived as either level or fallin 

i) English 

Ei 

E24 

on 

3 00 
ý- 

I' J, ý0 

11-1000 
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Table 12 (A) (continued) 

ii) German 

k. .& 

Gl 

B) Poot patterns perceived as either level or rising 

i) English 

0 
-; -- 

Elo 

Ell 

ii) Ge=an 

I 

G5 

G35 
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Table 13 o* 

. 
A) Pretonics perceivcd as type 1(a) 

i) English 

C7 

t- tl(l% V- C\l cli C\l pq pq P 
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Table 13 (A) (i) (continued) 

al 

NN 
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Table 13 (A) M (continued) 

C'D 

A 

4 
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Table 13 (A) (continued) 

ii) Germ, an 

0 

-0 1 

Cd 

C\4 

cr. ) 

"it C\l 
CM 01% T- h-% C%j 
000.00 
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Table 13 (continued) 

B) Pretonics perceived as type 1(b)_ 

i) ElIalish 

L-) 

I 

'. 0 
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Table 13 (B) (continued) 

ii) German 

.0 r 

1 

.. ýi 
1 

7- 
. 1.1 1 1 

M rl- ON 
CV cli 
0 C3 
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Table 13 (continued) 

C) Pretonics perceived as tZpe 1(c) 

, zlish 

4 

Fel; I-71 
CD IN: t UN 
%ýo KN Kl% r4 m r4 
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Table 13 (C) (cont"dimed) 

Ji) German 

C'd 

'"able 13 ( D), 

Pretonics__perceived as tvpc., - -I(d) 
i) EnClish 

-ri 

. 
en 

%t Co 
%D 
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Table 13 (D) (continued) 

ii) German 

0 

-0 

. t, 

c 

C. 0 

CD 

>1 

C) 

-c 

4. ) 

cri 

Table 13 (E) 

Pretonics 2erceivc-cl as tXpe 1(e)_ 

T- 
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Table 14 :- 

A) Pretonics perceived as 
either t or 1(b) 

English 

(ID 

-J 

CD 

C, 

k 

0 
0 

01 

B) Pratonics perceived as either 
v '-pe 

1 (a) or 

English 

(b 

I 

--. 0 

0-> 

crý CN 

IA CA 
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Tablo 14 (continued) 

C) Protonics perceived as 
either t or l(e) 

D) Pretonics pl-rceivea as either 
ty e 1(c) or 1(c) 

English 

-ö 
1 

.0 

LC\ 
\0 

German 

C-6 

trN 
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It will ba seen from the above tables that the relationship 

between acoustic and auditory types is not entirely straightforwards 

whichp of courses corroborates the findings of the analysis given 

aboves On the whole, the patterns giving a particular auditory 

affect are the some in English and German; there are a few 

apparent differencess but a plausible reason can be given for all 

of them. A number of these differences arise simply from the fact 

that the patterns synthesised in the two languages were not 

completely identical. Others arise as a result of the different- 

structures in the two utterances synthesised3 the English utterance 

had two protonic feet# the German three. Specific cases will be 

discussed below under the heading for each table. 

Tpble-_Ili Unnmbiquous foot-gatterns 

At Level 
Level foot types could be produced with a variety of acoustic 

shapes; the pure level types (E339 E28P G24p G51) -were certainly 

unambiguously levels but they were not et all naturzl. Better results 

were obtained with a rising or falling ictus with a level remis'st 

or by a rising ictus with a falling remiss'or a falling ictus with 

a rising remiss. The rises and falls had to be very narrow in most 

casess howevers though the rise could be wide if a level remiss 

followed* A wide fall with a level remiss was ambiguous as to level 

or fell (see E24 in Table 12A)a In the rising-falling and falling- 

rising types# a wide range for both fall and rise prodýced on 

unacceptable or uninterpretable form which has not been included 
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in the tables; it would seem that such overtly complex foot 

shapes are not acceptable in the pretonic. 

As might be expected# the forms which came closest to the 

normal level feet in German were those which had a rising ictus 

and a level remiss.. i. e,, C9 and GIO; for Englishp the best 
I 

versions were those with a fall# either in the ictus (E23a E19s 

E13) or in the remiss (ES, E7). 

81 . Fallinq snd C: Rising 

The clearest cases of an unambiguous fell or rise in both 

languages had a fall or rise throuqhout the foots excluding the 

initial consonantp which could be used for the transition back to 

the original pitche In order not to be ambiguously levels the 

fall or rise had to be sufficiently steep (compare-El and G1 in 

table 12As and Eils C; 59 and C35 in Table 12B)o 

Table 12 1 Ambiouous foot patterns 

At Level or fnllinct 

8: Level or risin! j 

The forms here are those with a continuous fall or rise which 

is insufficiently steep to ensure unambiguous interpretation as 

falling end rising respectively, In the case of E24 the fall is 

steep-enough, but it does not continue throughout the foot; the 

level remiss could give an impression of a level foot.. A comparable 

form was not synthosised in Cermane 
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Teble-13: Unnmbi2u3u-9 pretonic Pstterns 

As Level type I (a) 

in neither language do the forms here present any difficulties- 

All the feet in a pretonic have the same shape at the some 

frequency* 

B: Fallinq type 1 (b) 

All the forms here give a basic impression of a falling 

sequence of level feet. E36 and C37 do not# of course# have level 

feets but the fall in each foot is small enough to qualify as levels 

In any case# these forms are not particularly naturaL In the 

English case# the stop down from one foot to the next has. to be 

sufficiently great* The comparable form E69 of Table 14A has too 

small a stop and is ambiguous as to types i(a) and I(b)e This does 

not seem to apply in Cerman (see G99); the explanation is no doubt 

that the extra foot of the pretonic makes the falling tendency 

unambiguoust even with smaller steps between the feet. 

C: Risino type 1(c) 

The same principles apply here as with type 1(b)* Again the 

steps need to be greater in English then in German in order to avoid 

ambiguity* In English a similar* though less natural effect can 

be obtained with a continuous rise (E35). In Gorman* however# this 

form (G35 of Table 14D) sounds ambiguous as to 1(c) or J(e)e The 

explanation for this difference would again appear to lie in the 

additional foot in the German utterance, which allows the rise to 

be less in each individual foot. The impression of a low pitch 

appears to be maintained for a longer period than in the English cases 
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With the three feett the first two can be taken together as lowy 

and the second two as high; hence the ambiguity* 

Dt Low level type j(d) 

The impression of a low level pretonic could easily bo 

obtained with a completely level pattern (E28t C11). This did not 

sound very natural. 9 however. The best result in both languages 

was obtained with a falling ictus and a level remissp as in E64 

and C90o This accords with the findings of the analysis given above., 

where falling types predominated. A rising ictus. 9 even if low., 

gives an impression of type I(a). 

El Risinq tyPe i(e) 

This pattern'for German (GIDI) is the some as E65 of 14C# 

except that there is an extra foot which'no doubt accounts for the 

difference of interpretation. It makes the rise unambiguous in 

Cermans though it is ambiguous In English. 

Table 14: Ambiguous oretonic-pstterns 

-As 
81 and Ct 1 (a) 9 or 1 (b) ;1 (8) or_l_(r, ); 1 (d) or 1 (e) 

These forms ere ambiguous because the steps are too narrow, 

The equivalent forms in C; erman are not ambiguous (cfe C99 Of 

Table 138# G100 of Table 13C9 and GJOJ of Table 13E) because the 

additional foot gives greater overall range. 

l(c) or i(s) 

In both cases the extra foot seems to produce the ambiguity# 

as discussed above (Table 13C),. The first two feet give the 

impression of ty pe I(e) and the lost two of type I(C)o 
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In conclusion# it may be said that the following general 

principles seem to apply in respect of the acoustic correlates of 

the auditory pretonic typest 

feet ere auditorily level if: 

a) they contain a level remiss 

b) they have narrow range 

2) feet are suditorily fnllinn if: 

a) they have a continuous fell 

b) they have a wide fall 

3) feet are auditorily rising ifs 

a) they have a continous rise 

b) they have a wide rise 

Since these criteria for recognitiop are not mutually exclusives 

potential ambiguities can arise if more then one is satisfied: 

4) feet-will be ambiguously level or falling ift 

a) they have a continuous fell with narrow range 

b) they have a wide fall with level remiss 

5) feet will be ambiguously level or rising IN 

a) they have a continuous rise with narrow range 

b) they have a wide rise with level remiss 

6) feet will be ambiguously falling or rising if: 

a) they have a wide fall plus a wide rise 

b) they have a wide rise plus a wide fall 
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In fact# the conditions of S(b) do not result in ambiguity, 

whereas those of 4(b) do* The former appears to be interpreted 

as levol, not rising# The conditions of 6(a) and (b) produce forms 

which are uninterpretable rather thon ambiguous, 
. 




